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A BST RAC T

This thesis compares the arrest-of-ship proceedings of the Republic of SOuth

Africa and the Federal Republic of Germany. In German law the more than a

century old provisions of the Code of Civi 1 Procedure (as amended) are

applicable, in South Africa the major statute is the Admiralty Jurisdiction

Regulation Act of 1 November 1983. Sou th Africa has special Admiral ty Courts

having jurisdiction in arrest matters. When issuing the arrest in Germany,

juri sdiction is vested in the court dealing with the principal matters, as well

as in the Magistrate Court (Amtsgericht) in which district the property (such

as the ship which is to be arrested) is located. Ebth German and South African

law provide that a creditor who wishes to arrest a ship must have a "claim for

an arrest." In South African law such a claim is called a "maritime claim."

South African admiralty law contains some special and even unique provisions

such as those regarding the arrest of an "associated ship." These provisions

attempt to defeat the strategy against sister-ship-arrests and enable the

courts to arrest ships owned by the person who was the owner of the ship

concerned at the time the maritime claim arose. The court can also arrest a

ship owned by a company in which the shares were controlled or owned by a

person who then controlled or owned the shares in the company which owned the

ship concerned. Ships will be deemed to be owned by the same Persons if all the

shares in the ship are owned by the same persons. A person furthermore will be

deemed to control a company if he has the power to control the company directl y

or indirectly. Deviating from common law principles which require the physical

presence of the property to be arrested, the SOuth African courts can order

anticipated arrests of a ship not yet within the area of jurisdiction of the

court at the time of application. SUch an order may be brought into effect when

the property (in this case, the ship) comes within the area of jurisdiction of

the court. The same principle is applicable in German law and does not

contravene para 482 HGB because this provision only prohibits placing a ship



under distraint and not the order for an arrest. In German law an action in

personam is only directed against a person whereas in south African law a res,

eg a ship or her bunkers, is the object of the admiralty action in personam.

The Admiral ty Jurisdiction Regulation Act of 1983 attempts at uniformity with

international law as it is based on several existing laws and international

conventions, for example the International Convention for the Unification of

Certain Rules Relating to Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952. Unlike Germany,

South Africa is not, however, a signatory to the International Arrest

Convention of 1952. When applying German law, it has to be noted that Germany

has ratified the Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in

Ci viI and Commercial Matters of 1968 (the EEC-Convention) this is

particularly so when trying to enforce the arrest of ships. Regulations

Concerning the limitation of liability in South Africa can be found in ss 261

to 263 of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1951. In German law limi tation of

liability is codified in paras 486 to 487e of the Commercial Code (HGB) with

reference to the International Convention on Limi tation of Liabili ty for

Mar i time Claims of 1976 (the 1976 Convention). This thesis shows that in

certain fields South African and German provisions do not deviate or are at

least substantially similar. This fact makes the application of both laws

easier for li tigan ts and lawyers, ei ther for Sou th Africans in Germany or

Germans in South Africa.
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PREFACE

The aim of this thesis is to compare the legal systems of two different

countries having differen t languages, namely Sou th Afri ca and the Federal

Republic of Germany. As the language of the thesis is English, all German

li terature and judgments which are applicable to the thesis, have had to be

translated into English. The difficul ties arising from translation are

multiplied when translating statutory provisions, judgments, law books and

articles. German expressions, terms and concepts more often than not have a

specific meaning and cannot be translated into li teral English. Thus, besides

reading the translations of most of the German provisions it is necessary to

read the original German provisions, which can be found in the Appendices and

which are the foundation of the work.

The thesis is divided into four parts. PART A deals with the principles of

the German law of arrest of ships and at the same time refers to South African

law when the proceedings are equivalent or at least similar. Reference is here

also made to the chapters in the second part of the thesis (PART B), where the

reader will find the relevant provisions of South African law, and where the

principles of the South African law of arrest of ships are described. Aside

from the principles of the South African law of arrest of ships, PART B refers

the reader to German law when the proceedin gs are equivalen t or at leas t

similar to South African law. The reader will find there the direct comparison

described in PART A. PART C of this thesis is the CONCLUSION.

The fourth and final part of the thesis (PART D) contains the APPENDICES

with a selection of paragraphs, sections, articles and forms referred to.

The classification of this thesis attempts to avoid repetitions which may

arise from a legal comparison which tries not only to reproduce the

similarities but also the whole of the law of arrest of ships in German and
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South African law. Furthermore J this will enable the lawyer J whether familiar

wi th German or South African law J to quickly recognize when the arrest

proceedings are equivalent or similar or J al ternatively J when he should pay

attention to the peculiari ties of arrest proceedings in the respective

countries.
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C H APT E R I

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND THE LAW TO BE APPLIED

A historical consideration of the arrest of seagoing ships1 can only be

confined to some general remarks on mari time trade and arrest juri sdiction.

This field, besides, remains the preserve of legal historians2 and falls

outside the ambit of this thesis.

There are no special provision relating to the arrest of ships in German

mari time law. 3 What is applicable however is the law relating to civil

procedure and the Code of Civil Procedure (ZPO). 'Ibe Code of Civil Procedure

with its latest amendments dates back to the Code of Civil Procedure of 1877.

In 1898 a supplementary law brought into use a special provision on the

enforcement of a civil arrest against marine registered ships. (cf para 931

ZP04). The above-mentioned provision takes into account the particularities of

ocean traffic and has, compared wi th common provisions on levy of execution

(pfaendungsvorschriften), certain specifics. 5

Besides the common civil procedure provisions, there are numerous

references in other statutes, both national and international. Thus one finds

in the German Commercial Code (HGB) a provision, which prohibits the execution

The thesis only deals with the arrest of seagoing ships and not, for
instance, wi th ships on inland waterways and the Inland Waterways (Civil
Liabilities) Act or the law governing inland navigation matters.

2 Cf Benedict on Admiralty Jurisdiction and Principles 7ed (vol 1) (1983)
Chapter I at 1 ff; G Hofmeyr 'Admiralty Jurisdiction in South Africa' 1982
Acta Juridica 30.

3 For an exception cf para 931 ZPo.

4 Cf Chapter VII (1) (a).

5 Wi th regard to enforcement (Zwangsvollstreckung), compare the following
provisions:
-para 858 ZPO : Enforcement Into a Ship's Part. Cf also paras 489 ff HGB;
-para 864 ZPO : Object of Enforcement of Immovable Property;
-para 870a ZPO: Enforcement Against a Ship or a Ship Under Construction.
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and arrest of ships (para 482 HGB).6

In the Compulsory Auction of Immovable Property Act of 20 May 1898 (ZVG)

there are in the second section special regulations which deal with sales by

public auction of ships and ships under construction. 7

These national provisions have, because of the scope of international

seaborne trade, been supplemented by international conventions. With regard to

the arrest of seagoing ships, one has to take account of the International

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of

seagoing Ships of 1 0 May 19528 (the Arrest Convention of 1952). The Federal

Republic of Germany became a signatory to the Arrest Convention of 1952 in

1972, twenty years after it came into force. South Africa has not ratified the

Arrest Convention of 1952. 9

More than ten years passed before Germany ratified10 the International

Convention on Limitation of Liability for Mari time Clains of 19 November 1976

(the 1976 Convention) which also contains rules relating to the arrest of ships

for the enforcement of maritime claims. 11

Further, one has to note the Convention on Jurisdiction and the

Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters of 27 september 1968

6

7

8

9

1 0

11

Cf International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships of 10 April 1926, Gazette of
the German Reich (Reichsgesetzblatt) 11, p 484.

Cf paras 162 - 171 ZVG, Appendix VII.

Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 11, P 655. Cf Singh
International Maritime Law Conventions vol 4 (1983) at 3101; Appendix Ill.

Cf Part B - Chapter XIV (5).

By a Statute of 23 July 1986, Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1986
11, P 786.

Cf Art.13 of the 1976 Convention (Bar to Other Actions).
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(EEC-Convention).12

In relation to the barter of goods and the exchange of goods and services,

which is occurring more and more frequently and as loading-times become shorter

owing to the use of containers and other modern loading techniques, it has

become necessary to have uniform arrest provisions in special and uniform trade

provisions in general. Also the ship mortgage banks are very much interested in

having uniform arrest provisions in order to distribute the economic ri sks

among them and the shipowners significant and just. 13

In the case of Germany, it can be seen, that the legislature has been slow

to make allowance for existing international circumstances. The reform of the

Arrest Convention of 1952 is no exception. 14

For the ease of seaborne trade it is to be hoped that for the arrest in

seagoing ships common binding rules, like the International Arrest Convention

of 1952, will be ratified by as many as possible of the seatrading nations.

1 2

1 3

14

Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 11, P 773, in the version of
the joining treatment of 9 October 1978, Federal Law Gazette
(Bundesgesetzblatt) 1983 11, P 802 and of 25 October 1982, Federal Printed
Papers (Bundestagsdrucksache-BT) 1 0/537. The EEC-Conven tion came into
force between Germany and the United Kingdom on 1 January 1987.

H-C Albrecht and V Looks I Zum Entwurf des Comi te International fuer die
Revision des internationalen Uebereinkornmens von 1952 ueber den Arrest in
Seeschiffe' TranspR 1985, 321 at 323.

Ibid 321. Cf I The Draft Revision of the Arrest Convention of 1952 I ,

TranspR 1985, 363.
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C H APT E R 11

THE OPPOSING PARTIES AND THE OBJECT OF THE ARREST

In order to obtain an arrest successfully, a necessary precondition is (besides

the legal requirements for an arrest15), that the petition for an arrest be

directed against the correct debtor (opponent of the peti tion or responden t)

and to arrest the right ship.16

(1) Principles of the German law of civil procedure

In German law, actions for arrest and of enforcement are only allowed agains t

the debtor himself or over his own property or the part of property which he

owns in common.

Accordingly, in principle it is only possible to arrest a ship which is

the property of the debtor, ie the owner.

It is possible, because the whole property of the debtor is subject to the

arre~t, to take execution against every ship that the debtor owns.

The debtor can be a shipowner17 or a shipping company. 18 A shipowner

(wi thin the meaning of para 484 HGB) can also be a trading association.

In principle it is not necessary to point out the object of the arrest

itself, ie the ship to be arrested does not have to be pointed out by name.19

15 Cf Chapter Ill.

16 Cf H-C Albrecht 'Die Arrestbeschlagnahme von Seeschiffen nach deutschem
Recht und nach dem internationalen Uebereinkommen ueber den Arrest vorr
Seeschiffen, Bruessel) Mai 1952 I HANSA 1954, 1142; Soehring Arrest of
Ships ed e Hill, K Soehring, T Hosoi, C Helmer (1985) at 53.

17 ef para 484 HGB.

18 ef para 489 HGB.

19 ef Stein and Jonas and Grunsky Zivilprozessordnung 20ed (1981) annotation
16 of para 920 ZPO and Chapter III (2) (a).
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(2) peculiarities of maritime law

Proceeding from the principle described,20 in maritime law the following

peculiarities in relation to exceptions exist:

(a) Para 510 HGB - the owner pro tempore

A shipowner is defined in para 484 HGB as a person who owns a ship and earns

living from shipping.

In the case where a ship is used for shipping by a person who is not

either the owner or the charterer, a shipowner in principle does not exist in

terms of private law. This circumstance is taken into account by para 510

HGB.21 In accordance with para 510(1) HGB, someone who employs a ship (but not

as owner) in order to live thereby and for his own account, and who ei ther

commands it by himself or who entrusts it to a master, is regarded as shipowner

in relation to third persons. This so-called owner pro tempore becomes a

shipowner, despite the fact that he is not its owner in the real sense (eg the

registered shipowner), and he has all rights and duties of a shipowner. He, for

instance, has the opportunity to assert by action in court all claims, which

arise out of the use of a ship, eg as the result of a collision. If para 510

HGB is applicable, the real shipowner of the ship has no influence in such

matters.

On the other hand, the owner pro tempore is the debtor in respect of all

obligations arising out of the use of the ship. He owes the crew wages because

he employs them. The master binds the owner pro tempore because of the

authority he exercises. 22

20

21

22

Cf Chapter 11 (1).

G Schaps and H J Abraham Das Seerecht in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
(Erster Teil - Seehandelsrecht) 4ed (1978) introduction to para 510 HGB.
Cf BGH, NJW 1957, 828.

H Pruessmann and D Rabe Seehandelsrecht 2ed (1983) annotation F(1) of para
510 HGB.
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As a rule claims arising out of the use of a ship can only be brought agains t

the owner pro tempore himself,23 because the owner pro tempore in relation to a

third party appears as a quas i-shipowner. I-e is therefore liable for the ship

and the cargo. 24 It is thus possible to arrest a ship J which is deemed to

belong to the owner pro tempore. An arrest is not only competent against the

ship over which the owner is the owner pro tempore but also against other ships

which he owns as owner. As far as maritime liens25 are concerned, the shipowner

himself can provide securi ty against an arrest of his ship J or should the

occasion arise, when there is a judicial sale of his ship. Claims by ship's

creditors can however either be made against the owner pro tempore or against

the owner himself and against the master J
26 as long as the owner pro tempore is

in existence.

If a creditor wants to enforce a maritime lien against the owner pro

tempore, which arose during the use of the ship by the owner pro tempore, the

shipowner is27 not permitted to intervene. 28

There will usually be an agreement between the owner pro tempore and the

shipowner to the effect, that the former will defray the latter's expenses in

relation to maritime liens and other claims, which result from use of the ship

by the owner pro tempore. Both the maritime lien and other claims can be

brought against the owner pro tempore and the shipowner himself. 29

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

Ibid.

Schaps & Abraham op ci t annotation 8 of para 510 HGB; Albrecht op ci t
1143.

Cf para 510(2) HGB.

Cf para 760(2) HGB.

In accordance with para 510(2) HGB.

The case would have to be decided in a different way if the shipowner was
able to prove that the use of ships by the owner pro terrpore was unlawful J

or that the creditor was not bona fide. Cf para 510(2) HGB.

Cf para 760(2) HGB.
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After the return of the ship, the shipowner is further liable for mari time

liens, which have arisen when the owner pro tempore held the ship. Any

subsequent legal action or application for an arrest therefore has to be

directed against the person who is the new owner pro tempore or the

shipowner. 30

A maritime lien which arises from the use of the ship during the holding

of owner pro tempore follows the ship, and it is therefore of no consequence

who possesses the ship, whether this be the owner pro tempore, the shipowner or

the new owner pro tempore. 31

In principle one can therefore say that the shipowner is liable for his

own debt with his own ship, whilst the owner pro tempore is liable for his own

debt with the strange ship.32

(b) Charter

The law permits a further exception to the principle that it is only possible

to enforce against the property of the debtor. This is the charter. One has to

distinguish the case in which a charterer becomes an owner pro tempore within

the meaning of para 51 0 HGB and the case, in which a charterer is nei ther the

owner pro tempore nor the shipowner but only a third party, who uses the ship

for a living.

In the cases of a time-charter (with a so-called emplOYment clause) one

should note that the time-charterer appears as a carrier by sea when he

concludes the contract with a sub-charterer (the party contracting with the

time-charterer as a sea-carrier in order to have his cargo transported). He

30 Pruess~ann & Rabe op cit annotation F(2)(b) of para 510 HGB

31 For the relationship between an owner pro tempore in accordance with para
510 HGB and charterparties see Chapter 11 (2) (b).

32 Cf Albrecht op cit 1142.
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does not become the owner of the ship through the charterparty, which he has,

by means of the time-charterparty, hired from the shipowner. 33

The shipowner leases the charterer the ship with the crew (cf Baltime or

Deuzeit-Charter). At this time he concedes that the charterer, within certain

1 imi ts, has the legal competence to give directions to the master. 'Ibe master

and the crew remain in the employ of the shipowner, who is liable for them, and

consequently maritime liens can be created in accordance with para 754 (1) (No

1) HGB. The time-charterer does not become an owner pro tempore within the

meaning of para 510 HGB, unless he makes it public (ei ther by words or

actions), that he is the owner pro tempore. In this case, he will be fully

liable like a shipowner or an owner pro tempore. 34 Para 510 HGB therefore is

not applicable to Baltime- or Deuzeit Charter. 35

Arising from the contract of carriage, which the time-charterer concludes

with a third party, the time-charterer and not the shipowner will be under

obligation as carrier. In this context, when determining the liability under a

charterparty, one has to distinguish the relations under a charterparty and

those under a Bill of Lading. Usually one is confronted with two contracts, the

charter contract linking the owner and the time-charterer (or a charterparty

ei ther time or voyage linking the mentioned time-charterer as carrier and a

sub-charterer) and the contract linking the consignee (often not the same

person as the charterer) and the carrier (ei ther eg the time-charterer or the

owner as the case may be). According1y , with a Bi11 of Lading, the time-

charterer as a carrier by sea is also liable in relation to the parties

33 R Liesecke 'Schiffsglaeubigerrecht und Arrest' MDR 1967, 625 at 626.

34 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation C(3) of para 510 HGB.

35 The High Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) BGH, NJW 1957, 828 ruled as
follows: A time-charterparty on basis of the Bal time (Deuzei t) does not
establish an owner pro tempore in accordance with para 510 HGB. This
provision cannot be applied correspondingly to Deuzeit-Charterparty with
claims of third parties, which are attributable to the fault of the crew.
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concerned with the cargo. 36

The shipowner is not liable for performance of the contract of carriage,

especially in accordance with para 559 HGB37 and for damage to cargo in terms

of para 606 HGB. 38

One should notice, however, the exception to the rule contained in para

644 HGB, where the shipowner will be liable where the name of the carrier by

sea is not specified in the Bill of Lading of the master or the agent of the

shipowner. The shipowner is then the carrier by sea as the bills are issued by

his agent on his behalf.

Claims against a time-charterer (with an employment-clause) have to be

raised against the time-charterer as the carrier by sea. 39

It is questionable, whether a creditor can arrest a ship because of claims

for which not the shipowner but the charterer is liable to a consignee or a

third party. If it is possible to arrest a ship in this case, one would be

departing from the principle that only the property of the credi tor can be

arrested. 40 Before answering the question it has to be mentioned that under

German law a consignee, in view of loss of cargo, has two claims against the

carrier, one contractual claim and one based on tort. A third party which has

no contractual link with the carrier or the owner has a claim based on tort (eg

collision, damage to quay). Departing from this, the time-charterer is not

liable when the damage done to cargo is committed by the crew and as far as the

nautical scope is concerned, provided the charterer has not given any

36 ef Art.IV of the Hague-Visby Rules concerning the immunity from liability
of the owner for loss or damage arising from unseaworthiness.

37 Liability of the carrier by sea for seaworthiness and cargoworthiness.

38 Liability of the carrier.

39 Cf Liesecke op cit 626.

40 Cf Albrecht op cit 1143.
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directions neither to the crew or master41 . In this case the owner become

liable by means of his master and crew and, accordingly, a consignee can arrest

the ship. As to performance of the contract of the charterer or compensation

for damage arising out of a contractual obligation it is only competent to

arrest the ship because of debts of the charterer when the damage or non

performance of the contract with the consignee was caused by joint tort of crew

and charterer. 42 soehring43 is therefore right when he states that it is

especially with time-charterparties important to get sufficient evidence as to

the responsibility of the shipowner. This is the surest way for an arrest to

being successful. He gives the following example: 44

"Bunkers are very often ordered by the master or an agent on behal f

of unknown charterers. In this case a creditor should produce a

perfect bunker requisi tion, signed by the master in addition to the

charterers order or other documentary evidence showing the joint and

several liability of the owners. For cargo claims constituted by the

charterers, the Hague Rules may assist the creditors view and hold

available a guideline for the German judge. This is because the judge

has to decide, whether the creditor's evidence is sufficient in

accordance with para 916 ZPO and para 917 ZPO."

One has to distinguish between the time-charter and the (pure) I Miet-Charter ,

(ie I Bareboat Charterparty I or 'Charter by Demise I). These two charter-parties

are correspondingly extensive. 45

The owner delivers his ship to the charterer so that the charterer can

himself man and equip the unmanned and unequipped ship. The shipowner

surrenders his ship to the charterer with full power of disposition over it.

41 Cf Art.IV(2)(a) of the Hague-Visby Rules.

42 Cf para 485 HGB.

43 Op cit 53.

44 Ibid. Cf Part B -.Chapter XIV (a) (ii).

45 Cf F M Ventris Tanker Voyage Charter Parties (1986) at 25.
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The charterer, in the case of a I Miet-Charter' (eg I Bareboat Charterparty' or

'Demi se Charterparty I) becomes an owner pro tempore, if the remaining

preconditions of para 510 HGB are met. 46 The charterer becomes a shipowner and

the (real) owner looses his shipowner position and takes a legal position under

the rules of civil law. 47 Since the charterer in this case becomes an owner

pro tempore, the same principles bind him as described in Chapter 11 (2) (a).

In accordance with most charterparties, the charterer has a lien over the

vessel for all moneys paid in advance and not earned, and the owners have a

lien over all cargos and sub-freight belonging to the time-charterers and any

Bill of Lading freight for all claims under the charter. 48 The liens of the

charterer over the vessel can be secured by means of an arrest.

(c) Sale of vessel

Once the vessel has been sold and once the property has passed to the new

owner, an arrest against this new owner under certain condi tions is possible.

This can be called an exception to the rule that only the property of the

debtor can be arrested. As far as mari time liens are concerned the creditor

does not lose his rights because of the sale of the ship. The maritime lien

creates a real right (statutory lien) over the ship.49 This follows the ship

until it is discharged or until ceases to operate for other reasons. The fact,

that it is possible to proceed against the new shipowner even after the

vessel's sale is governed by para 755(1) (sentence 2) HGB. It is provided here

that the lien over the ship can be enforced against each possessor of the ship.

The new shipowner is the new possessor and is therefore the debtor for the'

46 Schaps & Abraham op cit marginal note 5 of para 510 HGB.

47 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation C (4) of para 510 HGB

48 Cf also para 623 HGB (Legal Right of Lien of the Carrier by Sea).

49 Cf para 755(1) HGB.
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maritime lien. 50

(3) possibilities of limitation of liability and exclusion of liability

In principle it is possible to take possession of all items of property of the

debtor (ie shipowner, owner, charterer, owner pro tempore, salvor) to satisfy

the claim. 51

The shipowner is for instance liable52 for damages suffered by a third

party and caused by a member of the crew or a pilot, who has been on board the

ship. As far as the cargo owners are concerned, the shipowner is only liable

insofar as the carrier by sea is responsible for the fault of the crew.

If one accepts this unrestricted liability as the basic principle, it is

necessary to refer the exceptions to the rul e.

In accordance with paras 486 to 487e HGB, in relation to the International

Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Clairrs of 1976 (the 1976

Convention)53 for instance, shipowners (that is owner, charterer, manager and

operator of a sea-going ship wi thin the meaning of Art. 1 (2) of the 1 976

convention) and a salvor (Art.1(3) of the 1976 Convention) are able to limit

their liability for maritime claims. 54 This is the meaning of Art.2 of the

1976 Convention.

A responsible person is, however, not allowed to limit his liability if

50

51

52

53

54

with regard to maritime liens see Chapter III (1) (a) (ii).

Cf exceptions above in Chapter 11 (2).

In accordance with para 485 HGB.

Germany acceded to the 1976 Convention on 23 July 1986, cf Federal Law
Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 11, p 786 and p 787. Cf Singh op cit vol 4 at
2976. South Africa has not ratified the 1976 Convention; cf Part B
Chapter XIV (4).

One has to take note of the provisions dealing with the exception of
liability of juristic persons and business partnerships in accordance with
para 487d HGB.
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the damage done by him has been on purpose or committed carelessnessly and with

the knowledge that such damage will in all probability occur. 55

According to Art.11 of the 1976 Convention, where the person alleged to be

liable has deposited money (a fund) with the court or some other authority in

any state in which legal proceedings are instituted,56 this will serve as

sati sfaction only for claims in which a 1 imi tation of liability is pleaded.

After the fund has been constituted, any ship or other property belonging to

the person on behalf ,of whom the fund has been constituted, which has been

arrested and against which a claim is raised, may be released by order of the

court or other competent authority of the state. 57

In accordance with Art.13(2){sentence 2){a)-(d) of the 1976 Convention,

however, such a release will always be ordered if the limitation fund has been

constituted:

(a) at the port, where the occurrence took place, or, if it took place

out of port, at the first port of call thereafter; or

(b) at the port of disembarkation in respect of claims for loss of life

or personal injury; or

(c) at the port of discharge in respect of damage to cargo; or

(d) in the State where the arrest is made.

Liability can also be limited where it is based on the International

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage58 and the Protocol to

55

56

57

58

Cf Art.4 of the 1976 Convention.

Cf para 487e HGB in conjunction with Art.14 of the 1976 Convention.

Note para 305a ZPO (JUdgment Reserving Maritime Law Liability), wher~
possibly the right of limitation of liability can be disregarded with the
legal decision. Likewise note para 786a ZPO (Limitation of Liability in
the Scope of Maritime Law) in connection with para 305a ZPO.

Brussels, November 29, 1969. Cf Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt)
1975 11, P 301 and Singh op cit vol 3 at 2482.
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that Convention. 59

Although the liability is subject to a limitation, both, in principle or

in terms of the 1976 Convention, it is possible prior to the constitution of

the liability deposit60 to arrest a ship of a shipowner according to Art.1 of

the 1976 Convention. This resul ts from Art.1 3 of the 1976 Convention, where

after constitution of the fund the court or other competent authority releases

the ship or property from arrest. As long as the fund has not been constituted,

an arrest to secure the cla im (ie the maritime claim wi thin the meaning of the

1976 Convention61 ) is competent. If the ship in respect of which the claim lies

is seizable, than it is not permissable to arrest a sistership, for the reason

that the sistership is not responsible for the claim as long as the ship which

caused the damage is seizable.

In the case of carriage of goods by sea, limitations of liability are in

existence,62 and in some cases the carrier by sea is allowed to appeal for a

complete exclusion of liability (for instance in warlike events, strikes or

actions/ omissions of the stevedore or owner of the commodities).63 In these

cases, there is no possibili ty of arresting a ship, because there can be no

claim for an arrest within the meaning of para 916 ZPO.64

In para 660 HGB the German law of carriage of goods by sea creates the

opportuni ty for the carrier by sea to be liable for loss or damage up to a

maximum amount, provided that the type and value of goods are not specified by

the stevedore before their loading and the details have been drawn up in the

59 London, November 19, 1976. Cf Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1975
II, P 301 and Singh op cit vol 3 at 2489.

60 Cf Art.11 of the 1976 Convention.

61 Cf Art.2 of the 1976 Convention.

62 Cf para 607a HGB.

63 Cf paras 608 and 609 HGB.

64 Cf Chapter III (1) (a).
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Bill of Lading.

In the case of general average65 the party entitled to compensation for

instance has a maritime lien because of the contributions which have to be paid

by the ship or the cargo. 66 This can be secured by means of an arrest against

the owner or shipowner. 67

(4) Sisterships

Arising from the principle, that all property of the debtor can be executed

against or arrested it is competent to arrest other ships of the shipowner, if

the shipowner himself is the debtor of the claim.

In principle, only the ship which is let to the owner pro tempore, can be

arrested. 68 In the case of a charter, the conditions described previously69

arise. with maritime liens and charterparties which correspond to the owner

pro tempore, it is only possible to arrest the ship from which the claim arises

and one cannot arrest a sistership. This is because of the peculiarity of the

maritime lien - it follows the ship and is not transferable.

65 Cf paras 700 ff HGB.

66 Cf para 726 HGB.

67 Cf Chapter III (1) (a) (iii).

68 Cf the peculiarities relating to the owner pro tempore referred to at
Chapter 11 (2) (a).

69 In Chapter 11 (2) (b).
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(5) International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to

the Arrest of seagoing Ships of 1952

If the International Convention for the Unification if Certain Rules Relating

to the Arrest of seagoing Ships of 1952 (the Arrest Convention of 195270 ) is

applicable, the creditor71 can (like in German law)72 arrest either the ship in

respect of which the maritime claim73 in accordance with Art.1(1) of the Arrest

Convention of 1952 arose, or any other ship which is owned by the person who

was, at the time when the maritime claim arose, the owner of the particular

ship, even though the ship arrested is ready to sail. 74

A ship flying the flag of one of the contracting States may be arrested in

the jurisdiction of any of the contracting states in respect of any maritime

claim but in respect of no other claim. 75

The Arrest Convention of 1952 has the task of only limiting arrests and

does not set grounds for obtaining arrests. In other words the Arrest

Convention of 1952 does not give a claim for an arrest, but in accordance with

Art.6 and Art. 7 of the Arrest Convention of 1952, the precondi tions relating to

the substantive law have to be fUlfilled. 76 The preconditions are determined

by national law. In Germany therefore the precondi tions of paras 91 6 and 917

ZPO have to be fulfilled.

The mari time claims enumerated in Art.1 (1) of the Arrest Convention of

70 Germany joined the International Convention for the Unification of certain
Rules relating to Arrest of Seagoing Ships (Brussels, May 1 0,1952) in
1972, Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 11, P 655.

71 •Claimant , in terms of Art.1(4) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

72 In accordance with Art.3(1) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

73 The definition of maritime claim can be found in Art.1(1) of the Arrest
Convention of 1952.

74 Cf Art.3(1) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 and para 482 HGB.

75 Art.2 of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

76 The Clydefirth OLG Hamburg, VersR 1987, 356.
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1952 represent pecuniary claims and might become pecuniary claims in accordance

with para 916(1) ZPO.77

A number of the mari time claims set out in Art.1 (1) of the Arrest

Convention of 1952 correspond to para 754 HGB (mari time lien s). One may

emphasize that in accordance with Art.9 of the Arrest Convention of 1952

nothing will be construed as creating a right of action, which, apart from the

provisions of the Arrest Convention of 1952, would not arise under the law

applied by the court which had seisin of the case, nor as creating any maritime

liens which do not exist under such law or under the Convention on Maritime

Mortgages and Liens, if the latter is applicable. The lex loci therefore

determines whether a maritime lien exists according to its own law.

Accordingly, a maritime lien recognized in Germany does not necessarily mean

that it will be recognized in England when a creditor wants to enforce his

maritime lien by means of arresting a ship in one of the English ports. This

can be a disadvantage for the German maritime lien holder because the principle

of a maritime lien that it follows the ship will be undermined. Art.9 of the

Arrest Convention and the English law contain the same axiom. English law does

not recognize a foreign maritime lien which does not arise under its own law. 78

The draft revision of the Arrest Convention of 1952, elaborated by the Corni te

Maritime International takes this disadvantage into account. Art.9 of the draft

revision reads as follows: 79

IIA state may, when signing, ratifying, accepting or acceding to this

Convention, reserve the right to refrain from applying the Convention

to ships not flying the flag of a state party. 11

77 Cf Chapter III (1) (a) (i).

78 See Part B - Chapter XVI (1).

79 See the I Draft Revision of the International Convention for the
Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of sea-going Ships I

TranspR 1985, 363 at 365. Cf Albrecht & Looks op cit 323.
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Proceeding from the above the following maritime claims in Art 1 (1) of the

Arrest Convention of 1952 also give maritime liens in accordance with para 754

HGB and therefore I give I a claim for an arrest in cases, where German law is

applicable and a German court deals with the matter:

_ Art.1(1)(a): damages suffered because of loss or damage to thingsjSO

- Art.1 (1)(b): loss of life or personal injuryj S1

_ Art.1(1)(c): salvage and provisions of aid when in distress at seajS2

- Art.1(1)(g): general averagejS3

- Art.1(1)(j): pilotage;S4

- Art.1 (1)(1): harbour dues. S5

It should be mentioned that the Arrest Convention of 1952 is only binding

the contracting States such as west Germany and the united Kingdom, but not

South Africa having not ratified the Convention. The Arrest Convention of 1952

is only applicable between these and other contracting States. S6

Furthermore, Art.3(1) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 states that it is

possible not only to arrest a ship because of the maritime claims in terms of

Art.1(1) of the Arrest Convention of 1952, which the claim refers to, but also

every other ship of the same shipowner. This is an exception to Art.2 of the

Arrest Convention of 1952. A so-called sistership therefore can be arrested, if

the owner is personally liable or if the sistership87 itself is liable in rem

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

Para 754(1)(No 3) HGB.

Para 754(1)(No 3) HGB.

Para 754(1)(No 4) HGB.

Para 754(1)(No 4) HGB.

Para 754(1) (No 2) HGB.

Para 754(1)(No 2) HGB.

Cf Art.14 of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

87 I Sistership I is defined in Art. 3 (2) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.
Accordingly, ships shall be deemed to be in the same ownership when all
the shares therein are owned by the same person or persons.
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for the maritime claim88 .

Art.3(4) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 is applicable to the owner pro

tempore. 89 According to this a creditor/ claimant (where an owner pro tempore

and not the registered ship is liable in respect of a maritime claim relating

to the ship) may arrest such ship or any other ship in the ownership of the

owner pro tempore, subject to the provisions of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

No other ship in the ownership of the registered owner can be arrested to

satisfy such a maritime claim. 90

The permissibility of a security attachment (arrest of a ship)

presupposes, that there is in another contracting state sufficient security for

the claim to be in existence.

Pursuant to Art.3(3) of the Arrest Convention of 1952, a ship will not be

arrested, nor will bailor other security be given more than once in anyone or

more of the jurisdictions of any of the contracting states in respect of the

same maritime claim by the same claimant. Art.3(3) of the Arrest Convention of

1952 reads further as follows:

"If a ship has been arrested in anyone of the jurisdictions of the

contracting states, or bailor other security has been given in such

jurisdiction either to release the ship or to avoid a threatened

arrest, any subsequent arrest of the ship or of any ship in the

ownership of the same claimant for the same maritime claim will be

set aside, and the ship released by the Court or other appropriate

88 Schaps & Abraham op cit Appendix para 482 HGB, marginal note 1 of Art.3 of
the Arrest Convention of 1952; cf R Herber I Zur Modernisierung des
deutschen Seehandelsrechts' HANSA 1972,510.

89 One should note that the English translation of Art. 3 (4) of the Arrest
Convention of 1952 speaks of a charter by demise, whereas in the German
translation, the idea of the owner pro tempore (fitter) is used and
accordi~gly goes further than wha t corresponds wi th th e Eng lis h
translatlon. The charter by demise is, in the meaning of the German law,
an owner pro tempore pursuant to para 510 HGB (cf. Chapter 11 (2) (a).
Compared to the charter by demise, the owner pro tempore is the generic
term, whereas the charter by demise is the subterm.

90 This regulation corresponds to German law - cf Chapter 11 (2) (a).
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judicial authority of that state. This is unless the claimant can

satisfy the Court or other appropriate judicial authority that the

bailor other securi ty had been finally released before the

subsequent arrest or that there is other good cause for

maintaining that arrest."

Art.3(3) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 is also applicable to ships under the

own flag of a contracting State which has stopped in the flag state. This will

occur provided the other preconditions are complied with. 91

91 Schaps & Abraham op cit Appendix para 482 HGB, marginal note 1 of Art.3 of
the Arrest Convention of 1952.
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C H APT E RIll

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF AN ARREST (ACTION IN REM)

(1) Particular preconditions

The arrest will be ordered, if (besides certain other preconditions, which will

be discussed later) the two particular precondi tions, narrely "claim for an

arrest,,92 and "urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest" 93 are

before the court. 94

(a) Claim for an arrest - para 916 ZPO (types of claims)

(i) The preconditions of para 916 ZPO

In accordance with para 916 ZPO the arrest will generally take place to secure

the enforcement of a judgment in relation to movable or immovable property - in

this case in relation to ships (and ships under .construction). The arrest

therefore has a safety function whereby the creditor can, by the enforcement,

utilize his real right obtained by means of the enforcement of the arrest. 95

Para 91 6 sets out the requirements which must be furnished, in order for the

application for an arrest to be successful.

The claim has to be a pecuniary claim or must be able to become a

92 Para 916 ZPO - see Chapter III (1) (a).

93 Para 917 ZPO - see Chapter III (1) (b).

94 Cf Zoeller and Vollkommer Zivilprozessordnung 15ed (1987) marginal note 1
of para 916 ZPOi H J Abraham Das. Seerecht 2ed (1950) at 67; H
Wuestendoerfer Neuzeitliches Seehandelsrecht 2ed (1950) at 109.

95 OLG Hamburg, MDR 1967, 677. ef RG, RGZ 31, 370 at 374.
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The latter refers, for example, to cases of either

"impossibility of performance" or the cases mentioned in paras 887 and 893 ZPO.

Para 887 ZPO relates to cases of so-called "surrogate performance", in

which the creditor undertakes the performance of an obligation instead of the

debtor. The costs of this performance rests on the debtor. If the debtor, for

example, is to hand over a res which he has undertaken to provide or to

produce, para 887 ZPO will come into use should he not meet his obligation to

make available or produce the fungible thing. The costs arising ou t of the

surrogate performance are costs, which97 may become a pecuniary claim. 98

Contrary to this, para 893 ZPO gives the creditor the right to demand

performance of the interest instead of the original performance. This would for

example be applied if the debtor is not able to hand over the res, because he

has alienated it. Alternatively, if the debtor is not able to hand over the res

because he has not fulfilled the judgment and the action he· had to perform

cannot be enforced,99 para 893 ZPO will also apply.

The claim for an arrest is regarded as the principal claim. The

enforcement of this principal claim will be secured by the subsequent

ratification of the court. 1 00

An arrest within the scope of the provisions relating to the sea trade101

ensures execution against a ship or a ship under construction.

The principal claim - for example through judicial sale - will be

authorized by the arrest. Thus in the case of the denial of a righ t of

96 Cf L Hagberg and H-C Albrecht Maritime Law - Volume I: Arrest of Ships ed
L Hagberg (1975) at 35.

97 within the meaning of para 916(1) ZPO.

98 Cf Zoeller & Stoeber op cit marginal notes 1 and 2 of para 887 ZPo.

99 Ibid marginal note of para 893 ZPO.

100 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) of para 482 HGBi Zoeller &
Vollkommer op ci t marginal note 1 ,of para 916 ZPO.

101 Para 476 HGB ff.
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execution on a Bill of Lading, an arrest may be possible, because a damage

claim could arise from this. 102

In respect of future claims, an arrest is admissable. Thomas and Putz0
103

deny that there is the permissibility of securing future cla.ims in terms of

para 926 ZPo. This provision prescribes that if the principal claim is not

pending, the competent court for arrest proceedings (assuming that an

application is filed) will without oral hearing rule that the party who has

obtained the arrest order, will be required to bring an action within

designated time-limit. In the situation where the judicial order is not obeyed,

the court will order the release of the ship from the arrest by means of

judgment. once again this depends on an application being filed. In support of

their opinion, 'Ihomas and Putzo argue that because the future claim is not yet

actionable, it is no way to fulfil the requirements in terms of para 926 ZPo.

This provides the mechanism of confirming the arrest contained in the

interlocutory order by means of a judgment on the principal claim. Because of

this, a future claim will only be actionable, if the claim to be secured has

become due.

In my opinion this viewpoint cannot be accepted. 104 A conditional claim

is frequently not actionable. On the other hand, a declaratory proceeding is

competent for future legal relations. One has to weigh-up the interests and

examine whether the debtor has an interest which should be protected. This is

in order that he can already at this stage secure his claim. This weighing-up

of interests has to be done wi th the consideration of a frictionless exchange

of commodities as well as of a frictionless exchange of goods and services. It

102 Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 5 of para 916 ZPOi dissenting
opinion OLG Hamburg, VersR 1982, 341.

103 H Thomas and H Putzo Zivilprozessordnung 14ed (1986) annotation 2 of para
916i cf stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 9 of para 916 ZPO
with references to other authors arguing along the same lines.

104 ef stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 9 ff of para 916 ZPo.
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also has to be done with the consideration that the creditor like the debtor

should only be burdened in the least burdensome way. The extra demurrage, when

arresting a ship, results in enormous charges, simply because a ship which does

not sail does not earn money.

Therefore an arrest is competent to secure a claim for reimbursement of

the costs and expenses of the action, if it is expected that the prospects of

success favour the debtor. 105

In accordance with para 916(2) ZPO, an arrest in a conditional claim and

in future claims is explicitly granted leave, with the restriction contained in

the second part of the provision. This provides, inter alia, that conditional

claims do not require the security of an arrest, unless the condition, because

of the remote possibility of the occurrence of the event, has no present

pecuniary value. Each case will depend upon its own facts and circumstance s.

The debtor will be responsible for this evidence.

(ii) Maritime lien as a claim for an arrest

A claim for an arrest wi thin the meaning of para 916 (1) .ZPO is also available

in respect of a maritime lien in accordance with para 754(1) HGB. 106

This does not appear directly from the Act, but is correctly recognized by

the dominant opinion. 107 Rabe108 observes that the holder of a maritime lien

is able to establish a claim for an arrest as follows:

105

106

107

108

Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 8 of para 916 zPO.

See International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law
Relating to Maritime Liens and Mortgages (Brussel s, April 10, 1926 and
Bruss~ls, May 27,1967), which has never been accepted by any English
speaklng country nor ratified by Germany.

For instance Pruessmann & Rabe op ci t annotation D (2) (a) of para 482
HGB; Liesecke op cit 625; Albrecht op cit 1142. For a different opinion cf
OLG Hamburg, MDR 1967, 50 and, confirming its legislation, cf MDR 1967,
677; cf also OLG Brernen, MDR 1955, 749.

Pruessrnann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) (a) of para 482 HGB.
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"As the maritime lien as well as the mortgage of a vessel serves as a

pecuniary claim, a claim for an arrest is also given with a maritime

lien. Since the one year time-period of preclusion in terms of para

759 (1) HGB only becomes evident by attachment through execution of

judgment, it will follow that, if a maritime lien exists, this and

not for example the personal claim against the shipowner serves as

the claim for an arrest."

Mari time liens, which are pecuniary claims within the meaning of para

916(1) ZPO, also need to be secured by means of an arrest like every other

pecuniary claim or a claim which might become a pecuniary claim. Indeed,

mari time liens enjoy the privilege of being first in time over liens over the

ship109 and the credi tor may for example enforce his rights by means of the

judicial sale of the ship.110

The above-mentioned assumes that the ship is registered in the ships-

register or can be registered in the ships-register.

The legal remedies are of no use, if the object of the judicial sale, viz

the ship, is not available because it has sailed away. The maritime lien in

this case does not offer real security, only the arrest does that.

Another opinion in respect of an arrest arising out of a maritime lien is

provided by the OLG Hamburg. 111 This court is of the opinion that the maritime

lien itself does not establish a claim for an arrest against the shipowner. If

the creditor wants to prevent the removal of the ship, he has to put in a claim

for an interim injunction and he has simul taneously to sequestrate the ship. In

support of its opinion, the court argues that with the securing of maritime

liens the peti tion for an interim injunction is only admissable under the

109 Para 761 HGB.

110 ef para 760(1) HGB and para 870a(1) ZPo.

111 OLG Hamburg, MDR 1967, 50 and MDR 1967, 677 = HANSA 1967, 1805i Zoeller &
Vollkommer op cit marginal note 10 ff of para 917 ZPOi cf OLG Bremen, MDR
1955, 749.
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precondi tions of para 935 ZPO wi th the regulation of sequestration112. The

reason is that the petition for a temporary injunction and attachment of a

claim have no legitimate interest in the proceedings. As an obstacle, the court

is of the opinion

"that an arrest and its enforcement by means of the levy of execution

(cf para 930(1) and (2) ZPO, para 804(1) ZPO) will serve as security

for future monetary execution in the scope of the already obtained

attachment lien."

The application of the attaching credi tor, said the court, is only for the

purpose of preventing the departure of the shi p. The applicant in the arrest

has no interest in the attachment lien, because a maritime lien has preference

(cf para 761 HGB). The court therefore is only allowed to grant an arrest if

the creditor, when enforcing his future pecuniary claim, is able to utilize an

in rem right obtained by the enforcement of a civil arrest. This opinion is not

acceptable to many authorities for reasons already mentioned above. 113

Liesecke114 correctly submitted, contrary to the OLG Hamburg, that para

917 ZPO determines the preconditions of an attachment order impounding the

debtor's property in the following way:

"This will take place, if wi thout the credi tor I s action the

enforcement of the judgment will be defeated or rendered more

difficult. The future judgment by obtaining the arrest because of a

mari time lien is a judgment in which one suffers execution of the

ship (cf para 760(2) ZPO). The enforcement will be rendered more

difficult if the ship sails away. The law does not demand that the

credi tor generally first obtains an in rem right over the object

(here the ship) through the enforcement of a civil arrest."

112 ef para 938(2) ZPo.

113 ef Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (1)(b) of para 482 HGB; Liesecke
op cit 625; stein & Jonas & Grunsky, op cit marginal note 21 of para 917
ZPo.

114 Liesecke op cit 625.
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Furthermore, the maritime lien gives a so-called statutory lien in terms of

para 755(1) HGB. It would be a disadvantage of a lienholder compared with any

other credi tor, if the latter can secure his right by means of an arrest

provided that the right is a pecuniary claim or might become a pecuniary claim.

Not only German maritime liens therefore are claims for an arrest. Also foreign

mari time liens have to be recognized as a claim for an arrest. This follows

from the principle that, general speaking, rnari time liens are regarded as a

claim for an arrest. It is of no consequence where (ie in which country) the

rnari time lien arose as long as this rnari time lien is a pecuniary claim or might

become a pecuniary claim in terms of para 916 ZPO.115

(iii) Mari time claims as a claim for an arrest in terms of the

International Convention relating to the Arrest of Seagoing Ships of

1952

A claim for an arrest will also exist for almost all maritime claims according

to Art.1(1) of the International Convention Relating to the Arrest of seagoing

Ships of 1952 (the Arrest Convention of 1952).116

(b) Urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest - para 917 ZPO

In order for an arrest to be allowed, the elements of para 917 ZPO also have to

be fulfilled. Para 917(1) ZPO states that an order for arrest will be granted

if it is apprehended that wi thout the order, the enforcement of the judgment

will be defeated or rendered more difficul t. Pursuant to para 917 (2) ZPO, a

sufficiently urgent reason for the granting an order of civil arrest will be

that the judgment would have to be enforced abroad.

115 Cf Part B - Chapter (2) (b).

116 Cf Chapter 11 (5).
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(i) writ of attachment in terms of para 917(1) ZPO

The applicant has to give evidence if a concrete danger of enforcement of the

judgement is given. Further, without the infliction of the arrest, the

enforcement against a debtor, not against the ship, must be in danger. This

means that the danger of enforcement of the judgment is not determined by the

danger of the pledge of the ship, but by the danger of the enforcement of the

pecuniary claim. 117

It is not necessary that a judgment has been recorded or other title of

execution already lies before the Court. 118

The arrest relates to what will later be secured in respect of the title.

If there is to be a writ of attachment, it has to be determined by an objective

standard. Thus the personal opinion of the credi tor is of no importance. 119

The court has a 1 imi ted scope in determining whether there should be writ of

attachment and it is not a question of the unfettered discretion of the judge.

Unfortunately, the statute does not say, 120 in detail, what a "concrete

danger" is, aside from the exception contained in para 917(2) ZPO.121

Differing opinions have been given on the effect of these indefinite

general legal concepts.

Grunsky122 for instance states that the requirements of para 917(1) ZPO

will be met, if the creditor is in danger of losing his basis for enforcing his

claim owing to the rivalry of other creditors. By way of contrast Thomas and

117 The Pennoil OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1909, 107.

118 By missing: cf para 926 ZPO.

119 Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 4 of para 917 ZPo.

120 In accordance with para 917(1) ZPo.

121 See Chapter III (1) (b) (ii).

122 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op ci t marginal note 1 of para 917 ZPO and W
Grunsky lKonkurrenz anderer Glaeubiger als Arrestgrund 1 NJW 1976, 553. Cf
LG Augsburg, NJW 1975, 2350.
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Putzo1 23 are of the opinion that the arrest does not serve the purpose of

improving the posi tion of the credi tor in respec t of the propert y 0 f the

debtor. Rather, the purposes of the arrest should be to prevent a change for

the worse. '!'he rivalry of creditors is not a requirement for a writ of

attachment when the property of the debtor is insufficient to all the

creditors.

The OLG Hamburg124 is of the opinion that in general the imminent rivalry

of other creditors is not a reason for a writ of attachment. The decision was

based on the following facts: The steamer Clara was towing the barge of the

defendant, when the tow chain broke. 'Ihe barge, because of this, ran into the

shed of the plaintiff and caused damage. The application for the arrest in this

case was based on the fact that the barg~, which was used by the defendant for

business purposes, sailed abroad from time to time. The court gave the

following reasons for its decision:

"The business of shipping with the barge renders unavoidable the

creation of new maritime liens, which are, by virtue of the law,

ranked before the maritime lien of the plaintiff and consequently

endanger his preferential right. The success of the attachment" could

be defeated by the future judgment, although the act of attachment

itself will not be defeated or rendered more difficul t. 'Ihe poor

financial position of the defendant is a sufficient reason for a writ

of attachment, because it is uncertain, whether the other property of

the defendant will be sufficient to satisfy the claim of the

applicant. In general, the rivalry of other creditors does not form a

requirement for a writ of attachment. 125 In this case, the matter

deals wi th the problem of preventing the devaluation of an already

existing right of the applicant against newly forming liens. It

normally happens that because of the rivalry of other credi tors

123 Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 1 of para 917 ZPO; Zoeller & Vollkommer
op cit marginal note 9 of para 917 ZPO are of the same opinion.'

124 The Clara I OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1903, 216.

125 RG, RGZ 3, 416.
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challenging him by the arrest, the applicant will have a preferential

claim over these other creditors, which he does not normally have.

The execution of the arrest gives rise to the execution lien."

Grunsky 126 argues, contrary to the above-mentioned opinions that the

rivalry of other creditors will not be a writ of attachment. In my opinion, he

correctly states:

"Whoever applies for an order of arrest wants to improve his position

of preference against the property of the debtor.- He aspires to

obtain real security in the form of an execution lien, for which he

normally only has a claim under the law of obligations-."

The application for an arrest will, however, be successful, if the

creditor already has real security to the extent offered by the execution

lien. 127 It will therefore be of no consequence if one denies the existence of

a writ of attachment or if one proves the result without a legitimate interest

in taking legal action. Even the poor financial situation of the debtor will

not be sufficient grounds for a writ of attachment. 128

In principle all facts from which the danger results have to be presented.

Aside from this it must be shown that a change for the worse in the financial

si tuation of the debtor is imminen t. It is unimportant that the applicant has

known from the first about the debtor'S poor financial situation. 129 Knowledge

of the debtor's poor financial situation does not mean that the applicant loses

the security given in terms of para 916 ff of the ZPO.130

126

127

128

129

130

stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 1 of para 917 ZPo.

Cf para 804 ZPo.

Cf The Clydefirth OLG Hamburg, VersR 1987, 356i Zoeller & Vollkomrner op
ci t marginal note 9 of para 91 7 ZPOi Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op ci t
marginal note 5 of para 917 ZPOi cf The Pennoil OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1909
107. '

P Schwerdtner 'Zur Dogmatik des Arrestprozesses' NJW 1970, 223.

stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 6 of para 917 ZPo.
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Generally one can say that the danger of a deterioration in the financial

situation of the debtor will always occur when he, for instance, wastes or

encumbers his assets by mortgaging or transferring them. The mere intention of

doing so is sufficient, and it is not necessary for the debtor to have started

to do so.

One has to distinguish the case of a breach of contract. 131 A wilful and

knowing breach of contract normally represents a writ of attachment, but not

necessarily delay itself. The failure to fulfil an obligation itself will not

form a writ of attachrnent. Likewise also not in cases when performance has

occurred after conclusion of the contract. 1 32 with other wilful breaches of

contract however, a writ of attachment will normally be granted.

Procedural behaviour may also come into question when applying for an

arrest and when determining the writ of attachment. An example would be if the

debtor, in the main legal proceedings, defended himself with what are proved to

be fraudulent (untrue) pleadings or if he denied the authenticity of

documents. 133

Natural events or acts of a third party against the debtor may also

constitute a writ of attachment, provided the financial collapse of the debtor

is imminent. Here one can refer for example to the boycott, which in the case

of South Africa has become some significance.

It is equally possible for the debtor to be struck and this may cause a

deterioration of his financial situation.

The institution of composition proceedings to avert bankruptcy134 does not

in principle exclude the grant of a wri t of attachment in favour of a

131 ef Zoeller & Vollkommer op ci t marginal note 6 of para 91 7 ZPO i
Schwerdtner op cit 225.

132 stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 8 of para 917(1) ZPo.

133 Ibid.

134 Vergleichsverfahren.
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participating credi tor. However, as long as the institution of composi tion

proceedings to avert bankruptcy is pending, there cannot be the danger of an

arrest. One has to note that during the institution of composition proceedings

to avert bankruptcy the opportuni ty of enforcement of an arrest135 and

consequently the keeping of the time-limit referred to in para 929(2) ZPO will

not exist. 136

Schwerdtner137 is correct in his assertion that there will plainly be no

writ of attachment in this situation. '!he reason for this is the system

referred to in para 917(1) ZPo. The legislator has not appropriated the writ of

attachment, but rather an indefinite legal conception has been preferred so as

to include the multiplicity of possible situations. The circumstances of each

particular case will have to be examined by the court .

..
No writ of attachment will be granted if the creditor has a title, which

has become final and absolute (non-appealable) and which is wi thout security

provisionally enforceable. On the contrary, however, if the title is not

enforceable wi thout security, a writ of attachment is given if the debtor is

unable to provide security.138

(ii) Writ of attachment in terms of para 917(2) ZPO

In accordance with para 917(2) ZPO the fact that the jUdgment would have to be

enforced abroad will be sufficient reason for the granting an order of civil

arrest139 . Para 917(2) ZPO specifies a writ of attachment, and this therefore

135

136

137

138

139

Cf paras 47 and 124 VglO.

Cf Schwerdtner op cit 226; Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 1 of para 917
ZPo.

Ibid 225.

Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 12 ff of para 917 ZPo.

Cf The ~lara I OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1903, 216; see also the appeal on points
of law ln that case, The Clara 11 RG, HGZ 1904, 168.
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represents a relief of the enforcement. A sufficient reason for the granting an

order of civil arrest in accordance with para 917(2) ZPO is an unconditional

writ of attachment.

It is questionable whether an order in terms of para 917(2) ZPO will be

issued only for domestic (German) judgments, or whether foreign judgments will

be included where enforcement is to secured in a German harbour.

Some writers are of the opinion, that the relief in para 917 (2) ZPO is

only valid for German decisions. 140

The OLG Koblenz141 is of the opinion, that para 917(2) ZPO means that the

enforcement of a domestic judgement will be secured within the country, even

when sovereign rights play come into consideration. The value of the German

title should be kept in the enforcement. This court argues that the wording of

para 917 (2) ZPO already indicates, that this can only mean a German title

because if one speaks of the enforcement of a judgement abroad, only a domestic

judgment could be meant.

Some of the courts142 within the scope of the Convention on Jurisdiction

and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters of 1968 (ECC-

Convention) make an exception to that principle. In their opinion, para 917(2)

ZPO is lirni ted to the enforcement of German judgments. Only after that can one

deal with the case of the enforcement of a judgment in a third country.

140 OLG Stuttgart, NJW 1952, 831; OLG Frankfurt, NJW 1959, 1088; OLG Koblenz,
NJW 1976, 2081, wi th the consenting opinion of Schlafen 'Anmerkung zum
Urteil des OLG Koblenz vom 2.5.1975 (NJW 1976, 2081)' NJW 1976,2082; OLG
Hamburg, VersR 1972, 1114; OLG Frankfurt RIW 1983, 289 - cf LG Koeln, RIWj
AWD 1979, 128; W Grunsky 'Zum Arrestgrund des Paragraphen 917 Abs.2 ZPO
bei der Vollstreckung auslaendischer Urteile (zu OLG Frankfurt, urteil vam
2.3.1983 IPRax 1983, 227)' IPRax 1983, 210; The Clydefirth OLG Hamburg,
VersR 1987, 356; cf Soehring op cit 55.

141 OLG Koblenz, NJW 1976,2081.

142 The MS X LG Bremen, RIWj AWD 1980, 366; OLG Duesseldorf, NJW 1977, 2034;
OLG Muenchen, RIW 1983, 534 at 535 - and consenting with the court,
presumably, Schlafen op cit 2083; cf R Dittmar 'Der Arrestgrund der
Auslandsvollstreckung ' NJW 1978, 1720; Grunsky, IPRax 1983, 210.
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In this connection the OLG Bremen143 decided the following case: The plaintiff

in arrest proceedings, a French joint-Stock company (public limited corrpany)

with its seat of business in Paris, claimed damages against the defendant in

arrest, a Dutch private limited company with its seat of business in Rotterdam.

The cause was the considerable damage to cargo by the defendant in arrest

proceedings as the carrier, who had been transporting the goods with The MS X.

In terms of the judgment of the Tribunal de Commerce de Paris of 1.6.1977 the

defendant in arrest proceedings was ordered to make payment. The defendant in

arrest proceedings appealed against this judgment on questions of both fact and

law. The case was taken on appeal before the Cour d'APPel Paris. Because of his

claims the plaintiff in arrest proceedings obtained the order of arrest and an

arrest order from the Magistrates Court (Amtsgericht) Bremen to arrest The MS

X, which was owned by the defendant in arrest proceedings and which was in the
..,

dock of the 'Hapag Lloyd-Werft' (dockyard) Bremerhaven. On the objection of the

defendant in arrest proceedings, the Magistrates I Court (Arntsgericht)

Bremerhaven repealed the order of arrest, because it was of the opinion that

the preponderance of evidence in favour of a writ of arrest was missing. The

plaintiff in arrest proceedings lodged an appeal and asserted by action in

Court that he had an urgent reason for the granting an order of civil arrest in

accordance with para 917(2) ZPo. The LG Bremen argued, that it could not follow

a restrictive interpretation of para 917(2) ZPO, which was only limited to

German judgments. The court said that it could be left undecided, whether para

91 7 (2) ZPO was in former times granted by a consideration of the sovereign

right to retain the value of German title by means of security through the

possibility of domestic attachment. When interpreting and applying para 917(2)

ZPO, one has to concentrate on growing European co-operation in the field of

jUdicial relief and in terms of the EEC-Convention. Thus, tradi tional and

national State considerations have to be subordinated. The EEC-Convention aims

143 The MS X LG Bremen, RIW/ AWD 1980, 366.
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at the harmonization of the judicial decisions of the contracting states and

provides for their acknowledgment and enforceability by execution in the

particular contracting states. 144 Thus, for instance arrests, where these can

be obtained at the courts of one of the contracting States, even if the court

of another contracting state has jurisdiction for the principal claim. 145 This

is the reason why the LG Bremen, in its application of para 917 (2) ZPO to a

French principal-claim-judgment found that this did not have to be treated in a

different way to German ones. 146

Even the OLG Duesseldorf147 has placed first the European-unity-Idea and

refuses to accept the principle that para 91 7 (2) ZPO only deals wi th German

judgments at any event within the frame of the EEC-Convention. That principle

is opposed to the spirit of the EEC-Convention, because the LG Bremen148 has

already ruled that Art.24 of the EEC-Convention presumes that the judgment of

the principal claim is issued by another contracting state. The judgments of

the contracting States have to be equated with domestic judgments to the extent

envisaged by the Convention. On the other hand, the contracting states are also

foreign countries according to para 91 7 (2) ZPO, because the EEC-Convention

leaves the state borders untouched.

The OLG Frankfurt149 has stated that even the EEC-Convention has not

changed the fact that, in accordance with para 917(2) ZPO, only the enforcement

of a domestic judgment will be rendered. The case in question dealt with an

144

145

146

147

148

149

Cf Art.26 ff and Art.31 ff of the EEC-Convention.

Cf Art.24 of the EEC-Convention.

The MS X LG Bremen, RIW/ AWD 1980, 366.

?LG Duesseldorf, NJW 1977, 2034; cf AG Leverkusen, IPRax 1983, 45, which
lS of the opinion, that Art.24 of the EEC-Convention assumes that the
~udgment in the main issue is rendered in another contracting state as the
Judgment in the arrest application.

The MS X LG Bremen, RIW/ AWD 1980, 366.

RIW 1983, 289.
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arrest in German-Italian litigation. In the main issue an Italian court had

jurisdiction. The court ruled that a person who decides to sue abroad also has

to provide for the enforcement of the judgment abroad. The prejudice to the

Italian creditor, however, contradicts the sense of the EEC-Convention, in that

he has to suffer an arrest of his German property.

Dittrnar150 considers that para 917(2) ZPO cannot be applied any longer to

the contracting States of the EEC-Convention. If one follows the interpretation

of the OLG Duesseldorf, 151 every foreign creditor, who finds an item of

property of his debtor in Germany, 152 is able to obtain an order of arrest

s imply by establishing suf ficient evidence of his cIa irn. Thus, according to the

EEC-Convention, the creditor is able by his own choice to arrest any property

of the debtor. However from the point of view of the laws of the EEC, para

917 (2) ZPO is out of date. This is because the Common Market has lead to

increasing economic co-operation. The EEC-Convention is a reaction to the free

market economy and its requirements, in which the alleviation of the

enforcement of judgments has also found its place. It is untenable that a

ci tizen of the European Community, who disposes of foreign property, has to

realize, that his credi tors, on the basis of s imply establishing probable

evidence of their claims, can freely arrest his property both domestic and

abroad.

The above-mentioned opinions on para 917(2) ZPO cannot be followed. It is

necessary to go a step further. It has nothing to do with the origin of title,

because the reason for the provision is that the creditor should not be

burdened with the duty of enforcement abroad, if he can produce seizable

objects of enforcement (eg a ship or a ship under construction)

150 Op cit 1720.

151 NJW 1977, 2034.

152 For example a claim, cf para 23 ZPo.
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It is of no consequence whether the future judgment

originated from a German or another foreign court.

Grunsky154 is right when he states that the aim is not to relieve the

enforcement of German sovereign acts. Rather, the aim is that creditor, who has

found property of the debtor within the country should not be forced to seek

redress abroad. Thus, for instance, the institution of principal proceedings

against a foreign single-ship company only has relevance, if the enforcement of

the decision can be secured by an arrest within the country.155

One might mention that the above discussed problem does not only aris e

with a view to judgments but also with a view to arbitration awards. Very

often, for instance an applican t (eg a time-charterer of a vessel) faces the

problem that the charterparty provides for arbitration in London.

(iii) Further preconditions for the application of para 917(2) ZPO

If one assumes that the general purpose of para 917(2) ZPO is to save creditors

from the difficulties which arise from enforcement abroad, it is implicit in

this that the judgment in Germany is also recognized and enforceable in

accordance with para 328(1)(No 5) ZPO and para 723(2) ZPO. In accordance with

the EEC-Convention most judgments will be recognized of courts of contracting

countries, without needing a special proceeding. 156

Besides this there exist in relation to Germany and many other states

153 Cf Grunsky op cit 210 who is of the same 0plnl0ni see Pruessmann & Rabe op
cit annotation D (2) (a) of para 482 HGBi Soehring op cit 56.

154 Gp cit 210i cf Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 17 of para 911
ZPo.

155 Cf Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) (a) of para 482 HGB.

156 Cf Art.26 of the EEC-Convention. The members of the EEC-Convention are:
Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg,
Netherlands.- cf Zoeller op cit Appendix 11, annotation 1 of Art.1 of the
EEC-Conventlon.
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international treaties in which mutuality is guaranteed (reciprocity

agreement).157

Adjudication in many cases has recognized the guarantee of mutuality, eg

between the Republic of South Africa and Germany.158

The citizenship of the parties concerned does not play any role in the

application of para 917(2) ZPo. Even if the debtor is a German owning property

abroad, an arrest has to be granted. All the parties concerned can be

foreigners. 159 However, where a foreigner has all his property in Germany,

only' para 917(1) ZPO is applicable.

Para 917 (2) ZPO is applicable to all ti tles of execution, besides

judgments eg on arbi tration awar ds .

There is no need for the existence of security if the creditor has already

obtained that security in rem, which he wishes to obtain by means of the

enforcement of the arrest.

The result will be different if the already obtained security in rem is

not sufficient to satisfy the claim.

Even with maritime liens in accordance with para 754 HGB160 an arrest can

be granted to prevent the ship from sailing out of the harbour, where this

would lead to a danger of not being able to realize that right.

(iv) No writ of attachment within the meaning of para 917(2) ZPO

As already stated, the standard question in accordance with para 917(2) as well

as para 917(1) ZPO is whether the future enforcement by reason of a domestic

157 Mutuality is guaranteed for instance between Germany and Australia, China,
Japan, Mexico, Sweden, Swi tzerland and the United States of America: cf
Zoeller-Geimer op cit Appendix T.

158 Cf BGH, NJW 1964, 2350.

159 OLG Muenchen, MDR 1960, 146.

160 Already discussed above in relation to para 916 ZPo.
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monetary claim, directed personally against the debtor, will be in danger. This

danger does not exist where the debtor owns permanent domestic property and

when he gives a guarantee tha t he habi tually brings property, which is

sufficient to cover his obligations, to the country. An example would be a

shipowner who has a scheduled service with his ships and which calls at a

German harbour at regular intervals, and it is expected, tha t this will

continue in the future. 161

This principle is not restricted, as adjudication has justifiably extended

it. The OLG Bremen162 had to decide a case, in which an insurance company and a

Peruvian ship, The Paracas, were involved. The question was, whether the

shipping trade maintained a regular scheduled service between Peru and Europe

via Hamburg. The court ruled as follows:

"It is not decisive that a service qualifies as a regular scheduled

service. What is decisive is the situation where, at different

intervals, property of the debtor is made available which the

creditor can enforce. There must always be a warrant therefore, that

the regular scheduled service will be maintained in future. In the

case of The Paracas this was dubious, because the economic existence

of the shipping line depended on the company's mining output and the

sale performance of a single product, that is fish-meal, which was

produced by the enterprise of the principal shareholder of the

shipping line. In such fish-meal enterprises, the binding arrangement

on harbours is not as great as wi th the transport of small

consignments, where well-established agencies are responsible for the

cargo yield and the shipowner feels obliged, because of this, to call

at the s arne ports."

This was not the case in The Paracas, because the insecurity was obvious-,

namely that it was uncertain whether the ship would call at a European harbour

161

162

OLG Bremen, MDR 1955, 749 - cf Zander 'Voraussetzungen fuer einen Arrest
gegen eine auslaendische Reederei (zu OLG Bremen, MDR 1955, 749)' HANSA
1955, 1772; OLG Hamburg, HANSA 1966, 1261.

The Paracas OLG Bremen, VersR 1972, 250.
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or not.

A further reason to make an exception to the rule contained in para 917(2)

ZPO and not to arrest ships of shipowners supporting a regular scheduled

service is, for instance, the age or the condition of the ship. If the case

concerns a single-ship company, than an arrest will be ordered in terms of para

917(2) ZPO, if it is feared(that this ship, because of profitability, will be

withdrawn from circulation, and it is not certain that the ship will be

replaced by a newly built ship or, at least a newer or chartered one.

A similar case occurred within the jurisdiction of the OLG Hamburg. 163

The court had to decide whether or not it could be guaranteed in future, that

an Ethiopian state shipping line would discharge its cargo, namely coffee, at a

German harbour (in this case Hamburg and Bremen). The court had to take into

account the fact that the ships were totally out of date. The court ruled that

in this special case, the Ethiopian state shipping line, being that of a Third

World developing country, maintained a regular scheduled service, in which a

ship called at a German port every four weeks and the agent collected freights

of more than $ 125.000 per ship. The creditor, on one side, could garnishee

these freight claims after ordinary proceedings and was not dependant on the

arres t of one of the foreign vessels because, in the courts opinion, the

African government would not discontinue its business relations wi th the

Hamburg agent in order to evade the creditor's claim of only DM 90.000. On the

other hand, because of the low claim, one does not have to fear that the

Ethiopian state shipping line would scrap their ships because of their age

(built in 1961 and 1966) and that they would not be replaced. As Ethiopia is a

developing country, it is unlikely to renounce its freight revenue in US':

dollars. Therefore it is to be expected that either the running of the shipping

line will be carried on with chartered ships or the old ships will be replaced

163 OLG Hamburg, VersR 1982, 341; cf Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 2 (a) of
para 917 ZPo.
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by newly built ships (and in this case, the Ethiopian government had pleaded

before the court that they planned to award a contract to build five new

ships) .164

A further reason for the exception, namely to arrest ships from shipowners

or shipping lines maintaining regular scheduled services, is the apprehension

t~at a ship might be nationalized. The result would be that the shipowner no

longer has disposal arrangements wi th his former ship, and from which the

danger arises, that that ship (or the ships) will not call at a German port any

longer or, if it is a foreign creditor (for instance a French one) that the

ships will neither call at a French port nor a German harbour and consequently

evade the enforcement of a claim in the future.

The OLG Hamburg, in an already mentioned decision,165 refused to grant an

order of arrest even when a ship sailed abroad for a certain time. The court,

after considering the facts and circumstances of the case and the interests of

the parties involved, did not fear that the ship would remain abroad. In this

decision the special situation was mentioned, where a business enterprise was

limited to ships sailing only on the River Elbe. The barge of the defendant ran

into a shed of the plaintiff after the towing chain broke. The court ruled as

follows:

"The possibility that the barge in the business enterprise of the

defendant sails abroad for a certain time, does not establish the

fear that the judgment has to be enforced abroad, because the

Bohemian166 stretch of the River Elbe is too short for the barge to

be employed there wi th profi t."

One has to decide each case individually and to weigh the interests involved.

164

165

166

Cf OLG Hamburg, VersR 1982, 341; see also Soehring op cit 55.

The Clara I OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1903, 216; ef also The Clara 11 RG, HGZ 1904,
168, appeal on points of law of the fore-mentioned jUdgment of the OLG
Hamburg.

Part of Czechoslovakia.
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No writ of attachment does exist in the case where the debtor gives the

credi tor sufficient security, and it is irrelevant whether the security is

found domestically or abroad. 167

2. General preconditions

(a) Form for application - para 920(1) and (3) ZPO

The application for an arrest, known as a petition for an arrest, is what

insti tutes the arrest proceeding. The application can either be before the

Court office (para 919 ZPO) by means of a report of the proceedings, in which

case there is no mandatory representation by lawyers before the Magistrates'

Court (Amtsgericht).168 Alternatively, more usually the application can be put

in writing,169 either by the applicant or his counsel.

In accordance with para 920(1) ZPO, certain minimum requirements have to

be met with the arrest application. This will have to contain a description of

the arrest claim together with a declaration of the amount, as well the setting

out the urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest.

In most cases the following minimum particulars are required on the

application (form):

(i) The applicant's full name and his registered (or principal) address

in the heading of the cas e (Rubrum).

(ii) Respondent's full name and address, and this must also appear in the

heading of the cas e (Rubrum).

Note that where the applicant or the respondent is a body corporate, the full
name of one of the directors who is authorized to represent it in litigation
should also be denoted. If the applicant is represented by counsel, the full
name of the counsel (not only the name of the corrpany or law firm to which he

167 Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 15 of para 917 ZPOi Thomas &
Putzo op cit annotation 2 (a) of para 917 ZPo.

168 ef para 78(2) ZPo.

169 Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 36.
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belongs) has to be filled in on the application form. 170

The claim for the arrest according to para 916 ZPO together with its

establishing facts.

(iv) Power of attorney.

(v) The amount (monetary value) of the claim for arrest.

(vi) The urgent reason for the granting of an order of civil arrest. This

means the fact which signifies that the future enforcement is in

danger. 171

(vii) Determined objects of arrest must be pointed out because of the

principle that if the application for an arrest is submitted to the

Magistrates' Court (Amtsgericht), 172 the arrest will vest

jurisdiction. '!he order of arrest can, nevertheless, be enforced

against the whole property of the respondent and, as far as property

outside the judicial district is concerned, even against that. It is

sufficient for the attachment order impounding the debtor's property

if the application for an arrest order merely mentions "against the

property of the debtor", because it is for the creditor to indicate

those things he wishes to be arrested. 173 In the case of the arrest

of a ship, as a rule the petition for an order of arrest wil1174 be

put before the Magistrates' Court (Amtsgericht) in whose harbour the

ship at time of the petition for an arrest is located. It is seldom

that this is at the court of the principal claim. 175 Where the

arrest order is pleaded before the Magistrates' Court

(Amtsgericht) ,176 the ship to be arrested has to be indicated by

name, and the berth has to be named as well.

170

1 71

172

173

174

175

176

ef para 253(2)(No 1) zPO.

Cf paras 917 and 253(2)(No 2) zpo.

Para 919 ZPo.

Paras 808, 828 and 930 zpo. Cf stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal
note 16 of para 920 zpo.

In accordance with para 917 zpo.

See Chapter III (2) (c).

In accordance with para 919 zpo.
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The officia~ language used in the court is German. 177 This is the reason, why,

in principle, all written documents have to be submitted in German. The courts

deal ing wi th shipping matters will, however, especially wi th arrest

proceedings, also accept documents supporting the claim if these are in

English. 178

(b) Establishing a preponderance of evidence for the petition of arrest-

paras 920(2), 921 (2) (sentence 1) and 751(2) ZPO

The arrest proceeding is a summary procedure and it is therefore sufficient, if

the petitioner179 shows by prima facie evidence the claim for the arrest as

well as the urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest. 180

An exception to this is para 921 (2) (sentence 1) ZPO, where the arrest can

be ordered even when the claim for the arrest and the urgent reason for

granting an order of civil arrest have not been made credible by the petitioner

providing security.

The proof by prima facie evidence does not of course exclude documentary

evidence, such as a Bill of Lading, a witness or an expert, which can be

produced at the court hearing.

The main means of proof by prima facie evidence is the affidavit of the

peti tioner or the assurance of his lawyer. 181 It is, however, to be

recommended that both assurances are recorded because of the resultant greater

177

178

179

180

181

Para 184 GVG.

Cf Soehring op cit 56 ff.

In accordance with para 919(2) ZPo.

Cf OLG Muenchen, RIW 1983, 534; The Kladderadatsch I LG Hamburg, HGZ 1910,
100; The Kladderadatsch 11 OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1910, 101.

Cf The MS X LG Bremen, RIW/ AWD 1980, 366.
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credibility.182

The respondent is allowed to submit a written statement as a precaution

(caveat183 ), if he fears an arrest proceeding. In the caveat he can file his

observations to the arrest application, in order to render more difficult the

petitioner's proof by prima facie evidence. 184

For the rest, there is no change in a summary proceeding with regard to

the evidential burden of proof. The respondent has to substantiate his

objections and defence pleas. If he fails to do so, the court has to grant the

arrest petition.

There are cases in which the proof by prima facie evidence gives rise to

difficulties. An example is wh~n the real facts and circumstances of a

collision usually become evident after a detailed hearing of the evidence. 185

In cases where the petitioner fails to prove by prima facie evidence, para

921 (2) (sentence 1) ZPO and para 751 (2) ZPO grants him the right to obtain the

claim for an arrest (as well as the urgent reason for granting an order of

civil arrest) by the lodging of security. The lodging of securi ty, however,

only substitutes the proof by prima facie evidence of the claim for the arrest

and the urgent reason for the granting an order of civil arrest. The facts from

which they result have to be submitted conclusively.186

If it is certain from the beginning that there is no claim for an arres t

nor an urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest, then no warrant of

arrest in accordance with para 921(2) (sentence 1) ZPO can be granted.

182 Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 10 of para 920 ZPO.

183 Schutzschrift.

184 ef Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 9 of para 920 ZPO.

185 ef The Pennoil OLG Hamburg, HGZ 1909,107.

186 ef Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 921 ZPO.
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(c) Competent court - para 919 ZPO

(i) Principles

Para 919 ZPO states that the court of the principal claim is the competent

Court for the order of an arrest. 187 On the other hand, the Magistrates' Court

(Arntsgericht), in whose jUdicial district the object of the arrest is located,

is also competent. 188 The second alternative is normally applicable to the

arrest of ships.189 According to para 35 ZPO and para 919 ZPO, the creditor

thus has a choice between two legal venues.

Contrary to other courts, the ruling of competence in para 919 ZPO is an

exclusive one. 190

The court of arrest is also competent to decide the protest proceeding191

and it may give the order s tipula ti ng the time-l imi t wi thi n whi ch the

petitioner has to bring his action for the principal claim. 192 It also has the

power to repeal the arrest where the peti tioner has failed to meet the

deadline193 or because the circumstances have changed. 194

The court can order the return of security,195 and it can also grant a court

certificate of enforcibilty (Vollstreckungsklausel).196

187 Para 919(alternative 1) ZPo.

188 Para 919(alternative 2) ZPo. Cf Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2)
(c) of para 482 HGB; Soehring op cit 56; Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 35.

189 Further than this, there are, in accordance with para 14 GVG, specially
admi tted courts for shipping for the rna~ters described in statute, for
instance, the Act which deals with the legal procedure relating to inland
navigation matters.

190 Cf para 802 ZPo.

191 Widerspruch, cf para 925 ZPo.

192 Para 926(1) ZPo.

193 Para 926(2) ZPo.

194 Cf para 927 ZPO - exception: para 927(2) ZPo.

195 Para 109 ZPo.

196 Paras 929(1) and 731 ZPo.
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Finally the court is competent to levy execution (Pfaendung) of pecuniary

claims in execution of the arrest. 197

The court of the principal claim198 is the court, which has local

competence as well as jurisdiction over the matter over the principal claim.

The principal claim is the proceeding in which the monetary claim will be

secured and from which the claim for an arrest must arise. The parties

participating in the proceedings of the principal claim must be the same as in

the arrest proceeding. If the principal claim is pending before a court, that

court is the court of the principal claim. 199 Likewise with a default summons,

the Magistrates' Court at which the default sUInroons has been issued, is the

court of the principal claim.

The Magistrates' Court will be competent to hear the matter at the choice

of the credi tor, if it is wi thin the circuit where the ship to be arrested is

located, irrespective of the amount of the claim. 200

Even though the arrest was applied for at the Magistrates' Court, it does

not follow that the arrest has to be enforced only within' the circuit of this

court. If, for example, the ship sailed to Bremen during the time the

application for the arrest was before the Magistrates Court Hamburg, it is

possible to enforce a warrant of arrest, ordered by the Magistrates Court

Hamburg, in Bremen. 201

In the situation where both alternatives are correct,202 and the ship is

197 Paras 930(1)(sentence 3) and 934 ZPo. Cf Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation
1 of para 919 ZPo.

198 In accordance with para 919(alternative 1) ZPo. See the definition in para
943 ZPo.

199 ef Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 4 of para 919 ZPOi Thomas
& Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 919 ZPOi Zoeller & Vollkomrner op cit
marginal note 3 of para 919 ZPO.

200 Cf para 23 GVG.

201 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 12 of para 919 ZPO.

202 In accordance with para 919 ZPo.
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in the circuit of the principal claim, the credi tor can ei ther apply for the

arrest at the Magistrates' Court or, if the value of the claim exceeds the

amount of DM 5000,203 at the District Court (Landgericht) competent for the

principal claim.

An arrest in a German harbour does not imply that the creditor has to be

resident in Germany.204 Albrecht205 gives the following hypothetical example:

"Imagine that a SWedish creditor arrests an Italian ship in the

harbour of Hamburg because of a claim which he has made credible. The

reverse is also imaginable, as the other legal systems correspond to

the German legal system to the extent that for instance a German ship

can be arrested in the harbour of Copenhagen (because of a Swedish

creditor) or, as has turned out in practice, a German ship, which has

been chartered to a Belgian, can be arrested in an Australian harbour

because of a claim which originated in Aden."

As the regulation of corrpetence is an exclusive one, an arbi tra tion

agreement cannot remove the competence of a court for an arrest application. 206

An agreement which prescribes that an arrest cannot be applied for will not be

permitted.

A claim for obtaining an arrest is also not renounceable. 207 Stipulations

as to venue for the action of the principal claim do not prevent the arrest by

the Magistrates' Court of res, eg a ship.

By means of an arbitration agreement, the national jurisdiction of German

courts is not simply excluded. This remains in existence for the summary arrest

proceedings and the interim injunction. The competent court is the court which

203

204

205

206

207

Cf para 23 GVG.

If the creditor does not have his residence in Germany: cf para 23 zpo.

Op cit 1145.

Para 919 zpo.

RG, RGZ 31, 370; Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) (c) of para 482
HGB; Albrecht op cit 1145.
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would be competent in the main proceedings if the ~rbitration agreement were

not in existence. 208 No court of arbi tration can adjudicate an arrest

application or issue an order of arrest. 209

(ii) Particular international competence of German courts

The particular international competence of German courts derives from para 919

ZPO. German courts are therefore competent to order the arrest of a ship if it

is in a German harbour. 21 0

(1) Scope of the application of the EEC-Convention

In terms of Art.24 of the EEC-Convention,211 the German court of the principal

claim, which would be competent to hear the principal claim itself without the

regulation contained in Art.2 of the EEC-Convention, is a competent court to

order the arrest. 212

Art.24 of the EEC-Convention is an exceptional rule for temporary

measures, which concern security of a claim.

In principle, the place of litigation stated in para 23 ZPO is excluded by

Art.3 of the EEC-Convention, but this not so in the case of an arrest

proceeding in accordance wi th Art. 24 of the EEC-Convention.213

208 OLG Frankfurt, NJW 1959, 1088.

209 RG, RGZ 31, 370 at 374 f.

210 Cf Chapter III (2) (i).

The LG

211 Cf R Geimar I Eine internationale Zustaendigkei tsordnung in Europa I NJW
1976, 441 and especially Art.5 (No 7) of the EEC-Convention in respect of
orders already granted for arrest because of charges for salvage and
provision of aid in distress at se a (para 740 HGB).

212 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 2 of para 919 ZPO; Thomas &
Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 919 ZPo.

213 AG Leverkusen, IPRax 1983, 45.
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Bremen214 stated as follows:

liThe international and local competence (of the courts of Bremen) for

arrest proceedings is governed by paras 23, 919 ZPO, for the reason

that the ship to be arrested is presently in the harbour of

Bremerhaven. The undisputed corrpetence of the French courts to hear

the principle claim does not impair a proceeding for arrest in

Germany (in accordance wi th Art. 24 of the EEC-Convention) ."

An arrest can be applied for on the grounds of the location of the asset, if

the German court in the judgment of the main issue is not competent in terms of

the EEC-Convention.

The OLG Duesseldorf215 stated the following in the case where a German

plaintiff who had worked for an Italian corcpany wished to secure his claim by

means of an arrest against his former employer with the Higher District Court

(Landgericht) :

liThe international competence of the LG Duesseldorf follows from

Art.24 of the EEC-Convention. According to this, it is possible to

apply for temporary measures which are assigned for in the law of the

contracting State (including those measures which are directed

towards the security of the claim), with the courts of these states

even if for the decision in the principle claim, the court of another

contracting state is competent. Consequently, the plaintiff was able

to apply for an order of arrest before a German court, irrespective

of the dispute between the parties as to whether an Italian court was

competent to hear the principal claim in accordance with Art.2(1) and

Art.53 of the EEC-Convention. Insofar the national rules of the state

remain untouched and the arrest order can be applied for before the

court216 , this can be done even where this comes into question after

German law as the court of the principal claim. Considering the value

214 The MS X LG Bremen, RIW/ AWD 1980, 366; cf OLG Frankfurt, RIW 1983, 289.

215 NJW 1977, 2034; cf. Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 919 ZPOi cf
the dissenting opinion of OLG Koblenz, NJW 1976, 2081 wi th the negative
note of Schlafen op cit 2082.

216 In accordance with para 919 ZPO.
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of the claim, this will be the Higher District Court (Landgericht).1I

Besides the competence accorded in Art.24 of the EEC-Convention, it is

possible to arrange a legal venue for the principal claim217 by means of a

. 218
stipulation as to venue in terms of Art.17 of the EEC-Convent1on. This is

binding even if only the arrest applican t has his residence or respective

business seat in one of the contracting States. Thus it will be sufficient if

one of the contracting parties at the conclusion of the contract has his

residence within the area of one of the contracting states. 219

In accordance with Art.5(No 7) of the EEC-Convention, there is a

particular arrest venue for litigation concerning salvage money and

remuneration for assistance, when the case must deal with a pecuniary claim for

mari time salvage done for the benefi t of a cargo or a cargo claim (forum

arresti220 ). What is competent is, according to English law, the court in whose

sphere of responsibility the cargo or the corresponding cargo claim has been

arrested to guarantee payment. 221

the Arrest Convention of 1952. 222

This provision complements Art.7(1)(e) of

The provision in Art.5(No 7) of the EEC-Convention is only applicable if

it is asserted that the defendant has rights to the cargo or to the cargo claim

or had these rights at the time of the salvage service.

217 Within the meaning of para 919 ZPO.

218 Cf BGH, RIWj AWD 1978, 475; OLG Frankfurt, RIWj AWD 1980, 799; OLG
Muenchen, RIW 1983, 534; Zoeller & Geimer op cit Appendix 11, Art.17 of
the EEC-Convention; J Basedow 'Das forum conveniens der Reeder im EuGVUE'
IPRax 1985, 133 at 134.

219 Cf E Jayme and H Haack 'Reziproke Gerichtsstandsklauseln - EuGVUE und
Drittstaaten (zu OLG Muenchen, 8.8.1984, IPRax 1985, 323)' IPRax 1985,'
323.

220 Cf G Brice 'Maritime Claims: The European Judgments Convention, 1987 (3)
LMCLQ 281 at 287.

221 J Kroppholler 'Neues europaeisches Zivilrecht ' RIW 1986, 929 at 931.

222 See Chapter III (2) (c) (ii) (No 2).
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In the si tuation when the shipowner of a ship in distres s has concluded a

salvage agreement or a rescue contract, all the disputes arising in connection

with this are not regulated by Art.5(No 7) of the EEC-Convention but by

Art.5(No 1) of the EEC-Convention. 223

Arbitration proceedings do not fall within the ambit of the EEC-

Convention. 224

(2) Scope of application of the Arrest Convention of 1952

There are no particulari ties resulting from the International Convention for

the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of Seagoing Ships of

1952 (the Arrest Convention of 1952). This is because225 the proceedings

relating to an arrest of a ship, the obtaining of an arrest order and all other

proceedings, when an arrest is relevant, are determined by the law of the

contracting State in which the arrest has been enforced or applied for. 226

Accordingly, if a creditor wants to secure a maritime claim by means of an

arrest under Art.1 of the Arrest Convention of 1952, and this i p in Germany,

the particular and general arrest provisions of German law have to be applied.

Questions of competence are regulated by para 919 ZPo.

German courts are, according to Art. 7 of the Arrest Convention of 1952,

competent to decide the principal claim if the arrest has been enforced in

Germany and if these courts are competent pursuant to para 919 ZPO. 'Ihus, in

accordance with this, the cases enumerated in Art.7(1) of the Arrest Convention

of 1952 are:

223 Cf Kroppholler op cit 931.

224 Art.1 (2)(No 4) of the EEC-Convention; cf Zoeller & Geimer op cit Appendix
11, marginal note 9 of Art.1 of the EEC-Convention.

225 In accordance with Art.4 and Art.6(sentence 2) of the Arrest Convention of
1952.

226 ef Albrecht op cit 1145.
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( a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

if the claimant has his habitual residence or principal place of business

in the country in which the arrest was made;

if the claim arose in the country in which the arrest was made;

if the claims concerns the voyage of the ship during which the arrest was

made;

if the claim arose out of collision or circumstances covered by Art.13 of.
the International Convention for the Unification of certain Rules of Law

with Respect to Collision Between Vessels, Brussels, september23, 1910;227

(e) if the claim is for salvage;

(f) if the claim relates to mortgage or hypothecation of the ship arrested.

If the parties concerned have agreed to the conpetence of another court or

concluded an arbitration agreement, it is possible that, pursuant to Art.7(3)

of the Arrest Convention of 1952, the court of the circuit in which the arrest

has been enforced, can set a time-limit for the applicant. The applicant then

has to bring an action for the principle claim before the court agreed upon, or

he must bring the matter before an arbitration tribunal. If the applicant does

not bring the action before the court agreed upon in time or if he does not

bring the matter before an arbitration tribunal in time, the debtor can cancel

the arrest or he can demand to be released from suretyship or any other

security he has provided.

For the rest, arrest proceedings are only available for those claims which

can be brought as actions against someone in ordinary litigation procedures. If

it is therefore impossible to bring the principal claim before the civil

courts, one may not, according to para 91 6 ZPO, apply for an arrest before a

civil court. 228

227 Signed on 23 September 1910.

228 Cf. stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 24, preliminary remark of
para 916 ZPo.
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C H APT E R IV

VALUE OF CLAIM AND PRESENT VALUE

When dealing with arrest proceedings, the value of the claim229 and its present

value230 have to be kept separate, and not merely for the purpose of

determining court I sand counselor I s fees. According to para 919 ZPO, 231 the

present value of the claim will determine which court has jurisdiction over the

principal claim. 232 The value of the claim is measured in money. Further, the

value of the claim determines the professional charge of the counselor (eg the

attorney or advocate) who was representing either the creditor or the debtor in

the arrest proceedings or the principal claim. 233 The value of the claim can

be lower than the present value.

In order to assess the value of a claim, one must distinguish between the

main proceedings and arrest proceedings. 234 The main proceedings often concern

the enforcement of a monetary claim, whereas arrest proceedings frequently

concern the attempt to secure the (asserted) claim.

In the main proceedings, title will be effected over the claim, and

execution takes place on the basis of this when the occasion arises.

The arrest proceedings are, by way of contrast with the main proceedings,

merely a summary proceeding. The effect of this is that only substantiation by

229 streitwert.

230 Gegenstandswert.

231 In connection with para 1 ZPO and para 23(No 1) GVG.

232 According to para 23(No 1) GVG, if the present value is over DM 5000, the
court of the main proceedings will be the Higher District Court
(Landgericht), otherwise the Magistrates' Court (Amtsgericht).

233 Main proceedings.

234 The value of the claim and the present value can correspond.
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prima facie evidence is required. 235 The procedural requirements are also not

as strict as those in the main proceedings.

It is possible for the arrest court to adjudicate the arrest application

without an oral hearing,236 whereas in the main proceeding only the explicit

consent of the parties concerned can waive the court hearing. 237 The arrest

proceedings can, however, prepare for the main proceeding if it is no t yet
,

pending. This has to be taken into consideration when determining the value of

the claim.

When dealing with the arrest of a ship, the property assets which are

terrporarily in the native country will be utilized for the purpose of

enforcement. If this is successful, the arrest claim will be fulfilled most of

the time without a main proceeding. If the creditor renounces his rights

arising from the arrest, it is justifiable if the value of the claim for arrest

proceedings corresponds to the arrest cIa im (present value) to its greatest

extent. 238

Even if the respondent guarantees or deposits the settlement first, the

applicant will be satisfied relatively quickly without the need of instituting

the main proceeding. Thus in these cases, the value of the claim should amount

to 25 percent of the present value of the main proceeding.239

The court normally determines the value of the claim, and here the

provisions of the German Federal Attorneys Act (Bundesgebuehrenordnung fuer

Rechtsanwaelte) will have to be observed as well.

235

236

237

Cf para 920 zPO.

Cf para 921 zPO.

Cf para 128 zPO.

238 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) (d) of para 482 HGB.

239 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (2) (d) of para 482 HGB which
contains additional sources.
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C H APT E R V

ADJUDICATION OF THE COURT OF THE ARREST PETITION

(1) Court order or judgment - paras 921(1), 922 ZPO

The decision on the petition for arrest will occur ei ther by means of a court

order (Beschluss) or a judgment (Urteil).240

'Ibe court orders an arrest wi thout having had an oral hearing beforehand

on application of the creditor. Then the order is published in the form of an

order (Beschluss). The defendant (debtor) may ask the court to have an oral

hearing. Then the court (same instance) will issue a judgment either confirming

the first arrest order or rejecting the application. This judgment may be

appealed. If the court helds an oral hearing (ie because the debtor had filed a

caveat241 ), then the court will decide by a judgment either ordering an arrest

or rejecting the application. Again, an appeal agains t thi s judgmen t is

possible as above.

One has to have regard to the fact that arrests by means of a court order,

pursuant to Art.25 of the EEC-Convention, are not recognized. 242 Therefore if

an arrest applicant is a member of a state which has ratified the EEC-

Conven tion, the applicant in his own interest has to see to it that the

decision on the arrest is a judgment. He cannot otherwise have the advantages

of the EEC-Convention. Whether the decision on the arrest is made with or

without an oral hearing is the decision of the court and this has to be decided

according to its best judgment.

The party who has obtained the arrest, has to serve the court order in.

240

241

242

Para 922 ZPO.

Schutzschrift.

EuGH, NJW 1980, 2016; cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit annotation 1 of para
921 ZPO.
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which the arrest is directed upon the respondent. 243

(2) security deposit by the applicant - para 921(2) ZPO

The court can, according to para 921 (2) (sentence 1) ZPO, even if the claim for

the arrest or the urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest is not

credible, order the arrest so long as security is provided by the applican t.

This is because of the disadvantages for the respondent which arise out of the

arrest. The ship, when the occasion arises, will be "put in irons" ("in die

Kette legen") and will not be able to sail away.244

The court is allowed to make the order of arrest contingent upon a

security deposit, even if the claim for the arrest and the urgent reason for

granting an order of civil arrest are made credible. 245

The securi ty deposi t provided for by para 921 (2) ZPO is not full

compensation for the substantiation by prima facie evidence. The court can, if

the danger resulting from an order of arrest is equalized by the securing of an

eventual indemnification, content with a lower grade of conviction. 246

The court is not allowed, even if the applicant himself has not offered'to

provide security, to refuse the arrest petition without having proved, that it

is possible to correspond to the arrest peti tion by means of a securi ty

deposit.

Para 921 (2) (sentence 2) ZPO contains a special provision to protect the

respondent. The court can take into consideration the dangers resulting from

the enforcement of the arrest by demanding security from the applicant, despite

preliminary proof of a claim for arrest and an urgent reason for granting an'

243 Para 922(1) ZPo.

244 Cf Chapter III (2) (a) and para 920(2) ZPo.

245 Cf para 921 (2) (sentence 2) ZPo.

246 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 6 of para 921 zPO.
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order of civi 1 arrest. It may, for instance, be questionable, whe ther the

applicant, if the arrest is cancelled and the respondent has a damage claim
247

,

be able to pay compensation for damage or not. 248 In this case, the court

issues two court orders. Firstly, it will issue one in which the applicant has

to provide security and, secondly, it will issue the order of (civil) arrest,

provided that the applicant has provided security.

The value of the security is fixed according to what the court thinks fit

and can consist of money which has to be paid into court. en the other hand,

security can be provided by the deposit of a pledged item or a suretyship

agreement.

The value of security will be set sufficiently high so as to include all

damage pursuant to para 945 ZPo.

The applicant can, if he has applied for an order of arrest without

lodging security or if he has not given a statement about the security in his

arrest application, file a simple appeal against the court order, should it

order him to provide security.

The respondent can lodge a protest, if the court orders the arrest without

a security deposit by the applicant.

(3) Competence of the respondent to avoid the restraint of his ship by lodging

of security (P & I-Club) - para 923 ZPo.

The competent court for arrest proceedings249 will, in the order of arrest,

determine an amount which the respondent has to provide as security. If the

respondent pays the money into court, the enforcement of the arrest will be

247 According to para 945 ZPo.

248 Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 3 of para 921 ZPOi Stein & Jonas
& Grunsky op cit marginal note 7 of para 921 ZPo.

249 Pursuant to para 923 ZPo.
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stopped and the respondent can legitimately apply for cancellation of the

enforcement of the arrest.

The respondent accordingly has the right to provide security after the

arrest has been ordered and thereby to prevent his ship from being held for a

(long) time in a harbour.

The value of the security will correspond to the claim together with all

subsidiary claims and interest as well as the fees and expenses of the arrest

proceeding. The respondent can, by means of proving a security deposit, prevent

the enforcement of the order of arrest250 and he is also entitled to apply for

the repeal of the enforcement measures at the court which is competent to hear

enforcement matters251 .

The order of arrest, despite this, will remain effective, so long as the

court has not overruled it.

After the repeal of the arrest, the security provided by the respondent

will be refunded. 252

As a rule, in shipping matters, the respondent will bring as security

money,253 a pawn,254 or the registration of a ships mortgage in a German

register of ships.255 The value of the security is determined by the court. 256

The respondent of a ship to be arrested can, provided that he is a member of

the P & I-Club, offer the credi tor a letter of undertaking from the Club in

250 In accordance with para 923 ZPO and in conjunction with paras 712 and
775(No 3) ZPo.

251 Para 934 ZPo. Cf para 776 ZPo.

252 Cf Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 923 ZPo.

253 Cf as well para 232 BGB.

254 Cf stein & Jonas & Grunsky op ci t marginal note 4 of para 923 ZPO with
regard to lodging of security by a third party in favour of the debtor· cf
Stahl 'Sicherung von Anspruechen gegen auslaendische Reeder im Inland: DB
1959, 589.

255 Ibid.

256 Para 108 ZPo.
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exchange for the arrest. 257 "Although the applicant is not bound to accept the

security not approved by the court, he will usually do so, provided the wording

of the club letter enables him to collect his money without further

dif ficul ties as soon as the judgment on the meri ts has been issued in his

favour. ,,258

The security by payment into court is regulated by the Court Deposit

Regulations (Hinterlegungsordnung). This sets out the grounds by which the

applicant259 can obtain a lien over the sum paid into court.

The repeal of the executed arrest is done by the court competen t to

enforce the arrest.

Finally, the amount in accordance with para 923 ZPO forms the maximum

amount of the liabili ty of the ship in case of sale of execution by public

auction in terms of paras 931(6) and 932(1) zPO.

257

258

259

Cf Appendix XIV.

Soehring op ci t 58 f. Cf T G Coghlin I Protection and Indemnity Clubs I

(1984) LMCLQ 403; S Braekhus and A Rein Handbook of P&l Insurance 2ed
(1979) at 189,255,258,330 and 331.

According to para 233 BGB.
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C H APT E R VI

JUDICIAL REMEDIES OF THE RESPONDENT AGAINST THE ORDER OF ARREST

(1) Particular legal remedies - paras 924, 925 and 926 ZPO

The respondent can lodge an appeal if the arrest has been ordered by

judgment. 260 Where the arrest is directed by means of a court order

(Beschluss), the respondent has possibilities offered him by para 924 ZPo.

Thereafter, protest (Widerspruch) against the order of arrest is possible. The

remedy can be sought either by the respondent himself, his counselor or by a

legal successor or a trustee in bankruptcy.261

The respondent's protest is not restricted by any time-limi t. This is

possible, as long as the order of arrest is in existence. Furthermore, the

protest is admissible against an order of arrest which has not yet been served

or which has not yet been enforced, even if the time-limit for execution has

expired. 262

The court which has authority to the arrest is that court which has

jurisdiction over the subject of the matter and is locally competent. 263 The

protest can be lodged at the Magistrates Court' (Amtsgericht) in writing or it

can be recorded in the court office of the Higher District Court (Landgericht)

by a counselor of the debtor. The protest can be withdrawn at any time.

The protest does not stop the enforcement of the arrest. 264 The court

260 Cf Chapter V (1).

261 BGH, NJW 1962, 591.

262 Cf para 929 ZPo.

263 Para 919 ZPo. Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 6 of para 924
ZPo.

264 This is in accordance with para 924(3) ZPO.
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can, however, grant a provisional order 265 when, on application of the

respondent, the execution (against or without lodging of security) will be

temporari ly suspended. Al ternatively, this will only take place with the

lodging of security and the enforcement measures will only be suspended once

security is lodged.

If the protest concerns the lawfulness of the arrest order, this will be

the first time that a decision will be made after an oral hearing. 266 The

court, ex officio, will without delay fix a date for the hearing following the

debtor's protest. 267

When a protest is lodged, the court which granted the order of arrest has

to decide whether the arrest was lawful, and will then make a final

judgment. 268

The subject-matter of the decision will only be the claim for the arrest

and not the principal claim i tsel f .

It is not perrnissable to raise objections against the enforcement of the

arrest or to raise the question of compensation for damage in the protest

proceedings. 269 The court has to decide whether the arrest could be granted,

if it has not already done so. In accordance wi th para 925 ( 2) ZPO, the court

can confirm the arrest totally or partially, it can amend the arrest, or it can

even repeal it. Confirmation, amendment or repeal can be made dependant on the

lodging of security by the respondent to the court.

Where the arrest is repealed by means of judgment, the respondent can on

this grounds have the enforcement measures 270 repealed by the bailiff.

265 Pursuant to para 707 zPO.

266 Para 925 ZPo. Cf Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 36.

267 Para 925(2) (sentence 2) ZPo.

268 Para 925(1) ZPo.

269 Cf Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 3 of para 925 ZPo.

270 Pursuant to paras 775(No 1) - (No 3), 776 zPO.
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Alternatively, 271 this can be done at the court competent to enforce matters by

lodging memory (Erinnerung) with it. If the applicant wishes to prevent this,

he can apply272 for enforcement to take place only on the lodging of security

together with an appeal on questions of fact and law.

An appeal of facts and law against the judgment resulting from the protest

(Widerspruch) is possible. 273

The respondent, however, has a further opportunity to revoke the arrest.

Where the principal claim is not yet pending,274 he can apply to the competent

court in arrest proceedings to make an order (wi thou t oral hearing) that the

applicant should be given a time-limit in which to file his suit. 275 If the

applicant who has obtained the arrest does not file suit within the time-limit,

the respondent can apply to cancel the arrest by means of a final judgment.

The respondent is in fact not bound to wait until the applicant files suit

within the time-limit. He himself can become active and apply for a negative

declaratory action276 in terms of which he can enforce the decision of the

principal claim.

Para 926 ZPO corresponds fundamentally to Art.7(2) and (4) of the

International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the

Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952 (the Arrest Convention of 1952). This states

that the court or other appropriate judicial authority of the country in which

271 According to paras 766, 764 ZPo.

272 Pursuant to paras 707, 719 ZPo.

273 Cf Chapter V (1) and para 511 ff ZPo. See para 545(2) ZPO (Revision).

274 Para 926 zPO.

275 The court of the principal claim at which the applicant has to file suit
is ~i ther . a cour~ wi thin. the meaning of the ZPO, or a foreign court or an
arb,l tra~lon trlbunal lf between the parties in arrest proceedings an
arbl tratlon agreement is in existence. Cf RG, RGZ 31, 370 at 375; OLG
Frankfurt, NJW 1959, 1088; Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 36. With regard to
South African law see Part B - Chapter XXVI.

276 Negative Feststellungsklage.
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the arrest is made, will fix a time wi thin which the claimant must bring an

action before a court having such jurisdiction. 277 If the parties have agreed

to subrni t the dispute to the jurisdiction of a particular cour t (other than

that within whose jurisdiction the arrest was made) or to arbitration, the

court or other appropriate judicial au thori ty wi thin whos e juri sdiction the

arrest was made may fix a time wi thin which the claimant must bring

proceedings. 278 If, in any of the cases mentioned in Art.7(2) and (3) Arrest

Convention of 1952, the action or proceedings are not brought wi thin the time

so fixed, the respondent may apply for release of the ship or of the bailor

other security which he has been given. 279

(2) Repealing proceeding of para 927 ZPO

In accordance wi th para 927 (1) ZPO the respondent can, even after the arres t

has been confirmed, legally review the continuance of the arrest. He can apply

to cancel the arrest owing to changed circumstances such as the arrest claim

having been waived or the provision of security by himself. The competent court

for this is the court which has ordered the arrest. If the principal claim is

pending, the competent court is the court of the principal claim. 280

Adjudication on the matter is sealed by a final judgment281 .

If the order of arrest is not yet a res judicata, the reasons for a repeal

can be pleaded even in the protest (Widerspruch) or appellate (Berufung)

proceedings.

277

278

279

280

281

Art.7(2) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

Art.7(3) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

Art.7(4) of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

The court of the principal claim which eventually repeals the arrest by
means of a final judgment in accordance with para 927 (2) ZPO is not an
arbitration tribunal, cf RG, RGZ 31, 370 at 375.

Para 927(2) ZPo.
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Various precondi tions and reasons for cancelling an arrest or suspending an

enforcement of an arrest are as follows:

Changed circumstances

Changed circurnstances282 can concern either the urgent reason for granting

an order of civil arrest (for instance an unappealable successive judgment

in the principal claim), or the claim for an arrest (for instance if it is

extinguished, the principal claim is rejected as unfounded and if it is

not reckoned that an appeal will be successful).283

Lodging of security

The respondent can offer to provide security. The repeal takes place when

the security has actually been provided.

Further reasons

If for instance the enforceability of the arrest is stopped because the

time-limit in para 929(2) ZPO has lapsed, the respondent can apply to

cancel the arrest'. Likewise, the institution of bankruptcy proceedings

stops an arrest284 as does the institution of composition proceedings to

avert bankruptcy.285

The court must always cancel not only the order for an arrest, but also

its enforcement. 286

282

283

284

285

286

In accordance with para 927(1) ZPo.

Cf Zoeller & Vollkornrner op cit marginal note 5 of para 927 ZPO; Thomas &
Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 927 ZPO - these respectively contain
additional sources of literature and jurisdiction.

Para 14 KO. Cf Chapter IX.

Cf paras 47 and 124 VglO and Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note
8 of para 927 ZPo.

Thomas & Putzo op cit annotation 2 of para 927 ZPo.
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C H APT E R VII

THE ENFORCEMENT OF CIVIL ARREST IN SHIPS - PARA 928 ff ZPO

German arrest provisions, which are general and provide for a mul tiplici ty 0 f

particular cases, contain special provisions for the enforcement of an arrest

of a ship in para 931 ZPO and para 482 HGB. 287

One has to distinguish between ships registered in a ships register288 and

ships which are not registered in a ships register. 289 It should be noted that

there are peculiarities relating to the enforcement of arrests in foreign

ships.

(1) Principles

(a) Enforcement of arrest in registered ships - para 931 ZPO

Registered seagoing ships 290 are regarded as immovable property for the purpose

of the enforcement of an arrest. 291 For practical reasons, seagoing ships fall

wi thin the terms of the provisions rela ting to the levy of execution

287 Cf The In ternational Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules
Concerning the nnrnunity of state-owned Ships of 1926, Appendix V.

288 Para 931 zpo. Cf Marine Registry Regulations (Schiffsregisterordnung) of
20.5. 1951, Federal Law Gazette (Bunodesgese tzblat t) I, P 360 and Marine
Register Implementing Order (Verordnung zur Durchfuehrung der
Schiffsregisterordnung) of 24 November 1980, Federal Law Gazette
(Bundesgesetzblatt) I, p 2169.

289 Para 930 ZPo.

290 In accordance wi th para 3 (2) of the Marine Registry Regulations all.
merchant ships and ships determined as seagoing ships have to be
registered, and have, according to paras 1 and 2 of the Law Concerning the
Right of Flag (Flaggenrechtsgesetz) 8 February 1951, Federal Law Gazette
(Bundesgesetzblatt) I, p 79, to fly the federal flag; cf. Wuestendoerfer
op cit para 12 I at 109.

291 In accordance with para 864 zpo.
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(pfaendung) of movable property together with the law relating to chattels. 292

The enforcement of the arrest therefore takes place in accordance wi th the

provisions of paras 808'ff ZPO.293

The following particulars are, however, worth noting: 294 Levy of

execution (Pfaendung) will be ordered by the court co~etent to hear arrest

proceedings on the application of the applicant. 295 The order which is then

granted to the applicant is an official document. The applicant has to submit

the off icial document to the bailiff. 296 The wri t of fieri facias

(Pfaendungsanordnung) can be included in the order of arrest and will then be

ordered by the court competent to hear arrest proceedings; if this is not the

case, the judicial officer (Rechtspfleger) is corrpetent to grant the writ of

fieri facias (Pfaendungsanordnung).297

The levy of execution (pfaendung) establishes a (statutory) lien over the

arrested ship (or ship under construction); 298 this lien gives the credi tor

292 ef para 931(1) ZPo.

293 Enforcement in physical res.

294 ef Thomas & Putzo op cit para 931 ZPo.

295 Para 931 (3) zPO.

296 ef stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 2 of para 931 ZPo.

297 Para 20 (No 16) of the Act concerning the Judicial Off icer
(Rechtspflegergesetz) which provides, inter alia, as follows:

Folgende Geschaefte im Verfahren nach der ZPO werden dem
Rechtspfleger uebertragen:
"die Pfaendung von Forderungen sowie die Anordnung der Pfaendung von
eingetragenen Schiffen oder Schiffsbauwerken aus einem Arrestbeschluss,
sowei t der Arrestbefehl nicht zugleich den Pfaendungsbeschluss oder die
Anordnung der Pfaendung enthaelt."

ef Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit annotation 1 of para 931 zPO.

298 The priority of the attachment lien is determined by para 804 and para 10
(3) of the Act on Rights of registered Ships and Ships under Construction
of 15 November 1940 (Gesetz ueber Rechte an eingetragenen Schiffen und
Schiffsbauwerken vom 15 November 1940, Gazette of the Laws of the German
Reich (Reichsgesetzblatt) I, p 1499); Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation
3 of para 4~2 HGB; Wuestendoerfer op cit para 12 I at 109; Albrecht op cit
1145; Soehr1ng op cit 58.
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the same rights as a ships mortgagee in proportion to other rights. 299

At the same time, the court competent to hear arrest proceedings has to

request the Registry Court300 to enter a priority caution (Vormerkung) 301 on

the ships register (or ship under construction register). This priority caution

expires if the enforcement of the arrest becomes inadmissible. 302

The attachment lien takes effec t (departing from the principle of para

8(2) Act on Rights of Registered Ships of 1940 in connection with para 3 Act on

Rights of Registered Ships of 1940) before registration. The attachment lien

would therefore be ineffective against bona fide third parties because of

public reliance (oeffentlicher Glaube) in the register. 303 The applicant can

therefore demand the rectification of the ships register by the registration of

his attachment lien in accordance with para 931 (6) ZPo. The procedure for

al teration of the register is governed by paras 23 ff of the Marine Registry

Regulations. Para 931(6) ZPO refers to para 867 ZP0304 concerning the registry

of the attachment lien. The procedure for the repeal of an arrest is set out in

para 870a ZPO (execution against a ship takes place by entry on a ships

mortgage) .305

After the court competent to hear arrest proceedings has given the order

for enforcement the bailiff can proceed with the arrest. He serves the order of

299 Cf para 931 (2) zpo.

300 Pursuant to para 1 of the Marine Registry Regulations it is the
Magistrates' Court (Amtsgericht).

301 To secure the attachment lien.

302 Cf para 931 (3) zPO.

303 Para 16 of the Act on Rights of Registered Ships 1940. Cf Stein & Jonas &
Grunsky op cit marginal note 5 of para 931 ZPOi Zoeller & Vollkomrner op
cit marginal note 2 of para 931 ZPo.

304 Mortgage registered to enforce judgment debt.

305 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 5 of para 931 ZPo.
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arrest on the master of the vessel306 and takes the ship under guard into his

official custody.307 Tradi tionally, for this purpose the ship will be

symbolically "put into irons" ("in die Kette legen"). This means that a small

chain (which can be locked) with an official seal will be put around the mast

or fixed somewhere (for instance on the helm308 ) as an exterior symbol of

occupation. 309 The applicant has to pay the costs of guarding in advance. 310

The bailiff has to take suitable measures wi th regard to the guarding and

safekeeping of the ship in accordance with para 808 ZPO, para 928 ZPO and para

931 (4) ZPO.311 The port authorities should also be informed in order that they

can prevent the ship from sailing from the harbour. 312

At this stage, the respondent has the option of giving security to free

his ship. If he provides security at the amount prescribed as ransom money by

the arrest order, he obstructs the enforcement of the arrest and can demand the

repeal of the arrest. 313

If, at the time of the enforcement of the arrest, sale in execution by

public auction of the ship (or ship under construction) has been initiated, the

attachment of the ship in these proceedings is considered as Ilfirst levy of

execution ll (Erste Pfaendung);314 an attested copy of the bailiff's return

306 Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 37.

307 ef paras 931 (1) and (4), 808 ZPo.

308 et Prues smann & Rabe op ci t annota tion D (3) of para 482 HGB;
Wuestendoerfer op cit para 12 I (2) at 109.

309

310

311

312

313

314

ef Part B - Chapter XXII (1).

Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 4 of para 931 zpo. et para
934(2) ZPo.

Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 1 of para 931 ZPo.

ef Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (3) of para 482 HGB; Soehring op
cit 58; Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 36.

Para 923 ZPo.

In the meaning of para 826 ZPo.
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(Pfaendungsprotokoll) has to be submi tted to the court competen t to hear

enforcement matters. 315

(b) Enforcement of arrest in non-registered and foreign ships - para 930 ZPO

According to para 930 ZPO, levy of execution (Pfaendung) against a ship not

registered in a ships register follows the principles of levy of execution

against movables. 316 Levy of execution establishes a lien with the effect as

set out in para 804 ZPo.

The applicant has no· right to the satisfaction of his claim from the ship

after he has arrested it. He is not permitted to initiate a (judicial) sale of

the arrested ship, as the sole object of the arrest is to secure the principal

claim.

In conjunction with this however, the court competent to hear enforcement

matters can order the sale of the ship by public auction (on application of

ei ther the applicant or the respondent) ,317 if the ship is in danger of

considerable loss of value, or if the "s afe deposi t" of the ship will cause

disproportionate costs. After the public sale of the ship,318 the proceeds of

the auction are paid into court (fund).319 The same proceedings apply to ships

registered in a foreign country.320

Where a foreign ship which is registered in a ships register of its own

315 Para 931 (5) ZPo.

316 Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation D (3) of para 482 HGBi cf para 930(1)
zpo.

317 Para 930(3) ZPo.

318 The judicial sale by public auction is regulated by para 162 ff ZVG. Cf
Appendix VII. see Part B - Chapter XXIV (1).

319 Cf Part B - Chapter XXI(3).

320 Cf LG Hamburg, MDR 1978, 764. For the proceedings of the judicial sale
look at para 870a ZPO and para 171 ff of the ZVGi cf F zeller and K
stoeber Zwangsversteigerungsgesetz 12ed (1987) para 171.
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state shall be arrested, the bailiff can enforce the arrest without the normal

writ of fieri facias (pfaendungsanordnung) in terms of para 931 (3) ZPo.
321

This matter however is not totally beyond dispute. In practice, such writs of

fieri facias are often issued with the argument that such an order is innocuous

and at worst redundant. Judges familiar with the practice of arrests of ships

wi 11 not issue an extra writ of fieri facias, because they object, it is

submitted that para 931 ZPO only refers to ships which are registered in a

German ships register. It follows that no writ of fieri facias is necessary.322

The OLG Bremen323 has given the following view on the problem:

"A writ of fieri facias according to para 931(3) ZPO is not required

for foreign ships which are not registered in a German ships

register. This is because levy of execution (Pfaendung) against

foreign ships when arrested is governed by para 930 ZPO (without the

restrictions of para 931 ZPO) which contains the principles

applicable to the levy of execution against movables. Para 870a ZPO

and para 1 71 ZVG do not oppose this opinion."

In the same way, the LG Hamburg324 adjudicated on the matter as follows:

"Just as the special provision of para 870a ZPO is applicable to

native registered ships (this refers to the proceedings of execution

against real estate), para 930 ZPO is pertinent to seagoing ships as

with movable property. This fact is not changed by the possibility

stated in para 171 ZVG, which provides that foreign ships (if one

applies German law, these have to be registered in a German ships

register) have to be sold by auction in special proceedings. The

reason is that the legislator has not enacted the restriction

contained in para 930 ZPo. Neither did it do so with the insertion of

321 ef Albrecht op cit 1145; Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation 3 of para 482
HGB; LG Hamburg, MDR 1978, 764; The Ventuari OLG Bremen, HANSA 1981, 1294.

322 Strube 'Arrestpfaendung auslaendischer Schiffe' HANSA 1981, 1294.

323 The Ventuari OLG Bremen, HANSA 1981, 1294.

324 LG Hamburg, MDR 1978, 764.
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para 870a ZPO in 1940, nor in the modifications of para 171 ZVG." 325

Accordingly, foreign ships are regarded as movable property and are, in that

sense, treated the same as non-registered German ships.326

(c) Enforcement of an arrest against a registered ship owned in individual

shares

The enforcement of an arrest of the share of a joint owner of a registered

German ship is the same as enforcement against the whole ship.327

This rule is however not applicable to the enforcement against the share

owned by a shipowning partnership328 where the law of movable property329 is

applicable, and in the cases (situations) where the law of immovable property

applies. 330

(2) Exemption clauses and restrictions on arrest

In principle, every ship of a shipowner can be arrested. 331 There are however

two exceptions:

(a) Inadmissibility of enforcement of the arrest - para 482 HGB

In terms of para 482 HGB the enforcement of an arrest of a ship is not

325 Cf Appendix VII.

326 Cf Albrecht op cit 1145.

327 Para 864(2) ZPO.

328 Para 489 HGB.

329 Para 930 ff ZPO.

330 Paras 858, 857 ZPO. Cf Abraham op ci t para 11 (Ill) at 68.

331 Cf Chapter 11.
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admissable if the ship is on a voyage and is not in a harbour. This paragraph

thus regulates the exemption from arrest and seizure of a ship. South African

law goes much further than German law. The Admiral ty Juri sdiction Regulation

Act of 1983 allows the arrest of a ship which is "in the territorial waters ll

but not in port, even if the ship only travels through the territorial waters

without visiting any South African port. 332

Previously the exemption from arrest and seizure began from the moment the

ship was ready to sail. 333 The present position is that the exemption is

effective from the beginning of the voyage. The change to para 482 HGB was

effected by the Maritime Law Amending Act of 21 June 1972. 334 The comparable

provision in international law is Art.3(1) of the International Convention for

the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of Seagoing Ships of

1952 (the Arrest Convention of 1952). This provides that a ship which is ready

to sail can be arrested. 335

with the latest amendment, a ship (according to para 482 HGB), has to be

on a voyage and must not lie in a harbour,336 if it wishes to benefit from the

advantages of exemption from arrest and seizure. Para 482 HGB in its latest

form does not prevent the order of an arrest, only its enforcement. 337

332 Section 2(2) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act of 1983. Cf Part
B - Chapter XIV (1).

333 The term "ready to sail" in the former version of para 482 HGB was
interpreted to mean if the ship had started to sai1, the condition IIready
to sail" (and wi th that the privilege of exemption from arrest and
seizure) continued to persist until the termination of the freight
contracts entered into, even when the ship had called at a harbour in
distress or at an intermediate harbour; cf Abraham op cit para 11 (V) (2a)
at 68; F Schlegelberger and R Liesecke Seehandelsrecht (1959) marginal
note 2 of para 482 HGB.

334 Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) I, p 966.

335 Dissenting opinion, presumably Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation B (1)
of para 482 HGB, whereas Art. 3 (1) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 and
para 482 HGB correspond.

336 To "lie in a harbour" means to lie on the quay or to ride at anchor.

337 Cf Part B - Chapter XIX (2) - "anticipated attachment".
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The actual determination of the beginning and the end of a voyage has caused

some debate. Pruessmann and Rabe338 are of the opinion that a voyage starts if

one has commenced to untie the connection with the berth, for instance to haul

home the first hawser, or to weigh the anchor in order to leave the harbour. So

long as the ship lies moored at the quay, it can be arrested and as long as the

ship is moored it is of no consequence if the master has taken precautions to

leave the harbour, for example if a tug is alongs ide. Prues smann and Rabe thus

give priority to the beginning of the manoeuvre to leave. Schaps and Abraham339

are of the view that the arrival in the harbour and putting to sea of the ship

fall under the term "voyage". They do not say exactly when a voyage starts. The

end of a voyage will be when the ship lies in harbour is moored or anchored.

They determine the conditions when it is permitted to arrest a ship as "arrived

ship". It is not clear if the concept "arrived ship" shall be the same as that

used in charterparties. proceeding from English and South African law an

"arrived ship" in conjunction wi th charterparties means a ship which has

reached the port or the berth, as the case may be specified in a charterparty.

In the case of a port-charterparty, 'before a ship can be said to have

"arrived" at a port she must, if she cannot proceed immediately to a berth,

have reached a posi tion wi thin the port where she is at the immediate and

effective disposition of the charterer. ,340 It is difficult to follow Schaps

and Abraham because they do not determine exactly what the concept "arrived

ship" means.

Wi th Pruessmann and Rabe one has to accept the following principle in

respect of the beginning of the voyage. A ship is docked if all lines

338

339

340

Gp cit annotation B (1) of para 482 HGB.

Gp cit marginal notes 4 and 5 of para 482 HGB.

The Johanna Oldendorff (1973) 2 Lloyd's Rep 285 at 291 (HL) per Lord Reid.
Cf The Leonis (1908) 1 KB 499; Stag Linie Ltd v Board of Trade (1950) 1
All ER 1105 (CA); The Timna (1970) 2 Lloyd I s Rep 409 QB; The Atlantic
Sunbeam (1973) 1 Lloyd's Rep 482 QB at 488 per Kerr J; The Maratha Envoy
(1977) 2 Lloyd' s Rep 301 (HL). -
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(Festmacher) which hold the ship to the berth are fastened, ie fore-line,

stern-line and spring. A ship has left the quay (or the anchor berth) and is on

its voyage when all lines are hauled home (eingehol t), that means, when the

last line (the last connection between ship and land) is hauled home or when

the anchor is out of the water. As long as that has not happened, a ship can be

arrested, even if is ready to leave the harbour and has started to haul home

the lines and a connection with land is still maintained. Accordingly, a ship

cannot be arrested when all lines are hauled home. Information as to whether

these condi tions have been fulfilled or not can be obtained from the port

captain. 341

Interruptions of the voyage (for example fastening in a dock of a canal,

bunkering oil or taking supplies) do not cancel the exemption from arrest and

seizure of the ship. Para 482 HGB is applicable to registered ships, non-

registered ships and foreign ships.342

(b) Immunity of state Ships - International Convention of 1926

Claims against sea-going ships owned or operated by German or foreign States,

cargos owned by them, and cargos carried on State-owned ships, as well as

States which own or operate such ships and own such cargos, can be secured by

means of an arrest. The International Convention for the Unification of Certain

Rules Concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships (the Immunity Convention of

1926)343 must be considered here. 344

341

342

343

Cf Schlegelberger & Liesecke op cit marginal note 2 of para 482 HGB.

Cf Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation C (3) of para 482 HGB; Abraham op
cit para 11 (IV) (1) at 68.

Law of July 9, 1927, Gazette of the German Reich (Reichsgesetzblatt) 11, p
484, and Supplementary Protocol of April 25, 1934, Gazette of the German
Reich 1936 (Reichsgesetzblatt) 11, p 303; cf Singh op cit vol 4 at 3096.
South Africa is not a signatory of the Immunity Convention of 1926, cf
Part B - Chapter XXII (3).
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In principle, one has to apply the rules for merchan t ships, cargos and

merchant-enterprises owned by private persons to state-owned ships.345 These

common law provisions however are not applicable to ships of war, State-owned

yachts, patrol vessels, hospital ships) fleet auxiliaries, supply ships and

other vessels owned or operated by a state and employed exclusively on

Government and non-commercial services at the time when the cause of action

arises. SUch ships will not be subject to seizure, arrest or detention by any

legal process, nor indeed any proceedings in rem. 346 The same rule will apply

to Sate-owned cargos carried on board any of the above-mentioned ships, or

state-owned cargos carried on board merchant ships for Government and non-

commercial purposes.

Nevertheless ,claimants will have the right to proceed before the

appropriate courts of the state which owns or operates the ship in the

following cases: 347

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

claims in respect of collisions or other accidents of navigation;

claims in respect of salvage or in the nature of salvage and in

respect of general average;

claims in respect of repairs, supplies or other contracts relating to

the ship.

The state, in such cases, is not entitled to rely upon any immunity as a

defence. 348

The provisions of the Immunity Convention of 1926 will be applied349 in

each contracting State, but without any obligation to extend the benefit

344

345

346

347

348

349

Brussels, April 10, 1926; Appendix V. Cf Hagberg & Albrecht op cit 37.

Cf Art.1 and Art.2 of the Immunity Convention of 1926.

Art.3(1) of the Immunity Convention of 1926.

Ibid. Cf RG, RGZ 157, 389.

Cf Art.3(1) of the Immunity Convention of- 1926.

Pursuant to Art.6 of the Immunity Convention of 1926.
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thereof to non-contracting States. The Irnmuni ty COnvention of 1926, Art.6 has

the effect that neither ships owned or operated by that state, nor cargos owned

by it, will be subject to an arrest, seizure or detention by a foreign court of

law. The claimant however has the right to take proceedings before the

appropriate court in accordance with Art.2 and Art.3 of the Irnmunity COnvention

of 1926. 350

(c) International Convention Relating to Penal Jurisdiction in Matters of

Collision or Other Incidents of Navigation of 1952

Unlike South Africa Germany has ratified the International COnvention Relating

to Penal Jurisdiction in Matters of Collision or Other Incidents of Navigation

of 1952. 351 What the arrest of ships concerns one has to note Articles 1 and

2. Article provides that in the event of a collision or any other incident of

navigation concerning a sea-going ship and involving the penal or disciplinary

responsibility of the master or of any other person in the service of the ship,

criminal or disciplinary proceedings may be instituted only before the judicial

or administrative authorities of the state of which the ship was flying the

flag at the time of the collision or other incidents of navigation. In terms of

Article 2 no arrest or detention of the vessel shall be ordered in the case

provided for in Article 1, even as a measure of investigation, by any

authori ties other than those whose flag the ship was flying.

(3) Enforcement of foreign arrests in Germany and German arrests abroad

An arrest granted in a foreign state can, in principle, only be enforced in

350 For further details see the Immunity Convention of 1926.

351 Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 11, P 668. Cf Singh op cit
vo 1 4 at 311 1 .
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Germany in the meaning of paras 328 and 722 ZPO. 352 Para 722 provides, amongst

other things, that enforcement of a foreign judgment will only take place, if

its admissibility is given by a judicially enforceable judgment.

Paras 328 and 722 ZPO presume a foreign judgment (Urteil).353 Following

the wording of this provisions foreign orders of arrest (Arrestbefehle) do not

fall wi thin the terns of these provisions and therefore cannot be enforced. 'Ihe

term "judgment" has to be interpreted widely however. One has to expedite

international enforcement possibilities and accordingly, foreign orders of

. arrest can be enforced in Germany.354 This result is also in accordance with

the EEC-Convention. 355 Pursuant to Art.25 of the EEC-Convention 11 judgment"

means any judgment given by a court or tribunal of a contracting state,

whatever the judgment may be called, including a decree, order, decision or

wri t of execution, as well as the determination of costs or expenses by an

officer of the court. A IIjudgment" (for example an order of arrest) given in a

contracting state (eg Germany) will be recognized in the other contracting

state (eg England) wi thout any special procedure being required. 356 A

"judgment" given in a contracting state and enforceable in that State will be

enforced in another contracting state when, on application of any interested

party, the order for its enforcement has been issued there. 357 Thus an order

352 Para 328 ZPO concerns prov~s~ons dealing with the recognition of foreign
judgments. Compare the reciprocity agreements on the enforcement of
judgments. Cf Zoeller op cit Appendix I; see also the decision of the LG
Hamburg, RIW/AWD 1980, 287 (enforcement of a South African judgment) and
the judgments of the BGH, BGHZ 42, 194 and BGHZ 52, 251, dealing with the
question of guaranteeing reciprocity between Germany and South Africa.

353 Cf OLG Hamburg, OLGE 15, 21.

354 stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit preliminary remark, marginal note 34 of
para 916 (2) ZPO. OLG Hamburg, VersR 72, 1114 at 1116 f.

355 The ECC-Convention and its regulatory statute are for example applicable
between Germany and England.

356 Art. 26 of the EEC-Convention. Cf R Geimar 'Eine neue internationale
Zustaendigkeitsordnung in Europa' NJW 1976,441.

357 Art.31 (1) of the EEC-Convention.
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of arrest issued in England is enforceable in Germany if it is provided with a

wri t of execution (Vollstreckungsklausel). An order of arrest which will be

enforced in England and Wales, in Scotland, or in Northern Ireland, when, on

the application of any interested party, it has been registered for enforcement

in that part of the United Kingdom. This interpretation of Art. 25 of the EEC

Convention was not beyond dispute. In 1980 the EuGH358 decided that "judgments"

which order temporary measures or measures directed to secure and passed ex

parte, and which will be enforced without prior service, cannot be recognized

in terms of Art.25 of the EEC-Convention. The EuGH however revised its decision

and explicitly states now that a foreign order of arrest (Arrestbefehl) is

recognizable and enforceable within the country (eg Germany). 359 This is in

accordance wi th Art.25 of the EEC-Convention and it is not clear why the EuGH

in its former decision distinguished between orders issued ex parte and other

orders.

According to Art.32 of the EEC-Convention, an application for granting a

wri t of execution (Vollstreckungsklausel) in Germany has to be filed with the

presiding judge of a chamber of the Higher District Court (Landgericht). In

England and Wales this would be the High Court of Justice, and in Scotland the

Court of Session.

The respondent can lodge an appeal within a month against the decision to

allow the execution. 360 In Germany the application has to be directed to the

Higher Appeal Court (Oberlandesgericht). In England and Wales this would be to

the High Court of Justice, and in Scotland to the Court of Session.361

When an application for granting a writ of execution

358

359

360

361

NJW 1980, 2016.

EuGH, IPRax 1985, 339; cf P Schlosser 'Grenzueberschreitende Vollstreckung
von Massnahmen des einstweiligen Rechtsschu tzes im EuGVUE-Bereich (zu
EuGH, 27. 11 . 1985) I IPRAx 1985, 321.

Cf Art.36 of the EEC-Convention.

Cf Art.37 of the EEC-Convention.
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(Vollstreckungsklausel) is refused, the applicant can seek a judicial remedy at

the Higher Appeal Court (Oberlandesgericht) in Germany and at the High Court of

Justice in England. 362

South African law provides for the enforcement of foreign titles as

follows: In August 1978 the Protection of Business Act363 came into force. It

makes the enforcement of foreign titles dependant on the approval of the

Minister. 364 The comprehensive clause in s 1 is extended by amendments365 and

appears to include every title,366 as far as it originates from an action or

legal act, which (at any time before or after the coming into force of the law)

is connected wi th the production, import trade, export, improvement,

possession, use, sale, purchase or ownership of ob jects (no matter what their

nature, and whether brought or dealt within or outside of the Republic of South

Africa) .

362

363

364

365

366

Art.40 of the EEC-Convention.

Act 99 of 1978. Cf Appendix IX. Cf D J Shaw Admiral ty Jurisdiction and
Practice in South Africa (1987) at 57.

Minister of Economic Affairs.

Protection of Business Amendment Acts No 114 of 1979, No 71 of 1984 and No
87 of 1987.

Cf A Thomashausen 'Vollstreckung auslaendischer Titel in Suedafrika ' IPRax
1983, 309.
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CHAPTER VIII

RANKING OF THE CLAIM(S) - PARAS 804 ZPO, 761 HGB

Paras 804(1) ZPO, 930(1) (sentence 2) ZPO and 931(1) and (2) ZPO state that the

creditor will by means of the arrest gain an attachment lien over the ship. The

creditor's ranking will be determined by para 804(2) and (3) ZPo.

In the case of registered ships, the attachment lien gives the creditor,

in proportion to other rights, the same rights as a ship's mortgage. 367 A

priority caution (Vormerkung) therefore has to be entered in the ships register

to secure the attachment lien. This happens on the motion of the arrest court.

In this case, the content and position of the attachment lien is determined by

the principles applicable to the ship's mortgage. These are codified by the Act

on Rights of Registered Ships and Ships Under Construction of 1940. 368 This

law in para 25 determines the ranking, which in turn dePends on the sequence of

the entry in the register. 369 Accordingly, in relation to non-registered

ships, the attachment lien offers additional security given to the creditor by

a ships mortgage by ranking the remaining creditors according to priority.

367 Cf para 931(2) ZPO.

368 Gesetz ueber Rechte an eingetragenen Schiffen und Schiffsbauwerken,
Gazette of the Laws of the German Reich (Reichsgesetzblatt) I, p 1499.

369 Para 25 Act on Rights of registered Ships and Ships under Construction
reads as follows:

(Rangverhaeltnis)
(1) 1st ein Schiff mi t mehreren Schiffshypotheken belastet, so bestimmt
sich ihr Rangverhael tnis nach der Reihenfolge der Eintragungen. Die
Eintragung ist fuer das Rangyerhaeltnis auch dann massgebend, wenn die
nach Paragraph 8 Abs. 2, Paragraph 3 zur Bestellung der Schiffshypothek
erforderliche Einigung erst nach der Eintragung zustande gekommen ist.
(2) Eine abweichende Bestimmung des Rangverhael tnisses muss in das
Schiffsregister eingetragen werden.
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For the ranking between a lien by attachment and a lien by agreement,370 only

the time priority of the accrual of the lien is of consequence (the so-called

priority-principle (prioritaetsprinzip).371

It follows that an earlier levy of execution (Pfaendung) precedes a later

one. Levies of execution simultaneously undertaken have the same ranking. It is

of no importance in which sequence the instructions to the bailiff arrive on

his desk.

In the case of priority, the creditor of the earlier right will be fully

satisfied before the creditor who has a later right. The profit (from a sale or

venture) will be distributed in proportion to each single claim. 372 The

earlier attachment lien has 373 priori ty over later bona fide liens by

agreement.

Priority over all other liens is enjoyed by maritime liens. 374 The

ranking of maritime liens is determined by the sequence of the number by which

the claims are enumerated in para 754 HGB. The liens enumerated in para 754

(1)(No 4)HGB375 have priority over all other liens of a ships creditor, whose

370 For example a 'simple ' ships mortgage to secure a claim in accordance with
para 8 of the Act on Rights of Registered Ships and Ships Under
Construction which reads as follows:

(Schiffshypothek)
(1) Ein Schiff kann zur Sicherung einer Forderung in der Weise belastet
werden, dass der Glaeubiger berechtigt ist, wegen einer bestimmten
Geldsumme Befriedigung aus dem Schiff zu suchen (Schiffshypothek). Eine
Schiffshypothek kann auch fuer eine zukuenftige oder eine bedingte
Forderung bestell t werden. Das Recht des Glaeubigers aus der
Schiffshypothek bestimmt sich nur nach der Forderung.
(2) Fuer die Bestellung der Schiffshypothek gilt Paragraph 3 sinngemaess.
(3) Der Bruchteil eines Schiffes kann mit einer Schiffshypothek nur
belastet werden, wenn er in dem Anteil eines Miteigentuemers besteht.

371

372

373

374

375

Cf para 804(3) ZPO.

Cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note 5 of para 804 ZPO.

In accordance with para 1208 BGB.

Cf para 761 HGB in conjunction with para 754 HGB.

Costs of salvage and provision of aid in distress at sea, costs of general
average and costs arising out of the removal of a wreck.
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claims arose previously in time. 376 The ranking of the other maritime liens

enumerated in para 754 HGB one with another are determined by paras 763 and 764

HGB.

376 ef para 762(2) HGB.
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C H APT E R IX

ARREST AND INSOLVENCY

Where the shipowner becomes bankrupt, the creditor will have no opportunity to

levy successful execution against the ship.

In accordance wi th para 14 KO, arrests and enforcements in favour of

individual creditors in bankruptcy do not take place either in relation to

property belonging to the bankrupt's estate (the ship), nor in relation to the

other property of the common debtor (Gemeinschuldner).

According to para 14(2) KO, it is not possible to have a caution

entered377 during the duration of bankruptcy proceedings on behalf of an

interim injunction in favour of individual creditors in bankruptcy.

The trustee in bankruptcy is the only person who is entitled to the right

of disposal and of administration over the ship, because with the adjudication

of bankruptcy, the common debtor loses the power to administer his property

belonging to the bankrupt estate or to dispose of the property.378

Accordingly, a trustee in bankruptcy is entitled to prevent a ship from leaving

the harbour, irrespective of para 482 HGB, and he is even competent to initiate

the sale in execution by public auction379 in order to provide for the

liquidation of the insolvent's estate and secure an even distribution of his

assets amongst the credi tors in accordance with the order of preference

provided for by the Bankruptcy Law.

Bankruptcy proceedings as well as composi tion proceedings to avert

377 This is wi th regard to registered ships and ships under construction
belonging to the bankrupt's estate, or wi th regard to the registered
rights of the common debtor (Gemeinschuldner) registered against ships and
ships under construction, or pursuant to such registered rights.

378 Para 6 KO.

379 Paras 117, 126 KO. Cf Pruessmann & Rabe op cit annotation F of para 482
HGBi Schlegelberger & Liesecke op cit marginal note 1 of para 482 HGB.
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bankruptcy do not fall wi thin the field of application of the Convention on

Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters

of 1968 (the EEC-Convention).380

The European Court of Justice (Europaeischer Gerichtshof) 381 has stated

that bankruptcy and composi tion proceedings wi th credi tors and similar

proceedings are proceedings which are based on382 cessation of paYments,

inability to pay debt I s (insolvency) or the upsetting of the credi tworthiness

of the debtor. These include judicial intervention, which leads to compulsory

and collective liquidation of the assets of the debtor, or at least leads to

judicial control. Decisions referring to insolvency proceedings only fall under

Art.1 (2) (No 2) of the EEC-Convention if they resul t directly from the

proceedings, and if they are closely connected with bankruptcy proceedings and

composi tion proceedings. The International Convention for the Unification of

Certain Rules Relating to Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952 does not contain any

restrictions.

380 Art. 1 (2) (No 2) of the EEC-Conven tion. Cf EuGH, NJW 1979, 1772; OLG
Frankfurt, NJW 1978, 501; Zoeller & Geimer op cit Appendix II, marginal
note 17 of Art.1 of the EEC-Convention.

381 EuGH, NJW 1979, 1772.

382 In the laws of each contracting State.
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C H APT E R X

ARREST OF FOREIGN SHIPS - ARREST CONVENTION OF 1952 AND EEC-CONVENTION

In the previously mentioned chapters, the particulars relating to the arrest of

foreign ships have already been explained. If a foreign ship is arrested in

Germany, one has to apply the German provisions already described together with

a consideration of the international rules, as far as Germany is bound by them.

In particular, one has to mention the International Convention for the

Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952 (the

Arrest Convention of 1952) and Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement

of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters of 1968 (the EEC-Convention).

'!he Arrest Convention of 1952 restricts the possibili ties of an arres t

with regard to seagoing ships flying the flag of a contracting state. The

arrest will only be granted for a maritime claim383 against the ship or against

a sistership belonging to the same owner. Other claims can only be secured, if

the ship's· home port is situated in a non-contracting State. 384

383 Cf Art.1 of the Arrest Convention of 1952.

384 Soehring op cit 52.
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C H APT E R XI

ACTION IN PERSONAM - PARAS 918 AND 933 ZPO

Apart from the action in rem, German law offers a further possibility of

securing a claim, and this is the action in personam (persoenlicher

Sicherheitsarrest) against the debtor. 385 This form of arrest, however, is

subordinate to the action in rem, eg the arrest of ships.386 The purpose of an

action in personam - like the action in rem - is to secure enforcement over the

property of the debtor. 387

Like the action in rem a claim for an arrest388 and an urgent reason for

granting an order of civil arrest389 must be established. With the latter one

must be sure on the one hand that enforcement against the property of the

debtor is in danger, and on the other, that the necessity of the arrest to

prevent this danger, is in existence.

The main reason for an action in personam would be that the debtor will

secretly try to remove his assets (property) abroad. In the maritime field,

this will occur if the debtor/ shipowner tries to take his ship abroad and thus

tries to escape jurisdiction. An arrest in an action in personam is not

possible if it is to urge a shipowner to bring one of his ships to the country

and therefore to bring it within the jurisdiction of a German court. The scope

of an arrest in an action in personam is limited not only in maritime law. In

order to obtain an arrest in an action in personam successfully, the creditor

385 Para 918 ZPO.

386 SUbsidiaritaetsgrundsatz, cf Zoeller & Vollkommer op cit marginal note
of para 918 ZPo. see Part B - Chapter XVII.

387 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 1 of para 918 zPO.

388 Para 916 ZPO. See Chapter III (1) (a).

389 Para 917 ZPO. See Chapter III (1) (b).
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has to prove that the debtor has domestic property and he at least has to make

it credible.

An arrest in an action in rem and an arrest in an action in personam can

be applied for simultaneously in the situation where the whereabouts of a ship

in German territorial waters is not clear390 and where the applicant fears that

the debtor will sail abroad wi th his ship. The difficulty for the applicant

lies in proving that a ship of the debtor/ shipowner is actually in German

territorial waters.

The procedure for an arrest in an action in personam is the same as for an

arrest in an action in rem. The fact that the debtor is an incola (eg a German)

or a peregrinus (eg a South African) is of no consequence. 391

The Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in civil

and Commercial Matters of 1968 (the EEC-Convention) states that an arrest in an

action in personam like an arrest in an action in rem can be issued

independently of the jurisdiction of the principal claim. 392

The enforcement of an arrest in an action in personam is regulated by para

933 ZPo. The forms of arrest in action in personam are: detention, compulsory

registration with the police within a certain time (eg daily or weekly), and

the attachment of non-negotiable documents (eg a passport) or house arrest. 393

wi th detention, paras 904 to 91 3 ZPO are applicable, as these contain

provisions as to how to accomplish detention.

The enforcement of an arrest in an action in personam will be by the

bailiff (sheriff's officer) and this is in accordance with paras 753(1), 904ff

and 928 ZPO.394

390 And the ship does not fall under para 482 HGB. See Chapter VII (2) (a).

391 Cf Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal notes 8 and 9 of para 918 ZPo.

392 Art.24 of the EEC-Convention.

393 stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 1 of para 933 ZPO.

394 Ibid marginal note 2 of para 933 ZPo.
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If the plaintiff wishes to obtain an arrest in an action in personam, he has to

make it clear in the arrest application, and the court granting the arrest has

equally to make it clear in the order of arrest. The type of enforcement of an

arrest in an action in personam is stipulated either in the order of arrest or

(later) in a separate court order by the court competent to hear arrest

proceedings. 395

395 Ibid.
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C H APT E R XII

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES OF THE CREDITOR BECAUSE OF UNDUE ARREST - PARA 945 ZPO

AND ART.6 OF THE ARREST ·CONVENTION OF 1952

Where the arrest proves to be unjustified from the outset, or if the

regulation ordered in terms of para 926(2) ZPO is to be cancelled (owing to the

order of institution of an action not being followed by the party who obtained

the arrest), the party who obtained the order (the credi tor/ applicant) is

obliged to indemnify the respondent for damage which originates from the

enforcement of the arrest or because of having provided security to prevent the

arrest or to effect to repeal the arrest (cf para 945 ZPO). The creditor of the

damage claim is normally the respondent of the arrest against whom the arrest

was originally directed.

(1) The right (relating to substantive law) to get indemnification

Precondi tion for a damage claim is that the arrest order was unjustified from

the beginning. The important point is the moment of the issuing of the arrest.

If the principal claim has existed at this time) the credi tor (applican t) is

not liable for damages, even if the (principal) claim has retroactively fallen

away. 396

The arrest can be unjustified if the claim for an arrest was missing or

because the urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest was not given

or because the establishing preponderant evidence for the petition of arrest

396 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 19 of para 945 ZPO; Zoeller &
Vollk~rnmer op cit marginal note 8 of para 945 ZPO; Albrecht op cit 1185;
Soehr~ng op cit 62.
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was not sufficient. 397

(2) Indemnification because of the repeal of the arrest according to paras

926(2) and 929(2),(3) ZPO

A damage claim is awarded independently of the substantive justification of the

arrest if the arrest has been cancelled because the creditor has not398 filed

sui t for the principal claim. The judge who decides on the damage claim is

bound by that. 399 He is himself not allowed to examine whether the claim for

an arrest was in existence.

What is not regulated is the case where the enforcement of the arrest400

has become invalid or will become invalid. Grunsky401 considers that this

situation is comparable with para 926(2) ZPO which deals with the failure to

observe the requisite time-limit. What is at stake is to keep the applicant to

comply with time-limits by means of the menace of sanctions. 402 Therefore the

creditor has to recover damage even in the case of para 929(2) and (3) ZPO.

(3) Compensation for damage

The nature and extent of the indemnification act is provided for in paras 249

ff of the BGB, irrespective of the fault of the applicant. After this, the

person who is liable has to restore the condition which would be in existence

397 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 18 of para 945 ZPOi Albrecht
op cit 1185.

398 Pursuant to para 926(2) ZPo.

399 Zoeller & Vollkommer op ci t marginal note 12 of para 945 ZPOi Stein &
Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 33 of para 945 ZPo.

400 With regard to the time-limits in para 929(2) and (3) ZPo.

401 Stein & Jonas & Grunsky op cit marginal note 34 of para 945 ZPo.

402 In the interest of the debtor.
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if the circumstance leading to indemni fica tion had not occurred. The

indemnification covers lost profits as well. 403 Where both parties are equally

at fault, the claim is reduced according to para 254 BGB. Thus, the obligation

to indemnify as well as the extent of the compensation depends on the

circumstances, especially to what extent the preponderant damage has been

caused by the applicant or by the respondent. Contributory negligence of the

respondent will, for instance, include the following si tua tions: where he

negligently makes believe that there is an urgent reason for granting the order

of civil arrest; if he has not specifically pointed out to the applicant the

fact, that the execution of that specific ship will cause costs which exceed

the normal arrest expenses; if he keeps back legal evidence; if he makes

incorrect allegations. 404

The damage claim is dealt with by the statute of Limitations (gesetzliche

Verjaehrungsvorschriften) and by applying para 852 BGB mutatis mutandis.

(4) Competent court

The decision on the damage claim is incumbent on the court in whose circuit the

arrest has been enforced. It has jurisdiction at the place set out in para 32

zpo. Para 945 ZPO gives it its international competence. 405

(5) Binding of the judge deciding upon the compensation for damage on other

decisions (stare decisis)

The court deciding on the damage proceedings is fundamentally free in its.

cri tical examination of the ini tial vindication of the arres t or interim

403 Cf para 252 BGB.

404 Albrecht op cit 1185.

405 Cf BGH, VersR 1985, 335; see Chapter X (6).
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injunction. The court is not bound by the decision in arrest proceedings

whether this is issued in a judgment or an order.

The reason is that arrest proceedings are a totally different subject of

litigation in comparison with the main proceedings, and these therefore cannot

have the effect of a res judicata. Zoeller and Vollkommer406 correctly state

that the court is not bound because in summary proceedings there is no

guarantee of the correctness of the decision. '!be admissable abridgment of

procedural rights (in an inadmissable manner) would otherwise continue. The

Federal High Court (Bundesgerichtshof) is of a different opinion. It assumes

that the judge who decides on the damage is bound, for example, in the case

where an urgent reason for granting an order of civil arrest is missing. 407

When a legally binding judgment is given, the case is different. The judge

deciding the damage is bound by this.

(6) Art.6 and 7 of the Arrest Convention of 1952

In accordance with Art.6 of the International Convention for the Unification of

Certain Rules Relating to the Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952 (the Arrest

Convention of 1952), all questions relating to whether the claimant is liable

in damages for the arrest of a ship (or for the costs of the bailor other

security furnished to release or prevent the arrest of a ship), are determined

by the law of the contracting State in whose jurisdiction the arrest was made

or applied for. If the arrest proceedings took place in Germany, one thus has

to apply para 945 zPO.

The international competence of German courts in actions relating to

disputes for compensation for damage because of an arrest which has been

406 Gp cit marginal note 9 of para 945 ZPo.

407 VersR 1985, 335. Cf The Clydefirth OLG Hamburg, VersR 1987, 356. See in
detail 0 Tepli tzky I Zur Bindungswirkung gerichtlicher Entscheidungen im
Schadensersatzprozess nach Paragraph 945 ZPO I NJW 1984, 850.
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enforced in Germany, is provided for by para 32 ZPO. The provisions contained

in Art. 6 and 7 of the Arrest Convention of 1952 do not differ from this

regulation.

The Federal High Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) has correctly stated

that the. contracting States do not have to come to an agreement about the

question as to how the liability for damages of the creditor will.be regulated

in the case where an arrest is cancelled. 408

408 Cf Schaps & Abraharn op cit Appendix of para 482 HGB, marginal note 1 of
Art.6 of the Arrest Convention of 1952.
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CHAPTER XIII

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE AND THE LAW TO BE APPLIED

As pointed out in Chapter I of Part A, a historical consideration of the arrest

of seagoing ships can only be confined to some general remarks, because this

field remains the preserve of legal historians and hence falls outside the

ambit of this thesis. Some remarks on the historical development of admiralty

jurisdiction must however be made. 409 By way of contrast with German arrest

proceedings whose origins go back to the end of the 19th century, 41 0 south

African admiralty law has, especially in the last few years, undergone some

epoch-making changes.

On 1 November 1983 the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act (the 1983

Act)411 came into force. The 1983 Act contains the relevant provisions dealing

wi th the arrest of ships, and is complemented by the Admiral ty Proceedings

Rules (the Rules)412 which regulates the conduct of the admiralty proceedings

of the provincial and local divisions of the SUpreme Court of south Africa.

Unlike German law, South African law has special provisions dealing with the

arrest of ships, whereas in German law the common law relating to civil

procedure and the Code of Civil Procedure (ZPO) regulate such arrests.

Before the 1983 Act came into operation, the courts had to apply

(depending on the nature of the claim) either English maritime law as it was in

409 Cf South African Law Commission Project 32 on the Review of the Law of
Admiralty at 1 ff with an overview of the origins of maritime law in
general.

410 The German arrest provisions, codified in the Code of Civil Procedure as
amended, go back to the COde of Civil Procedure of 1877.

411 Act 105 of 1983. Cf Appendix X.

412 1 December 1986. Cf Appendix XI.
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189041 3 or the Roman-Dutch law of South Africa. Whilst the English admiralty

law had developed steadily since 1890, the South African Admiralty Courts had

the jurisdiction of the English Admiralty Courts as it was on 1 July 1891 (the

commencement of the 1890 Act) and which was therefore out of date. 414

There was also another unsatisfactory condition which made a new act more

than necessary. Despite the fact that there was legally only one/court dealing

wi th admiral ty juri sdiction (the SUpreme Court), there were in fact two courts

exercising jurisdiction over maritime matters. 415 Firstly, there was the

SUpreme Court sitting as an Admiral ty Court, meaning as a Colonial Court of

Admiralty exercising jurisdiction by the High Court of Admiralty in England as

it existed in 1890 and applying English admiralty law at that date. 416

secondly, there was the SUpreme Cour t sitting as an ordi nary c i vi 1 court

administering the ordinary common law, ie Roman-Dutch law. 417 The effect was

that the result of a case could differ depending on the court before which the

413 53 & 54 vict c 27. The enactment of the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act
of 1890 made every court of law in a British possession with unl imi ted
civil jurisdiction, a Court of Admiralty with the same jurisdiction as the
admiral ty jurisdiction of the High Court in England. Cf The Golden Togo
1986 (1) SA 505 (N) i The Houda Pearl I 1986 (2) SA 714 (A); The Houda
Pearl 11 1986 (3) SA 960 (A).

414 Cf H Staniland 'Developments in South African Admiralty Jurisdiction and
Maritime Law' 1984 Acta Juridica 271, 'The Implementation of the Admiralty
Jurisdiction Regulation Act in south Africa' (1985) 4 LMCLQ 462; C Dillon
and J P van Niekerk South African Maritime Law and Marine Insurance:
Selected Topics (1983) at 27.

415 Cf Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 17; see Crooks & Co v Agricultural
Operative Union Ltd 1922 AD 423 at 428; South African Law Commission op
cit 10.

41 6 Cf G Hofmeyr 'Admiral ty Jurisdiction in South Africa' 1982 Acta Juridica'
30; H Booysen 'South Africa's new Admiralty Act: A maritime disaster?'
(1984) 6 ME 75; D J Shaw Admiralty Jurisdiction in South Africa (1987) at
2.

417 Booysen op cit 75; Shaw op cit 3.
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action was instituted. 418

Another reason for reform was the fact that most of the international

conventions which came into force since 1890 were not incorporated into the

south African legislation.

The 1983 Act takes into consideration many of the above mentioned

unsatisfactory conditions. It is based on several existing laws and

international conventions. 419 The International Convention for the Unification

of Rules Relating to the Arres t of Seagoing ships of 1 952 (the Arrest

Convention of 1952) 420 served as the basis of the definition of a maritime

claim421 and English, Scottish and American laws were selectively applied. 422

Conflict between the Admiralty Court and the SUpreme COurt has been abolished

because the 1983 Act gives the Admiralty Court exclusive jurisdiction over the

defined maritime claims. 423

In some areas the 1983 Act is ahead of international law. An example is

the provision relating to the arrest of associated ships, which is, so far,

unprecedented in the world,424 and which tries to eliminate the escape of

shipowners from responsibility in companies which purport to have as their

asset only a single ship.

However, the 1983 Act can also be criticized. If, for instance, there is

418 The classic case which shows the clash between the two legal systems was
The Waikiwi Pioneer 11 1977 (1) SA 76 (N); see also Crooks & Company v
Agricul tural Operative Union Ltd 1922 AD 423 at 428. Cf Staniland 1984
Acta Juridica 271; C Forsyth 'The Conflict Between Modern Roman-Dutch Law
and the Law of Admiralty as Administered by South African Courts' (1982)
99 SALJ 255 at 265; Hofmeyr op cit 45.

419 See Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 28.

420 South Africa has not ratified the Arrest Convention of 1952.

421 Cf Staniland 1984 Acta Juridica 271 at 273.

422 Ibid.

423 Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 28.

424 Cf ss 3(6) and (7) of the 1983 Act.
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no agreement between the parties to the dispute concerning the law which they

contend is applicable,425 the judge has to apply s 6 of the 1983 Act. section 6

of the 1983 Act provides that "notwi thstanding anything to the contrary in any

law ... " English law, ie English admiral ty law as it is at the commencement of

the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act (1 November 1983), is applicable, or

Roman-Dutch law426 , as the case may be, will apply in certain matters. If the

matter therefore is one in which a court of Admiralty in SOuth Africa (referred

to in the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act 1890 of the united Kingdom) had

jurisdiction before the commencement of the 1983 Act, the law which has to be

applied is that which the High Court of Justice of the United Kingdom in the

exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction would have applied on 1 November 1983

insofar as that law can be applied. 427 The major head of admiral ty

jurisdiction, to which the English law428 will apply, has its origin in the

English Admiralty Courts Act of 1840429 and the English Admiralty Courts Act of

1861. 430 These heads of jurisdiction are: booty of war, damage done by a ship,

damages for loss of life or personal injury, master's wages and disbursements,

mortgages, necessaries, ownership of ships, building, equipping, or repairing

of ships, salvage, seamen's wages, towage, damage to cargo imported and damage

to ships. 431 The heads of jurisdiction to which Roman-Dutch law will apply

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

Cf s 6(5) of the 1983 Act.

Cf The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 253.

The Andrico Unity 1987 (3) SA 794 (C) at 801; Cf The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA
250 (D).

In accordance with s 6(1)(a) of the 1983 Act.

3 & 4 vict c 65.

24 & 25 Vict. c 10. Cf for instance The Antigoni Tsiris 1981 (3) SA 950
(N); H Stanl1and 'Can an Indemnity Issued in Consideration for a
Misinterpretation in a Bill of Lading Be Enforced in the Admiralty Court?'
(1988) 105 SALJ 322.

B R Bamford The Law of Shipping and Carriage in South Africa 3ed (1983) at
180 ff; see Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 29 f; Staniland (1985) 4 462at 466. LMCLQ
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are432 for instance claims relating to charterparties and marine insurance.

Hare433 considers "that s 6 (1) of the 1983 Act is an attempt by the draftsmen

to placate the traditional common law jurists of South Africa who are intent on

keeping the Roman-Dutch maritime law intact". This law is outdated and, as

Dillon and van Niekerk have pointed out, "not easily accessible". 434 The

inepti tude of s 6 of the 1983 Act becomes evident especially in the case of

marine insurance, as England is more or less the home of marine insurance,435

and Roman-Dutch law has not contributed much to this part of law in the last

few decades. Another reason for criticizing s 6(1) of the 1983 Act is the fact

that English maritime law is linked to international law whereas the South

African Roman-Dutch law has, as far as maritime law is concerned, a more

national rather than an international basis. On the other hand, one should not

overinterpret s 6(1) of the 1983 Act, because its scope is limited. 436 section

6 of the 1983 Act should be amended as regards the application of English law

to give the court a discretion or wider power to apply English maritime law.

Aside from the 1983 Act and the Admiralty Proceedings Rules, in principle,

no other provisions relating to the arrest of ships have to be ·noted. South

Africa has not, unlike Germany, ratified the Arrest Convention of 1952 but it

is desirable that it does so to extend its international standard. The first

step in the right direction was, however, made with the implementation of the

1983 Act, because, as far as arrest is concerned, it is, to a ceratin extent,

based on the Arrest Convention of 1952. However, as will be shown in the

following chapters, the 1983 Act offers further opportuni ties for cri tici srn.

432 In accordance with s 6(1)(b) of the 1983 Act.

433 Gp cit 78; see also Barnford op cit 195, n 1; Booysen op cit 82 ff.

434 Op cit 28. See South African Law Commission op cit 10.

435 For instance Lloyd1s of London. See Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 115 ff; D
B Friedman 'Maritime Law in the Courts after 1 November 1983 1 (1986) 103
SALJ 678 at 684.

436 Cf Shaw op cit 75.
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These criticism will hopefully be included in amendments of the 1983 Act.
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C H APT E R XIV

THE OPPOSING PARTIES AND THE OBJECT OF THE ARREST

The essential question for a mari time claimant (aside from the legal

requirements for an arrest, which will be discussed in the forthcoming

chapters) is whether he is permitted to arrest a ship437 of his debtor in South

Africa or not. This becomes especially evident if a foreign creditor wants to

arrest a ship in South Africa. It is also important to know whether only the

ship over which the claim arose rather than other ships can be arrested. This

is because the debtor may not be the shipowner himself but a time-charterer or

a charterer by demise.

(1) principles

The Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) allows a

person, whether an incola or a peregrinus, to bring actions before the

Admiralty Courts and therefore allows every creditor to arrest a ship, subject

of course to the general requirements for such arrests. Section 2 (1) of the

1983 Act provides that each provincial and local division (including a circuit

local division of the Supreme Court of South Africa) has admiralty jurisdiction

to hear and determine any maritime claim438 irrespective of the place where it

437 According to s 1 (1 ) (v) of the 1983 Act ship means: "Any vessel used or
capable of being used on the sea or internal waters, and includes any
hovercraft J power boat, yacht, fishing boat, submarine vessel, barge,
crane barge J floating crane, floating dock, oil or other floating rig,·
floating mooring installation or similar floating installation, whether
self-propelled or not". South African law does not (unlike German law)
include ships under construction. These are therefore excluded from any
arrest.

438 Including in the case of salvage, claims in respect of ships, cargo or
goods found on land. Cf Chapter XV (2) and ss 1(1)(ii)(a)-(z) of the 1983
Act.
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arose, of the place of registration of the ship concerned, or of the residence,

domicile or nationality of its owner. According to s 2 of the 1983 Act, it is

possible for a German credi tor to arrest a ship in South Africa on account of a

maritime claim which arose in Australia even though the ship is registered in

Liberia. It is not a precondition that a South African is involved ei ther as

debtor or as creditor. The only connection South Africa may have with the case

is that the ship is in South African territorial waters and this means that it

is not necessary for the ship to be berthed in a South African harbour. 439

This follows from s 2(2) of the 1983 Act, as it provides that the area of

jurisdiction of an Admiralty Court referred to in s 2(1) of the 1983 Act shall

be deemed to include that portion of the terri torial waters of South Africa

adjacent to the coastline of its area of jurisdiction. In this respect, the

1983 Act goes much further than the German law which in para 482 HGB prohibits

the arrest of a ship when she is on a voyage and is not berthed in a

harbour. 440

As pointed out by Hare441 any juristic person may ask the court for

relief, whether a local or private individual, or a corporate body registered

according to the laws of the state, an association with juristic personality

recognised by the laws of the state in which it is resident, and the government

of another state442 or a liquidator of a company.443

The Admiral ty Proceedings Rule s (the Rule s) provide in Rul e 2 ( 3) (a) tha t

the owner of a ship, cargo or other property in respect of which a maritime

claim is made may sue or can be sued as such. The opposing parties (creditor or

debtor) are exactly described in this rule and can be anyone already stated

439 Cf Booysen op cit 80i The Fabian 1912 CPD 148 at 149.

440 Cf Part A - Chapter VII (2) (a).

441 Gp cit 68.

442 Ibid.

443 Cf The Alkar 1986 (2) SA 138 (C).
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above so long as the defendant against whom the claim is made is the~ of

the ship to be arrested. Likewise J the owner of a ship or cargo may sue.

The Rules indicate that the importance of the origin and name of the

parties involved iS J to a certain extent J subordinate and that the claim for an

arrest and the object of the arrest are of greater importance. Rule 2(3) (b) in

conjunction with Rule 20(4)(a)J for instance J provide that parties may sue or

be sued jointly and may (in that event) be described as the owner of a named

ship or of the cargo in or formerly in a named shipJ or otherwise in like

manner. In any such case J the parties need not be further named or described in

the pleadings. The plaintiff or defendant can to a certain extent remain

anonymous. Rule 2(4) provides that in the case of an action in rem the property

in respect of which the claim lies J as set forth in s 3 (5) of the 1983 Act J

shall be described as the defendant. That is for instance the ship 'XYZ'. This

rule is especially a relief for the plaintiff who does not have to find out the

opponent I s exact name and address as in German law J where it often becomes

problematic to find out who the owner is. This problem becomes more complicated

when a company is part of a number of interrelated companies.

In principle an admiralty action can accordingly be brought against the

owner of a ship or the ship itself. 444

Both the 1983 Act and the Rules continually refer to the "owner" J but do

not define the word. The word "owner" has different meanings in different other

acts. For instance in s 2 of the Merchant Shipping Act J445 owner means If any

person to whom a ship or a share in a ship belongs". In s 263 of the Merchant

Shipping Act J which deals with the limitation of liabilitYJ the word "owner" in

relation to a ship "includes any charterer J any person interested in or in

possession of such shipJ and a manager of such ship". A further definition is

444 ef s 3 of the 1983 Act.

445 Act 57 of 1951 as amended.
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given in s 1 of the Insurance Act,446 where "owner", in relation to a policy,

"means the person who is entitled to enforce any benefit for in the policy".

However, the definitions of s 263 of the Merchant Shipping Act and s 1 of the

Insurance Act are used in a special context, namely limitation of liability and

insurance policies. It follows from this that they cannot be applied analogous.

Contrary to this the definition of the word "owner" given by s 2 of the

Merchant Shipping Act can be applied mutatis mutandis, because it is in

accordance with the general meaning of ownership, ie that a res belongs (in the

sense of dominum) to a person.

(2) Peculiarities

Proceeding from the principles described in the previous section, one should

note the following:

(a) Charter

(i) Charter by demise - beneficial ownership

en the basis of the defini tion of "owner" given in s 2 of the Merchant Shipping

Act it is questionable whether South African law recognizes "beneficial

ownership", for instance in the case of the demise charterparty. A ship is

"beneficially owned" by a person who is not the legal (registered) owner in the

meaning of s 2 of the Merchant Shipping Act but who has lawful possession and

control over the ship with the use and economic benefit which are derived from

her which a legal (registered) owner would ordinarily have. 447 This is the

case wi th a charter by demise, which has to be distinguished from a normal~

446 Act 27 of 1943 as amended.

447 The Andrea Ursula (1971) 1 All ER 821 (PDA) at 824e. A beneficial owner
has to be treated like a (registered) owner.
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charter in both South African and German law. 448

As pointed out above, a demise charterer is one who hires a ship, normally

for a long term, on a "bare boat" basis and is usually responsible inter alia

for the insurance, manning, maintenance, repair and operation of the ship.449

The demise charter is a contract for the hire of a ship, as all other

charterparties are merely contracts of carriage by sea. 450 Despite the fact

that he is not the "real" owner, 451 the charterer by demise has all the

responsibili ties and duties of a "real" owner and is treated as such.

The 1983 Act and other South African Acts as well as the existing

judgments give no concrete answer to the question whether beneficial ownership

is recognized,452 especially with a demise charterparty. The answer to this

question is important for the attachment and arrest of ships because, on the

one hand, ownership is a prerequisite for the attachment in an admiralty action

in personam. On the other hand ownership is a precondition in an action in rem.

Section 3(4)(b) of the 1983 Act provides that a maritime claim can be enforced

by an action in rem "if the owner of the property to be arrested would be

liable to the claimant in an action in personam in respect of the cause of

action concerned". Furthermore, as will be discussed later, it is important for

an arrest applicant to know whether a ship is beneficially owned in relation to

the associated ship provisions in ss 3(6) and (7) of the 1983 Act.

In order to answer the question whether beneficial ownership is recognized

448 Cf Part A - Chapter VI (2) (b). For the South African law see Bamford op
ci t 17.

449 Ibid. Cf F M Ventris Tanker Voyage Charter Parties (1986) at 25; The
PhIIlippine Commander 1988 (1) SA 457 (D) at 460.

450 ventris op cit 25; Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 47.

451 He is not, for instance, registered as the owner of the ship in the
vessel's ship register in terms of Chapter 11 of the Merchant Shipping
Act.

452 German law recognizes beneficial ownership, cf para 51 0 HGB, Part A
Chapter 11 (2) (a) and Chapter IT (2) (b).
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or not one has to look, firstly, at s 3 (4) of the 1983 Act where, as already

stated, the 1983 Act provides that a maritime claim can either be enforced "if

the claimant has a maritime lien over the property to be arrested", 453 or

alternatively, that the owner of the property to be arrested is liable in an

action in personam. 454

In accordance with s 3 (4) (a) of the 1983 Act it is of no consequence

whether the ship is in possession of the "real" owner or in possession of the

demise charterer. once it has attached, in order to arise the maritime lien is

independent of ownership and possession in the sense that it travels with the

ship into whosesoever possession or ownership the vessel may come. For that

reason s 3(4) (a) of the 1983 Act does not help answering the question

concerning beneficial ownership.

Does the word "the owner" in s 3(4)(b) of the 1983 Act include a demise

charterer? If one looks at s 3(7) (c) of the 1983 Act, the law seems to

distinguish between owner and charterer (sub-charterer) by demise. Section

3(7)(c) of the 1983 Act reads as follows:

"If a charterer or sub-charterer of a ship by demise and not the

owner thereof, is alleged to be liable in respect of a mari time

claim, the charterer or sub-charterer, as the case may be, shall for

the purposes of subsection 6455 and this subsection be deemed to be

the owner."

As stated by Shaw456 this is a 'clear' distinction between a charterer by

demise and the owner. This is true in law, because there is a difference

between the registered owner of a ship and the charterer by demise, but only in

one main respect, namely, the distinction between ownership and possession. The

453 The 1983 Act, s 3(4)(a).

454 The 1983 Act, s 3(4)(b).

455 Subsection 6 refers to the arrest of associated ships.

456 Gp cit 33.
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registered shipowner has ownership, whereas possession is obtained and kept by

the charterer by demise. 457 There is in fact no difference between a

registered owner and a charterer by demise, not only metaphorically but even in

reality:

liThe charterer becomes for the time being the owner of the ship; the

master and crew are, or become to all intents and purposes, his

servants, and through them the possession of the ship is in him. The

owner, on the other hand, has divested himself of all control either

over the ship or over the master and crew. His sole right is to

receive the stipulated hire, and to take back the ship when the

charterparty comes to an end." 458

Ownership does not pass, but in almost all other respects the charterer by

demise will be considered to be in the position of an owner. 459 The 1983 Act

draws this distinction exactly when s 3(7) (c) states that the charterer by

demise 'shall be deemed to be the owner'. This means that he will be treated

1 ike an owner.

In the case of the demise charter, the demise charterer, as pointed out by

Lord Herschell LC,

"has become, pro hac vice and during the term of the charter, the

owner of the vessel, when one is considering the rights and

liabilities which arise from the acts of the master, and the crew of

the vessel, who during that time are the servants of the charterer,

457 Mc Kinnon L J is therefore wrong when he states that "the ship has at all
times been in the possession of the shipowners ... ", because with a charter
by demise the registered shipowner "only" keeps ownership but not
possession of the ship, see The Alresford (1942) 1 All ER 503 (CA) at 504~

With a charter by demise, the shipowner has to and over possession to the
demise charterer by giving him the ship. See also The Phillippine
Commander 1988 (1) SA 457 (D) at 460.

458 Nel v Santarn Insurance Co Ltd 1981 (2) SA 230 (T) at 248.

459 Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 47 f.
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appointed and paid by him. ,,460

The demise charterer therefore has to be treated like an owner. He is, after

all, included in the word 'owner' in s 3(4)(b) of the 1983 Act and he would be

liable to the claimant in an action in personam in respect of the cause of

action concerned. It is possible to arrest the ship which is under a demis e

charter and the registered owner has no remedy by which he can avoid the arrest

or otherwise intervene.

This result is the same as in German law, where a demise charterer is

regarded as an 'owner pro tempore', meaning that he is a beneficial owner or an

'owner pro hac vice'. In accordance with para 510 HGB he will be treated as the

owner of the ship.461

Proceeding from the above the question arises, how beneficial ownership

does relate to the associated ship provisions. 462 As already stated, in terms

of s 3(7)(c) of the 1983 Act a charterer by demise is explicitly "deemed to be

the owner for the purpose of the associated ship provisions". A creditor

therefore can arres t ei ther the ship which the demise charterer owns

beneficially and in which the maritime claim arose, or any other ship which he

owns as a "real" owner in accordance wi th s 2 of the Merchant Shipping Act and

the associated ship provisions.

The Sou th African Law Commission, responsible for the Admiral ty

Jurisdiction Regulation Act, has missed the opportunity to prevent the problems

460 The Baumwoll Manufactur von Carl Scheibler v Christopher Furness (1893) AC
8 (HL) at 16. Cf The Andrea Ursula (1971) 1 All ER 821 (PDA); The
Aventicum (1978) 1 Lloyd' s Rep 184 QB; Bamford op ci t 17; Dillon & van
Niekerk op cit 47. The demise charterer is not regarded as owner by the
following authorities: The I Congreso Del Partido (1977) 1 Lloyd's Rep 536
QB at 563; The Father Thames (1979) 2 Lloyd's Rep 364 QB. See Shaw op cit
33, where he is of the opinion "that there is therefore certainly room for
the argument that the owner in s 3(4) does include the demise charterer".
He however does not state whether he follows this statement or not.

461 Cf Part A - Chapter 11 (2) (b).

462 The 1983 Act, ss 3(6) and (7).
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arising from a charter by demise as the difficulties of characterization as to

whether a demise time charterer should be regarded as owner or not were known

to English law. 463 The Law Commission should have taken into consideration the

provisions of the International Arrest Convention of 1952,464 as the convention

served as a basis for the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act. Future

amendments should therefore include a clear definition stating that the word

"owner" in the 1983 Act includes the charterer by demise.

(ii) Time charter

Another question arising from a charter concerns the possibilities of an arrest

or attachment of a ship, her stores or bunkers for debts for which the time

charterer and not the shipowner is liable to a third party. For example, can a

creditor who has a claim which has nothing to do with a charterparty but where

the debtor happens to be a charterer under an (ordinary) timecharter agreement,

arrest or attach the bunkers paid for by the charterer ?

Before answering this question, the following remarks have to be made in

order to give an short overview of the principles of time charters. Their

nature is international and the principles do not differ whether the law is

German, English or South African.

Berman AJ 465 opined that the statement of Mc Kinnon LJ (with the

concurrence of Goddard and Du Parry LLJ466 ), pointing out that the position

with regard to time charterparties 'is of application to all time

463 ef The Baumwoll Manufactur von Carl Scheibler v Christopher Furness (1893)
AC 8 (HL) at 16; The Andrea Ursula (1971) 1 All ER 821 (PDA)i I Congreso.
Del Partido (1977) 1 Lloyd's Rep 536 QB at 563; The Father Thames (1979) 2
Lloyd's Rep 364 QB.

464 Art.3(4) of the Arrest Convention of 1952 concerns the possibilities of an
arrest with a charter by demise.

465 The Maria K 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) at 480.

466 Cf The Alresford (1942) 1 All ER 503 (CA).
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charterparties (concluded in the standard form) amongst all mari tirre nations,

not excluding this country' (ie south Africa). Mc Kinnon LJ had stated

following: 467

"The respective rights and obligations of the two parties to this

tirre charterparty must depend upon its written terms, for there is no

special law applicable to the particular form of contract known as a

time charterparty. A time charterparty is, in fact, a document which

is of a very misleading nature, because the real nature of what is

undertaken by the shipowner is disguised by the use of language

dating from a century or more ago - languaga which was then

appropriate to a contract of a totally different character. A century

ago a time charterparty, then known as a demise charterparty, was an

agreement under which the charterer was handed over the possession of

the ship of the shipowner to put his servants and crew upon her and

to sail her for his own benefi t. '!hat form of charterparty, which, as

I say, was called a demise charterparty, has long since been

obsolete. '!he modern form of time charterparty is, in essence, one

under which the shipowner agrees with the time charterer that, during

a certain named period, the shipowner will render service as a

carrier by his servants and crew to carry the goods which are put on

board his ship by the time charterer.,,468

Berman AJ and Mc Kinnon LJ are to a certain extent correct as to what the time

charter concerns. But one cannot agree with the opinion that the demise charter

is obsolete. That might have been the case in 1942, when Mc Kinnon LJ gave his

judgment, but not in 1988, where there is still a need for the demise

charterparty. 469

As pointed out in Part A,470 one of the common forms of the time charter

467

468

469

470

Op cit at 503 f.

Cf The Maria K 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) per Berman AJ at 479; The Scaptrade
(1983) 2 All ER 763 (HL) per Lord Diplock at 766E ff; The London Explorer
(1971) 1 Lloyd's Rep 523 (HL) per Lord Reid at 526; see Shaw op cit 50.

Cf Bamford op cit 101; Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 45 ff.

Cf Part A - Chapter 11 (2) (b).
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nowadays is the Bal time-charter. The shipowner leases the charterer the ship

with crew, at which time he concedes that the charterer, within certain limits,

has the legal competence to give directions to the master. 471

with a charter the charterer can appear as a carrier by sea. This follows

from the South African carriage of Goods by Sea Act (the 1986 Act), 472 which

provides in s 1 for the application of the Hague-Visby Rules. 473 The Hague-

Visby Rules regard either the owner or the charterer as the carrier who enters

into a contract of carriage with the shipper. 474 Therefore the charterer - as

carrier by sea - will be under obligation to the freighter475 as a consignor.

The shipowner is not liable for performance of the contract of carriage if a

charterer is acting as a carrier by sea. 476

As far as the liabili ty of a shipowner for claims caused by the charterer

is concerned, one has to distinguish between the liability of the charterer,

the registered owner and the liabili ty of the ship. '!he 1986 Act applying the

Hague-Visby Rules in Art.IV(2) provides that neither the carrier (ie the owner

or charterer) nor the ship477 shall be responsible for loss and damage arising

and resulting from, for instance, act, neglec t, or defaul t of the mas ter ,

471

472

473

474

475

476

477

See 'Beeptime 2' form; The Sagona (1984) 1 Lloyd's Rep 194 QB and (1984)
LMCLQ 347 QB.

Act 1 of 1986; see H Staniland 'The new Carriage of Goods by Sea Act in
South Africa' (1987) 2 LMCLQ 305.

The Hague-Visby Rules consist of the original Hague Rules amended by what
are called the Visby Amendments but are referred to as 'The Protocol to
amend the International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of
Law relating to Bills of Lading signed at Brussels on 25th August 1924
Brussels 23rd February 1968.

The Hague-Visby Rules, Art.I.

The party contracting with the sea-carrier to transport the cargo.

In accordance with s 1 (a)-(d) of the 1986 Act South African law recognizes
I as contract of carriage' not only contracts covered by a Bill of Lading
or any similar document (of the Hague-Visby Rules in Art. I (b» but also
several other forms of contracts, cf s 1 of the 1986 Act.

This means that no maritime lien comes into existence.
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mariner, pilot, or the servants of the carrier in the navigation or in the

management of the ship 478 or any (other) cause arising without the actual fault

or privity of the carrier, or without the fault or neglect of the agents or

servants of the carrier. 479 But if there is, for instance, simultaneous

tortious liability of the master or crew of the ship and the time charterer

himself the registered owner (and, of course, the charterer) cannot appeal that

he is not liable, because he himself participates by means of his crew or his

master, whom he employs. In such a case, the registered owner has to suffer an

arrest of his ship for loss or .damage to cargo. 480

A further problem wi th a time charterparty arises in relation to the

attachment of bunkers, that is the question as to who the owner of the bunkers

is, and this can be ei ther the registered owner or the time charterer. An

example demonstrating the problem is The Areti L: 481 The applicant was the

owner of the mv Areti L which had been employed on a time charter entered into

at Singapore wi th a Singapore-based company which subsequently became

insolvent. When the ship was delivered for the use of the charterer, it had a

certain amount of bunkers aboard which were supplemented by the charterer at

Port Kelang and again at Singapore prior to the ship IS arrival at cape Town.

The counter-applicant had a claim against the charterer for an amount of R

16000 and sought and obtained an order for the attachment of the bunkers aboard

the vessel while it was in Cape Town in order to found jurisdiction in an

478 ef Art.IV(2)(b) of the Hague-Visby Rules.

479 ef Art.IV(2)(q) of the Hague-Visby Rules. The burden of proof shall be on
the person claiming the benefit of this exception to show that neither the
actual fault or privity of the carrier nor the fault or neglect of the
agents or servants of the carrier contributed to the loss or damage. See
also the exceptions from liability in Art.IV(2)(b)-(q) of the Hague-Visby
Rules.

480 In cases of loss or damage, Art.IV(5)(a) of the Hague-Visby Rules offers a
limitation of liability 'exceeding the equivalent of 10000 francs per
package or unit or 30 francs per kilo of gross weight of the goods lost or
damaged'; cf ss 261 - 263 of the South African Merchant Shipping Act.

481 The Areti L 1986 (2) SA 446 (C).
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action in personam which it intended to institute against the charterer. In

order to release the ves sel, the applicant lodged a bail bond with the

Registrar in the amount of the counter-applicant' s claim wi th the express

condi tion that it reserved the right to seek an order declaring that the

bunkers aboard the vessel were at all times wholly or partly its property.482

To help decide the question whether the owner or the charterer becomes

owner of the bunker one has to look at the respective judgments of English and

South African courts.

In the English case of The Saint Anna,483 it was held that with a time

charter under a Shell time 3_forrn484 the fuel and diesel oil on board the Saint

Anna (when she was arrested) was the property of the charterers. The reasons

set out by Sheen J were: 485

at the moment of delivering of the vessel to the charterers

when, under cl 14, the charterer must <'accept and pay for' all bunker

oil on board If the parties merely intended a financial

transaction under which the charterers paid in advance for fuel, it

would have been sufficient to provide that the charterers must pay

for all bunker oil on board. The obligation to accept the bunkers

connotes a preexisting contract of sale.

The second stage is covered by cl 6, under which the charterers

'shall provide and pay for all fue I (except galley fuel)'. It seems

to me that if the charterers purchase fuel, that fuel is their

property unless the parties clearly and unequivocally agree that the

property shall vest in the owners. This approach is reinforced by the

words of cl 22 (quoted above), under which the owners agree to pay

for all fuel consumed and all other expenses incurred in the course

482 Aside from this case see The Maria K 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) and The Atlantic
Victory 1986 (4) SA 329 (D). See also The Saint Anna (1980) 1 Lloyd's Rep
180 QB and The Span Terza 1984 (1) Lloyd's Rep 119 (HL); Shaw op cit 50
and Hare Arrest of Ships (Volume 5) ed CHill (1987) at 70.

483 (1980) 1 Lloyd's Rep 180 QB.

484 On an analysis of the clauses by Sheen J.

485 Op cit 182 f.
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of going to a special port of periodical docking. The owners are not

required to 'provide and pay for such fuel'. It is provided by the

charterers and paid for by the owners. Such a provision in the

charterparty would be unnecessary if the fuel was the property of the

owners ...

The final stage occurs at the moment of redelivery. This is

deal t wi th in cl 14, under which the owners shall pay for all bunkers

oil remaining on board at prices therein set out ..... Such an

agreement is consistent only wi th the bunkers being the property of

the charterers until the owners purchase it.1!

In a further English case, The Span Terza,486 it was held that a time charter

under the New York Produce Exchange (NYFE)-form although not identical were

similar to the corresponding clauses in the Shell time 3 time charter in The

Saint Anna487 and that the bunkers were the property of the charterers. The

clauses provided inter alia:

I!(cl 2)

(cl 3)

That the charterers shall provide whilst on hire

and pay for all the fuel except galley and

lubricating oil ...

That the charterers at the port of delivery and

the owners at the port of redelivery shall take

over and pay for all fuel remaining on board the

vessel ... ."

The reasons set out by Lord Diplock LJ were as follows:

"In cl 2 the words 'provide ... and pay forti in cl 3 the words:

'take over and pay for' and the references to 'price', seem to me to

be wholly inconsistent with the property in the bunkers being vested

486 (1984) 1 Lloyd's Rep 119 (HL). This was an appeal by the interveners/ sub-"
charterers from the judgment of the Court of Appeal, (1983) 1 Lloyd's Rep
441, dismissing their appeal from the judgment of Mr Justice Sheen, (1982)
2 LI~yd I ~ Rep 72,' given in favour of the owners of The Span Terza and
holdlng lnter alla that the risk in the bunkers passed to the owners on
the cancellation of the charter. The bunkers on The Span Terza (at the
time of her arrest and at the time of cancellation of the charterparty)
had all been paid for by the charterers.

487 (1980) 1 Lloyd's Rep 180 QB.
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in anyone other than the charterers. The words I have underlined

would otherwise be meaningles s. Possession of all bunkers once they

are on board the vessel is no doubt vested in the shipowners as

bailees who are under a duty to procure that they are used by the

- master in carrying out the orders which the charterers are authorized

by the charterparty to give him as to the employment of the

vessel488 . For this uncomplicated reason, involving as it does no

more than the appli~ation of basic principles of the common law of

bailment, I would allow this appeal (by the sub-charterers}.,,489

As these two judgments show, in English law, the charterer is in principle

regarded as the owner of the fuel which he has bought and with which he has

filled the tanks of the ship.

In South African law, in two judgments of Berman AJ,490 the learned judge

pointed out that he could not follow the above two cited English decisions and

bunkers brought on board by the charterers become the property of the shipowner

or are jointly owned property of both of them (ie the shipowner and the

charterer). In The Maria K491 Berman AJ held that:

liThe con tract between the applicant492 and I 493 was a time

charterparty a contract sui generis and whereby the

possession and the control of the vessel is exercised through the

master and crew employed by the owner and remains with the latter,

the fuel required for the vessel's engine would in the normal course

of events be, and would remain, the property of the owner ... that

delivery of the fuel had never been effected to the charterer and

that to constitute such delivery there would have had to be a parting

wi th the whole possession and control of the vessel merely

488 The Span Terza (1984) 1 Lloyd's Rep 119 (HL) at 122.

489 Ibid.

490 The Maria K 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) and The Areti L 1986 (2) SA 446 (C).

491 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) .

492 Owner of the ship.

493 Charterer.
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providing that the charterer was to pay for the fuel oil to be

consumed on the voyage, indicated that the parties contemplated no

more than a financial transaction (and not a purchase) under which

the charterer paid for the fuel oil. Accordingly, as the onus rested

on the respondent to prove delivery or sale of the fuel oil to the

charterer , that it had not di s charged it. 11

In the Areti L,494 which served as an example in the above case, Berman AJ held

that:

IIWhere the charterers have provided and paid for fuel put aboard the

vessel chartered by them, such fuel was and remained their property

unless there was a clear and unequivocal agreement to the contrary or

the evidence showed that the fuel was otherwise obtained ... • '!hat
/

the bunkers that had been attached were what was left of the

inseparable mixture of those bunkers which were on the vessel when it

was delivered to the charterers and those supplied by the charterers,

and the bunkers were accordingly owned jointly by the applicant495

and the charterer: The counter-applicant was entitled as a creditor

of the charterer to attach such jointly-owned property. 11

The English decisions are in principle right. 496 If the charter-clauses

provide that 'charterers provide and pay for the bunkers I, the charterers

become the owners of the fuel. It is of no consequence that the fuel is stored

in the tanks of the ship. One cannot support Berman AJ in The Maria K when he

speaks of a 'mere financial transaction'. The meaning of the words 'provide'

and I pay I are clear, otherwise that clause in charterparties would have no

meaning and would be useles s. It is true that in the case where the tanks are

already filled to a certain extent and where the charterer (only) supplements

the fuel J a mixture of both can come into being. Bu t technical da ta can

determine how much fuel has been in the tanks and how much the charterer has

494 1986 (2) SA 446 (C) at 447.

495 Shipowner.

496 Hare op cit 72 is of the same opinion.
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refueled. If there is anything left of the charterers part (fuel), than a third

party to whom the charterer is a debtor is allowed to attach only that part of

the fuel which belongs to him. It does not matter that the fuel which the owner

has left has already been used up. The part belonging to the owner remains in a

figurative sense even if the charterer refuels the tanks several times during

existence of the charterparty. The quantity of the shipowner I s fuel will

normally have been stated at the beginning of the charterparty and that remains

in his ownership as a unit of account. If there is a maritime claim against the

owner pursuant to s 3(4) of the 1983 Act, the remaining part belonging to the

owner can be enforced by either an action in rem or in personam, even during

the time when the ship is under a charterparty. The part of the charterer in

this case however cannot be arrested. This was, in principle, the correct

resul t in the English judgments and the SOu th African cases should have been

the same, because the question whether the fuel is mixed does not result in the

answer of 'joined property lira ther, it le ads to the answer that the parts of

bunkers can be clearly named. The part of the fuel in a figurative sense

(either the one of the owner or the one of the charterer) is the object of the

decision as to how much bunker (for instance of the owner) can be attached. On

the other hand, the part of the fuel belonging to the charterer can be attached

by every creditor of the charterer. The attachment of the bunkers in The Maria

K was therefore lawful and the decision on this point is therefore wrong. But

Berman AJ is right when he states that the onus lies on a creditor to prove

delivery or sale of the fuel oil either to the owner or the charterer.

(b) Sale of the vessel

The sale of a vessel does not affect the rights of holder of a maritime lien

and he can thus arrest a ship which gave rise to a maritime lien, even if it

has been sold. A maritime lien, which has its origin in the common law and
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which will be discussed later on in more detail,497 follows the ship.498 The

rnari time lien is inchoate from the moment the claim attaches, "and when carried

into effect by legal process, by a proceeding in rem, relates back to the

period when it first attached.,,499

Dillon and van Niekerk500 correctly describe the nature of a maritime lien

as follows:

11 The maritime lien arises automatically, by operation of law and

without any agreement or formality, and comes into existence from the

moment when the circumstances giving rise to the maritime lien

occurs. It attaches to the res secretly and without any record or

registration, is not dependent upon possession of the res501 by the

lienholder, and remains so attached if the res is thereafter

alienated for value to a bona fide alienee without notice of the

lien. "

Further, Dillon and van Niekerk consider the maritime lien as a real right. The

contrary view was held in The KalantiaoS02 and the Andrico unity,503 viz that

the rnari time lien is a mere procedural remedy. These differing opinions as to

the nature of a maritime lien will be discussed more fully later. 504 At this

stage one can, however, already say that the concept of a maritime lien as a

procedural remedy cannot be accepted. It contravenes the above principle that

497 See Chapter XVI (1).

498 The Bold Buccleugh 11 (1851) 7 Moo PCC 267 at 284 fi Shaw op cit 87. See
also The Fidias 1986 (1) SA 714 (C)i The Andrico Unity 1987 (3) SA 794
(C)i The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 250i The Colorado (1923) P 102
at 11 O.

499 The Bold Buccleugh 11 (1851) 7 Moo PCC 267 at 285.

500 Op cit 13.

501 For example the ship.

502 1987 (4) SA 250 (D).

503 1987 (3) SA 794 (C).

504 Cf Chapter XVI (1).
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the maritime lien travels wi th the ship and is inchoate frcxn the moment it

attaches to her, regardless of in whose possession or ownership she may be. The

decisions are contradictory. On the one hand they recogni2e the principles of a

mari time lien as stated above. On the other hand they do not recognize a

foreign maritime lien because the lien is regarded as a (mere) procedural

remedy. It follows from the above judgments that a foreign maritime lien

becomes invalid when the ship to which it is attached sails into South African

territorial waters. Presumed, a South African creditor has a maritime lien on a

German ship because of a claim for loss of or damage to things in accordance

with para 754(1)(No 3) HGB insofar, as these claims arose from the use of the

ship. According to the decisions of The Kalantiao and The Andrico Unity the

South African creditor would not, if the ship were attached by him and a South

African mortgagee in a South African port, enjoy a better ranking in the

distribution of the proceeds of the vessel sold by order of court than the

South African creditor. He would, however, have a better ranking if, for

example he had a maritime lien because of a salvage claim. Furthermore, the

South African maritime lien holder could not enforce the maritime lien in terms

of s 3(4)(a) of the 1983 Act by an arrest of the German ship. This result is in

conflict with not only the principles of a mari time lien recognized by the

above quoted decisions but also the common law principles of a real right. The

pecul iari ty of a real right, distinguished for example from a personal or

procedural right, "is that it adheres or is attached to the property which is

its object so closely that it may be enforced by the person who is entitled to

it against any person who infringes it, and not merely against a particular

person who is under a special obligation to recognize it. This is achieved by'

an action in rem. So closely indeed is a ius in rem bound up with the property

to which it is attached that it ceases ipso facto with its destruction." 505

505 C G Hall Maasdorp's Institutes of South African Law - Volume 11 (The Law
of Property) 10ed (1976) at 10.
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Both, in South African and German law, real rights run, for example in the case

of a hypothec or a lien, with the land. 506 These rules become ineffective when

regarding the maritime lien as a procedural remedy.

The position in German law is as adopted by Dillon and van Niekerk, viz

that the maritime lien is a real right. The maritime lien gives a so-called

statutory lien in terms of para 755 (1) HGB. Furthermore, in terms of para

91 6 (1) zpo a foreign maritime lien is recognized as a claim for an arrest. A

precondition of an arrest in German law is that the claim is a pecuniary claim

or a claim which can become a pecuniary claim. For this purpose it is of no

consequence where (ie in which country) the maritime lien arose. What is

irrportant is the fact that the maritime lien is a claim in terms of para 916

Zpo, viz a claim which can become a pecuniary claim. 507

Accordingly, the purchaser has to ensure that he obtains certainty from

the vendor as to the freedom of the ship from maritime liens and other debts

(for example mortgages). This he must do because of the nature of the maritime

lien as stated above. He otherwise, as the new owner of the vessel, may have to

endure the arrest of his ship because of a maritime lien which attached to her

before the purchase.

These principles are referred to by Dr Lushington in his judgment in The

Bold Buccleugh 1,508 although he is not speaking directly about a mari time

lien:

11 It is quite manifest that a mere change of property does not

exonerate a ship from liability of being sued; neither can a sale of

a vessel after a collision produce any such effect; if it were so,

the owners of a vessel doing a damage would have nothing to do but to

sell her, and would thereby deprive the party aggrieved of his best

securi ty for compensation ... As regards the subsequent purchase of

506 Ibid. Cf Silberberg & Schoeman The Law of Property 2ed (1983) at 49.

507 Cf Part A - Chapter 11 (2) (b).

508 (1847-1850) 3 Rob 220 at 229.
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the vessel, there is no evidence even to the effect that the present

owner knew anything as to the action or bail at the time he made the

purchase ... What he did know is left, I am sorry to say, very much

in the dark. If he knew that there has been a collision, he certainly

might have protected himself, either by not making the purchase, or

by some other protection."

The principle that a maritime lien follows a ship even after she has been

sold509 is, as pointed out above, the same as in German law, where para 755(1)

HGB gives a so-called statutory right over the ship and this right follows the

ship until it is, for example, discharged.

A bona fide purchaser also has, after all, to endure an arrest because of

a claim which gave rise to a maritime lien notwithstanding the fact that he had

no notice of the lien and that he has no personal liability on the claim fran

which the lien arose. 510 In the South African context this English and German

principle accords, like mentioned above, with that of a real right. 511 The

only way to get compensation for damage resulting fran the arrest out of a

maritime lien which arose before the purchase of the ship without knowledge of

the purchaser is to claim against the vendor.

These rules are effective not only for mari time liens but also for any

other claim which came into existence before the purchase of the vessel.

(3) Sisterships and associated ships - ss 3(6) and (7) of the 1983 Act

In German law one can arrest other ships of the shipowner even though these are

not referred to in the claim and this is known as the arrest of a so-called

509

510

511

See Booysen op cit 81 in respect of the purchase of associated ships and
South African Law Commission op cit 8.

Cf The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 234; The Khalij Sky 1986 (1) SA
485 (C) at 489B. See Part A - Chapter III (1) (a) (ii).

The Khalij Sky 1986 (1) SA 485 (C) at 489B.
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sistership.512

In terms of Art. 3 (3) of the Arrest Convention of 1952, a claimant can

arrest ei ther the particular ship in respect of which the claim arose or any

other ship which is owned by the person who was, at the time when the maritime

claim arose, the owner of the particular ship. !I'his means that the arrest of a

sistership is also possible. 513

Because of the principles pointed out supra 'a stratagem was adopted' in

order to defeat the arrest of sisterships.514 A proliferation of 'single-ship'

conpanies - variously described as 'asset-poor' or 'brass-plate' concerns-

occurred. 515 These had the advantage that their vessel could not be subject to

arrest for claims against ships owned, not by the same conpany, but by 'sister

companies'. In these 'sister companies' the shares were either immediately or

ul timately controlled by the same person who owned the shares in the conpany

owning the ship in question. 516

An action in rem in South African law can in principle be brought about by

the arrest of a so-called 'associated ship' instead of the ship in respect of

which the maritime claim arose. A definition of what has to be understood as an

associated ship is given by the 1983 Act in s 3(7)(a):

An associated ship shall be a ship -

(i) owned by the person who was the owner of the ship concerned

at the time when the maritime claim arose; or

(ii) owned by a company in which the shares, when the maritime

claim arose, were controlled or owned by a person who then

controlled or owned the shares in the company which owned

512 ef Part A - Chapter 11 (4).

513 Cf Part A - Chapter 11 (5).

514 H Staniland and J S Mc Lennan 'The Arrest of an Associated Ship I (1985)
102 SALJ 148.

515 Ibid.

516 Shaw op cit 36.
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the ship concerned.

Ships will be deemed to be owned by the same persons if all the shares in the

ship owing companies owned by the same persons. 517 A person will be deemed to

control a company if he has power to control the company directly or

indirectly.518

The provisions of the arrest of associated ships are unique to South

Africa and have resulted in many judgments and comments since coming into force

in 1983. 519

There are exceptions such as claims relating to the ownership of a share

in a ship, and claims in respect of a mortgage, hypothec, right of retention or

pledge of, or charge on, a ship when the attachment of an associated ship will

not be allowed520 . Another exception is referred 'to by s 3(9) of the 1983 Act,

where the Minister of Justice can exclude (by notice in the Sou th African

Government Gazette and subject to such condi tions as he may prescribe), any

ship owned by a company named in the notice from being arrested as an

associated ship. 521 This provision can be criticized. Firstly, no hint is

given why some companies should be excluded and secondly, what class of company

517 The 1983 Act, s 3(7)(b)(i).

518 The 1983 Act, s 3(7)(b)(ii).

519 The Nefeli 1984 (3) SA 325 (C); The Kyoju Maru 1984 (4) SA 210 (D); The
Zygos I 1984 (4) SA 444 (C); The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N); The Zygos II
1985 (2) SA 486 (C); The Emerald Transporter I 1985 (4) SA 133 (N); The
Berg II 1986 (2) SA 700 (A); The Stavroula 1987 (1) SA 74 (C); The Jade
Transporter II 1987 (2) SA 583 (A); Shaw op cit 37 ff; Hare op cit 72;
Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 32; A Rycroft 'Changes in South African
Admiralty Jurisdiction' (1984) LMCLQ 417 at 419; Booysen op cit 81;
Staniland 1984 Acta Juridica 271 at 276, (1986) 3 LMCLQ 279, (1985) 4
LMCLQ 462 at 467; Staniland & Mc Lennan op cit 148; D B Friedman 'Maritim~

Law in Practice and in the Courts' (1985) 102 SALJ 45 at 55 ff, (1986) 103
SALJ 678 at 685.

520 The 1983 Act, s 3(6). Cf Booysen op cit 81.

521 See for instance: South African Marine Corporation Ltd and Unicorn Lines
(pty) Ltd R 267 in GG 9582 of 8 February 1985, corrected by R 482 in GG
9609 of. 1 March 1985;. Mobil Refiner owned by Petroleum Transport
Internatl0nal (Pty) Ltd ln GG 10414, Notice 1825 of 5 September 1986.
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shall be excluded (perhaps only state-owned companies?). Finally, as

Booysen 522 has correctly pointed out, such a provision may lead to

discrimination. rrhe work of the administration of justice is complete at that

moment when an act comes into force. Thereafter there is only the application

and interpretation of the law by the courts who have to determine what is right

or wrong and who can be sued and sentenced or not. One fears that the

application of s 3(9) of the 1983 Act may produce high-handed decisions.

Another area of criticism of the associate-provisions is expounded by

Friedman523 and concerns the question of I association I J which has to be

determined at the time when the maritime claim arises. 524 If therefore, says

Friedman, there is a bona fide sale of an associated ship subsequent to the

claim arising, the purchaser is in no way protected against a possible arrest

of the vessel J and this J in turn, can conceivably give ris e to hardship.

Consideration should perhaps be given to some form of protection of a bona fide

purchaser of a ship liable to be arrested as an associated ship. As stated

earlier,525 the nature of the maritime lien does not provide for exceptions to

the rule that it follows the ship, even if sold to a bona fide purchaser. The

fact that the purchaser is bona fide may not lead to discrimination against the

lienholder.

A further lack of clarity pertains to s 3(7)(a) of the 1983 Act. As

Staniland and Mc Lennan526 have correctly stated, a loophole in the law occurs

if the owner of the I ship concerned I is an individual while J the owner of an

alleged associated ship is a company. They give the following example:

522 Op cit 82.

523 (1986) 103 SALJ 678 at 686 f.

524 The 1983 Act, s 3(7)(a).

525 Chapter XIV (2) (b).

526 Op cit 150.
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IIShip A is owned by Mr X, who owns all the shares in X Co, and this

corcpany owns ship B. Clearly the two ships are associated, but the

wording of para (a)(ii) does not actually cover this situation. The

reason is that shares in X Co are owned and controlled not by any

'company which owned the ship concerned': the owner of that ship (A)

is Mr X himself. If B is the ship concerned, the loophole is the more

apparent. When one considers that anything from a yacht to a

submarine is a 'ship' as defined on s 1, it is apparent that this

lacuna is not merely of academic importance. 1I

section 3 (a) of the 1 983 Act does not deal wi th ships owned by

partnerships or other unincorporated associations. 527 The Legislature's

attention is demanded by these considerations and should include these aspects

in an amendment.

Another problem arising from the associated ship provisions concerns the

question of evidence. More often than not the construction of companies is non-

transparent and it will therefore be difficult to prove the requirements of s

3(7) (b)(ii) of the 1983 Act, which provides that 'the companies are controlled

and owned by the same person (s) '. Control means the power, either direct or

indirect, of controlling the company.528 It is common cause that the onus of

proof rests upon the plaintiff/ applicant to justify the arrest. 529 He has to

show that the person (s) agains t whom it is sough t to invoke admiral ty

jurisdiction by arresting 'his' ship is the person who 'owns and controls' in

terms of s 3(7) (b) (ii) of the 1983 Act. The difficulties which can arise are

shown by The Nefeli,530 the first reported case to deal with the arrest of an

527 Friedman (1986) 103 SALJ 678.

528 The 1983 Act, s 3(7)(b)(ii).

529 See American Cotton Products Corporation v Felt and Tweeds Ltd 1953 (2) SA
753 (N) at 755B-E; Lendalease Finance (pty) Ltd v Corporation De Merca
Deo Agricola and others 1976 (4) SA 464 (A) at 489B; The Aventicurn (1978)
1 Lloyd's Rep 184 QB at 186; The Maritime Trader (1981) 2 Lloyd's Rep 153
QB at 157; The Kyoju Maru 1984 (4) SA 210 (D) at 2141.

530 1984 (3) SA 316 (C).
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In order to satisfy the requirements of s 3(7)(b)(ii) of

the 1983 Act, it was not possible for the applicants to prove the necessary

common ownership. Reliance had thus been placed on the fact of common control.

King AJ532 pointed out that it was not sufficient that the ships had the same

managing agents because this does not necessarily lead to overall control. The

applicants could prove I that each of the companies which owned one of the

alleged sisterships had as its presiden t/ director the same individual, who

could sign and act on behalf of the corporation and with his signature bind the

corporation. ,533 A further factor common to all companies could be found in

the person of the director/ secretary. King AJ was satisfied that the power to

directly control the several companies had been shown and that the ships were

associated ships.

One must note that the associated ship provisions are not retrospective in

their operation. one cannot thus follow Leon J in The Kyoju Maru534 where he

held that the 'provisions are procedural and retrospective in the absence of

express provisions to the contrary'. A contrary decision, which one should

follow, was given in The Berg 1,535 where Milne JP delivering the majority

judgment held that ss 3(6) and (7) of the 1983 Act 'did not merely create a new

remedy but imposed an obligation upon persons who had no obligations in law

before, the section referred to a matter of substantive rights and not merely

procedure. I The application of s 3(6) of the 1983 Act retrospectively 'would

531 Staniland & Mc Lennan op cit 149; Staniland 1984 Acta Juridica 271 at 276.

532 The Nefeli 1984 (3) SA 325 (C) at 326; The Stavroula 1987 (1) SA 74 (C) at
78.

533 Ibid.

534 1984 (4) SA 210 (D) at 214G.

535 1984 (4) 647 (N) at 648F; Milne JP I s judgment was confirmed in the
Appellate Division in The Berg 11 1986 (2) SA 700 (A). Cf Staniland
'Arrest of Associated Ship Not Retrospective in Operation' (1986) 3 LMCLQ
279, (1985) 4 LMCLQ 462 at 476. Cf The Atlantic Victory 1986 (4) SA 329
(D) •
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interfere with vested rights with a vengeance .• 536 Thi s resul t corresponds

wi th the principles of German law in which new acts or statutes are not

retrospective in their operation. However, after the commencement of a new or

amended act there is a "transitional time" in which a claim brought into court

before the commencement of the new act or its amendment os governed by the old

law, whilst actions instituted after the coming into force of the new act or

its amendment are adjudicated upon the law of the new act. So it might happen

that in the "transitional time" cases wi th the same facts are decided under

different laws. This is however not an unjustified condition because every case

will be held under the law which was or is applicable under the accrual of the

actionable claim.

For the purposes of legal security, in South Africa the law which was

applicable at the accrual of the actionable claim should be taken as the basis

for the judgment.

The provisions of associated ships do apply to a demise charterer who, for

the purposes of an associated ship arrest, is deemed to be the owner of the

chartered ship. Thus, a ship owned by a demise charterer can be arrested as an

associated ship to enforce claims against the demise charterer which arose in

connection with the demise chartered ship.

Lastly, the associated ship provisions do not apply wi th regard to

attachments in personam.

(4) Limitation of liability

The principle of the limitation of the shipowner's liability is limited in both

Sou th African and German law. The possibili ty of 1 imi ting the liability will

probably lead to the arrest not fUlfilling its aim, either because the damage

is not fully covered or because a complete limitation which excludes any

536 The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N) at 662.
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compensation for a damage applies.

South Afr ica, unl ike Germany, 537 has not ratified the International

Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims of 1976. 538

The principles of limitation of liability are contained in ss 261 to 263

of the Merchant Shipping Act. 539 section 261 of the Merchant Shipping Act

gives the owner of a ship the right to limit his liability in accordance with

the rule which is generally accepted, namely, that the damage should be caused

without his actual fault or privity. The Merchant Shipping Act, s 263(2)

provides 'for the purpose of s 261 Merchant Shipping Act to extend the word

owner to include any charterer, any person interested in or in possession of

such a ship and a manager or operator of such ship'. The Merchant Shipping Act

does not cover the master, the crew or other servants of the owner. 540 Section

261 of the Merchant Shipping Act limits liability to an amount equivalent to

2635 gold francs for each ton of ship's tonnage in respect of loss of or

personal injury.541 In respect of loss of or damage to property, liability is

limited to an amount equivalent to 850 gold francs for each ton of ship's

tonnage. 542 Finally where both types of damage are claimed543 liability is

limited to an amount equivalent to 2635 gold francs for each ton of the ship's

tonnage with a prescribed preference in favor of the former. 544

If one compares the South African provisions wi th the International

537 Cf Part A - Chapter II (3).

538 Appendix VI.

539 Act 57 of 1951 as amended, Appendix XII. Cf Rule 21(2) of the Admiralty
Proceedings Rules.

540 Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 94.

541 The Merchant Shipping Act, s 261(1)(a).

542 The Merchant Shipping Act, s 261(1)(b).

543 The Merchant Shipping Act, s 261(1)(c).

544 Cf Bamford op cit 68; Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 89; Shaw op cit 121 f.
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convention on Limitation of Liability of 1976 one notices that there are

certain similarities.

The amounts set out in s 261 of the Merchant Shipping Act will be

specified pursuant to s 261 (5) of the Merchant Shipping Act by the Director-

General: Transport Affairs. He will from time to time give notice in the

Government Gazette as to what amounts in Rand will be equivalent to 2635 and

850 gold francs respectively.545

The 1983 Act contains a provision in s 1 (1)(ii) relating to the limitation

of liabili ty. Under s 1 (1) (ii) (t) of the enumerated maritime clairrs one finds

that a maritime claim includes:

It any claim relating to the limi tation of the liability of the owner

of a ship or of any other person entitled to any similar limitation

of liability."

This mari time claim can be enforced546 by means of an action in rem, ie an

arrest.

When the question of limitation of liability arises it is up to the

defendant owner to raise the issue in his plea, 'the onus than being on him to

establish the absence of his actual fault or privity and the tonnage of the

vessel, when he wants to seek to limit his liability. 1547

As s 261 of the Merchant Shipping Act is based on s 503 of the Bri tish

Merchant Shipping Act548 the South African courts will have regard to the

English law and judgments dealing wi th the question as to the meaning of

545

546

547

548

Cf Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 93.

In accordance with s 3(4) of the 1983 Act.

Bamford op cit 69. Cf The Luneplate 1986 (4) SA 865 (C); The England
(1973) 1 Lloyd's Rep 373 (CA); The Edward Dawson (1914) 1 KB 419.

57 & 58 Vict c 60; cf Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 87.
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'caused wi thoutactual f aul t or privity'. Van Heerden J549 in the first

reported case concerning s 261 Merchant Shipping Act reasoned as follows:

"There does not appear to be any reported South African case in which

the question has been considered as' to whether the claimant's loss

was 'caused without the actual fault or privity' of the owner of the

ship within the meaning of s 261 of Act 57 of 1951, but the question

has been extensively dealt with by the English courts in relation to

s 503 of the English Merchant Shipping Act of 1894. The reason for

introducing a provision for such limitation in our legislation would

appear to be the same as in the case of English law, namely to enable

our ships to trade on equal terms with those of other nations, and

there seems to be no valid reason why the similar provision should

not be construed in accordance with the English authorities550 on the

subject."

Thus if one looks at the English judgments, Buckley LJ551 has, for

instance, defined the words 'actual fault and privity' as follows:

liThe words 'actual fault or privity' in my judgment infer something

personal to the owner, something blameworthy in him, as distinguished

from constructive fault or privity such as the privity of his

servants or agents. But the words 'actual fault' are not confined to

affirmative or positive acts by way of fault. If the owner be guilty

of an act of omission to do an 'actual faul t' than if the act had

been one of commission. To avail himself of the statutory defence, he

must show that he himself is not blameworthy for having ei ther done

or omitted to do something or been privy to something. It is not

necessary to shew knowledge. If he has means of knowledge which he

ought to have used and does not avail himself of them, his omission

549 The Luneplate 1986 (4) SA 865 (C) at 875H-I. The facts were as follows: In
terms of an oral agreement between the parties, the defendant undertook to
tow an unmanned vessel owned by the plaintiff from Ijrnuiden to Bremerhaven
on the terms and conditions embodied in the Unterweser towage agreement.
The plaintiff I s vessel ran aground during the journey when both the
towline and emergency line utilized by the defendant I s tug for the tow
parted.

550 The England (1-973) 1 Lloyd's Rep 373 (CA).

551 The Edward Dawson (1914) 1 KB 419 at 432.
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so to do may be a fault, and, if so, it is an actual fault and he

cannot claim the protection of the section."

Another case, The England,552 dealt with the 'actual fault or privity' of

managers/ directors of a shipping company. The relevant facts of the case were

that a collision took place on the River Thames during the hours of darkness in

the early morning of December 20, 1963 between The England and The Aletta. The

Aletta navigated without a pilot. Her master failed to give a single whistle

signal required by the Port of London river by-laws. These by-laws were totally

unknown to the master of The Aletta. The questions was whether the director of

The Aletta was not negligent in not providing the ship with the by-laws and, if

so, it must be regarded as having been relevantly causative for the collision.

In trying to give an answer as to the 'faul t' may have been, Sir Gordon

Willner, giving one of the judgments in The England,553 quoted a sentence in a

case called The Radiant554 which he thought appropriate .to The England:

"The fundamental faul t in respect of which I am disposed to blame Mr

B (the manager) is that he never had.any proper comprehension of what

his duty as managing director of a fleet of this sort was."

Finally in The Luneplate, the actual fault or privity of the managing

director was described as follows: 555

actual fault or privity on the part of the defendant556 has been

shown in regard to his lack of instruction and supervision concerning

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

the inspection of towing stretchers;

the fitness for use of towing stretchers; and

the use of a polypropylene line as a towing line;

552 ( 1973) 1 Lloyd's Rep 373 (CA) .

553 Op cit 383.

554 (1958 ) 2 Lloyd's Rep 596 QB at 615.

555 1986 (4) SA 865 (C) at 881D per van Heerden J.

556 Towage contractor.
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its lack of instruction to its masters to report on and comply with

any qualification attached to a seaworthiness certificate of the

object being towed and its failure in appropriate circumstances to

enquire as to the existence of any such qualification; its failure to

prevent the commencement of the towage notwithstanding that the

master had failed to comply wi th his obligation to report on the

prevailing weather condi tions; and its failure in appropriate

circumstances to enquire as to weather conditions and the towing

equipment being used in the circumstances."

The cases thus show that it will depend on the individual case as to what

'actual fault and privity' will mean. The cases thus merely give guidelines.

(5) International Convention relating to the arrest of seagoing ships 1952

(ICRASS)

Despi te the fact that the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act (aside from

other sources) is based on the principles set out in the Arrest Convention of

1952(ICRASS), South Africa has, up to now, not ratified the Arrest Convention

of 1952. As the trend is more and more towards international uniformity, it is

to be hoped that South Africa will not hesitate too long before ratifying the

Arrest Convention of 1952.
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C H APT E R XV

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF A CLAIM IN ADMIRALTY

PROCEEDINGS

(1) General remarks

Before the particularities of the action in rem, ie the arrest of a ship, are

discussed in detail, some general remarks wi th regard to the principles of

South African admiralty jurisdiction and procedure have to be made.

'!he essentials which are discussed more fully in the following chapters

may be summarized as follows: If a creditor wants to bring a claim in admiralty

proceedings he must, firstly, have a cIa im which is a 'nari time cIa i.m ' as

defined in s 1(1)(ii) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983

(the 1983 Act) and, secondly, the court must have or be conferred with

jurisdiction which, in an action against a foreigner, is generally effected by

an arrest or attachment of the vessel or other property in South Africa or

within its territorial waters. 557 Pursuant to s 2 of the 1983 Act, neither the

place where the claim arose nor the place of registration of the ship (her

flag), nor the residence, domicile or nationality of its owner or of the

claimant is relevant to the question whether or not the South African courts,

ie each provincial and local division of the Supreme Court (including a circuit

local division) has jurisdiction.

The divisions mainly dealing with admiralty matters in South Africa

are: 558

The Cape Provincial Division Cape Town, Walvis Bay, Saldanha Bay

The South Eastern Cape Local Division: Mosselbay, Port Elizabeth

The Eastern Cape Division East London

557 Cf Territorial Waters Act 1963 (Act 87 of 1963).

558 Cf Hare op cit 58.
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The Durban and Coast Local Division

The Natal Provincial Division

Durban, Richards Bay

Durban, Richards Bay

The 1983 Act offers a claimant two different forms of proceedings, namely,

the action in personam (s 3(1) of the 1983 Act) and the action in rem (s 3(4)

of the 1983 Act).

In an action in personam, the person of the debtor or wrongdoer is cited

as the defendant and in actions in rem the ship, cargo, bunker (each of them

separately or together) are the object of the arrest and ci ted as defendant.

Proceeding from the wording 'action in rem' and 'action in personam' one might

think that with an action in rem only a res (for instance ship, cargo or

freight) is the object of the arrest whereas with an action in personam a

person (for instance the shipowner) is to be arrested. This is in fact the case

in German law559 and seems, by reading the 1983 Act verbatim, the same for

South Africa. The 1983 Act, s 3 reads as follows:

- s 3(2)

- s 3(5)

An action in personam may only be instituted against a person.

An action in rem shall be instituted by the arrest •.. concerned

of property of one or more of the following categories against

or in respect of which the claim lies:

(a) The ship, with or without its equipment, furniture,

stores or bunkers;

(b) the whole or any part of the equipment, furniture,

stores or bunkers;

(c) the whole or any part of the cargo;

(d) the freight.

However legal authorities in South Africa do not follow this wording and,

consequently the foreign litigant, familiar wi th statutory law and used to be

the wording of an Act or Statute as being the basis for legal findings, is

easily confused. Legal practice in South Africa concerning the action in

personam and the action in rem is as follows: The action in rem is instituted

559 Paras 916 and 918 zPO.
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by an arrest for instance of a ship560 and is directed against a res, as in

German law. 561 With an action in personam, however, the aim of the applicant

is not really directed at a person (for instance a shipowner) but at the whole

property of that person and, again, a res like in an action in rem is the

object of an admiralty action. This interpretation differs from the wording of

the German provisions because with an action in personam in German law a person

is not only called the defendant, he is in fact the defendant. This means that

he can for instance be arrested and put in jail. 562 An action in rem in German

law is (as in South African law) directed at the res of the owner of the ship

or company and in fact his whole property, not only the ship, cargo or freight

can be sued by an action in rem or an action in personam. The main difference

in South African law between an action in rem and an action in personam seems

to be the characterization of the defendant:

with an action in rem it is the ship and

with an action in personam, it is a "person" as set out in s 3(2) of

the 1983 Act.

Accordingly on has to distinguish between an action in personam and an

action in rem, the first enforced by attachment563 the latter by an arrest.

As it will be shown later,564 the legal procedure to 'found and confirm

jurisdiction' is called an attachment as well and is ruled by the provisions of

the action in personam.

The question whether to proceed in an action in rem or in an action in

560 The 1983 Act, s 3(5).

561 See however The Commodore 1943 NPD 27 and The Fabian 1921 CPD 148.

562 Cf Part A - Chapter XI.

563 See however The Answald 1912 AD 546.

564 See Chapter XIX (3).
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personam or in both565 depends on the individual case. One must bear in mind

that with the arrest of a ship one only arrests the 'value of a ship after a

judicial sale I. This value is the basis for compensation of the claim. If the

ship is an old small one, it might happen that the money from the sale of the

ship is not sufficient enough to discharge the claim, especially when there are

other claimants with maritime liens of a better ranking. On the other hand, the

action in rem gives the plaintiff the advantage of claiming against the ship as

defendant and then he does not have the burden of proving the ownership as

required in an action in personam. The action in personam has the advantage

that the attachment over the whole property of the owner (defendant) is

possible and the full claim can be sued, this not being dependent on the value

of the shi p. However, as already stated above, the claimant has the onus of

proving ownership of the res at the time of the attachment. If therefore the

proceeds of a (fictitious) judicial sale will be sufficient enough, an action

in rem is the most efficient and recommended admiralty procedure. If there is,

however only the slightest doubt that the proceeds could be not enough, either

an action in personam or both an action in personam and an action in rem are

the recommended admiralty procedures.

(2) The claims for an arrest/ attachment - s 1 (l)(ii) of the 1983 Act

As mentioned earlier, an essential for the enforcement of a maritime claim in

south Africa, either by an action in personam or an action in rem, is that the

claim must be a 'maritime claim ' as defined in s l(l)(ii) of the 1983 Act.

However, even if a claim is not a maritime claim as defined, an action under

the common law would lie in favour of an incola plaintiff, who can attach

property to found or confirm jurisdiction in proceedings similar to an

application for attachment prior to an action in personam. Such an action

565 Rule 20(5) of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules (the Rules).
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would, of course, not be brought in the Admiral ty Court, but in one of the

parochial courts.

The maritime claims listed in ss 1 (1)(ii)(a) to (z) of the 1983 Act which

are subject to the admiralty jurisdiction of the SUpreme court, include all the

maritime claims enumerated in the International Convention of Arrest of Sea-

going Ships of 1952566 and the heads of admiralty jurisdiction as set out in s

20 (2) of the Uni ted Kingdom Supreme Court Act of 1981. 567

described briefly568 as follows: 569

They can be

(a) and (b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h) and (i)
( j )
(k)
(1)
(m)

(n)
(0)

(p)
(q)

(r)

(s)

( t)

(u)
(v)

(w)

ownership and possession
mortgages
damage caused by a ship
damage to a ship
loss of life and personal injury
loss or damage to goods
carriage of goods and charterparties570

salvage571
towage or pilotage572

materials and services
construction and equipment
wages573
disbursements
general average
bottomry and respondentia
marine insurance
forfeiture
limitation of liability
distribution of fund in Court
maritime lien
oil pollution

566

567

568

569

570

571

572

573

Appendix Ill. Cf Shaw op cit 10 ff.

C 54. ef The Public General Acts and General Synod Measures (1981) Part 11
at 1138.

Cf Shaw op cit 10 ff.

In detail see ss 1(1)(ii)(a)-(z) of the 1983 Act.

Cf The Zygos I 1984 (4) SA 444 (C).

Cf The Brazilia 111988 (1) SA 103 (C); The Manchester 1981 (2) SA 798
(C); H Staniland I Towage or salvage? The Manchester - case and canment'
(1988) 1 LMCLQ 16.

Ibid.

The Antigoni Tsiris 1981 (3) SA 950 (N).
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arbitration awards
indemnity and contribution. 574

AI though the Colonial Courts of Admiral ty Act 1890 has been repealed as

regards its application in South Africa,575 the 1983 Act keeps the heritage of

colonial jurisdiction. In accordance with s 1 (1) (ii) (z) of the 1983 Act all

claims which could have been heard under the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act

1890 prior to 1983 are defined as maritime claims. Booysen576 levels the

cri tici srn that this article, having been enacted as a catch-all provision to

cover every possible contingency, 'reflects an extremely cautious and unsure

legislature or draughtsman. Even after 1983 the English Admiral ty Court Acts of

1840 and 1861 and the inherent common law jurisdiction of the Colonial Courts

of Admiralty therefore remains relevant to a determination of SOuth African

admiralty court jurisdiction in so far as they bestow a wider jurisdiction than

the Admiral ty Jurisdiction Regulation Act'. l3ooysen's criticism is correct as

to the application of the colonial jurisdiction, but one cannot agree that the

catch-all provision reflects an 'extremely cautious and unsure legislature or

draftsman'. Perhaps it is a little bit unfortunate to create a catch-all

provision (which principally is necessary to ensure that shipping matters not

listed in s 1(1)(ii) of the 1983 Act will be heard by an admiralty court) which

refers to what can be called the old jurisdiction. It might have been better to

create a catch-all provision which gives the Admiralty Courts jurisdiction to

hear any maritime claim, whether or not specifically defined as such in the

1983 Act.

with regard to German law, the 1983 Act gives a much wider description of

claims which can be heard before the courts. However, one must remember that

the German law does not offer special Admiral ty Courts. In shipping matters

574 The Zygos I 1984 (4) SA 444 (C).

575 See s 16 of the 1983 Act (repeal of laws, schedule).

576 Gp cit 76.
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there are special chambers of the Higher District court (Kammer fuer

Handelssachen am Landgericht) and for arrest proceedings,577 usually the

Magistrates' Courts (Amtsgerichte) are the competent courts.

577 Cf Part A - Chapter III (2) (c).
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C H APT E R XVI

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF AN ACTION IN REM (ARREST) - SS 3(4) AND (5) OF THE 1983

ACT

An arrest will be allowed, if (besides other preconditions which will be

discussed later) the preconditions of s 3 (4) of the Admiral ty Juri sdiction

Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) are fulfilled. Section 3(4) of the

1983 Act provides that, without prejudice to any other remedy that may be

available to a claimant or to the rules relating to the joinder of cause of

action, a maritime claim578 may be enforced by an action in rem:

(a) if the claimant has a maritime lien over the property to be arrested; or

(b) if the owner of the property to be arrested would be liable to the

claimant in an action in personam in respect of the cause of action

concerned.

Furthermore s 3(5) of the 1983 Act provides that an action in rem shall be

insti tuted by an arrest within the area of the jurisdiction of the court

concerned of property of one or more of the following categories against or in

respect of which the claim lies:

(a) The ship, with or without its equipment, furniture, stores or bunkers;

(b) the whole or any part of the equipment, furniture, stores or bunkers;

(c) the whole or any part of the cargo;

(d) the freight.

(1) The preconditions of s 3(4)(a) of the 1983 Act - maritime lien

In terms of s 3 (4) (a), the 1983 Act provides that a mari time claim can be

enforced by an action in rem (an arrest) if the claimant has a maritime lien

578 As set out in the previous chapter.
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over the property (eg the ship)} even though the owner of the vessel is not

liable for the debt which gives rise to the claim. The 1983 Act does not

however define a maritime lien. 579 The only references to a maritime lien are

to be found in ss 3 (4) (a), 1 (1 ) (i i) (v) and 11 (1 ) (e) of the 1983 Ac t. In order

to find the meaning of a maritime lien one therefore has to look at English

law. This follows from s 6(1) of the 1983 Act where English law as it stood on

November 1983 is applicable. 580

The English admiralty law recognizes six categories of maritime liens,

namely: 581

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Salvage
Collision damage

Seaman's wages
Bottornry582
Master's wages
Master's disbursements

cf s 11(1)(c)(vi) of the 1983 Act
cf s 11(1)(c)(iii) andlor (iv) of the
1983 Act
cf s 11(1)(c)(ii) of the 1983 Act

cf s 11(1)(c)(i) of the 1983 Act
cf s 11 (1) (c) (i) andl or (v) of the
1983 Act.

This numerus clausus is restricted to debts incurred in respect of or

occasioned by the vessel and which may arise, as stated by Nienaber J,583 ex

contractu (for instance seaman's and master's wages), ex delicto (collision

579 See the definition of Dillon & van Niekerk op cit 13. Cf Chapter XIV (2)
(b) wi th regard to the recognition of a foreign rnari time lien and the
position thereto in German law.

580 Cf H Staniland 'The Recognition of an American Maritime Claim for Services
and Disbursements' (1986) 103 SALJ 542 at 543; Hare op cit 61; The Fidias
1986 (1) SA 714 (C) at 716B; T~alantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 253D-F.
"Roman-Dutch law does not know the maritime lien. It recogn izes certai n
tacit hypothecs over ships but these are greatly diminished by the rule
that they are extinguishable on alienation because Roman-Dutch law,
differing from civil law holds to the maxim mobiles non habent sequelam,"
Shaw op cit 88. See Bamford op cit 21 ff.

581 Cf Hare op cit 61; H Staniland 'The Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act
and the Maritime Claim of a Saudi Arabian Necessaries Man' (1986) 103 SALJ
350 at 352; The Fidias 1986 (1) SA 714 (C) at 717B.

582 This is (now) an obsolete lien in English law as well as in German law. Cf
The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 232H. See Federal Law Gazette
(Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 I, at 966.

583 The Fidias 1986 (1) SA 714 (C) at 715F.
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damage) or quasi ex contractu (for instance master's disbursements).

The discussion with regard to maritime liens goes back to the 19th century

and Jervis CJ584 tried to give the first definition of a maritime lien, when he

said that this was meant to be

.. the foundation of the proceeding in rem, a process to make

perfect a right inchoate from the moment a lien attaches; and whilst

it must be admitted that where such a lien exists, a proceeding in

~ may be had, it will be found to be equally true, that in all

cases where a proceeding in rem is the proper course, there a

rnari time lien exists, which gives a privilege or claim upon the

thing, to be carried into effect by legal process. This claim or

privilege travels with the thing, into whosesoever possession it may

come. It is inchoate from the moment the claim or privilege attaches,

and when carried into effect by legal process, by a proceeding in

rem, relates back to the period when it first attached."

The last sentence of Jervis' defini tion has been the cause of a controversy

which continues to this' days. The word 'inchoate' according to one opinion,585

leads to the conclusion that the maritime lien is a procedural remedy. A

contrary opinion states that the reference of Jervis CJ to the maritime lien as

an 'inchoate' right has mistakenly been interpreted to mean that a rnari time

584 The Bold Buccleugh 11 (1851) 7 Moo PCC 267 at 284. The facts of the case
were as follows: The steamship Bold Buccleugh ran down and sank the barque
William in the Humber in 1848, was seized under process in Leith in an
action against her owners upon that cause in the Court of Session in
Scotland in January 1849, was bailed, released and sold to a bona-fide
purchaser without notice of the cause or claim pending, was sent to Hull
by her new owner in August, 1849, and was arrested by warrant of the High
Court of Admiralty. The new owner appeared under protest, alleging a lis
pendens in Scotland; the Scottish action was subsequently abandoned, and
Dr Lushington overruled the protest and found for the owners of the
William. The cause was taken on appeal to the Privy Council, which held
that the Scottish action - being in personam with collateral seizure
could not bar a suit in rem in the Admiralty Court, and, in regard to a
second defence asserted below but not considered by Or Lushington, that
the collision lien survived even a bona-fide sale without notice, cf
F L Wiswall The Development of Admiralty Jurisdiction and Practice since
1800 (1970) at 155 f.

585 See for instance The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC).
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lien is procedural, and that a mari time lien has to be regarded as a

substantive right. 586

The question is accordingly whether the maritime lien is a substantive

right or merely a procedural remedy. This question became a real problem with

regard to the recognition of a foreign maritime lien, for instance in the cases

The Two Ellens,587 The Colorado,588 The Halcyon Isle,589 The Khalij Sky,590 The

Fidias,591 The Andrico uni ty592 and The Kalantiao. 593 According to English law

the issue of whether a maritime claim attracts a maritime lien will be resolved

by the lex fori on the basis of a general choice-of-law rule that matters of

procedure are decided according to the law of the forurn. 594 In South African

law, because there is no clear existing definition, it has to be determined,

firstly, which classification a maritime lien has and, secondly, whether or not

Sou th African courts will recognize a maritime lien created by the law of a

foreign state in circumstances in which the South African law would not confer

such a lien. 595

As pointed out above, s 6 of the 1983 Act provides that South African

Admiral ty Courts must apply the law which the High Court of Justice of the

Uni ted Kingdom in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction would have

586 See for example Staniland (1986) 103 SALJ 542 at 547.

587 (1872) 4 LR (PC) 161.

588 (1923) P 102.

589 (1981 ) AC 221 (PC).

590 1986 (1 ) SA 485 (C) .

591 1986 (1 ) SA 714 (D) •

592 1987 (3) SA 794 (C) .

593 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) •

594 Staniland (1986 ) 103 SALJ 542 at 543. Cf The Halcyon Isle (1981 ) AC 221(PC) .

595 The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 253B.
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applied596. But the question then arises: What law would a (notional) court in

England (including the highest court) apply? The House of Lords has not yet

spoken on the point in question. Only the Privy Council, the final court of

appeal for the colonies, has decided on this point in The Halcyon Isle.
597

However, the Privy Council is not part of the appellate hierarchy of the

supreme Court. Its decisions do not bind either the High Court of Appeal or the

House of Lords598 . Its decisions are of ' great persuasive value', 599 but no

more. It follows from this that the decision of the Privy Council in The

Halcyon Isle does not bind the Admiralty Courts in South Africa. Accordingly,

having relinquished the burden of having to follow the decision of the Privy

Council in The Halcyon Isle, one has to look at the House of Lords, which is

part of the appellate hierarchy of the Supreme Court. 600 As already stated one
I

will find that the House of Lords has not yet decided on the matter. Therefore,

one has to look at the Court of Appeal for the decision of The Colorad0601 and

to consider the meaning of that judgment. Having done that, one has to look at

the Privy Council decision Halcyon Isle if one is not sure whether to follow

The Colorado or not. This in principle was the path followed by Leon J in The

Kalantiao, where the facts were as follows: The Registrar of the court issued a

warrant of arrest on behalf of the plaintiffs, directing the Sheriff to arrest

the ship Kalantiao and keep it under arrest until further order. Subsequent to

596

597.
598

599

600

601

The Fidias 1986 (1) 714 (D) at 718Hi The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at
253B.

(1981) AC 221 (PC). The judgment will be discussed later.

References for the fact that the decisions of the Privy Council are not
binding can be found in The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 255Fi cf Hare
op cit 62.

Leon J in The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 255F. Cf Staniland (1986)
103 SALJ 542 at 543.

Appellate Jurisdiction Act. See Halsbury's Laws of England 4ed (1982) (vol
37) para 71 0 at 545.

(1923) P 102.
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the arrest, security was filed by the defendants and the ship was allowed to

sail. The plaintiffs had a valid claim against the time charterers of the

Kalantiao, in respect of stevedoring services rendered to the vessel in ports

of the united states of America in pursuance of an agreement concluded in the

USA. The proper law of the contract was the federal law of the United States of

America. In terms of that law the plaintiffs enjoyed a maritime lien.

Leon J looked at the judgment in The Colorado, 602 a ship which was

registered in France. The appellants were ship repairers in Cardiff who had

effected repairs to the ship, and, failing to obtain payment of their claim,

had arrested the vessel in an action in rem and obtained judgment and an order

for sale in November 1921. The vessel was sold by the Marshal and the proceeds

paid into court. The question which fell to be decided by the court was whether

the holders of a French mortgage which was in the nature o~ a hypothec, should

rank above or below a necessaries man in respect of the proceeds of the sale of

the ship. Under French law a hypothec ranked below a claim by a necessaries

man. In English law a mortgage does not enjoy a maritime lien at all but only

has a statutory right in rem. The Court of Appeal held that the holder of the

French registered mortgage had priori ty over the necessaries man. The

quintessence of The Colorado was the lex loci should determine the nature of

the claim and thereafter the lex fori should govern the priorities. 603 Bearing

this result in mind, one looks at The Halcyon Isle604 and notes that this case

has a minority and a majority judgment. The minority referred to The Colorado

as support and held that the maritime lien created by the lex loci had to be

recognised as such, and that the maritime lien was a substantive property right

602 Ibid.

603 The Colorado (1923) P 102 at 110 f. Cf Staniland (1986) 103 SALJ 542 at
547.

604 (1981) AC 221 (PC). Cf M M Cohen 'In defence of the Halcyon Isle' (1987) 2
LMCLQ 152.
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attaching to the claim as soon as the cause of action arose.
6

0
5

The judgment in The Halcyon Isle concerned two claims competing for

priority ranking against the proceeds of the sale of the ship the Halcyon Isle.

One claim was that of a mortgagee and the other was the claim of a US repairman

asserting that he had acquired a maritime lien under US law in circumstances

which English law would not have recognised as giving rise to a lien.

The Halcyon Isle has, as already stated, produced two controversial

opinions. One is the minority judgment of Lord Salmon and Lord Scarman606 who

were of the opinion that:

" the English Court of Appeal in The Colorado adopted the approach

which is correct in principle. A maritime lien is a right of property

given by way of security for a maritime claim. If the Admiralty Court

has, as in the present case, jurisdiction to entertain the claim, it

will not disregard the lien. A maritime lien validly conferred by the

lex loci is as much part of the claim as is a mortgage similarly

valid by the lex loci. Each is a limited right of property securing

the claim. The lien travels with the claim, as does the mortgage: and

the claim travels with the ship. It would be a denial of history and

principle, in the present chaos of the law of the sea governing the

recogni tion and priority of maritime liens and mortgages, to refuse

the aid of private international law."

The minority} hence, classified the maritime lien as a substantive right. It

considered the applicabili ty of the decision of The Colorado and came to the

605 Cf Staniland (1986) 103 SALJ 542 at 547; Shaw op cit 86.

606 The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 250C-E. The facts of the case were
as follows: Mortgagee held a mortgage on a British ship dated April 27,
1973. In March 1974 American ship-repairers carried out repairs to the'
ship in New York. Under USA law they were entitled to a maritime lien for
the price of the repairs. The ship sailed from New York. In August 1974
both the ship-repairers and the mortgagees started admiral ty actions in
rem against the ship in the High Court of Singapore. In September the ship
was arrested in Singapore in the mortgagees action and in March 1975 she
was sold by order of the Court. The proceeds of sale were insufficient to
satisfy all the claims made by the owner's creditors. The ship-repairers
applied to the High Court for a declaration that they were entitled to a
mariti~e l~en for ~he ,price of the repairs. The mortgagees applied for a
determlnat10n of pr1or1ty of payments from proceeds of the sale.
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conclusion

" (that) the case is a neat illustration of the application of two

principles of the law. The court looks to the lex loci to determine

the nature of the claim. Having established its nature, the court

applies the priorities of its own law, the lex fori." 607

In accordance with the minority judgment, Munnik JP in The Khalij Sky 608 came

to the same conclusion. 609

contrary to the minority judgment the majority held (per Lord Diplock610 )

that a maritime lien arose in circumstances which, had they occurred in

England, would not have given rise to a maritime lien in English maritime law,

and would not be recognised and applied in considering questions of priorities

among claimants to proceeds of the sale of the ship.611 The majority thus

regards the maritime lien as a procedural remedy and not as a substantive

right. The court looks at the lex fori to determine the nature of the claim.

The ship-repairers lien was therefore not enforceable and the mortgagees claim

607 The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 248G-H.

608 1986 (1) SA 485 (C) at 493G. The facts of the case were as follows: Both
applicants individually entered into contracts with the head charterer and
for the sub-charterer of the respondent vessel whilst it was in the port
of New Orleans in the State of Louisiana in the USA, a port other than its
home port, the contracts being respectively for agency services and
disbursements for necessaries in the case of first applicant and
stevedoring in the case of second applicant. First applicant performed the
services contracted for and in the result the head charterer and! or sub
charterer became liable for the payment of certain sums of money specified
in the papers but not admitted by respondent. It is common cause that
according to United States law, both applicants have a maritime lien on
the vessel in respect of the services and disbursements in ques tion
enforceable by an action in rem and this is so irrespective of whether
credit was given to the vessel or to the charterer.

609 The minority judgment has been approved by certain writers, such as
Staniland (1986) 103 SALJ 542 and Shaw op cit 86 ff. In support of the
minority judgment see also the Canadian case The Strandhill (1926) 1 Ex CR
226.

610 The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 229D ff.

611 The Andrico Unity 1987 (3) SA 794 (C) at 802D-G.
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was entitled to priority.612

The majority judgment in The Halcyon Isle has been approved in South

Africa in the cases of The Andrico uni ty613 (per Marais J) and The Kalantiao614

(per Leon J). Marais J615 pointed out that in his respectful opinion the view

of the majority in The Halcyon Isle "was not in conflict with prior English

authority and rested upon readily understandable considerations of policy". He

opined further as follows:

"As far as I am aware, the majority's discussion has not been

repudiated or criticized in any subsequent case in England. Whatever

the position may be in other jurisdictions, the law of England at the

relevant date appears to me to be that which is reflected in the

decision of the majority in The Halcyon Isle. A notional High Court

of Justice exercising admiralty jurisdiction on 1 November 1983 would

therefore have declined to recognize the Argentine lien and would

have refused to arrest the vessel in rem. If the vessel had already

been arrested, it would have ordered that the arrest be

discharged. 11616

Leon J617 explained his decision to follow the majority judgment in The Halcyon

Isle as follows:

1 . The House of Lords has not yet spoken on the point.

2. The Privy Council, which has highly persuasive force, has and

has decided by a majority in favor of the lex fori.

3. The Colorado, which is the relevant decision in the Court of

Appeal, does not in my judgment support the minority in The

612 The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 235D, 238H - 239A, 241 F-G and 242
A-G.

613 1987 (3) SA 794 (C) .

614 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) . Cf Cohen op cit 152.

615 The Andrico unity 1987 (3) SA 794 (C) at 821I-J.

616 Ibid.

617 The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 264A-D.
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Halcyon Isle case.

4. There are no decisions subsequent to The Halcyon Isle in England

which have in any way called into question the majority view in

The Halcyon Isle.

5. As Marais J has shown, the majority view in The Halcyon Isle is

clearly defensible and would therefore continue to be of

persuasive force in England.

6. The English cases spanning more than 100 years before The

Halcyon Isle all support the conclusion of the majority in that

case.

7. An English court faced with 1-6 above would therefore in all

probability follow the majority in The Halcyon Isle.

Conclusion:

It is submi t ted that the minority decision in The Halcyon Isle should be

favored but for different reasons to those mentioned. One is the assumption

that the maritime lien is a substantive right and not simply a procedural

remedy. Jervis CJ's definition or prescription of the maritime lien in The Bold

Buccleugh 11618 has been interpreted from the starting-point of the word

'inchoate'. But reading the whole definition, one finds that Jervis CJ states

that when a maritime lien exists, it gives a privilege or claim upon the thing,

to be carried into effect by legal process. In other words, the maritime lien

gives a claim (a substantive right) which can be enforced by legal process, ie

in an action in rem (arrest). This conclusion is in accordance with German

law619 where a maritime lien is recognised as a claim for an arrest. This means

as a substantive right, which is in principle enforceable by an incola and a

peregr inus . The classification of a mari time lien by the majority of The

Halcyon Isle as a procedural remedy and not as a substantive right would have

the effect, as Munnik JP 620 correctly pointed out

618 (1851) 7 Moo PCC 267 at 284 f.

619 See Part A - Chapter III (1) (a) (ii).

620 The Khalij Sky 1986 (1) SA 485 (C) at 488.
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"that no action in rem against the vessel could ever succeed where

the forum in which it is brought is governed by English admiralty law

and where the action is based upon facts which, although giving rise

to a maritime lien under the lex loci, do not give rise to a maritime

lien under the lex fori.,,621

One has to agree with staniland622 that this,

"in turn, would have had the effect of encouraging so-called forum

shopping, since the ship, as she navigates through various

jurisdictions of the world, would either attract or discard maritime

liens in terms of the lex fori."

Another reason for following the minority is that it is contradictory for

the majority to accept in principle that 'this claim (the maritime lien) or

privilege travels with the thing (the ship), into whosesoever possession she

may come' and on the other hand to deny a maritime lien not recognised by

English law. That means that the principle is not a 'real ' principle because it

is only applicable to maritime liens recognised by English law. As far as

foreign maritime liens are concerned the principle stops at British territorial

waters,623 ie English jurisdiction.

The majority furthermore refuses to apply the established rule of private

international law that a substantive right will be recognised under its lex

causa. 624 But this resul t follo~ed only because the majority regarded the

maritime lien as a procedural remedy and not as a substantive right.

A further reason for following the minority in The Halcyon Isle is that

the majority decision would effect an injustice. The ship-repairers would be

depri ved of their mari time 1 ien , val id as it appeared to be throughout the

621 Op cit 488D-E.

622 (1986) 103 SALJ 542 at 548.

623 Or the territorial waters of the countries (Colonies) which are connected
with English admiralty law.

624 The Kalantiao 1987 (4) SA 250 (D) at 263 per Leon J.
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world. Wi thout this, they would obviously never have allowed the ship to sail

when a dollar had not been paid for the important repairs625 on which the ship-

repairers had spent a great deal of time and money and from which the

mortgagees obtained substantial· advantages.

It follows from the above tha t a foreign mari time lien, being a

substantive right, should be recognised by South African Admiralty Courts,

which are free to decide and follow the minority in The Halcyon Isle. As

pointed out above, the decision of the Privy Council has only 'persuasive

value' and is not binding.

(2) The preconditions of s 3(4)(b) of the 1983 Act - liability in action in

personam

Another way that a maritime claim can be enforced by an action in rem is if the

owner of the property to be arrested (for example a ship) 'would be liable' to

the claimant in an action in personam in respect of the cause of the action

concerned.

'Would be liable' refers to being sued in an action in personam. 626 The

liability originates either ex contractu, ex delicto or quasi ex contractu.

Owner does not mean only the registered shipowner but also the beneficial

owner. 627

625 The Halcyon Isle (1981) AC 221 (PC) at 246. Cf Staniland (1986) 103 SAW
542 at 549.

626 Shaw op ci t 32. The requirements of an action in personam will be
discussed in the following chapter.

627 See Chapter XIV (2) (a) (i) .
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C H APT E R XVII

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF AN ACTION IN PERSONAM (ATTACHMENT) - SS 3(1), (2) AND (3)

OF THE 1983 ACT

(1) General preconditions

In terms of s 3 (1) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983

(the 1983 Act) any maritime claim, subject to the provisions of the 1983 Act,

may be enforced by an action in personam. 628 As pointed out in the previous

chapter, an action in personam will, in the first place, be directed against

all or any of the property of the debtor or wrongdoer (defendant) and includes

all the items set out in s 3(5) of the 1983 Act ie the ship, her cargo, freight

or bunkers. Any property can be attached, whatever its nature and value,629

including incorporeal property (such as the right to claim payment of debts,

provided that the Deputy Sheriff can make an effective attachment) or pledged

goods. 630 As noticed earlier631 the defendant's liability originates either

from contract, quasi contract or tort.

Pursuant to s 3 (2) of the 1983 Act, an action in personam may only be

instituted against a person:

(a) resident or carrying on business at any place in South Africa;632

(b) whose property wi thin the court's area of jurisdiction has been

attached to found or confirm jurisdiction;633

628 Cf The Andrico Unity 1987 (3) SA 794 (D) at 795A.

629 Even of 'trivial value', see Thermo Radiant Oven Sales (Pty) Ltd v
Nelspruit Bakeries (Pty) Ltd 1969 (2) SA 295 (A).

630 Shaw op cit 50. Cf Mercantile Bank of India Limited v Davis 1947 (2) SA
723 (C).

631 Cf Chapter XVI (1).

632 The 1983 Act, s 3(2)(a).

633 The 1983 Act, s 3(2)(b).
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(c) who has consented or submitted to the jurisdiction of the court;634

(d) in respect of whom any court in South Africa has jurisdiction in

terms of Chapter IV of the Insurance Act (Act No 27 of 1943);635

(e) in the case of a company, if the company has a registered office in

South Africa. 636

A 'person' against whom the action in personam may be instituted includes

any juristic person, whether a local or private individual, or a corporate

body. 637

In ss 3(2)(a) and (e) the 1983 Act refers to 'companies' either carrying

on business at any place in Sou th Africa or if the conpany has a registered

office in South Africa. The word 'company' refers to the Companies Act, 638

which in s 1 (1) defines a company as

"a company incorporated under Chapter IV Companies Act639 and

includes any body which immediately prior to the commencement of the

Companies Act was a company in terms of any law repealed by the

Companies Act 1973."

The words 'carrying on business at any place in South Africa' refer to s 1 (1)

634

635

636

637

638

639

The 1983 Act, s 3(2)(c). Cf The Atlantic Victory 1986 (4) SA 329 (D) at
333E ff.

The 1983 Act, s 3(2)(d).

The 1983 Act, s 3(2)(e).

A person is defined in s 2 of the Interpretation Act 33 of 1957 (as
amended) as
(a) any divisional council, municipal council, village management

board, or like authority;
(b) any company incorporated or registered as such under any law;
(c) any body of persons corporate or unincorporated.
Cf Chapter XIV (1) and Rule 14 of the Uniform Rules of the SUpreme Court'
of South Africa (proceedings by and against partnerships J firms and
associations).

Act 61 of 1973 as amended.

Chapter IV of the Companies Act deals with the formation obJ'ects
, ' J

capacl. ty J powers J names J registration and incorporation of companies J

matters incidental thereto and deregistration. Cf ss 32 to 73 D of the
Companies Act.
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of the Companies Act which provides that 'place of business· means

It any place where the company transacts or holds itself out as

transacting business and includes a share transfer or share

registration office. It

The words •registered office· lead to s 170 (1) of the Companies Act which

provides that every company including every external company shall have a

postal address in South Africa to which all communications and notices may be

addressed640 and a registered office to which all communications and notices

may be addressed and at which all process may be served. 641

The maritime divisions of the Supreme Court have jurisdiction over

external companies because the Companies Act also applies to external

companies. 642

The fact that s 3(1)(e) of the 1983 Act refers to the 'company·s

registered office· does not mean that every company having a registered office

in South Africa must necessarily be resident or carry on business in South

Africa, or that every company resident or carrying on business in South Africa

will have a registered office in South Africa. 643

Section 3(2)(e) of the 1983 Act refers to Chapter IV of the Insurance Act

1943. 644 Chapter IV of the Insurance Act includes s 60 which sets out the

requirements in respect of business underwritten by underwriters at Lloyd' s.

640 The Companies Act, s 170(1)(a).

641 The Companies Act, s 170(1)(b).

642 The Companies Act, s 2(2). See s 1(1) of the Companies Act which defines
~n external company as It a company or other association of persons J

lncorporated outside the Republic (of South Africa), the memorandum of
which was lodged wi th the Registrar under the repealed Act, or which,
since the commencement of the (Companies) Act, has established a place of
business in the Republ ic (of Sou th Africa) It. Cf also ss 322 to 336 of the
com~a,nies ,Act, dealing wi th •external companies', their registration,
admlnlstratlon and other duties.

643 Shaw op cit 45.

644 Act 27 of 1943 as amended.
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Section 60(1) of the Insurance Act provides as follows:

"The following provisions shall apply in connection with business

underwritten by underwriters at Lloyds and any person who does any

act in the Republic (of South Africa) relating to the receiving of

applications for policies or the issue of policies or the collection

of premiums in respect of such business; and any such person shall,

for the purpose of this section, be deemed to be carrying on

insurance business in the Republic (of South Africa); •... "

section 60 (1 ) (a) of the Insurance Act provides further that every person has to

have a license to carry on insurance business. 645 Any person carrying on

insurance business must in terms of s 60 (1) (d) of the Insurance Act have an

office in South Africa at which process in connection with a policy effected

through its agency may be served. The Insurance Act, s 60(1)(g) provides that

the Committee of Lloyd' s shall appoint in a person in South Africa who is

authorized to act on its behalf and on behalf of underwriters at Lloyd' s, and

such person shall lodge with the Registrar of Insurance646 a notice of the

address of his office and of any change in such address.

Accordingly, any Admiralty Court has jurisdiction in personam in respect

of any Lloyd's policy referring to South Africa. 647

The 1983 Act provides that an action in personam may generally only be

instituted in a court whose area of jurisdiction is adjacent to the territorial

waters of South Africa. 648 However, the 1983 Act allows exceptions from this

rule:

(a) in the case of a claim contemplated in ss 1(1)(ii)(a) and (b) of the

645 The Insurance Act, s 6(1)(e).

646 Cf s 1 of the Insurance Act for the definition of 'registrar' and s 2 of
the Insurance Act.

647 Shaw op cit 46; Hare op cit 63.

648 The 1983 Act, s 3(3). For further details with regard to s 3(3) of the
1983 Act see Shaw op cit 46 and Booysen op cit 78.
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1983 Act (relating to ownership and possession), s 1 (1) (ii)(i) of the

1 983 Act (relating to charterparties) or s 1 (1 ) (ii) ( j) of the 1983

Act (marine insurance), if the claim arises ou t of an agreement

concluded within the area of jurisdiction of that courti 649

(b) in the case of a claim contemplated in s 1(1)(ii)(g) of the 1983 Act

(relating to loss or damage to goods) or in s 1 (1) (ii) (h) of the 1983

Act (relating to carriage of goods), if the goods concerned are or

were shipped under a bill of lading to or from a place wi thin the

area of jurisdiction of that courti 650 and finally

(c) if a maritime claim concerned relates to a fund within, or freight

payable in, the area of jurisdiction of that court. 651 This category

refers to cases where there has been a claim in an action in rem

insti tuted by the arrest of cargo or of the freight in terns of s

3 (5) (c) or (d) of the 1983 Act, or where any security given is

located in the area of jurisdiction of the inland divisions

concerned.

(2) Procedure

Arrests in actions in rem and in personam have, in principle, the same

procedural requirements. However, there are peculiari ties which have to be

observed. Unlike an action in rem, with an action in personam, the application

must be made to a court652 for an order for attachment. This is done on the

strength of a notice of motion supported by an affidavit, a draft order and a

writ of attachment prepared by the attorney and submitted by the advocate. 653

649

650

651

652

653

The 1983 Act, s 3(3)(a).

The 1983 Act, s 3(3)(b).

The 1983 Act, s 3(3)(c).

In an action in rem with the Registrar, cf Rule 3(2)(a) of the Admiralty
Proceedings Rules.

See Chapter XIX (1).
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The affidavit contains the following essential allegations654 :

that the claim is a maritime claim for which the defendant is liable and

that the court will have jurisdiction pursuant to the proposed attachment;

that the property sought to be attached is property belonging to the

defendant or in respect of which he has an attachable interest;

whether any security has been given in respect of the claim and the

reasons for the court's aid being required;

the source of the signatory's information and that the contents of the

affidavit are true and correct;

the reasons, if any, for urgency.

with regard to the requirements of power of attorney, evidence, security

and release of attachment see the following chapters. 655 Further procedural

details are dealt with the action in rem. 656

The procedural requirements of an attachment to found or confirm

jurisdiction are dealt wi th in Rule 4 of the Admiral ty Proceedings Rules and

will be discussed more fully later. 657

654

655

656

657

Findlay & Tait The Enforcement of Maritime Claims in South Africa (1987)
at 3 f.

Chapters XVIII and XIX.

Chapter XVIII. See Hare op cit 89 f.

See Chapter XIX (3).
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CHAPTER XVIII

GENERAL PRECONDITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ARREST

(1) Power of attorney

South Africa follows the Sri tish system of a separate bar. One has to

distinguish between attorneys who have no right to appear in the SUpreme Court

and the advocates who have that right. As in German law, a creditor/ applicant

does not need to appoint an attorney when issuing a summons, third party notice

or warran t of arres t . 658 The arrest is obtained on the strength of a

certificate by the applicant or his attorney. In the case where the applicant

appoints an attorney, a formal power of attorney is usually not required at the

arrest stage,659 because the action in rem (or in personam) is a summary

proceeding, most of the time accorrpanied by urgency, especially in shipping

matters. The applicant contacts an attorney who applies for an arrest order

wi th the Registrar of the court. At this stage an advocate is not yet

necessary. When the matter is heard in open court, either from the time of

application for attachment in personam or when the pleadings are to be prepared

in an action in rem after the arrest has been ordered, an advocate must be

briefed by the attorney.660 All pleadings after the writ of summons have to be

signed by both the attorney and the advocate. The advocate has the advantage of

being presented with a prepared case by the attorney.

Rule 20(4)(a) of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules (the Rules)661 provides

658 Cf Rule 20(3) (a) of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules and Rule 16 of the
Uniform Rules of the SUpreme Court of SOuth Africa (the Uniform Rules).

659 The requirements for filing a power of attorney are set out in Rule 20(2).

453 Hare op cit 84. In important matters, a party may decide to brief Senior
Counsel, either with or without Junior Counsel to assist him. See Findlay
& Tait op cit 21.

661 Appendix X. See also Rule 20(4)(c).
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that where the parties are described generally by description rather than by

name,662 the power of attorney may describe the parties as they are described

in the action. In that event, the attorney filing the power of attorney must

file an undertaking to pay costs and any damages awarded in terms of s 5(4) of

the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) (wrongful

arrest) against the party represented by him. 663 Further requirements of a

power of attorney are provided by Rul e 7 of the Uniform Rules of the SUpreme

Court.

(2) Form of application and procedure

Unlike in Germany, no application for an arrest to court is required. The

arrest is obtained on the strength of a 'certificate' in terms of Rule 3(3)664.

The warrant of arrest is issued by the Registrar of the court and served by the

Sheriff or his Deputy on the ship to be arrested,665 "informing" the defendant/

respondent (the ship) that the property arrested will be released upon security

in a sum representing the amount of the value of the relevant property (eg

ship) or the amount of the claim, whichever amount is lower. 666 The Deputy

Sheriff is the equivalent of the German bailiff.

Normally the application procedure is as follows: The plaintiff himself or

his attorney will file with the Registrar667 a draft 'warrant of arrest ,668

662 Rule 2(3). Cf Shaw op cit 106.

663 Shaw op cit 106.

664 Cf Chapter XVIII (2 ) (a) .

665 Cf Rule 5(4) and Chapter XXIII (1 ) •

666 Cf Rule 3(5) (a).

667 Cf Rules 6(4)(a) and (5) of the Uniform Rules.

668 Cf Rules 3 and 5(4) APR. See also Form 2 of the Rules - Appendix XIII (2).
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(which only the registrar has to sign) and a 'summons in rem· 669 in respect of

the applicants name, accompanied by a •certificate , in terms of Rule 3(3).670

It is advisable to combine the certificate wi th an affidavit as to the facts

upon which the applicant relies for relief and, if at that stage available, to

annex essential documents supporting the application. 671 Notwithstanding this

procedure, in general no pleadings are required in an action in rem unless

notice of intention to defend the arrest is delivered by the defendant. 672

Every application, however, must be brought on notice of motion673 (except in

cases of urgency) supported by an affidavit and must state the time within

which the respondent must deliver any affidavits and the date for the hearing

of the application.

(a) Certificate in terms of Rule 3(3)

In accordance with Rule 3 (3), a Registrar will, save where the court has

ordered the arrest of property, issue a warrant of arrest only if summons in

the action has been issued and a certificate signed by the party causing the

warrant (this may be the unrepresented plaintiff himself or his attorney) to be

issued is submitted to him. Rule 3(3) requires674 that the certificate states

the following: 675

669

670

671

672

673

674

675

Cf Rules 2 and 5(2). See also Form 1 of the Rules - Appendix XIII (1). For
'summons' with regard to actions in personam see Rule 5(3).

Rule 3(3) provides that the Registrar shall issue a warrant of arrest only
if summons in the action has been issued and a certificate signed by the
party causing the warrant to be issued is submitted to him.

Hare op cit 89.

Rule 7.

Rule 16 in conjunction with Rule 6 of the Uniform Rules.

As already referred to in Chapter XVIII (2) (a).

An example of a certificate in terms of Rule 3 (3) is given in Appendix
XIII (3).
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That the claim is a maritime claim and that the claim is)

or that on the effecting of the arrest the claim will be,

one in respect of which the court has or will have

jurisdictioni 676

that the property sought to be arrested is property in

respect of which the claim lies or, where the arrest is

sought in terms of s 3(6) of the 1983 Act, that the ship is

an associated ship which may be arrested in terns of the

said sectioni 677

whether any securi ty or undertaking has been given in

respect of the claim of the party concerned, or to procure

the release, or prevent the arrest or attachment of the

property sought to be arrested and, if so, what security or

undertaking has been given and the grounds for seeking

arrest notwi thstanding tha t any such securi ty or

undertaking has been giveni678

that the contents of the certificate are true and correct

to the best of the knowledge, information and belief of the

signatory and what the source of any such knowledge and

information is. 679

Rule 3(3)(a) refers to the maritime claims in s 1(1)(ii) of the 1983 Act

and the certificate has to state whether one (or more) of the maritime claim(s)

is the claim for an arrest.

Rule 3 (3) (b) only requires the statement that the ship is an associated

ship in terms of s 3 (6) of the 1983 Act. N::> further particulars set out in

section 3(7) AJRA have to be presented at the stage of the arrest application,

especially the ones which prove common ownership and common control. 68D

Rule 3(3)(c) refers to cases where security probably has been given but

676 Rule 3(3)(a).

677 Rule 3(3)(b).

678 Rule 3(3)(c).

679 Rule 3(3)(d).

68D Cf Chapter XIV (3).
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might be not sufficient enough to cover the claim and interest (for instance a

claim referring to collision damage or salvage).

Rule 3(3)(d) refers to the fact that the attorney has to show that his

knowledge is from instructions of different sources, either from the plaintiff

himself or if the plaintiff is for example a foreigner (eg a German) and

represented by 'his' foreign (German) counselors, from the counselors

representing the plaintiff in Germany, or from any other sources of

information.

(b) Warrant of arrest - Rules 3(1) and (2)

Pursuant to Rule 3(1), an arrest in an action in rem must be effected by the

service of a warrant of arrest. '!he warrant of arrest must be issued by the

Registrar and must be in a form corresponding to Form 2 of the First Schedule

of the Rules. 681

warrant. 682

The Registrar may refer to a judge the question of whether a warrant

should be issued. 683 Any such question must be so referred if it appears from

a certificate contemplated in Rule 3(3),684 or if the Registrar otherwise has

knowledge, that security or an undertaking has been given in terms of s

3 (10) (a) of the 1983 Act to prevent arrest or attachment of the property in

question. 68S If a question has been so referred to a judge, the judge may

authorize the Registrar to issue a warran t of arres t, or may gi ve such

directions as he thinks fit to cause the question of whether a warrant of

681 Rule 3(2)(a). See Appendix XIII (2) .

682 Except in the case of s 5(3) of the 1983 Act.

683 Rule 3(2) (b).

684 Cf Chapter XVIII (2) (a) .

685 Rule 3(2)(c).
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arrest should be issued to be argued. G8G If a question has been so referred to

a judge, no warrant will be issued unless the judge has authorized the

Registrar to issue the warrant of arrest. G8?

The warrant of arrest is directed against the respondent and is to the

effect that notice has to be taken that summons has been issued in an action in

rem, and that by the service of the warrant the ship is arrested and is kept in

the custody of the Sheriff or his Deputy in terms of Rule 19. Furthermore, the

respondent is summoned by the warrant to give sati sfactory security for the

amount of the claim or the value of the property arrested (whichever is the

lesser), if he wants to obtain release of the property (eg the ship) from

arrest. In the event of a dispute as to the security, the respondent can make

an application to court for the resolving of that dispute. The respondent is

also entitled to ask the court to impose conditions with regard to the arrest.

Finally, the warrant of arrest contains a section which is directed to the

Sheriff or his Deputy, normally in the following terms (order of execution):

"You are authorized by the warrant of arrest to arrest and keep under

arrest the property named herein and you are hereby required duly to

serve this warrant and return the original to the Registrar with your

Return of Service."

The warrant is prepared by the plaintiff or his attorney.G88

686 Rule 3(2)(d).

G87 Rule 3(2)(e).

G88 Every warrant of arrest must be signed by the attorney or the party
himself if not represented by an attorney and thereafter be 'signed and
issued by the Registrar - Rule 20(3)(a) - and every warrant of arrest must
contain an address of the attorney or party such as referred to in Rule
17(3) of the Uniform Rules which provides as follows:

"Every summons shall be signed by the attorney acting for the
p~aintiff and shall. bear an attorney's address, wi thin eight
kllometers of the offlce of the registrar, or, if no attorney is
acting, it shall be signed by the plaintiff, who shall in addition
append an address wi thin eight kilometers of the office of the
registrar at which he will accept service of all subsequent documents
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(c) Summons (in rem) - Rule 2

A summons must be in the form corresponding to Form 1 of the First Schedule of

the Rules689 and must set forth a statement of the 'nature of the claim' and

the 'relief' or 'remedy' required and the 'amount' claimed, if any, 690 and

includes edictal citation. 691

The 'nature of the claim' means any maritime claim in accordance with s

1 (1 ) (i i) of the 1983 Act and can include, for example, the damage to cargo

shipped on board a vessel, 692 or damage to ship caused by collision with

another ship or tug. The method of enforcing the claim may be invoked either by

an action in personam or an action in rem. Where the relief or remedy is one

sounding in money the amount can ei ther be stated in rands or in whatever

currency the plaintiff/ applicant thinks fit. When, for instance, a towage

contract is on a US-dollar basis, than the amount can specified in us-dollars.

In accordance with s 5(2)(g) of the 1983 Act the court may grant a judgment in

foreign currency, for instance the US-dollar. 693 Section 5(2)(g) of the 1983

in the suit; and shall thereafter be signed and i,ssued by the
registrar and made returnable by the sheriff to the Court through the
registrar: Provided that such address where the attorney or the
plaintiff, as the case may be, will accept service of documents in
the suit may be further than eight kilometers from the office of the
registrar but within the magisterial district in which such office is
si tuated if such attorney or the plaintiff is a person who is in
terms of any law prohibited from being the occupier of land or
premises wi thin the distance of eight kilometers of such office."

For the further requirements of filing, delivery and preparation of papers
see Rule 20.

689 Appendix XIII (1).

690 Rule 2(1) APR.

691 Rule 1 APR.

692 If there is damage done to cargo, the statement of the 'nature of claim'
should include details concerning the kind of cargo, the name of the ship,
the port of lading and the port of destination and details of the Bill of
Lading. Further, the attorney should state that the plaintiff was at all
times the owner of the cargo and the holder of the Bill of Lading and was,
accordingly, entitled to the delivery of the cargo.

693 Cf The Torm Helene (unreported) Case No AR 415/86 (N).
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Act reads as follows:

"A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction -

subject to the provisions of any law relating to exchange control,

order payment to be made in such currency other than the currency of

the Republic as in the circumstances of the case appears appropriate,

and make such order as seems just as to the date upon which

calculation of the conversion from any currency to any other currency

should be based. ll

According to s 5(2)(g) of the 1983 Act the court has a discretion as to whether

to apply the section or not. Thus far there are no reported cases in terIIB of s

5(2)(g) of the 1983. 694 The question arises what the words "appropriate",

II just" and llin the circumstances of the case" have to have for an influence on

the courts decision. Shaw695 opined llthat in each case the endeavour must be to

choose the currency which is appropriate in order to conpensate the plaintiff

for his loss, or to pay him what he was contracted for, or what is due to him."

In a case concerning the ordinary jurisdiction van den Heever J696 held that

where a foreign creditor sought to enforce implementation of a contract

stipulating payment in Japanese Yen in Tokyo

"that there was no absolute bar to its ordering a South African

debtor to effect such payment in the stipulated foreign currency ...

that the date on which the conversion from South African rand into

the stipulated foreign currency should be made is the da te when

payment is actually effected and not when payment is due."

In Voest Alpine Intertrading Gesellschaft mbH v Burwill and Co SA (pty) Ltd697

694 The Houda Pearl 11 1986 (3) SA 960 (A) is not applicable because the facts
fall under the admiralty proceedings in terms of the Colonial Courts of
Admiral ty Act 1890.

695 Op cit 84.

696 Maruta Machinery Ltd v Capelon Yarns (pty) Ltd 1986 (4) SA 671 (C).

697 1985 (2) SA 149 (W). Cf The Despina R (1979) 1 All ER 421 (HL).
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Nestadt J held:

"In a contractual claim for damages (for repudiation of a contract),

damages would be due when the breach occurred. Though only quantified

by the judgment, the damages are assessed at this date. Even although

the price of goods was payable in US dollars, the defendant IS

liability must likewise be determined. Subsequent fluctuations in the

value of currency are to be ignored. In a case such as the present,

defendant's refusal then to pay (some three years before the date of

trial) will of course have led to plaintiff sustaining a large loss.

It may be that this could be claimed as a further head of damages. It

could not, however, justify the quite fortuitous and often del ayed

date of judgment, which may only be established on appeal, being

taken as the relevant date for converting defendant's dollar

liability to rands. 1I

In Barry Colne and Co (Transvaal) Ltd v Jackson's Ltd698 Gardiner J held, on

the strength of Roman-Dutch authorities,

"that where the price of goods sold is given in a foreign currency,

in the absence of any term in the contract to the contrary, payment

may be made in local currency of the place of payment of a value

equivalent to the price agreed upon at the rate of exchange ruling at

the date when payment falls due. ,,699

The authorities quoted above show how inconsistent the courts have been in

deciding whether or not to grant judgment in a foreign currency and what the

day of conversion should be.

When exercising its discretion in terms of s 5 (2) (g) of the 1983 Act a

court should use Shaw' s defini tion as a foundation. Each case depends on its

owns merits, whether based on contract or delict. In, for example, a contraqt

698 1922 CPD 372.

699 Cf Bassa Ltd v East Asiatic (SA) Co Ltd 1932 NPD 386 at 390 where Hathorn
J held that "therefore the parties mus t have contempla ted tha t the
conversion should take place when the bill (of exchange) came into
existence."
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between two South Africans based on a US dollars agreement the debtor's dollar

liability has to be converted at the day of due date because the disadvantage

of fluctuations in the exchange rate lies on the debtor having missed to pay.

The same rule applies, for example, with wages of a South African seaman under

a contract with the shipowner (or charterer by demise) based on US dollars. One

cannot agree with van den Heever J that the date on which the conversion from

South African rand into the stipulated foreign currency or vice versa should be

made is the date when "paYment is actually effected" because the creditor will

be placed at a disadvantage twice. Firstly, because he cannot use the money

owed by the creditor for further business activities700 and, secondly, he has

to bear possible disadvantageous exchange rates.

In the case of a towage and salvage contract, for example, the date of

conversion would be the date when the contract is performed. Furthermore, it

seems incongruous that a credi tor who recei ves payment after years of

protracted litigation should find himself in a worse posi tion than one who is

paid on due date. 701

The principles considered for claims of contract is applicable for claims

of damage for breach of contract and all other kinds of damages which may arise

in terms of s 1(1)(ii) of the 1983 Act. The fact that damages for breach of

contract must be assessed at date of that damage does not mean that those

damages must be assessed and quantified in South African currency as at that

date. Where a loss is in fact suffered in a foreign currency there is no reason

not to assess and quantify the damag~ in that currency. "Indeed not to do so

might be to deny a plaintiff the amount of his actual loss." 702 This amount

prevails and should be the standard when deciding in terms of s 5(2)(g) of the

700 Many debtors owing money quite often have caused the bankruptcy of their
creditor.

701 Cf The Torm Helene (unreported) Case No AR 415/86 (N).

702 Ibid.
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1983 Act.

Besides the requirements of a summons set out above and that provided by

Rule 20, the summons contains an instruction about the defendant 's righ~ of

appearance to defend and the time for such appearance. The summons must then

contain the following statements, directed at the defendant: 703

If you wish to defend the action you must within ten days give notice of

your intention so to defend. 704 That notice must be served to the

Registrar and on the plaintiff's attorney and must contain an address in

accordance with Rule 19 of the Uniform Rules. 70S

If you do not give that notice within the time set out, or within any

extended time which the court may allow, if you make application for an

extension of time, or if you do not thereafter deliver your plea or a

claim in reconvention as provided by the Rules regulating the conduct of

the admiralty proceedings,706 proceedings may continue and judgment may be

given against you without further notice.

The summons also contains a request to the Sheriff or his Deputy to effect

service of the summons and return the original to the Registrar with his return

of service.

703 In this example the plaintiff is represented by an attorney.

704 Rule 6(2).

70S Rule 19(3) of the Uniform Rules reads as follows:

When the defendant delivers notice of inten tion to defend, he shall
therein give his full residential or business address and shall appoint an
address, not being a post office box or poste restante within eight
kilometers of the office of the registrar, or if he is a person who is in
terms of any law prohibited from being the occupier of land or premise~
within such distance of eight kilometers of such office, he may appoint an
address further than eight kilometers from such office but within the
magisterial district within which such office is situated, for the service
on him thereat of all documents in such action, and service thereof at the
address so given shall be valid and effectual, except where by any order
or practice of the Court personal service is required.

706 Rule 8 and Rule 24 of the Uniform Rules.
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(d) Notice of motion (Rule 16, Rule 6 of the Uniform Rules) and affidavit

Where summons has been issued in an action in rem, any person having an

interest in the property concerned can, at any time before the expiry of ten

days from the service of the summons, give notice of intention to defend and

can defend the said action. Any interested party can enter an appearance, for

example the shipowner, the beneficial owner, the charterer, or the master of

the ship.

In accordance with Rule 16 (2), a notice of motion in an application on

notice shall state:

the time within which the respondent must deliver any affidavits and

·the date for the hearing of the application.

Rule 16(1) provides that Rule 6 of the Uniform Rules is to apply to

applications subject to the provisions of Rule 16. The main effect of Rule 6 of

the Uniform Rules is that, in terms of Rule 6(2), the applicant is entitled to

state the time wi thin which the respondent is to file the respondent's

affidavits and the application is, from the beginning, set down for hearing on

a specific day.707

The notice of motion must be in a form corresponding to Appendix XIII(4),

which gives an example of a notice of motion in the matter of an application

for the confirmation of the issue of a warrant of arrest and summons in rem.

An affidavit must, for example in the matter of an application for the

confirmation of the issue of a warrant of arrest and summons in rem, contain

the following:

The name of the attorney filing the affidavit and declaration of the

contents of the affidavit under oathi 708

707 Cf Shaw op cit 110.

708 The Commissioner of Oath certifies as follows:

'I HEREBY CERTIFY that the Deponent of this Affidavi t (normally the
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the full address of the attorney;

the authorization by the applicant to depose the affidavit and to make the

application;

that the matters to which he deposes in the affidavit, insofar as they are

wi thin his personal knowledge, are true and correct and insofar as they

are not within his personal knowledge are to the best of his knowledge

true. The attorney has to itemize the sources of his knowledge, for

instance instructions of his mandator or from documents;

the name of the applicant and his address;

the respondents name (name of the ship and where she is presently

berthed) ;

further details to the previous procedure, information in respect of an

associated ship (eg an extract from Lloyd's Maritime Directory) and other

facts and documents.

Being a matter of urgency the arrest procedure is always ex parte,709 that

is without notice, unless the applicant applies to court on notice to the

ship.710 This is only done in extraordinary cases.

(3) Caveat - Rules 3(5) (b), (c) and (d)

It may happen that a claimant desires to bring proceedings against property

which is already under attachment or arrest (, first arrest/ attachment I). In

accordance with Rule 3(5)(b) any person who intends to institute an action in

rem against any property (eg a ship) which has been arrested (in an action in

rem) or attached (in an action in personam), may file with the Registrar and

plaintiffs attorney) has acknowledged to me that he knows and understands
the contents hereof which was signed and sworn to by him before me at (for
example) Durban on the 7th of May 1988 the Regulations contained in
Government Notice No R 1258 dated 21th July 1972, as amended by Government
Notice No 1648 dated 19 August 1977 having been complied with.

709 Whether by way of petition or upon notice to the registrar supported by an
affidavi t.

710 The Stavroula 1987 (1) SA 75 (C) at 76E.
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serve711 a notice of the said intention (caveat).712

When any such notice has been filed, the property will not be released

from arrest or attachment unless the person desiring to obtain the release of

the property (ship) has given notice to the person who has filed any such

notice (caveat) that he desires to obtain the said release of the property

(ship) from arrest. If a caveat has been given in terms of Rule 3(5) (b) and the

person concerned has not consented to the release of the ship or any other·

property in accordance wi th s 3 (5) of the 1983 Act, the property is not to be

released from arrest or attachment (, second arrest/ attachment') unless the

court so orders. 713

The Rules do not give a time-limi t providing within which a court can

refuse to release the ship from the 'second arrest! attachment'. ttle caveat

does not commence proceedings for the caveat-holder. His objection in terms of

Rule 3(5) (d) only delays the release of the ship under the custody of the

Sheriff because of the 'first arrest/ attachment'. In the case where the

prerequisi tes of the 'first arrest/ attachment' have become void, the court

cannot postpone the release of the ship from arrest for an unlimited time. The

caveat-holder should therefore be prepared within a reasonable time to approach

the court for an order.

Pursuant to Rule 3(5)(b), the person who intends to institute an action in

rem against any property set out in s 3(5) of the 1983 Act may serve the notice

in accordance with Rule 5 (2) , 714 and this means in the case of an intended

action against a ship (her equipment, furniture, stores or bunkers) by affixing

a copy of the caveat (the notice of the intention to institute an action in rem

711 In accordance with the provisions of Rule 5(2).

712 ef Shaw op cit 108; Hare op cit 85 f.

71 3 Rul e 3 ( 5) (d) .

71 4 Rule 5 (2) refers to Rule 5 (4) - how to serve a warrant in an action in
rem.
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against the property) to the mast, or on the outside, or any suitable part of

the superstructure of the ship, and by handing a further copy to the master or

other person in charge of the ship.715 Accordingly, Rule 3(5)(b) indicates who

has to be given notice of the caveat and accordingly one must disagree with

Hare,716 when he says that the Rules make no mention of who should be given

notice of the caveat. If one follows Hare, it is not clear why the claimant who

has already obtained an arrest (, first arrest/ attachment') should be served

wi th a copy of the caveat by the Deputy Sheriff. Hare states that the (first)

claimant will then at least be aware that there are others "waiting in the

wings to whom he must give the necessary notice." 'Ibe interest of the first

plaintiff in receiving notice of a caveat is that he than knows that there are

other creditors who might prevent him from realizing his full claim because of

a better ranking in terms of s 11 of the 1983 Act. The really interested

'person' who should receive notice of the caveat is the ship, ie the shipowner,

because he needs to be informed that a 'second arrest/ attachment' is possible

which would cause further delays to the ship's voyage.

(4) Evidence - s 6(3) of the 1983 Act

At the stage of the arrest application the requirements concerning evidence are

relatively low. This is because the arrest proceedings are proceedings

determined by the fact of urgency. 717 The 1983 Act takes this circumstance

into account. In accordance with s 6(3) of the 1983 Act, the court may receive

715 In the case of an action against cargo, freight or in terms of s 3(10)(a)
of the 1983 Act see Rules 5(4) (b), (c) and (d).

716 Gp cit 85 f.

71 7 See Rule 6 (1 2) (a) of the Uniform Rules which provides that in urgent
applications the court or a judge may dispense wi th the forms and service
provided for in the Uniform Rules of the Supreme Court and may dispose of
such matter at such time and place and in such manner and in accordance
with such procedure (which shall as far as practicable be in terms of the
Uniform Rules) as to it seems meet.
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as evidence statements which could otherwise be inadmissable as being in the

nature of hearsay evidence, subject to the directions and conditions that the

court thinks fi t. In cases of urgency, the attorney will get the necessary

information ei ther by telephone, telex or telefax, or from the plaintiff

himself. The affidavi t, made under oath by the plaintif fs attorney (or the

plaintiff himself if he is not rePresented) and giving the relevant facts is,

in principle, sufficient evidence at this stage. For further details concerning

evidence and trial procedure see Chapter XX (3) and (4).

(5) Competent court

(a) Admiralty jurisdiction in terms of s 2 of the 1983 Act

As already mentioned, 718 the 1983 Act grants admiralty jurisdiction to each

provincial and local division (including a circui t local division) of the

Supreme Court of South Africa. These courts have admiralty jurisdiction

11 to hear and determine any maritime claim (including in the case 0 f

salvage, claims in respect of ships, cargo or goods found on land),

irrespective of the place where it arose, of the place of

registration of the ship concerned or the residence, domicile or

nationality of its owner. 719

In principle the Supreme Court720 has jurisdiction concerning all maritime

claims enumerated in s 1 (1)(ii) of the 1983 Act. 721

718 Chapter XV (1).

719 The 1983 Act, s 2(1). The area of jurisdiction of a court referred to in s
2(1) of the 1983 Act shall, in accordance with s 2(2) of the 1983 Act, be
deemed to include that portion of the territorial waters of South Africa
adjacent to the coastline of its area of jurisdiction.

720 The divisions having admiralty jurisdiction are listed in Chapter XV (1).

721 Cf Chapter XV (2).
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(b) Transfer of proceedings - appropriate forum (s 7(1) of the 1983 Act)

A court may decline to exercise its admiral ty jurisdiction in any proceedings

instituted or to be instituted, if it is of the opinion that the action can

more appropriately be adjudicated upon by another court in South Africa or by

any other court, tribunal 722 or body elsewhere. 723 This means that an

Admiralty Court can refuse to exercise its admiralty jurisdiction because it is

of the opinion that either another court exercising admiralty jurisdiction, or

exercising ordinary jurisdiction in South Africa or any other court could hear

the action more appropriately. The Admiralty COurt can even transfer the action

to a court outside South Africa, for example Germany.724

If the matter is one in terns of s 1 4 of the 1983 Act, the Admiral ty Court

can transfer the action to a Magistrates' Court. 725

Pursuant to s 7(1)(b) of the 1983 Act the Admiralty Court may stay

proceedings if the parties concerned agree that the matter in dispute be

referred to arbitration in South Africa or elsewhere, or if for any other

sufficient reason the court is of the opinion that the proceedings should be

stayed.

A further provision dealing with the competence of Admiralty Courts is s

7 (2) of the 1983 Act. 726 When in any proceeding727 of the Supreme Court of

South Africa the question arises as to whether a matter pending or proceeding

before that court is one relating to a maritime claim, the court must forthwith

decide that question. If the court decides that the matter is one relating to a

722

723

724

725

726

727

Cf Chapter XXVI.

The 1983 Act, s 7(1).

Cf Booysen op cit 77.

The 1983 Act, s 7(2) (b). Cf Chapter XVIII (5) (c).

Cf Chapter XXVI.

Before a provincial or local division, including a circuit local division,
see s 7(2) of the 1983 Act.
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maritime claim, it must be proceeded with in a court competent to exercise its

admiralty jurisdiction, and any property attached to found jurisdiction shall

be deemed to have been attached in admiralty proceedings. 728 The 1983 Act,

however, does not indicate •when I the question may be raised whether a matter

pending or proceeding before that court is one relating to a maritime claim.

Booysen729 is of the opinion that it seems to be possible for such a question

to be raised as late as in concluding argumen t. If one adopts the view that

every mari time claim must be heard in a court exercising admiral ty

jurisdiction, it might happen that as the procedure and law applicable differ

depending on the type of jurisdiction exercised by a court, a sudden change of

law and procedure in the middle of the proceedings could bring discredit upon a

party I S case. In respect of evidence, for example, in the Supreme Court

exercising its ordinary jurisdiction nei ther, the plaintiff nor the defendant

can base their respective cases on hearsay statements. 730 If the case is

proceeded with in an Admiralty Court, however, these statements may suddenly be

admissable. 731 The court therefore should determine its competence meru motu

at the beginning of the procedure as in German law to eliminate any prejudice,

to preserve certainty in the law, and to ensure that the case will be decided

by a legally competent judge, 732 especially because no appeal against any

decision or order made under s 7(2) of the 1983 Act is possible. 733

728 The 1983 Act, s 7(2) (a). Is the matter not one relating to a maritime
claim, the action shall proceed in the division having jurisdiction in
respect of the matter. For further details see s 7(2)(b) of the 1983 Act.

729 Gp cit 78.

730 See the Law of Evidence Amendment Act which came into force on 1 October
1988 (Act 45 of 1988) which provides that in civil and criminal
proceedings hearsay evidence shall be admitted in certain circumstances
provided for in the Act, eg when each party against whom the evidence is
to be admitted agrees to the admission thereof.

731 Ibid. Cf Chapter XVIII (4).

732 See also ss 7(3) and (5) of the 1983 Act.

733 The 1983 Act, s 7(4).
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(c) Magistrates Courts - s 14 of the 1983 Act

The 1983 Act, s 1 4 itself does not derogate from the juri sdiction which a

Magistrates Court has under ss 131, 136 and 151 of the Merchant Shipping

Act.734 The 1983 Act retains the Magistrates l Courts jurisdiction concerning

seamen. 735 Section 131 of the Merchant Shipping Act concerns the rights of

suing on allotment notes, s 136 of the Merchant Shipping Act concerns the

proceedings for wages, and s 151 concerns the property of deceased seaman which

may be recovered as wages.

If, however, the Magistrates Court is the competent court in terms of s 14

of the 1983 Act, only the Magistrates l Courts Act736 with its Rules of Court737

are applicable.

For the rest, the Admiralty Courts remain the competent courts of maritime

claims by a master or member of the crew of a ship arising from the

emploYment. 738

734 Act 57 of 1951 as amended. Cf Appendix XII.

735 Cf Booysen op cit 78.

736 Act 32 of 1944 as amended.

737 The Rules came into force on 30 April 1968; see H J Erasmus and 0 J Barrow
Handbook of the Supreme Court Act, 59 of 1959 and the Magistrates' Courts
Act 32 of 1944 2ed (1988) at 332.

738 The 1983 Act, s 1(1)(ii)(n).
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C H APT E R XIX

PARTICULAR REASONS FOR APPLYING FOR AN ADMIRALTY ACTION IN REM OR IN PERSONAM

The basic reason for a claimant proceeding in an admiralty action is, normally,

to enforce a mari time claim. But there are some particular motives for

instituting the admiralty proceedings described as follows:

(1) Prejudgment security arrest - s 5(3) of the 1983 Act

If, for example, a German claimant is already engaged in arbitration or legal

proceedings in Germany (eg in Hamburg) for a claim based on a German cause of

action and subject to German law, the Admiral ty Juri sdiction Regulation Act 105

of 1983 (the 1983 Act) empowers a South African court on application of the

German qlaimant to arrest the defendant's ship presently berthed in a South

African harbour as a security for the claimant's claim. In other words, s 5(3)

of the 1983 Act empowers a court to arrest, at the instance of a foreigner, a

ship, owned by a foreigner, as a security for a claim pending in some foreign

country which is based on a foreign cause of action and is subject to a foreign

law. 739 Section 5(3)(a) of the 1983 Act requires:

(i) that the person seeking the arrest has a claim enforceable by an action in
rem;740 and

(ii) that the claim is or may be subject to arbitration or other proceedings

contempla ted, pending or proceeding ei ther in Sou th Afr i c a or
elsewhere. 741

739 The Paz 1984 (3) SA 261 (N) at 263E; The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N); The
Berg 11 1986 (2) SA 700 (A); The Stavroula 1987 (1) SA 74 (C); The Tatiana
~ (unreported) Case No A 102/87 (D); Shaw op cit 42 ff.

740 The 1983 Act, s 5(3)(a)(i).

741 The 1983 Act, s 5(3)(a)(ii).
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The first reported case was The Paz. 742 The case before the court had no

connection with South Africa apart from the fact that the ship involved was

berthed in the harbour of CUrban. The applicant was a Nigerian corrpany, the

defendant the ship The Paz, registered in Panama and owned by a Panamanian

company. The applicant's claim against the ship related to loss of or damage to

cargo conveyed from Antwerp to Lagos almost five years before the application.

Litigation over the claim was pending in Hong Kong where an action in rem had

been started in the High Court. Because the ship was due to call at I)lrban in

order to refuel, the applicant applied as a matter of urgency for an order for

the arrest of the ship so as to provide it with security for the judgment which

it hoped would one day be awarded in Hong Kong.

The matter was referred to the full bench by Didcott J who considered that

the application raised an important question of judicial policy, namely whether

or not the court should, as he put it, allow itself to be "transformed into

some sort of judicial Liberia or Panama", to be "turned into a court of

convenience for the wandering li tigants of the world." Didcott J feared that

should an arres t in terms of s 5 ( 3) of the 1983 Act become too freely

available, ships would not use South African ports and in turn that would

damage local commerce. 743

Section 5(3) of the 1983 Act in fact gives the court a discretion whether

or not to exercise jurisdiction by providing that it "may" order the arrest and

not that it "shall" order the arrest.

The majority judgment in The Paz (per Friedman J and Kriek J) held that

the claimant must satisfy the court prima facie that he has a reasonable

prospect of success in the main proceedings in Hong Kong and, in addition, why

he needs the assistance of a South African court to obtain the securi ty he

requires and cannot obtain such security in the other contemplated or pending

742 1984 (3) SA 261 (N).

743 Ibid 270B.
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Further, the majori ty referred to the

corresponding section to s 5 (3) of the 1983 Act on which the Sou th African

provision is based, namely s 26 of the English Jurisdiction and Judgment Act.

This had come into being as a result of judicial dissatisfaction with the lack

of jurisdiction to attach for purposes of security in such situations. The

applicant had, notwithstanding the existence of s 5(3) of the 1983 Act, the

possibility of commencing a 11 fresh" action in rem in South Africa, in which

event the courtls discretion to refuse to entertain that action would not be a

general discretion but that circumscribed by s 7(1) of the 1983 Act. 745

Didcott J agreed with the principles espoused by the majority, but

disagreed that the court should be inclined to grant such applications. He

opined that despite the fact that s 5(3) of the 1983 Act had been modelled on s

26 of the English Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act, this was irrelevant for

South African courts. 746 Ships should not be scared away because attachments

were allowed too freely. On the other hand, undue reluctance to permit actions

under s 5 (3) of the 1983 Act could encourage the necessary commencement of

actions in rem to achieve the same purpose. He therefore said that a

satisfactory balance would have to be achieved between these extremes. 747

The majority judgment is to be preferred because Didcott J IS fear that,

should attachments be allowed too freely, this would be bad for South African

business is not likely to occur. A shipowner knows that his ship can be

arrested in nearly any port she happens to be in. Shipowners will consequently

make arrangements to put up securi ty, and if they have reasons to call at a

744 The Paz 1984 (3) SA 261 (N) at 268B.

745 Ibid 267B. Cf A Beck IAdmiralty Jurisdiction: A New Direction?' 1984 (47)
THRHR 472; Friedman (1985) 102 SALJ 45 at 56; H staniland lIs the
Admiralty Court to Be Turned into a Court of Convenience for the Wandering
Litigants of the World?' (1986) 103 SALJ 9, (1985) 4 LMCLQ 462.

746 The Paz 1984 (3) SA 261 (N) at 268H ff.

747 Ibid 270C-F. Cf Beck op cit 473.
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South African port, they will do so. Another reason for applying s 5(3) of the

1983 is the international aspect. In Art.7(2) the International Convention on

Arrest of Sea-going Ships of 1952 provides a similar procedure to s 5(3) of the

1983 Act when it contemplates that a court, which stays an action on the ground

that the dispute should be decided by another tribunal, will have the power to

retain any security obtained in the action to sati~fy any judgment or award of

the other tribunal. The jurisdiction of the South African courts in terms of s

5(3) of the 1983 Act is wider than Art.7(2) of the International Arrest

convention of 1952. By avoiding s 5(3) of the 1983 Act, SOuth Africa could find

itself isolated yet again, because it has not ratified the International Arrest

Convention of 1952. To promote international uniformity and comity in the

interests of maritime commerce, s 5(3) of the 1983 Act should be applicable in

the manner that the majority in The Paz has shown. 748

An applicant accordingly needs to present the following to the court to

get the writ of attachment:

He must explain why he needs the court's assistance, including the

reason why he needs security that he has not already obtained and why

he cannot obtain security in the main proceedings;

he must satisfy the court prima facie that he has reasonable

prospects of success in the main proceedings.

In a second case749 concerning s 5(3) of the 1983 Act, it was held that the

provisions regarding the arrest of an associated ship are applicable to an

arrest under s 5(3) of the 1983 Act.

Lastly, ss 5(3)(b) and (c) of the 1983 Act provide that any property

748

749

Staniland (1985) 4 LMCLQ 462 at 476; Beck op cit 472.

The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N). This decision was confirmed by the
Appellate Division in The Berg 11 1986 (2) SA 700 (A). Cf Staniland (1986)
3 LMCLQ 279, where the writer comments on The Berg I in relation to
whether ~s 3(6) and 5(3) of the 1983 Act are to be applied
~etrospec~lvel~. He concludes that these provisions are not retrospective
ln operatlon, le not applicable for clairm which arose before 1 November
1983, the commencement of the 1983 Act.
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arrested in terms of s 5(3) (a) of the 1983 Act is deemed to be property

arrested in an action in terms of the 1983 Act and that a court may order that

any security for or the proceeds of any such property shall be held as security

for any such claim pending the outcome of the arbitration or proceedings.

For foreign plaintif fs and their lawyers, s 5 (3) of the 1983 Act is a

particularly useful procedure for claiming successfully.

(2) Anticipated attachment - s 4(4)(b) of the 1983 Act

In a fundamental deviation from the common law rule requiring physical presence

of the property to be arrested within the court's jurisdiction, the 1983 Act

offers a claimant the possibility of arresting a ship in anticipation. This

means that the court will grant an order of attachment on the application of

the plaintiff. This order will be served immediately when the ship arrives in

the court's area of jurisdiction. This opportunity is offered by s 4(4)(b) of

the 1983 Act750 which provides as follows:

"A court may make an order for the attachment of property not within

the area of jurisdiction of the court at the time of the application

or of the order, and such an order may be carried into effect when

that property comes wi thin the area of jurisdiction of the court."

The court will usually order that there be no publication of the arrest until

service, and may order the port captain concerned to report the vessel's

arrival to the Sheriff who may then serve the warrant. 751

For the applicant, s 4(4) (b) of the 1983 Act is of interest especially

when he needs to stay one step ahead of the respondent. This is the case for

example if he wants to attach the cargo or the freight of the ship and fears

that cargo and freight may be unloaded before he can get the order of arrest.

750 The S.S. Union Carrier 1950 (1) SA 880 (C) at 885.

751 Hare op cit 67.
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However there might be some reasons for attaching the ship i tsel f in an

anticipatory attachment, especially if the applicant fears that the ship could

leave the territorial waters so quickly that he will not be able to serve the

order of attachment by the Sheriff or his Deputy in time.

The 1983 Act provides that the anticipatory attachment has to occur by

means of an admiralty action in personam, ie an attachment. Hare therefore is

inaccurate when he writes that a "claimant may ask the court to issue an arrest

in anticipation of the vessel1s arrival within its jurisdiction.,,752 The

result is the same, but the procedure differs to a certain extent as already

shown above. The terminus technicus "arrest" is particular to the admiralty

action in rem, whereas the "attachment" is particular to the admiralty action

in personam. For legal precision these termini have to be kept separate.

The same principle applies in German law. This does not contravene para

482 HGB because this provision only prohibits placing a ship under distraint

(if she is on a voyage and is not lying in a port) and not the ord~r of an

arrest.

(3) Attachment to found or confirm jurisdiction

(a) Section 4(4)(a) and 8(2) of the 1983 Act, Rule 4

In accordance with s 4(4)(a) of the 1983 Act in conjunction with Rule 4 of the

Admiralty Proceedings Rules (the Rules), an Admiralty Court may make an order

for the attachment of property to found753 or confirm jurisdiction although the

claimant is not an incola either of the area of jurisdiction of that court or

752 Ibid.

753 An example of an order to found jurisdiction is to be found in The Areti L
1986 (2) SA 446 (C). Cf C~apter XIV (2) (ii). See too The Atlantic Victory
1986 (4) SA 329 (D) and Mlnesa Energy (pty) Ltd v Stinnes International AG
1988. (3) SA 903 (D); The Paola (unreported) Case No A 155/87 (D); Manica
Frelght Services (Malawi) Ltd and others v United States Lines
Incorporated (unreported) Case No A 28/87 (D).
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of the Republic of South Africa. 754 An attachment to found jurisdiction is,

however, not possible over claims which otherwise do not exist. 755

The application for an order to found or confirm jurisdiction is regulated

by the provisions for an action in personam. 756

The attachment to found jurisdiction is for attachment of the property of

either someone who is domiciled and resident in a foreign country (eg Germany) ,

or who is a South African not resident in the area of jurisdiction of the court

(peregrinus).757 The reason for attachment is in order to establish the

jurisdiction of the court, and to provide security for judgment. 758

The property can only be attached while it is in the jurisdiction of the

court from which the attachment order is issued, and the effect of the

attachment is either to confirm the jurisdiction which the court already has in

the sui t between the parties, or to afford it jurisdiction it would not

otherwise have had in the matter. 759

jurisdiction. 760

The attachment gives the court

The distinction between the attachment to found and confirm jurisdiction

is that wi th the first the existence of any ground of jurisdiction is not

necessary, whilst with the latter the existence of such a ground is essential.

Accordingly, the Admiralty Court may entertain the claim of a peregrinus

754

755

756

757

758

759

760

Cf A Rycroft 'Changes in South African Admiralty Jurisdiction' (1984)
LMCLQ 417 at 421; Friedman (1985) 102 SALJ 45 at 55; Bamford op cit 156;
Shaw op cit 25; see also The Maria K 1985 (2) SA 476 (C) and The Atlantic
Victory 1986 (4) SA 329 (D).

The Farandole 1978 (4) SA 263 (A) at 277.

Cf Bamford op cit 157; Araxos (East London) (pty) Ltd v Contara Lines Ltd
and others 1979 (1) SA 1027 (E).

The Atlantic Victory 1986 (4) SA 329 (D) at 3301.

D G Powles The Mareva Injunction and Associated Orders (1985) at 124.

Herbstein and van Winsen The Civil Practice of the SUperior Courts in
South Africa 3ed (1979) at 782.

If the court has already jurisdiction there is no need to attach a ship to
found jurisdiction, The Commodore 1943 NPD 27 at 28.
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("foreigner" in terms of s 4(4)(a) of the 1983 Act761 ). A German plaintiff, for

example, can seek to attach the property of an English defendan t to found

jurisdiction in a South African court in whose jurisdiction the property of the

defendant is.

An application for the attachment of property to found or confirm

jurisdiction is usually made ex parte, unless the court otherwise orders. 762

The applicant must satisfy the court mutatis mutandis with regard to the

facts and matters referred to in Rules 3(3)(a) and (c).763

The order of the court on an application to found or confirm jurisdiction

results, inter alia, in the attachment of the property in question and further

calls upon all interested persons to show cause on a date stated in the order

why the order for attachment should not be confirmed. 764

If property has been attached to found or confirm jurisdiction, the person

desiring to obtain the release of the property may, subject to Rule 3(5)(c) and

any order made in terms of s 5 (2) of the 1983 Act, obtain such release on

giving security for the claim (eg by a P & I - Club's letter of undertaking) to

the person causing the property to be attached. 765

Where property has been attached to found or confirm jurisdiction relating

to a maritime claim, ss 9, 10 and 11 of the 1983 Act will apply just as if the

property had been arrested in an action in rem, whether or not the property has

been arrested in terms of the 1983 Act. 766 This means that these sections

apply even where property has been attached to found or confirm jurisdiction

761

762

763

764

765

766

Rycroft op cit 421.

Rule 4 (1 ) •

Cf Chapter XVIII (2) (a).

Rule 4(3).

Pursuant to Rule 4(4)(b). Rule 19 will apply mutatis mutandis in respect
of security given in terms of Rule 4(4) (a) .

The 1983 Act, s 8(2).
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under the common law.

(b) Arrest of property already under attachment in terms of the common law - s

8(1) of the 1983 Act

A peculiarity of the action in personam concerning the attachment to found or

confirm jurisdiction is provided by s 8(1) of the 1983 Act. Where property has

been attached to found or confirm jurisdiction at common law, that property may

nevertheless be arrested in connection with a maritime claim in an admiralty

action, subject to such directions as the court thinks fit. 767 This means that

the Admiralty Courts obtains jurisdiction over property already under

attachment and over which an ordinary court so has jurisdiction. The result is

that two courts have jurisdiction over one special kind of property because of

different claims, ie maritime claims and ordinary claims.

767 The 1983 Act, s 8(1).
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CHAPTER XX

TRIAL PROCEDURE AND ADJUDICATION BY THE COURT

(1) preliminary procedure - Rule 12

In general, admiralty proceedings commence by filing the warrant of arrest, the

summons and the certificate in terms of Rule 3 (3) of the Admiral ty Proceedings

Rules (the Rules).768

In an action in rem, a defendant may, where summons has been issued and at

any time before the expiry of ten days from the service of the summons, give

notice of intention to defend. 769

A plaintiff or a defendant, whether in convention or reconvention770 or a

third party771 may, after being served with a summons or giving or receiving

notice of intention to defend,772 or receiving a claim in reconvention or a

third party notice, request the party issuing or delivering such document and

any other opposing party to attend a conference 'in terms_of Rule .1.2(2)(a)(i).

At the conference, the party requiring the conference may require any

opposing party773 to disclose and make available all documents and. give such

particulars as the opposing party is then able to make available or give as to

768 Cf s 1(2) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the
1983 Act) and Chapter XVIII (2).

769 Rule 6(2).

770 Rule 8. Cf Chapter XX (7).

771 Rule 9. Cf Chapter XX (8).

772 Cf Rule 6.

773 For the purpose of Rule 12, any plain·tiff) any defendant who has given
notice of intention to defend, or any third party who has delivered any
pleadings shall be deemed to be an 'opposing party'.
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the claim or defence upon which the opposing party relies,774 "thereby enabling

the parties to know the strengths or weaknesses of their cases at an early

stage of the proceedings and before any significant costs are incurred.,,775

If any party fails to attend a conference or to corrq:>ly wi th any reques t

made to it, any other party may apply to court for an order that the said party

attend such conference or comply with the request. 776

(2) Pleadings - Rules 1 (1), (7) and (10)

The conduct of a case is determined by the "pleadings". Pursuant to Rule 1 (1 ) ,

a "pleading" includes particulars of claim, plea, claim in reconvention, third

party notice and pleadings consequent upon the foregoing, but excludes a

request for particulars or answer thereto in terms of Rule 11.

There are some general rules as to pleading prescribed by the Rules. Rule

7 provides, inter alia, that no pleadings are required in an action in rem or

in personam unless the defendant has delivered notice of intention to defend.

Once notice of intention to defend has been delivered, the plaintiff must

within ten days thereafter deliver particulars of the claim to the

defendant,777 "furnishing him with particulars of the claim setting forth the

nature of the claim, the conclusions of law on the facts alleged and a prayer

for the relief claimed. ,,778 This will contain somewhat more detail than the

concise statement of claim incorporated in the summons, but is nevertheless

774 Rule 12(2)(b)(i). Any opposing party may in like manner "require-the party
requiring the conference and any other opposing party presentat the
conference to disclose and make available all documents and give such
particulars as he is then able to make available -or give concerning his
claim or defence: Rule 12(2)(b)(ii).

775 Findlay & Tait op cit 19.

776 Rule 12(3).

777 Rule 7(2)(a).

778 ef Findlay & Tait op cit 19.
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restricted to essential allegations and does not contain detailed evidence such

as required in German law779 once the main proceedings have commenced. 780

The defendant must wi thin ten days after the delivery of the particulars

of claim deliver a plea. 781

Consequent on a pleading filed by another party to the action, a party may

deliver any further pleading wi thin ten days after the delivery of the

proceeding pleading provided that no replication or subsequent pleading which

would be a mere joinder of issue or bare denial of allegations in the previous

pleading would be necessary.782

For further requirements with regard to general rules of pleading see Rule

7, especially where damages are to be claimed,783 where a pleading is vague or

embarrassing,784 where a pleading lacks averments which are necessary to

sus tain an action or defence785 and when there are vexatious or irregular

proceedings. 786

Pleadings will close when the time has expired for the delivery of any

further pleadings after the plea and no such pleadings have been delivered, or

when a pleading has been filed joining issue without the addition of any

further pleading. 787

At any time after the close of pleadings a party may, pursuant to Rule

11 (1), deliver a request for further particulars with regard to the pleading of

779

780

781

782

783

784

785

786

787

Ibid. See paras 355 to 494 ZPO.

See para 926 ZPO.

Rule 7(2)(b).

Rul e 7 ( 2) (c) .

Rule 7(4).

Rule 7(5)(a).

Rul e 7 ( 5) (b) (i) .

Rules 7(7) and 18 APR. For further details see Shaw op cit 114.

Rule 10.
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any other party to the action for the purpose of enabling the party delivering

the request to prepare the trial. 788

(3) Pre-trial procedure - Rules 11 and 14

proprio motu the court may, in order to expedite the trial, from time to time

make an order or orders on application of any party. It may give directions for

the more effectual carrying out of its order arising from the failure to

answer, the inadequacy of any answer to any request for further particulars, or

the failure to make any admission requested in such respec t, or for the purpose

of amplifying any such answer,789 or arising from any dispute as to the

adequacy of any discovery of documents. 790

A court may also order any person who is not a party to the action to

produce documents relating to any question which may arise in the action which

may be in his possession and to permit the same to be copied. 791

Other pre-trial procedures include questions of admission of hearsay

eVidence,792 or the taking of evidence on commission, 793 or the holding of

(any) conference with regard to curtailing the proceedings and limiting the

issues, and the determination of the documents to be placed before the court at

the trial. 794 "Many of these matters can be regulated by agreement between the

parties) failing which it is necessary to apply to court for an appropriate

788 See also Rules 11(2), (3) and Rule 14(4).

789 Rule 14 (1 ) (a) (i). Cf Shaw op cit 118.

790 Rule 14(1) (a) (ii).

791 Rule 14(1)(b).

792 Rule 14(1)(c). See Chapter XX (4) .

793 Rule 14(1)(d). See Chapter XX (4) .

794 Rule 14(1)(f) in conjunction with Rule 37 of the Uniform Rules.
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order. ,,795

The court may order any person who fails to answer any question

satisfactorily or to make sufficient discovery of documents to produce for

further particulars or to answer questions from such failure on oath, on

affidavit, or otherwise as the court thinks fit. 796

(4) Evidence, discovery of documents, inspections and examinations

In order to obtain all relevant facts, ei ther because they are of interest to

the parties concerned, or because they are necessary for the court's decision,

both the court and the parties involved in admiralty proceedings have several

legal remedies concerning evidence, discovery of documents, or inspection and

examination of the res in respect of which the maritime claim arose. Some

remarks with regard to how to obtain evidence and evidential requirements have

to be made.

Firstly, the 1983 Act contains "rules of evidence" in ss 6(3) and (4).

Section 6(3) of the 1983 Act provides that an Admiralty Court may receive as

evidence statements which would otherwise be inadmissable as being in the

nature of hearsay evidence, subject to such directions and conditions the court

thinks fit. 797

The court may take evidence on commission, and this corresponds to para

375 ZPO in German law.

The parties have several opportuni ties of obtaining and presenting

evidence, depending on whom the burden of proof lies. with regard to actions in

795 Findlay & Tait op cit 20.

796 Rule 14(1) (a). Any order with regard to any matter referred to in Rule
14(1) (a), (d) or (f) shall be made only after the close of pleadings,
unless the court in its discretion is of the opinion that an order should
be made before the close of pleadings: Rule 14(4).

797 Cf Rules 14(1)(c) and 12(1)(b).
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personam and the question of "ownership" at the time of the arrest, sources of

evidence of ownership may be Lloyd' s Register of Shipping and Lloyd' s Annual

Yearbook, updated to the time of the application by Lloyd I s Intelligence

Service or Lloyd's Confidential Index or an extract of the port registry of the

port of registration. 798 If the plaintiff has to prove common "ownership" or

"control" with regard to the arrest of an associated ship,799 such evidence can

be found in several sources. Hare800 gives detailed illustrations which help to

prove the requirements of the associated ship provisions and serve as an

indicator of ownership:

The company register where the owning companies are registered,

especially if share ownership details are also required to be

registered;

the port register;

the register of directorships and office bearers of the owning

c orrpanie s ;

registered fleet cross-mortgages and more particularly their

supporting documents where these are required to be lodged with the

Registrar of Ships (these sometimes contain declarations of common

beneficial ownership);

Lloyd's Annual Yearbook;

charterparty documents;

f actual evidence of common managers, the same hull and funnel

colours, common trading schedules, group discounts with victuallers,

fleet insurance negotiations and cover, interchange of officers and

crew fran one vessel to another, common manning agencies and shared

premises.

Rule 13 contains regulations wi th regard to the discovery of documents

before and after the close of pleadings. 801 The court can order such discove~y

798 Hare op cit 86.

799 See Chapter XIV (3).

800 Op cit 87.

801 See para 142 ZPO in German law.
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from any party whether before or after the close of pleadings in an action.

In accordance with s 5(5) of the 1983 Act and Rule 12(1)(a), the court may

at any titre on the application of any interested person or of its own motion

make an order for the examination, testing or inspection by any person of any

ship, cargo, document or any other thing, if it appears to the court to be

necessary or desirable for the purpose of determining any maritime claim which

has been or may be brought, or any defence thereto. 802

In this connection, another procedural device in the form of an

interlocutory injunction has emerged, to protect and preserve certain items of

evidence vital to the plaintiff's case from destruction by the defendant. This

injunction is the so-called "Anton Piller Order" where, without notice to the

person whose property or documents are to be examined, the Sheriff or his

Deputy may seize. this evidence. In South African law it differs from the order

granted in English law where it has its origin. 803

The court may also make an order that any record, notes or recording

whether in existence or not, should be translated or transcribed. 804 It is thus

possible to file documents in a language other than English, for example

German.

802 See para 144 ZPO in German law.

803 Cf Powels op cit 92; C Bernstorff 'Die Eintreibung von Forderungen durch
auslaendische Glaeubiger in England' RIW 1985, 367 at 373; M H Carl
'Arrest und Sicherung von Beweismaterial im englischen Recht' IPRax 1983,
141; Roamer Watch Co SA and others v African Textile Distributors also t/a
M K Patel Wholesale Merchants and Direct Importers 1980 (2) SA 254 (W).
Easyfind International (SA) (pty) Ltd v Instaplan Holdings and anothe~
1983 (3) SA 917 (W); House of Jewels & Gems and others v Gilbert and
others 1983 (4) SA 824 (W); Anton Piller KG v Manufacturing Processes Ltd
and others (1976) All ER 779 (CA).

804 Section 5(5)(b) of the 1983 Act. Cf para 142(3) ZPO.
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(5) Forced sale of the ship - s 9 of the 1983 Act, Rules 19(4) and (5)

Section 9 of the 1983 Act805 provides that a court in the exercise of its

admiral ty juri sdiction may at any time order that any property which has been

arrested be sold, and that the proceeds thereof be held as a fund806 in the

court or otherwise dealt with. 807 The corresponding provision in German law is

para 930 (3) ZPo. rrhe 1983 Act does not give reasons why the court should sell

the property, eg a ship or the cargo. Reasons such as the deterioration of the

property, that the safe deposi t of a ship or a cargo will cause dis-

proportionate costs, that the security given (which might be not sufficient or

safe enough) may influence the court's discretion. 808

In accordance with s 5(2) (c) of the 1983 Act, the court can order any sale

or any order for sale to be subject to such conditions as to the court appears

just. 809 The court has the power to give the directions for the sale. 810

Whereas in German law the sale procedure will be always the same, because of

the above mentioned provisions in South Africa, the sale procedure is laid down

by the court and can therefore differ from jurisdiction and from case to case.

The proceeds of any sale will be invested in such manner as the parties may

agree or as the court may order, and this order may be made notwi thstanding the

fact that the parties have agreed otherwise. 811

805

806

807

808

809

810

811

Cf s 8(2) of the 1983 Act.

Cf The Uniworld and the Unisingapore 1987 (2) SA 491 (C); The Jade
Transporter 11 1987 (2) SA 583 (A). See Chapter XXIV in respect of the
distribution of the fund.

Shaw op cit 68; Hare op cit 79; Findlay & Tait op cit 13 ff. Cf The
Brazilia I 1985 (1) SA 787 (C); The Jade Transporter I 1987 (1) SA 935
(N); The Jade Transporter 11 1987 (2) SA 583 (A); The Brazilia 11 1988 (1)
SA 103 (C).

Shaw op cit 68.

See Rule 19(4).

In German law the public auction of a vessel lS regulated by paras 162 ff
ZVG. see Appendix VII.

Rules 19(5) and (6).
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(6) Security or undertaking (p & I-Club) - ss 3(10) and 5(2) (d) of the 1983

Act

In order to obtain release of the ship from arrest or attachment, security can

be given in terms of s 3(10) of the 1983 Act. 812 The debtor (defendant) can by

this avoid a longer delay of the voyage of his ship. securi ty does not only

mean money, pawns or ships-mortgage because the respondent can also give an

undertaking, for example a letter of undertaking813 of his P&l-Club if he is

a member. As the 1 983 Act does not specify wha t sort of securi ty and

undertaking may be given, it is814 within the discretion of the court to decide

what kind of security or undertaking must be given. 815

Pursuant to Rule 3{S) (a), any person desiring to obtain the release of a

ship from arrest, may also obtain such release with the consent of the person

who caused the arrest to be effected.

The security or undertaking will be in a sum representing the amount of

the plaintiff's claim or the value of the ship, whichever amount is lower. This

amount must be deposited as security with the Registrar and be dealt with in

terms of Rule 19. 816

Security given will (for the purposes of ss 9 and 10 of the 1983 Act) be

deemed to be the freight or the proceeds of the sale of the property, and this

means that the said sections shall apply, mutatis mutandis, in relation to

security or any undertaking having been given.

A court may order that any security given should be increased, reduced or

discharged subject to such condi tions as to the court appears just and, for the

812

813

814

815

816

In German law this provlslon finds its equivalent in para 923 ZPo. See
Part A - Chapter V (3).

Appendix XIV. Cf Part A - Chapter V (3).

In accordance with s 5(2){c) of the 1983 Act.

Booysen op cit 82. See Rule 4(4) in conjunction with security in the case
of an attachment to found or confirm jurisdiction.

Rule 3(5)(a). Cf Rule 3(6).
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purpose of an increase of securi ty, authorize the arrest of a ship or any other

property. This is notwithstanding s 3 (8) of the 1983 Act which states that

property will not be arrested and securi ty therefore will not be given more

than once in respect of the same maritime claim by the same claimant. 817 This

exception to the Rule is necessary because it might hapPen that in a collision,

for example, an unforeseen increase of damage occurs and the security,

originally given in order to release the ship fran arrest is not sufficient

enough anYm0re. In accordance with s 5(2) (d) of the 1983 Act, it is also

possible to arrest a ship al though securi ty for a maritime claim has been

given.

Unlike German law,818 the 1983 Act does not protect the respondent from

the possibility that a applicant (once the arrest is cancelled and the debtor

has a damage claim) is not able to pay compensation for the damage819 because

of his poor financial situation. This inconvenience should lead to an amendment

of the Act. A draft amendment could read as follows:

"The court may at any time make an order for the arrest or attachmen t

if the applicant gives security to protect the respondent from any

damage which may arise out of the arrest or attachrnen t."

(7) Claim in reconvention - Rule 8, Rule 24 of the Uniform Rules

A defendant may at any time claim in reconvention against the plaintiff, either

alone or wi th any other person. 820 A defendant who counterclaims) must,

together with his pleas, deliver a claim in reconvention setting out the

817 The 1983 Act, s 5(2)(d).

818 Cf para 921 (2) (sentence 2) ZPO and Part A - Chapter V (2).

819 Cf s 5(4) of the 1983 Act and para 945 ZPo.

820 Rule 8. See Shaw op cit 113.
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material facts thereof. 821 The claim in reconvention must be set out either in

a separate document or in a portion of the document containing the plea, but

headed 'Claim in Reconvention 1
•
822 With regard to German law see para 33 and

347 ZPO.

(8) Third parties - Rule 9

If a party alleges that he is entitled to claim a contribution or

indemnification against any other person not a party (a nthird partyn) or that

any issue or question in the proceedings to which he is a party has arisen or

will arise between him and the third party and should be determined in the

proceedings, he may cause a notice to be issued and served upon that third

party823. For further details of procedure see Rules 9(2) to (6) and relative

to German law para 72 ZPO.

(9) Trial and adjudication by the court - Rule 15 and Rule 39 of the Uniform

Rules

Pursuant to Rule 15, the procedure in respect of setting down and hearing of

any trial shall be in accordance wi th the procedure regulated in the Uniform

Rules824 and any rules regulating the conduct of proceedings in the division in

respect of which the court is constituted, or as ordered by the court, save

that the Registrar, if he thinks fit, or with the authority of a judge in

chambers, may assign fixed dates for any trial.

821 Rule 24(1) of the Uniform Rules.

822 Ibid. For further details see Rules 24(2), (3) and (4) of the uniform
Rules.

823

824

Rule 9 (1 ). Rule 13 of the Uniform Rules, which applies to third party
proceedings, is excluded in admiralty proceedings in terms of Rule 22.

See Rule 39 of the Uniform Rules.
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The trial takes place in the SUpreme Court before a judge. He normally decides

the case without a jury or assessors. Once the case is in open court, the

plaintiff is (as is the defendant) represented by an advocate, assisted by the

plaintiff's attorney.825

Evidence will be produced orally, followed by examination, cross

examination and re-examination of the witness. Where a matter is dealt with

under the 'application' procedure, in which the court can resolve the issue on

the affidavits filed by both parties, oral evidence will not be received. 826

'Ibe judge will grant (or refuse) judgment on the maritime claim which is the

subject matter of the action. The arrest and attachment are merely incidental

matters which vest the court wi th effective jurisdiction, that is, they vest

the court with the power to decide the case and thereafter to ensure that its

judgment is made effective by execution against the property arrested or

attached.

825 See Chapter XVIII (1).

826 Findlay & Tait op cit 21. Cf Hare op cit 91.
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C H APT E R XXI

JUDICIAL REMEDIES

In terms of s 1 2 of the Admiral ty Juri sdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the

1983 Act), a judgment or order of a court in the exercise of its admiralty

jurisdiction may be subject to appeal just as if such judgment or order were

that of a provincial or local division of the Supreme Court of South Africa in

civil proceedings.

The 1983 Act, s 12 refers to both ss 20 and 21 of the Supreme Court

Act827 . Section 20 of the SUpreme Court Act provides that an appeal from a

judgment or order of the court of a provincial or local division will normally

be heard by the Appellate Division. In accordance with s 21 of the Supreme

Court Act, the Appellate Division has jurisdiction to hear and determine an

appeal from any decision of the court of a provincial or local division.

The procedure for an appeal is set out, inter alia, in Rule 49 of the

Uniform Rules of the SUpreme Court and in the Rules Regulating the Conduct of

Proceedings of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of South Africa. 828

The decision of the court on the question whether or not a matter pending

or proceeding before it is a maritime claim is not appealable. 829

827 Act 59 of 1959 as amended.

828 See Erasmus & Barrow op cit 172 ff.

829 Section 7(4) of the 1983 Act.
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C H APT E R XXII

ENFORCEMENT OF ARREST AND ATTACHMENT

(1) General rules

In an action in rem execution830 of the warrant of arrest is regulated by Rule

5(4) of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules (the Rules). In the case of an action

against a ship, her equipment, stores or bunkers, a warrant of arrest must be

served by affixing a copy of the warrant of arrest to any mast, or the outside,

or any sui table part of the superstructure of the ship, and by handing a

further copy to the master or other person in charge of the ship.831 The order

of execution is included in the warrant of arrest. 832 The warrant is served by

the Sheriff or his Deputy. He has to forthwith notify the port captain of the

arrest (or attachment) in the port in order to prevent the ship from sailing

illegally out of the harbour. 833 The Registrar also has to notify the port

captain of any release of the ship or any property in terms of s 3 (5) of the

Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) from arrest or

attachment. 834

In the case of an action against cargo, the warrant of arrest is served

and execution effected if the Sheriff or his Deputy hands a copy of the warrant

830 Execution here differs from the levy of execution after judgment where the
court has to give directions for the levy of execution, usually by making
an order in terms of s 9 of the 1983 Act (sale of arrested property). What
is referred to in this chapter is the •service' of the warrant of arrest
or order of attachment rather than the 'levy of execution ' . The 1983 Act
contains no procedure for execution of judgments, as opposed to the
Supreme Court Act of 1959 or the Magistrates' Court Act of 1944.

831 For instance on the local agents of the vessel, The 5.5. Fabian 1921 CPD
148 at 149.

832 ef Chapter XVIII (2) (b).

833 Rule 5(6).

834 Ibid.
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to the person in charge of the cargo and, unless the said person does not

permi t access to the cargo J or the cargo has not been landed, or it is not

practicable so to do, if the Sheriff or his Deputy has affixed a further copy

to the carg0835 .

In the case of an action against freight, the warrant of arrest is served

by handing a copy of the warran t to the person by whom the freigh t is

payable. 836

The court has a discretion to order any manner of serving the warrant of

arrest. B37

Unlike German law, 838 the arrest or attachment of a ship does not

establish a lien on the arrested or attached ship or indeed any other right

(for instance the same rights as a ship I s mortgage in proportion to other

rights. 839

After the arrest or attachment, the property has to be kept in the custody

of the Sheriff or his Deputy840. These officials have the discretion to take

such steps as appear to them (or as the court orders) to be appropriate for the

custody and preservation of the property, including the removal and storage of

any cargo if still on board and especially disposal and storage of perishable

goods which have been arrested or attached, or which are on board any ship

which has been arrested or attached. 841

With the enforcement of arrest, South African law does not distinguish

835 Rule 5(4)(b).

836 Rule 5(4)(c).

837 Rule 5(4)(d).

838 Cf Part A - Chapter VII (1) (a) .

839 Cf para 931(2) zPO.

840 Part A - Chapter VII (1). Cf paras 931 (1) and 808 zPO.

841 Rule 19(1).
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between registered and non-registered ships like German law. 842 In this

respect, South African law is easier to apply than German law. In South African

law, however, there is, like in German law, a distinction between registered

and non-registered ships, because in accordance wi th s 1 3 of the Merchant

Shipping Act there is an obligation to apply for the registry of a ship of 25

or more gross tons.

Pursuant to Rule 3(4), one has to note the peculiarity in respect of the

arrest of foreign ships because of a claim concerning any claim by a master or

a member of the crew of a ship arising from his employment. 843 Before

arresting the foreign ship,. notice of the intention so to arrest the ship has

to be given to the consular representative, if any, of the country where the

ship is registered at the port where the ship is to be arrested or, if there is

no such representative at the port in question, to the chief representative of

that country in South Africa. Further, in the certificate in terms of Rule

3(3)844 it must be stated that the said notice has been given and when and to

what person such notice was given. This is not merely a formality, because the

consular representative may be helpful in matters such as the maintenance of

the crew pending proceedings and their subsequent repatriation. 845

(2) Enforcement of foreign arrests in South Africa

The enforcement of foreign (arrest) titles in South Africa is regulated by the

Protection of Business Act846 .

842

843

844

845

846

Para 930 and 931 ZPO. Cf Part A - Chapter VII (1) (a) and (b).

Section 1(1)(ii)(n) of the 1983 Act.

Cf Chapter XVIII (2) (a).

Shaw op cit 108.

Act 99 of 1978 as amended. with regard to that see Part A - Chapter VII
(3) •
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(3) Immunity of state ships

south Africa has not ratified the Immunity of States-Ship Convention of 1926

(Immunity Convention of 1926).847 Immunity of foreign State-ships is, however,

provided for in the Foreign states Immunities Act (the Immunity Act).848

In accordance with s 2 of the Immuni ty Act a foreign state will be immune

from the jurisdiction of the courts of South Africa except as provided in the

Immuni ty Ac t .

with regard to admiralty proceedings a foreign State will not be immune

from the admiralty jurisdiction of any court of South Africa in an action in

~ against a ship belonging to the foreign State, 849 or in an action in

personam for enforcing a claim in connection with such a ship, if, at the time

when the cause of action arose,850 the ship was in use or intended for use for

commercial purposes.

Furthermore, a foreign state will not be immune from the admiralty

jurisdiction of any court in South Africa in an action in rem against any cargo

belonging to the foreign State if both the cargo and the ship carrying it were,

at the time when the cause of action arose, in use or intended for use for

commercial purposes. 851 A foreign state will not be immune from admiralty

jurisdiction in an action in personam for the enforcment of a claim in

connection wi th any such cargo if the ship carrying it was, at the time when

the cause of action arose, in use or intended for use for commercial

purposes. 852

847 Cf Part A - Chapter VII (2) (b); Shaw op cit 59; Inter-Science Research
and Development Services (pty) Ltd v Republica Popular de Mozambique 1980
(2) SA 111 (T).

848 Act 87 of 1981 as amended.

849 The Immunity Act, s 11(1)(a).

850 The Immunity Act, s 11(1)(b).

851 The Immunity Act, s 11(2)(a).

852 The Immunity Act, s 11(2)(b).
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Sections 11 (1) and (2) of the Irnmuni ty Ac t are in line wi th the Irnmun i t Y

Convention of 1926, limiting the liability of State-owned ships. To extend its

international standard South Africa should ratify the Irnmuni ty Convention of

1926.

Finally, for the purpose of this thesis, a foreign State which has agreed

in writing to submit a dispute which has arisen, or may arise, to arbitration,

will not be immune from the jurisdiction of Admiralty Courts in any proceedings

which relate to the arbitration. 853 The aforesaid does not apply if the

arbitration agreement provides that the proceedings shall be brought in courts

of a foreign State, or if the parties to the arbitration agreement are foreign

states. 854

853 The Immunity Act, s 10(1).

854 The Immunity Act, s 10(2).
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CHAPTER XXIII

LIMITATION OF TIME AND PRESCRIPTION

In order to determine prescription of or limi ta tion of time for the

commencement of an action, suit, claim or proceedings, an admiralty action will

be deemed to have commenced in terms of the Admiral ty Juri sdiction Regulation

Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act):

(a) By the making of an application for the attachment of property to

found jurisdiction if the application is granted and the attachment

carried into effect;855

(b) by the issue of any process for the institution of any action in rem

if that process is thereafter served;856

(c) by the service of any process by which an action is instituted. 857

This general rule concerning prescription or limitation of time is

complemented by several provisions of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules (the

Rules). In accordance with Rule 5(1) for example, no summons or warrant will be

served if more than one year has expired since the date when it was issued. 858

Further rules of limitation of time or prescription can be found in Rule

6(2),859 Rule 7(2)(a)860 or Rule 20(2)(b).861

855 The 1983 Act, s 1(2)(a).

856 The 1983 Act, s 1 (2)(b).

857 The 1983 Act, s 1(2)(c).

858 Save with the leave of the court, which is granted almost as a mere
formality.

859

860

861

with regard to notice of intention to defend see Chapter XX (1).

with regard to general rules to pl~adings see Chapter xx (2).

Wi th regard to filing, delivery and preparation of papers, especially
power of attorney, see Chapter XVIII (1).
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Rule 17(1) gives the court the discretion862 to abridge or extend any period of

time, to advance or postpone any date in respect of any matter for which a time

or date is laid down in the Rules, the Uniform Rules of the Supreme Court of

South Africa (the Uniform Rules) as applicable to admiralty proceedings, any

notice, order of court, or otherwise. 863

862

863

On application of any person, not ex officio.

With regard to limitation of time and 'ranking of claims' see s 11(1)(c)
of the 1983 Act.
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CHAPTER XXIV

DISTRIBUTION OF FUND AND RANKING OF THE CLAIM (S) - SS 9 AND 11 OF THE 1983 ACT

(1) Distribution of the fund

As already pointed out864 a court may, in accordance with s 9 of the Admiralty

Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) and in the exercise of

its admiralty jurisdiction, at any time order that any property which has been

arrested in terms of the 1983 Act be sold and the proceeds thereof be held as a

fund in the court or otherwise dealt with. The usual procedure after an arrest

is for a judicial sale of a ship to be held and for the proceeds thereof to be

paid into a fund in the court.

After the fund has been constituted every creditor of the defendant, in

accordance wi th s 11 of the 1983 Act, has to file a claim against the fund in

order to participate in the distribution thereof.

The 1983 Act, and especially s 11, does not indicate how claims are to be

proved, and the practice so far has been to refer the proof of claims to a

referee. This recognizes, inter alia, the fact that some of the claims proved

may be claims other than maritime claims. This occurs more frequently in the

case where the property, the proceeds of which are being dealt within terms of

s 11 of the 1983 Act, is not the proceeds of a ship. The general rule with

regard to execution is that only claims with regard to which there is a writ of

execution will rank unless the claim is a secured claim which is dealt with by

a special procedure.

Therefore the court, after the fund has been constituted, appoints referee

for the purpose of receiving, considering and reporting to the court on the

claims filed against the fund. The referee is usually an advocate acting on

behalf of the court.

864 Cf Chapter XX (5).
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It follows from the above that all claims against the defendant have to be

filed against the fund. This means that even the applicant who sought the

arrest of the vessel (and eventually her judicial sale) has to file his claim

with the referee.

After the referee has been appointed he will give notice to all creditors

of the arrested and sold ship (ie all creditors of the defendant) to file their

claims within a time-limit set by the court. In order to give creditors who are

not known to the referee the opportunity to participate in the distribution of

the fund, the court order which provides for the appointment of the referee and

the time-l imi t will be published in national and international newspapers eg

Lloyd's List of London. These official steps are necessary especially in

shipping matters as the parties involved are often spread over the whole world.

The creditors have to file their claims with the referee supported by an

affidavit and by such documentation as is appropriate to prove the said claim.

This is to make sure that only creditors with a legal claim participate in the

distribution of the fund.

When a creditor, for whatever reason, has not filed his claim with the

referee within the time-limit ordered by the court, he is required to wait

until all other creditors have been paid out. Only then he can attach the

owner's "residual interest" in the fund, ie the money which is left after the

distribution of the fund. This has to be done by filing summons in an action in

personam against the fund.

The procedure described above is in certain fields similar to German law.

When the court which had heard the arrest proceedings orders the sale of the

ship by judicial auction, the court competent to execute the judicial sale of

the ship is the Magistrates' court in whose jurisdiction the vessel is

arrested. 865 However, in deviation from South African law, all creditors are

requested to reply for registration of their claims before the judicial auction

865 ef para 163(1) ZVG.
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takes place and before a fund has been created. 866 A maritime lienholder who

has not filed his claim in time, will lose his lien and will not have his lien

and cons idered of course all other rights when the proceeds of the judicial

sale are. Maritime liens, in other words, loose their right of priority when

not filed in the time required in accordance with para 37(4) ZVG. The request

to file claims will be published in suitable shipping journals.

The referee, after the lapse of the time-limit and after having received

(all) claims, will report to the court on the claims filed against the fund

consti tuted by the proceeds of the sale of the ship. In this report he will

give a brief description of the identity of each claimant, the nature of the

claims and the priority claimed.

The ranking of the claims, is regulated by s 11 of the 1983 Act. 867

Furthermore, the referee recommends whether or not a claim is entitled to

priority under s 11 of the 1983 Act.

Finally the referee recommends insofar as any claim may need to be

converted into a currency other than in which it was lodged for the purpose of

payment the way of conversion. This has to be done by the principles set out

above. 868 The court then will decide how the fund has to be distributed.

(2) Ranking of the claims

The ranking of claims is regulated by s 11 of the 1983 Act,869 and this gives

the order in which the maritime claims of s 1(1)(ii) of the 1983 Act870 rank

against the fund created in terms of the 1983 Act or security given in respect

866 Cf para 1 67 (2) in conjunction with para 37(4) ZVG.

867 See the following section.

868 Cf Chapter XVIII (2) (c) .

869 Cf Appendix x.

870 Cf The Fidias 1986 (1 ) SA 714 (D) •
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of property sold pursuant to an order or in the execution of a judgment of an

Admiralty court. 871

section 11 of the 1983 Act is based, inter alia, on the International

conventions for the Unification of certain Rules relating to Maritime Liens and

Mortgages of 1926 and of 1967. 872

The 1983 Act, s 11(1)(a) to (f) gives the ranking of the maritime claims,

and s 11 (2) of the 1983 Act provides for the 'ranking' in between the 'ranking'

in ss 11(1)(a) to (f) of the 1983 Act in a rather confusing manner. section

11 (2) of the 1983 Act means as follows:

Claims in respect of costs and expenses incurred to preserve the property

or to procure its sale, and in respect of the distribution of the proceeds

of the sale,873 rank before all other claims referred to in s 11(1)(b)-(f)

of the 1983 Act. 874

Earlier possessory liens rank before all later claims except salvage

claims, claims of removal of wreck and contribution in respect of

general average acts or sacrifice. 875

A salvage claim and claims of removal of wreck and contribution in

respect of a general average act or sacr ifice, whether or not more

than a year old, rank before any claim which came into being

earlier. 876

All other claims referred to in s 11 (1 ) (c) of the 1983 Act enjoy

871 The 1983 Act, s 11(1). Cf The Brazilia I 1985 (1) SA 787 (C); The Brazilia
11 1988 (1) SA 103 (C).

872 Cf Singh International Maritime Law Conventions vol 4 (1983) at 3053 and
3059. See Rycroft op ci t 421; Friedman (1985) 102 SAW 45 at 56 with
regard to the influence of English and American law ons 11 of the 1983
Act; Shaw op cit 95; Hare op cit 80.

873 The 1983 Act, s 11(1)(a).

874 The 1983 Act, s 11(2).

875 The 1983 Act, ss 11(2)(a), 11(1)(b) and (c)(vi).

876 The 1983 Act, ss 11 (2)(b) and 11(1)(c)(vi).
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equal ranking. 877

Claims in respect of mortgages, hypothecations, rights of retention

of, and other charges on, the ship rank in accordance with the law of

the flag of the ship.878

All other maritime liens not mentioned above rank among themselves in

their priority according to law. 879

All other claims rank in the order of preference to the law of

insolvency. 880

If s 11(2) of the 1983 Act does not provide for the ranking of any

maritime claim, claims rank in the order set forth in s 11(1) of the

1983 Act. 881

For the purpose of matters concerning ranking in s 11(2) of the 1983 Act,

salvage claims or claims in connection wi th the removal of a wreck will be

deemed to have accrued when the salvage operation or the removal of the wreck

terminated, and a claim in connection with contribution in respect of general

average, when the general average act was performed. 882

Concerning the judicial sale and any proceeds thereof, an Admiralty Court

can, on application of any interested person, make an order declaring how any

claim against the proceeds of the sale of the property (eg a ship) will

rank. 883

A judgment or an arbitration award ranks in accordance with the claim in

877 section 11(2)(c) of the 1983 Act. Cf Art.4 of the International Convention
relating to Maritime Liens of 1967 i The Emerald Transporter 1985 (4) SA
133 (N) at 142F-G.

878 The 1983 Act, ss 11 (2)(d) and 11(1)(d).

879 The 1983 Act, ss 11(2)(e) and 11(1)(e).

880

881

882

883

The 1983 Act, ss 11 (2)(f) and 11(1)(f). See ss 99 ff of the Insolvency Act
24 of 1936 (as amended).

The 1983 Act, s 11 (2)(g).

The 1983 Act, s 11(3).

Section 11(4) of the 1983 Act. Cf The Emerald Transporter I 1985 (4) SA
133 (N) at 135.
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respect of which it was given or made. 884 Interest on any claim or the costs

of enforcing a claim are part of the main claim. 885

section 11 (8) of the 1983 Act provides that where the fund arise s by

reason of an action in rem against an associated ship, claims in respect of the

ship whose sale gave rise to the fund (I direct claims I) will be paid before

claims in respect of any other ship in relation to which the ship was sold was

an associated ship (Iassociated ship claims l ).886 The 1983 Act, s 11(8) gave

rise to several judgments. 887 In The Emerald Transporter 1,888 Howard J stated

that s 11(8) of the 1983 Act provided, in effect, for a marshalling of all the

claims against the fund, the direct claims against the vessel (ranked according

to s 11 of the 1983 Act) being placed in the first queue for payment and the

associated ship claims (also ranked in accordance with s 11 of the 1983 Act)

being relegated to the second queue. In the Jade Transporter 11 it was held889

IIthat s11(8) of the 1983 Act must be interpreted in accordance

884

885

886

887

888

889

wi th the ordinary meaning of the language employed by the

Legislature. The subsection brings about a queuing where a fund in

the Court arises by reason of an action in rem against an associated

ship. Therefore, when a claimant, having instituted an action in rem

against a ship (ship B) which is an associated ship vi s-a vis the

ship against which the claimant has a direct claim (ship A), applies

for and obtains a court order under s 9 of the 1983 Act for the sale

of ship B and the creation of a fund in the court, and a second

claimant lodges a claim against the fund in respect of a direct claim

against ship B, then the provisions of s 11(8) of the 1983 Act apply,

section 11(6)of the 1983 Act.

section 11(7) of the 1983 Act.

Cf The Emerald Transporter I 1985 (4) SA 133 (N) at 138F-H.

The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N)i The Emerald Transporter 11 1985 (2) SA 452
(D)i The Jade Transporter 11 1987 (2) SA 583 (A).

1985 (4) SA 133 (N) at 138F-H. See The Berg I 1984 (4) SA 647 (N) at 656G
657Di The Jade Transporter 11 1987 (2) SA 583 (A).

1987 (2) SA 583 (A).
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and in accordance with those provisions, the second claimant's claim

will fall into the first queue against the fund, while the original

claimant's claim will fall in the second queue against the fund. The

fact that s 11 (8) of the 1983 Act does not make provision for

si tuations where applicants under s 9 of the 1983 Act have only

direct claims in rem and/ or direct claims in personam or only

associated claims against the fund does not jus tify the court's

departure from the clearly expressed intention of the Legislature".

wi th regard to the last sentence of the above quotation, it is for the

Legislature to remedy the casus omissus as well as to afford greater clarity in

terms of s 11 (8) of the 1983 Act. 890

Notwithstanding the provisions as to ranking, any undertaking or security

given with respect to a particular claim will be applied in the first instance

in satisfaction of the claim. 891

Lastly, s 11 (10) of the 1983 Act provides that any balance remaining after

payment of the claims referred to in ss 11(1)(a) to (e) of the 1983 Act has to

be paid over to the trustee, liquidator or judicial manager. 892

890

891

892

Ibid. ef Shaw op cit 99 f; Hare op cit 80 ff.

Section 11(9) of the 1983 Act. Cf Hare op cit 83.

With regard to arrest/ attachment and insolvency see Chapter XXV.
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CHAPTER XXV

ARREST/ ATTACHMENT AND INSOLVENCY

Where arrest or attachment and insolvency proceedings are concerned, one has to

distinguish between arrest or attachments prior to commencement of bankruptcy

proceedings and arrest or attachments commenced after insolvency proceedings893

have commenced.

Where a ship or any other property has been arrested or attached prior to

commencement of bankruptcy proceedings in terms of s 3 (5) of the 1rlmiralty

Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) the bankruptcy laws are

excluded. The property (eg the ship) does not form part of the insolvent estate

and no admiral ty action is affected by insolvency proceedings, ie no

proceedings are stayed by reason of any sequestration, winding-up or judicial

management with respect to that owner or person. 894 with regard to the stay of

proceedings, the 1983 Act departs from ordinary civil proceedings, whereas

legal proceedings are stayed until the appointment of a trustee. 895 However,

where any money is left after admiralty proceedings against a shipowner or a

shipping company (who made bankrupt after the arrest of a ship), this has to be

paid over to the trustee, liquidator or judicial manager. 896

A different legal situation applies if bankruptcy proceedings have already

been commenced because it is then not possible to arrest or attach a ship.897

The Insolvency and the Companies Acts are applicable because the Insolvency Act

deals with a person or partnership or the estate of a person or partnership,

893 le winding-up.

894 This follows from s 10 of the 1983 Act. Cf Booysen op cit 82.

895 Cf s 20(1)(b) of the Insolvency Act and s 358 of the Companies Act.

896 The 1983 Act, s 11(10).

897 This is in accordance with the Insolvency Act and the Companies Act.
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whereas the Companies Act898 deals with a body corporate or a company or other

association of persons which may be placed under liquidation. This distinction

has to be drawn because not all ships belong to shipping companies; they are

also owned by (single) persons and partnerships.

If bankruptcy proceedings have already commenced899 against a shipping

company, it is not possible to arrest or attach a ship, and any arrest or

attachment of a ship already obtained is void. This is in accordance with s

359(1) (b) of the Companies Act. section 359 of the Corrpanies Act reads as

follows: 900

( 1) When the court has made an order for the winding-up of a

company or a special resolution for the voluntary winding

up of a company has been registered in terms of s 200-

(a) all civil proceedings by or against the company

concerned shall be suspended until the appointment of

the liquidator; and

(b) any attachment or execution put in force against the

estate or assets of the corrpany after the commencement

of the winding-up shall be void.

(2) (a) Every person who, having instituted legal proceedings

against a company which were suspended by a winding

up, intends to continue the same, and every person who

intends to institute legal proceedings for the purpose

of enforcing any claim against the company which arose

before the commencemen t of the winding-up, shall

wi thin four weeks after the appointment of the

liquidator give the liquidator not less than three

weeks I notice in writing before continuing or

commencing the proceedings.

898

899

900

In terms of s 339 of the Companies Act the law of insolvency is, in so far
as it is applicable, to be applied mutatis mutandis in respect of any
matter not specially provided for in the Companies Act.

In terms of s 348 of the Companies Act, a winding-up of a company by the
court shall be deemed to commence at the time of the presentation to the
court of the application for the winding-up.

Cf paras 14, 117, 126 KO and Part A - Chapter IX.
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(b) If notice is not so given the proceedings shall be

considered to be abandoned unless the court otherwise

directs.

section 359(1) (b) of the Companies Act speaks of any 'attachment' or

'execution' and thus one might conclude that admiralty actions in rem do not

fall under this provision. Berman J held in The Alkar901 that the arrest of the

vessel was an 'attachment' within the meaning of the word used in s 359(1) (b)

of the Companies Act. However, it is not necessary to try to subsume arrest

under attachment because s 359(1)(b) of the Companies Act provides that any

'attachment' or 'execution' shall be void. According to this, the execution of

arrest shall be void, not the order for 'an arrest itself. 902 The result is

consequently the same: The attachment or arrest of a vessel cannot be enforced

when the (civil) court has already made an order for the winding-up of a

company or when a special resolution for the voluntary winding-up of a company

has been registered in terms of s 200 of the Companies Act. 903 The aforesaid

is, as already mentioned, only valid for arrest/ attachment proceedings

instituted after insolvency proceedings have commenced.

The same results from the sequestration of the insolvent estate of a

(single) person or a partnership. In terms of s 20(1)(c) of the Insolvency Act,

a Sheriff or Messenger, whose duty it is to execute any judgment given against

a person (not yet insolvent) or partnership, as soon as he becomes aware of the

sequestration of the insolvent's estate, has to stay the execution of an arrest

or attachment, unless the court otherwise directs. In turn, the Deputy-Sheriff,

as soon as he has received a sequestration order, attaches the property of the

insolvent I s estate. Every Officer having charge of a register of ships must

enter a caveat against the transfer of every ship or share in a ship or the

901 1986 (2) SA 138 (C).

902 Cf Shaw op cit 91.

903 Ibid.
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cancellation or cessation of every deed of mortgage of a ship registered in the

name of or belonging to the insolvent or his or her spouse.
904

904 section 17(3) bis of the Insolvency Act. Cf smith The Law of
3ed (1988) at 83. Insolvency
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CHAPTER XXVI

ARREST/ ATTACHMENT AND ARBITRATION

A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction order the arrest 0 f

any property if the claim is or may be the subject of an arbitration pending or

proceeding either in South Africa or elsewhere and whether or not it is subject

to the law of South Africa. 90s

The Admiralty Courts have in two c~rcumstances the inherent right to send

admiral ty actions to an arbitration tribunal. Firstly, the Admiralty COurt can

decline to exercise its admiralty jurisdiction in any proceedings if it is of

the opinion that the action can more appropriately be adjudicated upon by

another court, tribunal or body elsewhere. 906 From this it follows that

although no arbitration clause exists, the Admiralty Courts can refer an action

in rem or in personam to an arbitration tribunal. Secondly, the Admiralty

Courts can stay any proceedings in terms of the Admiralty Jurisdiction

Regulation Act 105 of 1983 (the 1983 Act) if it is agreed by the parties

concerned that the matter in dispute be referred to arbitration in South Africa

or elsewhere. 907 Shaw908 is of the opinion that I inferentially therefore it

appears that the court, tribunal or body referred to in s 7(1)(a) of the 1983

Act is not an arbitration tribunal l
• With respect, this conclusion cannot be

followed. section 7(1) (a) of the 1983 Act concerns the fact that a court may

905 section s(3)(a)(ii) of the 1983 Act.

906 section 7(1)(a) of the 1983 Act.

907 Section 7(1)(b) of the 1983 Act.

908 Op cit 54. Cf Staniland 1987 (2) LMCLQ 305 at 313 who agreesewith Shaw and
says: IIIf this was accepted, then, of course, it follows that the
Admiralty Court cannot, in terms of s 7(1)(a) (of the 1983 Act), decline
to exercise its admiralty jurisdiction in any proceedings instituted or to
be instituted, even if the court would be of the opinion that the action
could more appropriately be adjudicated upon by means of arbi tration in
London. 11
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decline to exercise its admiralty jurisdiction in any proceedings instituted or

to be instituted; s 7(1)(b) of the 1983 Act concerns the fact that a court may

stay any proceedings and refer them to arbitration, if agreed by the parties.

In the first case, the court makes its decision without having regard to any

agreement which the parties concerned may have made, whereas in the second

alternative the court makes its decision only if there is an agreement between

the parties concerned. Both, ss 7(1)(a) and (b) of the 1983 Act therefore deal

with arbitration.

If the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1986 (the 1986 Act) 909 is

applicable, one has to note s 3 of the 1986 Act which provides for an exception

to s 7(1)(b) of the 1983 Act and reads as follows:

" (1) Notwi thstanding any purported ouster of jurisdiction, exclusive

jurisdiction clause or agreement to refer any dispute to arbitration,

and no twi thstanding the provisions of the Arbitration Act, 1965 (Act

No. 42 of 1965), and of s 7 (1 ) (b) of the 1983 Act, any person

carrying on business in the Republic and the consignee under, or

holder of, any bill of lading, waybill or like document for the

carriage of goods to a destination in the Republic or to any port in

the Republic, whether for final discharge or for discharge or for

discharge for further carriage, may bring an action relating to the

carriage of the said goods or any such bill of lading, waybill or

document in a corrpetent court in the Republic."

(2) The provisions of subsection (1) of this section shall not apply

to arbi tration proceedings to be held in the Republic which are

subject to the provisions of the Arbitration Act, 1965.

The Carriage of Goods by Sea Act of 1986 preserves the effectiveness of

arbi tration clauses calling for arbitration in South Africa in relation to

cargo claims so that the court's jurisdiction may be validly ousted by a South

African arbitration clause or agreement. 91 0 Sections 3(1) and (2) of the 1986

909 Act 1 of 1986.

910 Cf Staniland 1987 (2) LMCLQ 305 at 312; Hare op cit 79.
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Act seem to exclude each other because s 3 ( 1) of the 1986 Act provides that

notwithstanding the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1965 any person may bring

an action relating to the carriage of goods referred to in that paragraph and

to any Bill of Bading, whereas s 3(2) of the 1986 Act provides that s 3(1) of

the 1986 Act is not applicable to arbitration proceedings which are subject to

the provisions of the Arbitration Act. The South African Legislature should

take steps to clear-up this apparent contradiction.

The possibility that South African courts may refer any proceedings to

arbi tration tribunals ensures that a case can be adjudicated by the venue mos t

familiar wi th the law to be applied. As an example, when German law is

applicable, the proceedings can be referred to a German arbitration center like

Hamburg. Finally, arbitration procedures are, usually, cheaper than ordinary

Court proceedings.

Wi th regard to German law arrest proceedings and arbitration are linked

wi th para 926 (1) ZPO. If the principal matter is not pending the commencement

of arrest proceedings, the court issuing the anticipatory seizure can, upon

application, order that the party who has secured the order of anticipatory

seizure bring an action within a time-limit to be determined. The court of the

principal claim at which the applicant has to file sui t is ei ther a court

wi thin the meaning of the ZPO or of a foreign country or an arbitration

tribunal if an arbitration agreement is in existence between the parties in

arrest proceedings. 911 As the aim of the arrest proceedings is to secure the

principal claim but not to decide upon the merits thereof the appropriate forum

has to be the one which the parties would have chosen had no arrest proceedings

been instituted. SUch a forum includes an arbitration tribunal.

911 Cf Part A - Chapter VI (1).
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CHAPTER XXVII

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES BECAUSE OF UNDUE ARREST OR ATTACHMENT - S 5(4) OF THE

1983 ACT AND RULE 7(4)

Any person who makes an excessive claim or requires excessive security or

wi thout good cause obtains an arrest of property or an order of court, is

liable to any person suffering loss or damage as a result thereof for that loss

or damage. 91 2 This provisions has i ts equivalent in German law in para 945

ZP0913 although there are slight differences between the two provisions. It is

therefore not true that s 5(4) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 105

of 1983 (the 1983 Act) has no equivalent in any other legislation in the world

as was incorrectly stated in The Atlantic Victory.914

The party who obtained the order of arrest in German law is obliged to

indemnify the respondent for damage which originates from the enforcement of

the arrest or because of having provided security to prevent the arrest in the

case where the arrest proves to be invalid from the outset, or if the

regulation in terms of para 926(2) ZPO is to be cancelled. Para 945 ZPO

includes the South African part of s 5 (4) of the 1983 Act "obtained an arrest

of property or an order of court wi thout good cause", because all wrongful

arrests are included. Insofar the German provision is wider than the South

African one, because the latter only includes "arrests obtained wi thout good

cause" whereas the German law includes all arrests, either obtained for any

reason include the reason 'without good cause'. Furthermore, para 945 ZPO like

s 5(4) of the 1983 Act includes claims for damages against a person who has

made an excessive claim or required excessive security. However, South African

912 Section 5(4) of the 1983 Act.

913 ef Part A - Chapter XII.

914 1986 (4) SA 329 (D) at 334C.
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law in this respect might go further than German law, because s 5 (4) of th e

1983 Act only requires that an excessive claim or excessive security was

required, without the necessity of any damage followed by the demand.

The meaning and interpretation of the indefinite legal terms "without good

cause" depends on the actual cause. In this respect, an example is provided by

The Atlantic victory:915

"The defendant companies, both peregrini, were sued for damages by

the owners of cargo which had been carried in their vessel and which

was allegedly damaged through the faul t of plaintiff, also a

peregrinus, who had chartered the vessel owned by the defendants. In

order to pursue the claim, the defendants attached the bunkers on

board a vessel The Atlantic Victory, then under charter to plaintiff

in harbour at Dlrban, in order to found jurisdiction in a South

African court. The defendants were subsequently notified that the

plaintiff would apply for the order of attachment to be set as ide and

the bunkers to be released. The defendants thereafter withdrew the

attachment and the plaintiff thereafter insti tuted an action by

issuing a writ of summons in personam contending that the attachment

had been without good cause within the meaning of s 5(4) of the 1983

Act."

"wi thout good cause" covers cases where the attachment or arrest ought not to

have been granted either because of action or because the basis of the

defendant's claim had not been properly and correctly investigated. 916

Where damages are claimed it is not necessary to state particulars of

damage, provided that the amount and nature of the damages claimed and the

amount of any consequential loss claimed and the alleged basis therefor will be

stated. 917

915 1986 (4) SA 329 (D).

916 ef The Atlantic Victory 1986 (4) SA 329 (D) at 332J.

917 Rule 7(4) of the Admiralty Proceedings Rules.
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PAR T C
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CON C L U S ION

The arrest-of-ship provisions in German and SOuth African law try to effect

uniformity with regard to the international nature of maritime law. Although

the arrest of ships in German law is regulated by the canmon civil procedure

and not by a special act like the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act of 1983

(the 1983 Act) in South African law, the arrest proceedings in German law are

as effective as the South African ones. However in German law there is the

advantage that a creditor can se ize the whole property of the debtor. By

comparison, in South African law, the creditor who wishes to enforce a maritime

claim in terms of s 3(5) of the 1983 Act is restricted to the arrest or

attachment of the ship, bunkers, cargo or freight.

'!he 1983 Ac t, which was long overdue in SOuth African maritime law, is no t

always sufficiently clear. Admittedly the practicability of a new act is only

tested when it is applied in court and inaccuracies can removed by subsequent

amendments. These amendments should, for example, include s 6 of the 1983 Act

and the problem of which law is to be applied. In order to give the south

African Admiralty Courts greater flexibility, s 6(1) of the 1983 Act should be

amended as regards the application of English law because this is one of the

difficulties which has to be faced by a foreign litigant (or his lawyer) when

applying for the arrest of a ship. These difficulties are historical and

originate from the fact that South Africa was once a British Colony and is

still linked by the heritage of that time. Consequently, one not only has to

look at South African law but also English and Roman-Dutch law when these are

applicable in terms of section 6 AJRA. German law on the other hand is based on

statute law which is more than a century old, and which has been amended. It

therefore meets all the requirements which are necessary for the purpose of

international traffic and cargo trade and international maritime law.

Turning to international conventions, South Africa has not, unlike
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Germany, ratified the International Convention for the Unification of certain

Rules Relating to Arrest of Seagoing Ships of 1952 (the Arrest Convention of

1952). It is highly desirable that Sou th Africa in this respect follows the

German example. When applying German law, it has to be noted that Germany has

joined the Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil

and Commercial Matters of 1968 (the EEC-Convention) - this is particularly so

when trying to enforce the arrest of ships. SOuth Africa unlike Germany has

also not ratified the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims

of 1976 (the 1976 Convention). Regula tions concerning the 1 imi ta tion of

liability in South African law can be found in ss 261 to 263 of the Merchant

Shipping Act of 1951. In German law limitation of liability is codified in

paras 486 to 487e HGB with reference to the 1976 Convention.

South Africa has special Admiral ty Courts which have jurisdiction in

arrest matters. In Germany, when issuing the arrest, jurisdiction is vested in

the Court dealing wi th the principal matter, as well as in the Magistrates'

Court (Arntsgericht) in whose district the property which is to be arrested is

located. 918

It is necessary to distinguish between the action in rem and the action in

personam. In South Africa, when bringing an action in personam, the aim of the

applicant is not directed at a person but the whole property of that person. As

with an action in rem, a res is the object of an admiralty action. An action in

personam in German law however is only directed against a person. An action in

personam can take one of the following forms: detention, compulsory

registration with the police within a certain time limit or the attachment of a

passport. An action in rem in both German and South African law is directed

against a res.

South African and German law presume a "claim for an arrest" in order to

obtain an order for arrest. In German law the claim has to be a pecuniary claim

918 Para 919 zPO.
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or the claim must be able to become a pecuniary claim. 919 south African law

enumerates the maritime claims justifying an order of arrest in s 1 (1) (ii) of

the 1983 Act and gives a numerus clausus whereas para 916 ZPO enables the court

to subsume any pecuniary claim or claim which might become a pecuniary claim

within the terms of para 916 ZPO. In this respect then, German law is more

extensive than South African law.

Wi th regard to the arrest of ships other than the one in which the

maritime claim arose, German law offers the opportunity of arresting a

sistership. South African .law offers the opportunity of arresting of a so

called "associated ship" in terIffi of ss 3(6) and (7) of the 1983 Act, a unique

provision which attempts to defeat the strategy of sisterships (ie single-ship

companies) and enables the South African courts to arrest ships owned by the

person who was the owner of the ship concerned at the time the maritime claim

arose. The court can also arrest a ship owned by a company in which the shares

were controlled or owned by a person who then controlled or owned the shares in

the company which owned the ship concerned. ~deed, ships will be deemed to be

owned by the same persons if all the shares in the ship are owned by the same

persons. A person will further be deemed to control a company if he has the

power to control the company directly or indirectly.

South African and German law both allow the possibility of "anticipated

arrests. 11 The courts can order the anticipated arrest of ship not yet within

the area of jurisdiction of the court at the time of application. SUch an order

may be brought into effect when the ship comes within the area of jurisdiction

of the Court. In German law this principle does not contravene para 482 HGB

because this provision only prohibits placing a ship under distraint (if she is

on a voyage and is not lying in a port) and not the order of arrest.

With the arrest of ships per se South African law (unlike German law) does

not distinguish between registered and non-registered ships. In German law this

919 Para 916 ZPo.
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distinction is of vital importance when enforcing an arrest. Execution against

non-registered ships follows the principles of levy of execution (pfaendung)

against movable things. 920 For practical reasons, registered seagoing ships

subsume the provisions relating to the levy of execution of movable property

with that of the law of the chattels. 921 Unlike Germany, in south African law

the execution against a ship does not establish a lien over the arrested or

attached ship.

Finally, one has to take cognisance of the South African and German

particulars concerning arrests and insolvency of the debtor. In both

jurisdictions there are similarities concerning the liability for damages owing

to unlawful arrest.

This thesis has thus shown that in certain fields German and South African

law do not differ or are at least substantially similar. This fact makes the

application of both laws easier for litigants and lawyers, whether from Germany

or from SOuth Africa.

920 Para 930 zPO.

921 Para 931(1) zPO.
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A P PEN D I X I

GERMAN CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE (ZPO)

para 23

para 32

para 35

para 78

(Besonderer Gerichtsstand des Verrnoegens und des Streitgegenstandes)

Fuer Klagen wegen verrnoegensrechtlicher Ansprueche gegen eine Person,
die irn Inland keinen Wohnsi tz hat, ist das Gericht zustaendig, in
dessen Bezirk sich Verrnoegen derse loon oder der rni t der Klage in
Anspruch genornrnene befindet.

Bei Forderungen gil t als derselbe Ort, wo das Verrnoegen sich
befindet, der Wohnsitz des Schuldners und, wenn fuer die Forderungen
eine Sache zur Sicherheit haftet, auch der Ort, wo die Sache sich
befindet.

(Besonderer Gerichtsstand der unerlaubten Handlung)

Fuer Klagen aus unerlaubten Handlungen ist das Gericht zustaendig J in
dessen Bezirk die Handlung begangen ist.

(Wahl unter mehreren Gerichtsstaenden)

Unter mehreren zustaendigen Gerichten hat der Klaeger die Wahl.

(Anwaltsprozess)

(1) Vor den Langerichten und vor alIen Gerichten des hoeheren
Rechtszuges muessen die Parteien sich durch einen bei dem
Prozessgericht zugelassenen Rechtsanwal t als Bevollmaechtigten
vertreten lassen (Anwaltsprozess).

(2), (3), (4).

para 108 (Art und Hoehe der Sicherheit)

(1) In den Faellen der Bestellung einer prozessualen Sicherheit kann
das Gericht nach freiem Ermessen bestimmen, in welcher Art und Hoehe
die Sicherhei t zu leisten ist. Sowei t das Gericht eine Bestimrnung
nicht getroffen hat und die Parteien ein anderes nicht vereinbart
haben, ist die Sicherheitsleistung durch Hinterlegung von Geld oder
solchen Wertpapieren zu bewirken, die nach Paragraph 234 Abs.1 ,3 des
Buergerlichen Gesetzbuches zur Sicherheitsleistung geeignet sind.

(2) Die Vorschriften des Paragraphen 234 Abs.2 und des Paragraphen
235 des Buergerlichen Gesetzbuches sind entsprechend anzuwenden.
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para 109 (Rueckgabe der Sicherheit)

(1) 1st die Veranlassung fuer eine Sicherheitsleistung weggefallen,
so hat auf Antrag das Gericht, das die Bestellung der Sicherheit
angeordnet oder zugelassen hat, eine Frist zu bestimmen, binnen der
ihm die Partei J zu deren Gunsten die Sicherhei t geleistet ist, die
Einwilligung in die Rueckgabe der Sicherheit zu erklaeren oder die
Erhebung der Klage wegen ihrer Ansprueche nachzuweisen hat.

(2) Nach Ablauf der Frist hat das Gericht auf Antrag die Rueckgabe
der Sicherhei t anzuordnen, wenn nicht inzwischen die Erhebung der
Klage nachgewiesen ist i ist die Sicherheit durch eine Buergschaft
bewirkt worden, so ordnet das Gericht das Erloeschen der Buergschaft
an. Die Anordnung wird erst rnit der Rechtskraft wirksarn.

(3) Die Antraege und die Einwilligung in die Rueckgabe der Sicherheit
koennen vor der Geschaeftsstelle zu Protokoll erklaert werden. Die
Entscheidungen koennen ohne rnuendliche Verhandlung ergehen.

(4) Gegen den Beschluss, durch den der in Absatz 1 vorgesehene Antrag
abgelehnt wird, steht dern Antrags teller, gegen die irn Absa tz 2
bezeichnete Entscheidung steht beiden Teilen die sofortige Beschwerde
zu.

para 128 (Grundsatz der Muendlichkeit)

(1) Die Parteien verhandeln ueber den Rechtsstrei t vor dern
erkennenden Gericht rnuendlich.

( 2 ) Mi t Zus tirnrnung der Parteien, die nur bei einer wesentlichen
Aenderung der Prozesslage widerruflich ist, kann das Gericht eine
Entscheidung ohne rnuendliche Verhandlung treffen. Es bestimmt alsbald
den Zei tpunkt, bis zu dern Schriftsaetze eingereicht werden koennen,
und den Terrnin zur Verkuendung der En tscheidung . Eine Entscheidung
ohne rnuendliche Verhandlung ist unzulaessig, wenn seit der Zust~ung

der Parteien rnehr als drei Monate verstrichen sind.

(3) Bei Streitigkeiten ueber verrnoegensrechtliche Ansprueche kann das
Gericht von Arnts wegen anordnen, dass schriftlich zu verhandeln ist,
wenn eine Vertretung durch einen Rechtsanwalt nicht geboten ist, der
Wert des Strei tgegens tandes bei Einreichung der KLage fuenfhundert
Deutsche Mark nicht uebersteigt und einer Partei das Erscheinen vor
Gericht wegen grosser Entfernung oder aus sonstigern wichtigen Grunde
nicht zuzumuten ist. Das Gericht bestirnrnt rnit der Anordnung nach Satz
1 den Zei tpunkt, der dern Schluss der rnuendlichen Verhandlung
entspricht, und den Terrnin zur Verkuendung des Urteils. Es kann
hierueber erneut bestirnrnen, wenn dies auf Grund einer Aenderung der
Prozesslage geboten ist. Es kann auch ohne Einvers taendni s der
Parteien nach Paragraph 377 Abs.4 verfahren. Die Anordnung nach Satz
1 ist aufzuheben, wenn die Partei, zu deren Gunsten sie ergangen ist,
es beantragt oder wenn das persoenliche Erscheinen der Parteien zur
Aufklaerung des Sachverhalts unumgaenglich erscheint.
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para 139 (Richterliche Aufklaerungspflicht)

(1) Der Vorsitzende hat dahin zu wirken, dass die Parteien ueber alle
erheblichen Tatsachen sich vollstaendig erklaeren und die
sachdienlichen Antraege stellen, insbesondere auch ungenuegende
Angaben der geltend gemachten Tatsachen ergaenzen und die
Beweismittel bezeichnen. Er hat zu diesem Zwecke, soweit
erforderlich, das Sach- und Streitverhaeltnis rnit den Parteien nach
der tatsaechlichen und der rechtlichen Seite zu eroertern und Fragen
zu stellen.

(2) Der Vorsitzende hat auf die Bedenken aufmerksarn zu machen, die in
Ansehung der von Arnts wegen zu beruecksichtigenden Funkte obwalten.

(3) Er hat jedem Mitglied des Gerichts auf Verlangen zu gestatten,
Fragen zu stellen.

para 253 (Klagschrift)

(1) Die Erhebung der Klage erfolgt durch Zuste11ung eines
Schriftsatzes (Klagschrift).

(2) Die Klagschrift muss enthalten:

1. die Bezeichnung der Parteien und des Gerichts;
2. die bestirnrnte Angabe des Gegenstandes und des Grundes des

erhobenen Anspruchs, sowie einen bestirnrnten Antrag.

(3) Die KLagschrift solI ferner die Angabe des Wertes des
Strei tgegenstandes enthalten, wenn hiervon die ZUstaendigkei t des
Gerichts abhaengt und der Streitgegenstand nicht in einer bestirnrnten
Geldsurnrne besteht, sowie eine Auesserung dazu, ob einer Uebertragung
der Sache auf den Einzelrichter Gruende entgegenstehen.

(4) Ausserdem sind die allgemeinen Vorschriften ueber die
vorbereitenden Schriftsaetze auch auf die Klagschrift anzuwenden.

(5) Die Klagschrift sowie sonstige Antraege und Erklaerungen einer
Partei, die zugestell t werden sollen, sind bei dem Gericht
schriftlich unter Beifuegung der fuer die Zustellung oder Mitteilung
erforderlichen Zahl von Abschriften einzureichen.

para 278 (Haupttermin)

(1) Im Haupttermin fuehrt das Gericht in den Sach- und Strei tstand
ein. Die erschienenen Parteien sollen hierzu persoen1ich gehoert
werden.

(2) Der strei tigen Verhandlung solI die Beweisaufnahme unrni ttelbar
f01gen. Im Anschluss an die Beweisaufnahme ist der Sach- und
Streitstand erneut mit den Parteien zu eroertern.

(3) Auf einen rechtlichen Gesichtspunkt, den eine Partei erkennbar
uebersehen oder fuer unerheb1ich gehalten hat, darf das Gericht,
soweit .nicht nur eine Nebenforderung betroffen ist, seine
Entsche1dung nur stuetzen, wenn es Gelegenheit zur Aeusserung dazu
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gegeben hat.

(4) Ein erforderlicher neuer Termin ist moeglichst kurzfristig
anzuberaumen.

para 30Sa (Urteil unter Vorbehalt der seerechtlichen Haftungsbeschraenkung)

Unterliegt der in der Klage gel tend gemachte Anspruch der
Haftungsbeschraenkung nach Paragraph 486 Abs. 1 oder 3, Paragraphen
487 bis 487d des Handelsgesetzbuchs und macht der Beklagte geltend,
dass

1. aus demselben Ereignis weitere Ansprueche, fuer die er die
Haftung beschraenken kann, entstanden sind und

2. die Summe der Ansprueche die Haftungshoechstbetraege
uebersteigt, die fuer diese Ansprueche in Artikel 6 oder 7
des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph 486
Abs.1 des Handelsgesetzbuchs) oder in den Paragraphen 487,
487a oder 487c des Handelsgesetzbuchs bestimmt sind,

so kann das Gericht das Recht auf Beschraenkung der Haftung bei der
Entscheidung unberuecksichtigt lassen, wenn die Erledigung des
Rechtsstreits wegen Ungewissheit ueber Grund oder Betrag der weiteren
Ansprueche nach der freien Ueberzeugung des Gerichts nicht
unwesentlich erschwert waere. In diesem Fall ergeht das Urteil unter
dem Vorbehalt, dass der Beklagte das Recht auf Beschraenkung der
Haftung geltend machen kann, wenn ein Fonds nach dem
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommen errichtet worden ist oder bei
Geltendmachung des Rechts auf Beschraenkung der Haftung errichtet
wird.

para 328 (Anerkennung auslaendischer Urteile)

(1) Die Anerkennung des Urteils eines auslaendischen Gerichts ist
ausgeschlossen:

1 •

2.

3.

4.

S.

wenn die Gerichte des Staates, dem das auslaendische
Gerich t angehoert, nach den deutschen Gesetzen nicht
zustaendig sind;
wenn dem Beklagten, der sich auf das Verfahren nicht
eingelassen hat und sich hierauf beruft, das
verfahrensleitende Schriftstueck nicht ordnungsgemaess oder
nicht so rechtzeitig zugestellt worden ist, dass er sich
verteidigen konnte;
wenn das Urteil mi t einem hier erlassenen oder einem
anzuerkennenden frueheren auslaendischen Urteil oder wenn
das ihm zugrundeliegende Verfahren mit einem frueher hier
rechtshaengig gewordenen Verfahren unvereinbar ist-

I ,

wenn die Anerkennung des Urteils zu einem Ergebnis fuehrt,
das mit wesentlichen Grundsaetzen des deutschen Rechts
offensichtlich unvereinbar ist, insbesondere wenn die
Anerkennung mit den Grundrechten unvereinbar ist;
wenn die Gegenseitigkeit nicht verbuergt ist.

(2) Die Vorschr ift der Nummer 5 steht der Anerkennung des Urteil s
nich t en tgegen, wenn das Urteil einen nichtvermoegensrechtlichen
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Anspruch betrifft und nach den deutschen Gesetzen ein Gerichtsstand
im Inland nicht begruendet war oder wenn es sich urn eine
Kindschaftssache (Paragraph 640) handelt.

para 511 (Zulaessigkeit der Berufung)

Die Berufung findet gegen die im ersten Rechtszuge erlassenen
Endurteile statt.

para 545 (Zulaessigkeit der Revision)

( 1) Die Revision findet gegen die in der Berufungsinstanz von den
Oberlandesgerichten erlassenen Endurteile nach Massgabe der folgenden
Vorschriften statt.

( 2) Gegen Urteile, durch die ueber die Anordnung, Abaenderung oder
Aufhebung eines Arrestes oder einer einstweiligen Verfuegung
entschieden wird, ist die Revision nicht zulaessig. Dasselbe gilt
fuer die Urteile ueber die vorzeitige Besitzeinweisung im
Enteignungsverfahren oder im umlegungsverfahren.

para 707 (Einstweilige Einstellung der Zwangsvollstreckung bei
Wiedereinsetzungs- und Wiederaufnahmeantrag)

(1) Wird die Wiedereinsetzung in den vorigen stand oder eine
Wiederaufnahme des Verfahrens beantragt oder wird der Rechtsstreit
nach der Verkuendung eines Vorbehaltsurteils fortgesetzt, so kann das
Gericht auf Antrag anordnen, dass die Zwangsvollstreckung gegen oder
ohne Sicherheitsleistung einstweilen eingestellt werde oder nur gegen
Sicherheitsleistung stattfinde und dass die Vollstreckungsmassregeln
gegen Sicherheitsleistung aufzuheben seien. Die Einstellung der
Zwangsvollstreckung ohne Sicherheitsleistung ist nur zulaessig, wenn
glaubhaft gemacht wird, dass der Schuldner zur Sicherhei tsleistung
nicht in der Lage ist und die Vollstreckung einen nicht zu
ersetzenden Nachteil bringen wuerde.

(2) Die Entscheidung kann ohne muendliche Verhandlung ergehen. Eine
Anfechtung des Beschlusses findet nicht statt.

para 712 (Abwendung der Vollstreckung durch Sicherheitsleistung)

(1) Wuerde die Vollstreckung dem Schuldner einen nicht zu ersetzenden
Nachteil bringen, so hat ihm das Gericht auf Antrag zu gestatten, die
Vollstreckung durch Sicherhei tsleistung oder Hinterlegung ohne
Ruecksicht auf eine Sicherheitsleistung des Glaeubigers abzuwendeQ.
1st der Schuldner dazu nicht in der Lage, so ist das Urteil nicht
fuer vorlaeufig vollstreckbar zu erklaeren oder die Vollstreckung auf
die in Paragraph 720 a Ab s. 1 ,2 b ezei chnete n Massregel n zu
beschraenken.

(2) Dem Antrag des Schuldners ist nicht zu entsprechen, wenn ein
ueberwiegendes Interesse des Glaeubigers entgegensteht. In den
Faellen des Paragraph 708 kann das Gericht anodnen dass das Urteil
nur gegen Sicherheitsleistung vorlaeufug vollstreckbar ist.
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para 719 (Einstweilige Einstellung bei Rechtsmittel und Einspruch)

(1) Wird gegen ein fuer vorlaeufig vollstreckbar erklaertes urteil
der Einspruch oder die Berufung eingelegt, so gelten die Vorschriften
des Paragraph 707 entsprechend. Die ZWangsvollstreckung aus einern
Versaeurnnisurteil darf nur gegen Sicherheitsleistung eingestellt
werden, es sei denn, dass das Versaeurnnisurteil nicht in gesetzlicher
weise ergangen ist oder die saeurnige Partei glaubhaft rnacht, dass
ihre Saeumnis unverschuldet war.

(2) Wird Revision gegen ein fuer vorlaeufig vollstreckbar erklaertes
Urteil eingelegt, so ordnet das Revisionsgericht auf Antrag an, dass
die Zwangsvollstreckung einstweilen eingestellt wird, wenn die
Vollstreckung dern Schuldner einem nicht zu ersetzenden Nachteil
bringen wuerde und nicht ein ueberwiegendes Interesse des Glaeubigers
entgegensteht. Die Parteien haben die tatsaechlichen Voraussetzungen
glaubhaft zu machen.

(3) Die Entscheidung kann ohne muendliche Verhandlung ergehen.

para 722 (Vollstreckbarkeit auslaendischer Urteile)

(1) Aus dern Urteil eines auslaendischen Gerichts findet die
Zwangsvollstreckung nur statt, wenn ihre Zulaessigkeit durch ein
Vollstreckungsurteil ausgesprochen ist.

(2) Fuer die Klage auf Erlass des Urteils ist das Amtsgericht oder
Landgericht, bei dern der Schuldner seinen allgemeinen Gerichtsstand
hat, und sonst das Amtsgericht oder Landgericht zustaendig, bei dem
nach Paragraph 23 gegen den Schuldner Klage erhoben werden kann.

para 723 (Vollstreckungsurteil fuer auslaendische Urteile)

(1) Das Vollstreckungsurteil ist ohne Pruefung der Gesetzmaessigkeit
der Entscheidung zu erlassen.

(2) Das Vollstreckungsurteil ist erst zu erlassen, wenn das Urteil
des auslaendischen Gerichts nach dern fuer dieses Gericht gel tenden
Recht die Rechtskraft erlangt hat. Es ist nicht zu erlassen, wenn die
Anerkennung des Urteils nach Paragraph 328 ausgeschlossen ist.

para 731

para 751

(Klage auf Erteilung der Vollstreckungsklausel)

Kann der nach dern Paragraph 726 Abs.1 und den Paragraphen 727 bis 729
erforderliche Nachweis durch oeffentliche oder oeffentlich
beglaubigte Urkunden nicht gefuehrt werden, so hat der Glaeubiger bei
dem Prozessgericht des ersten Rechtszuges aus dern Urteil auf
Erteilung der Vollstreckungsklausel Klage zu erheben.

(Bedingungen fuer Vollstreckungsbeginn)

(1) 1st die Geltendmachung des Anspruchs von dern Eintri tt eines
Kalendertages abhaengig, so darf die Zwangsvollstreckung nur
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beginnen, wenn der Kalendertag abgelaufen ist.

( 2) Haengt die Vollstreekung von einer dem Glaeubiger obliegenden
sicherhei tsleistung ab, so darf mi t der zwangsvolls tree kung nur
begonnen werden oder sie nur fortgesetzt werden, wenn die
Sieherhei tsleistung dureh oeffentliche oder oeffentlich beglaubigte
Urkunde naehgewiesen und eine Absehrift dieser Urkunde bereits
zugestellt ist oder gleichzeitig zugestellt wird.

para 758 (Durehsuehungi Gewaltanwendung)

(1) Der Geriehtsvollzieher ist befugt, die Wohnung und die
Behaeltnisse des Sehuldners zu durchsuchen, sowei t der Zwec k der
vollstreckung dies erfordert.

(2) Er ist befugt, die versehlossenen Haustueren, Zimmertueren und
Behaeltnisse oeffnen zu lassen.

(3) Er ist, wenn er Widerstand findet, zur Anwendung von Gewalt
befugt und kann zu diesem Zweeke die Unterstuetzung der polizeilichen
Vollzugsorgane nachsuehen.

para 764 (vollstreekungsgerieht)

(1) Die den Geriehten zugewiesene Anordnung
Vollstreekungshandlungen und Mi twirkung bei solchen gehoert
zustaendigkeit der Amtsgeriehte als Vollstreekungsgeriehte.

von
zur

(2) Als Vollstreckungsgerieht ist, sofern nicht das Gesetz ein
anderes Amtsgerieht bezeiehnet, das Amtsgerieht anzusehen, in dessen
Bezirk das Vollstreekungsverfahren stattfinden soll oder
stattgefunden hat.

(3) Die Entseheidungen des Vollstreekungsgerichts koennen ohne
muendliehe Verhandlung ergehen.

para 766 (Erinnerung gegen Art und weise der Zwangsvollstreekung)

(1) Ueber Antraege, Einwendungen und Erinnerungen, welche die Art und
Weise der Zwangsvollstreekung oder das vom Geriehtsvollzieher bei ihr
zu beobaehtende Verfahren betreffen, entseheidet das
Vollstreckungsgericht. Es ist befugt, die im Paragraph 732 Abs.2
bezeiehneten Anordnungen zu erlassen.

(2) Dem Vollstreekungsgerieht steht auch die Entscheidung zu, wen!l
ein Gerichtsvollzieher sich weigert, einen Vollstreckungsauftrag zu
uebernehmen oder eine Vollstreckungshandlung dem Auftrag gemaess
auszufuehren, oder wenn wegen der von dem Gerichtsvollzieher in
Ansatz gebraehten Kosten Erinnerungen erhoben werden.

para 775 (Einstellung und Besehraenkung der Zwangsvollstreekung)

Die Zwangsvollstreckung ist einzustellen oder zu beschraenken:
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1 . wenn die Ausfertigung einer vollstreckbaren Entscheidung
vorgelegt wird, aus der sich ergibt, dass das zu
vollstreckende Urteil oder seine vorlaeufige
Vollstreckbarkeit aufgehoben oder dass die
Zwangsvollstreckung fuer unzulaessig erklaert oder ihre
Einstellung angeordnet ist;

2. wenn die Ausfertigung einer gerichtlichen Entscheidung
vorgelegt wird, aus der sich ergibt, dass die einstweilige
Einstellung der Vollstreckung oder einer
Vollstreckungsrnassregel angeordnet ist oder dass die
Vollstreckung nur gegen Sicherhei tsleistung fortgesezt
werden darf;

3. wenn eine oeffentliche Urkunde vorgelegt wird, aus der sich
ergibt, dass die zur Abwendung der Vollstreckung
erforderliche Sicherheitsleistung oder Hinterlegung erfolgt
ist;

4. wenn eine oeffentliche Urkunde oder eine von dem Glauebiger
ausgestell te Privaturkunde vorgelegt wird, aus der sich
ergibt, dass der Glaeubiger nach Erlass des zu
vollstreckenden Urteils befriedigt ist oder Stundung
bewilligt hat;

5. wenn ein Postschein vorgelegt wird, aus dern sich ergibt,
dass nach Erlass des urteils die zur Befriedigung des
Glaeubigers erforderliche Summe zur Auszahlung an den
letzteren bei der Post eingezahlt ist.

para 776 Aufhebung von Vollstreckungsrnassregeln)

In den Faellen des Paragraph 775 Nr.1,3 sind zugleich die bereits
getroffenen Vollstreckungsrnassregeln aufzuheben. In den Faellen der
Nurnrnern 4,5 bleiben diese Massregeln einstweilen bestehen; dasselbe
gilt in den Faellen der Nurnmer 2, sofern nicht durch die Entscheidung
auch die Aufhebung der bisherigen Vollstreckungshandlungen angeordnet
ist.

para 786a (Seerechtliche Haftungsbeschraenkung)

(1) Die Vorschriften des Paragraph 780 Abs.1 und des Paragraph 781
sind auf die nach Paragraph 486 Abs.1 ,3, Paragraphen 487 bis 487d des
Handel sgese tzbuche s eintretende beschraenkte Haf tung en tsprechend
anzuwenden.

(2) 1st das Urteil nach Paragraph 305a unter Vorbehalt ergangen, so
gel ten fuer die ZWangsvollstreckung die folgenden Vorschriften:

1 . Wird irn Gel tungsbereich dieses Gesetzes die Eroeffnung
eines Seerechtlichen Verteilungsverfahrens beantragt, an
dem der Gl aeubiger rni t dern Anspruch teilnimmt, so
entscheidet das Gericht nach Paragraph 5 Ab s. 3 der
Seerechtlichen Verteilungsordnung ueber die Einstellung der
Zwangsvollstreckung; nach Eroeffnung des
Verteilungsverfahrens sind die Vorschriften des Paragraph 8
Abs.4 und 5 der Seerechtlichen Verteilungsordnung
anzuwenden.

2. 1st n a c h Art i k e 1 des
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Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph 486 Abs.1
des Handelsgesezbuches) von dem Schuldner oder fuer ihn ein
Fonds in einem anderen Vertragsstaat des Uebereinkommens
errichtet worden, so sind, sofern der Glaeubiger den
Anspruch gegen den Fonds gel tend gemacht hat, die
Vorschriften des Paragraph 34 der Seerechtlichen
Verteilungsordnung anzuwenden. Hat der Glaeubiger den
Anspruch nicht gegen den Fonds geltend gemacht oder sind
die Voraussetzungen des Paragraph 34 Abs. 2 der
Seerechtlichen Verteilungsordnung nicht gegeben, so werden
Einwendungen, die auf Grund des Rechts auf Beschraenkung
der Haftung nach Paragraph 486 Abs.1 ,3, Paragraphen 487 bis
487d des Handelsgesetzbuches erhoben werden, nach den
Vorschriften der Paragraphen 767, 769, 770 erledigti das
gleiche gilt, wenn der Fonds in dem anderen Vertragsstaat
erst bei Gel tendmachung des Rechts auf Beschraenkung der
Haftung errichtet wird.

(3) 1st das Urteil eines Gerichts, das seinen sitz ausserhalb des
Geltungsbereichs dieses Gesetzes hat, unter dem Vorbehalt ergangen,
dass der Beklagte das Recht auf Beschraenkung der Haftung nach dem
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkomrnen gel tend machen kann, wenn ein
Fonds nach Artikel 11 des Uebereinkommens errichtet worden ist oder
bei Geltendmachung des Rechts auf Beschraenkung der Haftung errichtet
wird, so gel ten fuer die Zwangsvollstreckung wegen des durch das
Urteil festgestellten Anspruchs die Vorschriften des Absa tzes 2
entsprechend.

para 802 (Ausschliessliche Gerichtsstaende)

Die in diesem Buche angeordneten Gerichtsstaende sind
ausschliessliche.

para 804 (Pfaendungspfandrecht)

(1) Durch die Pfaendung erwirbt der Glaeubiger ein pfandrecht an dem
gepfaendeten Gegenstande.

(2) Das pfandrecht gewaehrt dem Glaeubiger im Verhaeltnis zu anderen
Glaeubigern dieselben Rech te wi e ei n durch Vertrag erworbenes
Faustpfandrechti es geht pfand- und Vorzugsrechten vcr, die fuer den
Fall des Konkurses den Faustpfandrechten nicht gleichgestellt sind.

(3) Das durch eine fruehere Pfaendung begruendete pfandrecht geht
demjenigen vor, das durch eine spaetere Pfaendung begruendet wird.

para 808 (Pfaendung beim Schuldner)

(1) Die Pf aendung der im Gewahrsam des Schuldners befindlichen
koerperlichen Sachen wird dadurch bewirkt, dass der
Gerichtsvollzieher sie in Besitz nimmt.

(2) Andere Sachen als Geld, Kostbarkeiten und wertpapiere sind im
Gewa?rs.am des Schuldne~s zu belassen, sofern nicht hierdurch die
BefrJ.edJ.gung des GlaeubJ.gers gefaehrdet wird. Werden die Sachen irn
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Gewahrsam des Schuldners belassen, so ist die Wirksamkeit der
Pfaendung dadurch bedingt, dass durch Anlegung von Siegeln oder auf
sonstige Weise die Pfaendung ersichtlich gemacht ist.

(3) Der Gerichtsvollzieher ha t den Schuldner von der erfolgte n
Pfaendung in Kenntnis zu setzen.

para 826 (Anschlusspfaendung)

( 1) Zur pfaendung bereits gepfaendeter Sachen genuegt die in das
Protokoll aufzunehrnende Erklaerung des Gerichtsvollziehers, dass er
die Sachen fuer seinen Auftraggeber pfaende.

(2) 1st die erste Pfaendung durch einen anderen Gerichtsvollzieher
bewirkt, so ist diesem eine Abschrift des Protokolls zuzustellen.

(3) Der Schuldner ist von den weiteren Pfaendungen in Kenntnis zu
setzen.

para 828 (Zustaendigkeit)

(1) Die gerichtlichen Handlungen, welche die Zwangsvollstreckung in
Forderungen und andere Vermoegensrechte zum Gegens tand haben,
erfolgen durch das Vollstreckungsgericht.

(2) Als Vollstreckungsgericht ist das Amtsgericht, bei dem der
Schuldner im Inland seinen allgemeinen Gerichtsstand hat, und sonst
das Amtsgericht zustaendig, bei dem nach Paragraph 23 gegen den
Schuldner Klage erhoben werden kann.

para 857 (Zwangsvollstreckung in andere Vermoegensrechte)

(1 )Fuer die Zwangsvollstreckung in andere Verrnoegensrechte, die nicht
Gegenstand der Zwangsvollstreckung in das unbewegliche Vermoegen
sind, gel ten die vorstehenden Vorschriften entsprechend.

(2) 1st ein Drittschuldner nicht vorhanden, so ist die Pfaendung mit
dem Zei tpunkt als bewirkt anzusehen, in welchem dem Schuldner das
Gebot, sich jeder Verfuegung ueber das Recht zu enthalten, zugestellt
ist.

(3) Ein unveraeusserliches Recht ist in Ermangelung besonderer
Vorschriften der Pfaendung insowei t unterworfen, als die Ausuebung
einem anderen ueberlassen werden kann.

(4) Das Gericht kann bei der Zwangsvollstreckung in unveraeusserliche
Rechte, deren Ausuebung einem anderen ueberlassen werden kann,
besondere Anordnungen erlassen. Es kann insbesondere bei der
Zwangsvollstreckung in Nutzungsrechte eine Verwal tung anordnen; in
diesem Falle wird die Pfaendung durch Uebergabe der zu benu tzenden
Sache an den Verwalter bewirkt, sofern sie nicht durch Zustellung des
Beschlusses bereits vorher bewirkt ist.

(~) 1st die Veraeusserung des Rechts selbst zulaessig, so kann auch
dlese Veraeusserung von dem Gericht angeordnet werden.
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( 6) Auf die Zwangsvollstreckung in eine Reallast, eine Grundschuld
oder eine Rentenschuld sind die Vorschriften ueber di~

Zwangsvollstreckung in eine Forderung, fuer die eine Hypothek
besteht, entsprechend anzuwenden.

(7) Die Vorschrift des Paragraph 845 Abs. 1 Satz 2 ist nicht
anzuwenden.

para 858 (Zwangsvollstreckung in Schiffspart)

(1) Fuer die ZWangsvollstreckung in die Schiffspart (Paragraph 489
ff. des Handelsgesetzbuches) gil t Paragraph 857 mi t folgenden
Abweichungen:

(2) Als Vollstreckungsgericht ist das Amtsgericht zustaendig, bei dem
das Register fuer das Schiff gefuehrt wird.

(3) Die Pfaendung bedarf der Eintragung in das Schiffsregisteri die
Eintragung erfolgt auf Grund des Pfaendungsbeschlusse s. Der
Pfaendungsbeschluss solI dem Korrespondentreeder zugestell t werden i
wird der Beschluss diesem vor der Eintragung zugestellt, so gilt die
Pfaendung ihm gegenueber mit der Zustellung als bewirkt.

(4) Verwertet wird die gepfaendete Schiffspar t im Wege de r
Veraeusserung. Dem Antrag auf Anordnung der Veraeusserung ist ein
Auszug aus dem Schiffsregister beizufuegen, der alle das Schiff und
die Schiffspart betreffenden Eintragungen enthaelti der Auszug darf
nicht aelter als eine Woche sein.

(5) Ergibt der Auszug aus dem Schiffsregister, dass die Schiffspart
mit einem pfandrecht belastet ist, das einem anderen als dem
betreibenden Glaeubiger zusteht, so ist die Hinterlegung des Erloeses
anzuordnen. Der Erloes wird in diesem Fall nach den Vorschriften der
Paragraphen 873 bis 882 verteil ti Forderungen, fuer die ein
pfandrecht an der Schiffspart eingetragen ist, sind nach dem Inhalt
des Schiffsregisters in den Teilungsplan aufzunehmen.

para 864 (Gegenstaende)

(1) Der Zwangsvollstreckung in das unbewegliche Vermoegen unterliegen
ausser den Grundstuecken die Berechtigungen, fuer welche die sich auf
das Grundstueck beziehenden Vorschriften gelten, die im
Schiffsregister eingetragenen Schiffe und die Schiffsbauwerke, die im
Schiffsbauregister eingetragen sind oder in dieses Register
eingetragen werden koennen.

(2) Die Zwangsvollstreckung in den Bruchteil eines Grundstuecks,
einer Berechtigung der im Absatz 1 bezeichneten Art oder eines
Schiffes oder Schiffsbauwerks ist nur zulaessig, wenn der Bruchteil
in dem Anteil eines Miteigentuemers besteht oder wenn sich der
Anspruch des Glaeubigers auf ein Recht richtet, mit dem der Bruchteil
als solcher belastet ist.
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para 866 (Arten der Vollstreckung in ein Grundstueck)

(1) Die Zwangsvollstreckung in ein Grundstueck erfolgt durch
Ein tragung einer Sicherungshypothek fuer die Forderung, durch
Zwangsversteigerung und durch zwangsverwaltung.

(2) Der Glaeubiger kann verlangen, dass eine dieser Massregeln allein
oder neben den uebrigen ausgefuehrt werde.

(3) Eine'Sicherungshypothek (Absatz 1) darf nur fuer einen Betrag von
rnehr als fuenfhundert Deutsche Mark eingetragen werdeni Zinsen
bleiben dabei unberuecksich tigt, sowei t sie als Nebenforderung
geltend gemacht sind. Auf Grund mehrerer demselben Glaeubiger
zus tehender Schuldtitel kann eine einheitliche Sicherungshypothek
eingetragen werden.

para 867 (Zwangshypothek)

(1) Die Sicherungshypothek wird auf Antrag des Glaeubigers in das
Grundbuch eingetrageni die Eintragung ist auf dem vollstreckbaren
Titel zu vermerken. Mit der Eintragung entsteht die Hypothek. Das
Grundstueck haftet auch fuer die dem Schuldner zur Last fallenden
Kosten der Eintragung.

(2) Sollen mehrere Grundstuecke des Schuldners mi t der Hypothek
belastet werden, so ist der Betrag der Forderung auf die einzelnen
Grundstuecke zu verteileni die Groesse der Teile bestimrnt der
Glaeubiger.

para 870a (Zwangsvollstreckung in Schiff oder Schiffsbauwerk)

(1) Die ZWangsvollstreckung in ein eingetragenes Schiff oder in ei n
Schiffsbauwerk, das im Schiffsbauregister eingetragen ist oder in
dieses Register eingetragen werden kann, erfolgt durch Eintragung
einer Schiffshypothek fuer die Forderung oder durch
ZWangsversteigerung.

(2) Paragraph 866 Abs.2,3, Paragraph 867 gelten entsprechen.

(3) Wird durch eine vollstreckbare Entscheidung die zu vollstreckende
Entscheidung oder ihre vorlaeufige Vollstreckbarkeit aufgehoben oder
die Zwangsvolls treckung fuer unzulaessig erklaert oder deren
Einstellung angeordnet, so erlischt die Schiffshypotheki Paragraph 57
Abs.3 des Gesetzes ueber Rechte an eingetragenen Schiffen und
Schiffsbauwerken vom 15. November 1940 (Reichsgesetzbl. I S.1499) ist
anzuwenden. Das gleiche gilt, wenn durch eine gerichtliche
Entscheidung die einstweilige Einstellung der Zwangsvollstreckung und
zugleich die Aufhebung der erfolgten Vollstreckungsmassregeln
angeordnet wird oder wenn die zur Abwendung der Vollstreckung
nachgelassene Sicherheitsleistung oder Hinterlegung erfolgt.

para 887 (Vertretbare Handlungen)

(1) Erfuell t der Schuldner die Verpflichtung nicht, eine Handlung
vorzunehmen, deren Vornahme durch einen Dri tten erfolgen kann, so ist
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der Glaeubiger von dem Prozessgericht des ersten Rechtszuges auf
Antrag zu ermaechtigen, auf Kosten des Schuldners die Handlung
vornehmen zu lassen.

(2) Der Glaeubiger kann zugleich beantragen, den Schuldner zur
Vorauszahlung der Kosten zu verurteilen, die durch die Vornahrne der
Handlung entstehen werden, unbeschadet des Rechts auf eine
Nachforderung, wenn die Vornahme der Handlung einen groesseren
Kostenaufwand verursacht.

( 3) Auf die Zwangsvollstreckung zur Erwirkung der Herausgabe oder
Leistung von Sachen sind die vorstehenden Vorschriften nicht
anzuwenden.

para 893 (Klage auf Leistung des Interesses)

(1) Durch die Vorschriften dieses Abschni tts wird das Rech t des
Glaeubigers nicht beruehrt, die Leistung des Interesses zu verlangen.

(2) Den Anspruch auf Leistung des Interesses hat der Glaeubiger im
Wege der Klage bei dem Prozessgericht des ersten Rechtszuges gel tend
zu machen.

para 909 (Verhaftung)

Die Verhaftung des Schuldners erfolgt durch einen Gerichtsvollzieher.
Der Haftbefehl muss bei der Verhaftung dem Schuldner vorgezeigt und
auf Begehren abschriftlich mitgeteilt werden.

para 916 (Arrestanspruch)

(1) Der Arrest findet zur Sicherung der Zwangsvollstreckung in das
bewegliche oder unbewegliche Vermoegen wegen einer Geldforderung oder
wegen eines Anspruchs statt, der in eine Geldforderung uebergehen
kann.

(2) Die Zulaessigkeit des Arrestes wird nicht dadurch ausgeschlossen,
dass der Anspruch betagt oder bedingt ist, es sei denn, das s der
bedingte Anspruch wegen der entfernten Moeglichkeit des Eintritts der
Bedingung einen gegenwaertigen Vermoegenswert nicht hat.

para 917 (Arrestgrund bei dinglichem Arrest)

(1) Der dingliche Arrest findet statt, wenn zu besorgen ist, dass
ohne dessen Verhaengung die Vollstreckung des Urteils vereitelt oder
wesentlich erschwert werden wuerde.

(2) Als ein zureichender Arrestgrund ist es anzusehen, wenn das
Urteil im Ausland vollstreckt werden muesste.
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para 918 (Arrestgrund bei persoenlichem Arrest)

Der persoenliche Sicherhei tsarres t findet nur sta tt, wenn er
erforderlich ist, um die gefaehrdete Zwangsvollstreckung in das
Vermoegen des Schuldners zu sicher~.

para 919 (Arrestgericht)

Fuer die Anordnung des Arrestes ist sowohl das Gericht der Hauptsache
als das Amtsgericht zustaendig, in dessen Bezirk der mi t Arrest zu
belegende Gegenstand oder die in ihrer persoenlichen Freihei t zu
beschraenkende Person sich befindet.

para 920 (Arrestgesuch)

(1) Das Gesuch solI die Bezeichnung des Anspruchs unter Angabe des
Geldbetrages oder des Geldwertes sowi e di e Bezei chnun 9 des
Arrestgrundes enthalten.

(2) Der Anspruch und der Arrestgrund sind glaubhaft zu machen.

(3) Das Gesuch kann vor der Geschaeftsstelle zu Protokoll erklaer t
werden.

para 921 (Entscheidung ueber das Arrestgesuch)

(1) Die Entscheidung kann ohne muendliche Verhandlung ergehen.

(2) Das Gericht kann, auch wenn der Anspruch oder der Arrestgrund
nicht glaubhaft gemacht ist, den Arrest anordnen, sofern wegen der
dem Gegner drohenden Nachteile Sicherheit geleistet wird. Es kann die
Anordnung des Arrestes von einer Sicherhei tsleis tung abhaengig
machen, selbst wenn der Anspruch und der Arrestgrund glaubhaft
gemacht sind.

para 922 (Arresturteil und Arrestbeschluss)

(1) Die Entscheidung ueber das Gesuch ergeh t im Falle einer
muendlichen Verhandlung durch Endurteil, andernfalls durch Beschluss.

(2) Den Beschluss, durch den ein Arrest angeordnet wird, hat die
Partei, die den Arrest erwirkt hat, zustellen zu lassen.

(3) Der Beschluss, durch den das Arrestgesuch zurueckgewiesen oder
vorherige Sicherhei tsleistung fuer erforderlich erklaert wird, ist
dem Gegener nicht mitzuteilen.

para 923 (Abwendungsbefugnis)

In dem Arrestbefehl ist ein Geldbetrag festzustellen, durch dessen
Hinterlegung die Vollziehung des Arrestes gehemmt und der Schuldner
zu dem Antrag auf Aufhebung des vollzogenen Arrestes berechtigt wird.
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para 924 (Widerspruch)

(1) Gegen den Beschluss, durch den ein Arrest angeordnet wird, findet
Widerspruch statt.

(2) Die widersprechende Partei hat in dem Widerspruch die Grueqde
darzulegen, die sie fuer die Aufhebung des Arrestes geltend machen
will. Das Gericht hat Termin zur muendlichen Verhandlung von Amts
wegen zu bestimmen. 1st das Arrestgericht ein Amtsgericht, so ist der
Widerspruch unter Angabe der Gruende, die fuer die Aufhebung des
Arrestes geltend gemacht werden sollen, schriftlich oder zum
Protokoll der Geschaeftsstelle zu erheben.

(3) Durch Erhebung des Widerspruchs wird die Vollziehung des Arrestes
nicht gehemmt. Das Gericht kann aber eine einstweilige Anordnung nach
Paragraph 707 treffeni Paragraph 707 Abs.1 Satz 2 ist nicht
anzuwenden.

para 925 (Entscheidung auf Widerspruch)

(1) Wird Widerspruch erhoben, so ist ueber die Rechtmaessigkeit des
Arrestes durch Endurteil zu entscheiden.

( 2 ) Das Gericht kann den Arrest ganz oder teilweise bestaetigen,
abaendern oder aufheben, auch die Bestaetigung, Abaenderung oder
Aufhebung von einer Sicherheitsleistung abhaengig machen.

para 926 (Anordnung der Klageerhebung)

(1) 1st die Hauptsache nicht anhaengig, so hat das Arrestgericht auf
Antrag ohne muendliche Verhandlung anzuordnen, dass die Partei, die
den Arres tbefehl erwirkt hat, binnen einer zu bestimmenden Frist
Klage zu erheben habe.

(2) Wird dieser Anordnung nicht Folge geleistet, so ist auf Antrag
die Aufhebung des Arrestes durch Endurteil auszusprechen.

para 927 (Aufhebung wegen veraenderter Umstaende)

(1) Auch nach der Bestaetigung des Arrestes kann wegen veraenderter
Umstaende, insbesondere wegen Erledigung des Arrestgrundes oder auf
Grund des Erbietens zur Sicherhei tsleistung die Aufhebung des
Arrestes beantragt werden.

(2) Die Entscheidung ist durch Endurteil zu erlasseni sie ergeht
durch das Gericht, das den Arrest angeordne t ha t, und wenn die
Hauptsache anhaengig ist, durch das Gericht der Hauptsach~.

para 928 (Arrestvollziehung)

Auf die Vollziehung des Arrestes sind die Vorschriften ueber die
Zwangsvollstreckung entsprechend anzuwenden, soweit nicht die
nachfolgenden Paragraphen abweichende Vorschriften enthalten.
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para 929 (Vollstreckungsklausel; Vollziehungsfrist)

(1) Arrestbefehle beduerfen der Vollstreckungsklausel nur, wenn die
Vollziehung fuer einen anderen als den in dem Befehl bezeichneten
Glaeubiger oder gegen einen anderen als den in dem Befehl
bezeichneten Schuldner erfolgen solI.

(2) Die Vollziehung des Arrestbefehls ist unstatthaft, wenn seit dem
Tage, an dem der Befehl verkuendet oder der Partei, auf deren Gesuch
er erging, zugestellt ist, ein Monat verstrichen ist.

(3) Die Vollziehung ist vor der Zustellung des Arrestbefehls an den
Schuldner zulaessig. Sie ist jedoch ohne Wirkung, wenn die Zustellung
nicht innerhalb einer Woche nach der Vollziehung und vor Ablauf der
fuer diese im vorherigen Absatz bestimmten Frist erfolgt.

para 930 (Vollziehung in bewegliches Vermoegen und Forderungen)

(1) Die Vollziehung des Arrestes in bewegliches Vermoegen wird durch
Pfaendung bewirkt. Die Pfaendung erfolgt nach denselben Grundsaetzen
wie jede andere Pfaendung und begruendet ein pfandrecht mi t den im
Paragraph 804 bestimmten Wirkungen. Fuer die Pfaendung einer
Forderung ist das Arrestgericht als Vollstreckungsgericht zustaendig.

(2) Gepfaendetes Geld und ein im Verteilungsverfahren auf den
Glaeubiger fallender Betrag des Erloeses werden hinterlegt.

(3) Das Vollstreckungsgericht kann auf Antrag anordnen, dass eine
bewegliche koerperliche Sache, wenn sie der Gefahr einer
betraechtlichen Wertveringerung ausgesetzt ist oder wenn ihre
Aufbewahrung unverhael tnismaessige Kosten verursachen wuerde,
versteigert und der Erloes hinterlegt werde.

para 931 (Vollziehung in eingetragenes Schiff)

(1) Die Vollziehung des Arrestes in ein eingetragenes Schiff oder
Schiffsbauwerk wird durch pfaendung nach den Vorschriften ueber die
Pfaendung beweglicher Sachen mit folgenden Abweichungen Bewirkt:

(2) Die Pf aendung begruendet ein pfandrecht an dem gepfaendeten
Schiff oder Schif fsbauwerk; das Pfandrecht gewaehrt dem Glaeubiger im
Verhael tnis zu anderen Rechten dieselben Rechte wie eine
Schiffshypothek.

(3) Die Pfaendung wird auf Antrag des Glaeubigers vom Arrestgericht
als Vollstreckungsgericht angeordnet; das Gericht hat zugleich das
Registergericht urn die Eintragung einer Vormerkung zur Sicherung des
Arrestpfandrechts in das Schiffsregister oder Schiffsbauregister zu
ersuchen; die Vormerkung erlischt, wenn die Vollziehung des Arrestes
unstatthaft wird.

(4) Der Gerichtsvollzieher hat bei der Vornahme der Pfaendung das
Schiff oder Schiffsbauwerk in Bewachung und Verwahrung zu nehmen.

(5) 1st zur Zei t .der Arrestvollz.iehun<J: die Zwangsversteigerung des
Schiffes oder SChlffsbauwerkes elngeleltet, so gil t die in diesem
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Verfahren erfolgte Beschlagnahrne des Schiffes oder schiffsbauwerkes
als erste Pfaendung im Sinne des Paragraph 826; die Abschrift des
Pfaendungsprotokolls ist dem Vollstreckungsgericht einzureichen.

(6) Das Arrestpfandrecht wird auf Antrag des Glaeubigers in das
Schiffsregister oder Schiffsbauregister eingetragen; der nach
Paragraph 923 festgestell te Geldbetrag ist als der Hoechtsbetrag zu
bezeichnen, fuer den das Schiff oder schiffsbauwerk haftet. Im
uebrigen gelten der Paragraph 867 und der Paragraph 870a Abs. 3
entsprechend, soweit nicht vorstehend etwas anderes bestimmt ist.

para 932 (Arresthypothek)

(1) Die Vollziehung des Arrestes in ein Grundstueck oder in eine
Berechtigung, fuer welche die sich auf Grundstuecke beziehende
Vorschriften gelten, erfolgt durch Eintragung einer
Sicherungshypothek fuer die Forderung; der nach Paragraph 923
festgestellte Geldbetrag ist als der Hoechstbetrag zu bezeichnen,
fuer den das Grundstueck oder die Berechtigung haftet. Ein Anspruch
nach Paragraph 1179a oder Paragraph 1179b des Buergerlichen
Geseztbuchs steht dem Glaeubiger oder im Grundbuch eingetragenen
Glaeubiger der Sicherungshypothek nicht zu.

(2) Im uebrigen gelten die Vorschriften des Paragraph 866 Abs.3 Satz
1 und der Paragraphen 867, 868.

(3) Der Antrag auf Eintragung der Hypothek gil t im Sinne des
Paragraph 929 Abs.2, 3 als Vollziehung des Arrestbefehls.

para 933 (Vollziehung des persoenlichen Arrests)

(1) Die Vollziehung des persoenlichen Sicherheitsarrestes richtet
sich, wenn sie durch Haft erfolgt, nach den Vorschriften der
Paragraphen 904 bis 91 3 und, wenn sie durch sonstige Beschraenkung
der persoenlichen Freihei t erfolgt, nach den vom Arrestgericht zu
treffenden besonderen Anordnungen, fuer welche die Beschraenkung der
Haft massgebend sind. In den Haftbefehl ist der nach Paragraph 923
festgestellte Geldbetrag aufzunehmen.

para 934 (Aufhebung der Arrestvollziehung)

(1) Wird der in dem Arrestbefehl festgestellte Geldbetrag hinterlegt,
so wird der vollzogene Arrest von dem Vollstreckungsgericht
aufgehoben.

(2) Das Vollstreckungsgericht kann die Aufhebung des Arrestes auch
anordnen, wenn die Fortdauer besondere Aufwendungen erfordert und die
Partei, auf deren Gesuch der Arrest verhaengt wurde, den noetigen
Geldbetrag nicht vorschiesst.

(3) Die in diesem Paragraphen erwaehnten Entscheidungen koennen ohne
muendliche Verhandlung ergehen.

(4) Gegen den Beschluss, durch den der Arrest aufgehoben wird, findet
sofortige Beschwerde statt.
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para 943 (Gericht der Hauptsache)

(1) Als Gericht der Hauptsache im Sinne der Vorschriften dieses
Abschnitts ist das Gericht des ersten Rechtszuges und, wenn die
Hauptsache in der Berufungsinstanz anhaengig ist, das
Berufungsgericht anzusehen.

(2) Das Gericht der Hauptsache ist fuer die nach Paragraph 109 zu
treffenden Anordnungen ausschliesslich zustaendig, wenn die
Hauptsache anhaengig ist oder anhaengig gewesen ist.

para 945 (Schadensersatzpflicht)

Erweist sich die Anordnung eines Arrestes oder einer einstweiligen
Verfuegung als von Anfang an ungerechtfertigt oder wird die
angeordnete Massregel auf Grund des Paragraph 926 Abs. 2 oder des
Paragraph 942 Abs.3 aufgehoben, so is t die Partei, welche die
Anordnung erwirkt hat, verpflichtet, dem Gegner den Schaden zu
ersetzen, der ihm aus der Vollziehung der angeordneten Massregel oder
dadurch entsteht, dass er Sicherheit leistet, urn die Vollziehung
abzuwenden oder die Aufhebung der Massregel zu erwirken.
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B. English:

Translated in the Office of the Supreme Restitution Court Herford. *
Translated in the Faculty of Arts, Department of German, Universi ty of
Natal (1988) .**

para 23

para 32

para 35

para 78

(Special jurisdiction governed by the location of the property) *

In the case of actions involving pecuniary claims against a person
who has no ordinary residence in Germany, jurisdic~ion is vested in
the Court in whose district property owned by that person or the
subject matter of the action is situated.

As regards claims arising out of an obligation whether ex contractu
or ex lege the debtor's ordinary residence is deemed to be the place
where the property is situated and, where tangible property is a
collateral securi ty for the claim, both the debtor's place of
residence and the place where the tangible property is situated.

(Forum delicti comrnissi) *

For actions arising from torts the court in whose district the act
was committed shall have jurisdiction.

(Elected forum) *

The claimant may choose among several competent courts.

(Proceedings requiring representation by counsel) *

(1) Before the Higher District Courts (Landgerichts) and all higher
courts parties must be represented by an attorney at law who is
admi tted to practice before the court seised of th e ma t ter
(Anwaltsprozess).

(2), (3), (4).

para 139 (Duty of the court to clarify the issues) *

(1) The presiding judge shall exert his influence upon the parties so
that they state all the relevant facts completely and make the proper
applications, and especially so that they supplement insufficient
statements of alleged facts and specify the sources of evidence. For
this purpose, he shall, as far as is necessary, discuss wi th the
parties the issues of fact and of law of the case and ask questions.

(2) The presiding jUdge shall point out doubts arising with regard to
any point that must be considered ex officio.

(3) He shall permit every member of the court to ask questions, if so
requested.
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para 305a (Judgment subject to the maritime law limitation of liability) **

If the claim asserted in the case is subject to the limitation of
liabili ty according to para 486 (1) or (3), paras 487 to 487d
Commercial Code, and if the defendant asserts that

1 . from the same incident further claims arose for which he
can limit his liability and that

2. the sum of claims exceeds the limits of liability that have
been set for those claims in Article 6 or 7 of the CLLMC
(para 486(1) Commercial Code) or in paras 487, 487a or 487c
Canmercial Code

the court can leave the right to limit the liability unconsidered in
its decision, if according to the independent conviction of the court
the termination of the case would not be non-essentially impeded
because of the uncertainty about cause or amount of the further
claims. In this case the judgment is rendered subject to the
defendant's right to limit the liability provided that a fund has
been consti tuted according to the CLLMC or is constituted when
asserting the right to limit the liability.

para 511 (Appeal on facts and law. Admissibility) *

Appeals on facts and law (Berufung) lie from final judgments
(Endurteil) of the courts of first instance.

para 723 (Judgment of execution for foreign judgments) **

(1) The judgment of execution is to be rendered without examination
of the legality of the decision.

( 2) The j udgmen t of execu tion is only to be rendered when the
judgment of the foreign court has become non-appealable according to
the law applicable for this court. It is not to be rendered if the
acknowledgment of the judgment is excluded according to para 328.

para 786a (Maritime law limitation of liability) **

(1) The provisions of para 780(1) and para 781 are to be applied
mutatis mutandis to the limited liability according to para 486(1),
(3), para 487 to 487d Commercial Code.

(2) If a jUdgment according to para 305a has been rendered with
reservation, the following provisions are applicable for the
execution:

1 . If in the scope of application of this law the opening of a
mari time law proceedings for parti tion and distribution is
requested, which the creditor of the claim is a part of,
the court, according to para 5(3) of the Maritime Law Order
of Parti tion and Distribution (MLOPD), decides about the
suspension of the execution i after opening of the
proceedings for partition and distribution the provisions
of para 8(4) and (5) MLOPD are to be applied.
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2. If according to Article 11 CLLMC (para 486 (1) Commercial
Code) a fund has been constituted by or for the debtor in
another contracting state of the agreement, the provisions
of para 34 MLOPD have to be applied provided tha t the
credi tor has asserted the claim against the fund. If the
creditor has not asserted the claim against the fund, or if
the preconditions of para 34(2) MLOPD are not fulfilled,
the objections that are raised on grounds of the right of
limitation of liability according to para 486(1), (3), para
487 to 487d Commercial Code are settled according to the
provisions of para 767, 769, 770. The same applies if the
fund is constituted in another contracting State only when
claiming the right to limit the liability.

(3) If the judgment of a court outside of the scope of the
application of this law has been rendered subject to the defendant's
ability to assert the right of limitation of liability according to
the CLLMC, if a fund has been constituted according to Article 11 of
the Convention or is constituted when asserting the right to limit
the liability, the provisions of subpara 2 are applicable mutatis
mutandis for the execution on grounds of the claim declared by
judgment.

para 858 (Execution in ship's part) **

(1) For the execution in ship's part (para 489 ff Commercial Code)
para 857 is to be applied with the following deviations:

(2) Debtor's court is the Magistrates' Court (Amtsgericht) in which
the register for the ship is kept.

(3) The levy of execution needs to be entered in the register of
ships. The entry is made according to the attachmen t order. The
attachment order has to be delivered to the ship's husband. If the
order is delivered to him before the entry, the levy of execution is
to be regarded operated towards him with delivery.

(4) The attached ship's part is used by means of alienation. '!he
application for an order for alienation must be accompanied by an
extract from the register of ships containing all entries concerning
the ship and the ship's part; the extract must not be older than one
week.

(5) If the extract from the register of ships shows that the ship's
part is encumbered wi th a lien tha t another credi tor than the
pursuing one is entitled to, the depositing of the profit is to be
required. In this case the profi t is distributed according to the
provisions of paras 873 to 882; claims for which a lien in the ship'~

part is entered are to be entered in the plan of distribution
according to the contents of the register of ships.

para 870a (Execution in ship or ship under construction) **

(1) The execution in a registered ship or in a ship under
construction that has been or can be entered in the register of ships
under construction is made by the entry of a ship mortgage for the
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claim or by execution.

(2) Para 866(2), (3), para 867 are to be applied mutatis mutandis.

(3) If, by an enforceable decision, the decision to be enforced or
its provisional enforceability by execution is overruled or the
execution is declared inadmissable or ordered to be suspended, the
ship mortgage is cancelled; para 57(3) of the Act on Rights of
Registered Ships and Ships under Construction of the November 1 5,
1940 (Reichsgesetzbl. I p 1499) is to be applied. The same applies
if, by a court I s decisions, the provisional suspension of the
execution and, at the same time, the reversal of the undertaken
enforcement measures is ordered or if the security deposi t or
bailment necessary for the warding off of the execution is made.

para 916 (Admissibility of anticipatory seizure (Arrest) *

(1) The anticipatory seizure takes place to secure the execution
against movable or immovable property on account of a claim that is
expressed in money or may be converted into a claim expressed in
money.

(2) The admissibili ty of an anticipatory seizure is not to be
excluded by the fact that the claim is owing, but not due, or is
subject to a condition, unless the latter claim, because of the
remoteness of the possibility that the condi tion will be ful filled,
does not at present have a pecuniary value.

para 917 (Ground of anticipatory seizure in rem) *

(1) Anticipatory se izure in rem takes place when it is to be feared
that, without its being granted, the execution of the judgment will
be rendered impossible or substantially more difficult.

(2) If the judgment would have to be enforced in a foreign country
this is to be regarded as sufficient ground of anticipatory seizure.

para 918 (Ground of anticipatory seizure of the person) *

The anticipatory seizure of the person only takes place when it
becomes necessary to safeguard the endangered execution against the
debtor's property.

para 919 (Jurisdiction in cases of anticipatory seizure) *

For issuing the anticipatory seizure, jurisdiction is vested in the
court dealing with the principal matter as well as in the Amtsgericht
in whose district the property' to be se ized or the person to be
restricted in his personal freedom is located.
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para 920 (Petition for anticipatory seizure) *

(1) The petition shall contain the description of the claim including
the amount of money or value involved as well as the ground of the
anticipatory seizure.

(2) So much evidence shall be produced as will make the court
reasonable certain that the claim and the ground of anticipatory
seizure exist.

(3) The petition may be declared orally in the court office where it
shall be recorded.

para 921 (Decision on petition for anticipatory seizure) *

(1) The decision may be made without an oral hearing.

(2) The court may issue the anticipatory seizure even though it is
not satisfied that the claim or the ground of anticipatory seizure
has been established if, because of the disadvantages threatening the
opponent, securi ty is given. The court may make the order for
anticipatory seizure dependent on the giving of security even if it
is reasonably certain that the claim and ground of anticipatory
seizure exist.

para 922 (Form of decision on anticipatory seizure) *

(1) In the case of an oral hearing the decision on the petition is
made by a final judgment, otherwise by an order.

(2) The order by which anticipatory seizure is issued shall be served
by the party that secured the anticipatory seizure.

(3) The opponent is not to be informed of any order by which the
petition for anticipatory seizure is dismissed or the previous giving
of security is declared to be required.

para 923 (Right to avert anticipatory seizure) *

In the order of anticipatory se izure an amount of money is to be
fixed which, if deposited, will stay the execution of the
anticipa tory seizure and enti tIe the debtor to apply for the
withdrawal of the executed seizure.

para 924 (Protest) *

(1) Against the order by which an anticipatory seizure is issued a
protest (Widerspruch) may be filed.

(2) In the protest the protesting party shall state the grounds that
he proposes to advance for a withdrawal of the anticipatory seizure.
The court shall ex officio set a date for an oral hearing. If the
court issuing the anticipatory seizure is an Amtsgericht, the
protest, inclUding the ground intended to be advanced for a
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withdrawal of the anticipatory seizure, shall be made in writing or
declared orally and recorded at the court office.

(3) The filing of a protest does not operate to stay the execution of
the anticipatory seizure. The court, may, however, make an interim
order under para 707; para 707(1) (sentence 2) is not applicable.

para 925 (Decision upon protest) *

(1) If a protest is made, the justice of the anticipatory seizure is
to be decided by final judgment.

(2) The court may wholly or in part affirm, modify or withdraw the
anticipatory seizure or make the affirmation, modification or
withdrawal dependent on the giving of security.

para 926 (Order for an action to be brought) *

(1) If the principal matter is not pending, the court issuing the
anticipatory seizure shall, upon application and without an oral
hearing, order that the party who has secured the order of
anticipatory seizure shall bring an action within a time limit to be
determined (by the court).

(2) If this order is not complied with, the withdrawal of the
anticipatory seizure is to be pronounced by final judgment.

para 927 (Withdrawal when circumstances have changed) *

(1) Even after the affirmation of the anticipatory seizure the
withdrawal of the anticipatory seizure may be applied for because of
a change of conditions, especially on the ground that there is no
longer any reason for an anticipatory seizure or that security has
been offered.

( 2) The deci s ion shall be made by final judgment; it shall be
rendered by the court who issued the anticipatory seizure and, if the
principal matter is pending, by the court dealing with the principal
matter.

para 928 (Execution of anticipatory seizure) *

To the execution of anticipatory seizure the prov~s~ons on execution
apply mutatis mutandis unless the following sections contain anythin~

to the contrary.

para 929 (Execution clause. Time limit for execution) *

(1) Orders of anticipatory seizure require an execution clause only
if execution is to be effected on behalf of a creditor other than the
one stated in the order or against a debtor other than the one stated
in the order.
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( 2) The execu tion of the order of anticipatory seizure is not
permissible if one month has elapsed since the day on which the order
was pronounced or served on the party on whose request it was issued.

(3) The execution is admissible before the service of the order of
anticipatory seizure on the debtor. It is, however, without effect
unless service is effected wi thin one week from the execution and
before the time limit provided for it in the preceding paragraph has
expired.

para 930 (Execution against movables and claims) *

(1) The execution of an order of anticipatory seizure against movable
property is effected by attachment (Pfaendung). The attachment is
effected according to the same principles as any other attachment and
gives rise to a right of pledge (Pfandrecht) with the effects
provided for in para 804. For the attachment of a claim the court
that issued the order of anticipatory seizure shall have jurisdiction
as court of execution.

(2) Attached money and any amount of the proceeds falling to the
creditor in distribution proceedings shall be deposited.

(3) Upon application the court of execution may order that a movable
corporeal thing be sold by auction and the proceeds be deposi ted if
it is exposed to the danger of a considerable diminution of value or
if its storage would cause disproportionate costs.

para 931 (Execution against registered ships) *

(1) The execution of an order of anticipatory seizure against a
registered ship or a ship under construction is effected according to
the provisions of levy of execution against movable property, wi th
the following deviation:

(2) The execution gives rise to a right of pledge (Pfandrecht) over
the seized ship or ship under construction; the righ t of pledge
(Pfandrecht) gives the creditor the same rights as a ships mortgage
in proportion to other rights.

(3) On application of the creditor the execution is ordered by the
Court competent for arrest proceedings acting as a Court competent
for enforcement matters;· the Court simultaneously has to request the
Registry Court to have a priority caution (Vormerkung) entered in the
ships register or register for ships under construction; the priority
caution (Vormerkung) expires if the enforcement of the arrest becomes
inadmissable.

(4) The bailiff, when undertaking the execution, has to take the ship
under guard and cus tooy .

(5) If at the time of enforcement of the arrest the execution sale is
insti tuted by public auction, then the arrest of the ship or ship
under construction which took place under this procedure is deemed to
be ,th.e first levy of execution in terms of para 826; the copy of the
bal11ff I s return has to be filed wi th the Court competent for
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enforcement matters.

(6) On application of the creditor the attachment lien will be
entered into the ships register or register of ship sunder
construction; the amount determined in accordance with para 923 has
to be denoted as the maximum amount for which the ship or the ship
under construction is liable. For the rest, paras 867 and para
870a( 3) are applicable mutatis mutandis provided the aforesaid
provisions do not determine otherwise.

para 932 (Real property, rights tantamount to real property) *

(1) The execution of an order of anticipatory se izure against real
property,or against a right to which the provisions relating to real
property apply is effected by the registration of a mortgage securing
the claim; the amount specified in accordance with para 923 is to be
stated as the maximum amount for which the real property or the right
is pledged. The creditor of a cautionary mortgage or the creditor of
a cautionary mortgage registered in the Land Register is not entitled
to take legal action in terms of para 1179a or para 1179b of the
Civil Code.

(2) In all other respects the provisions of paras 867, 868 apply.

(3) The application for registration of the mortgage is deemed to be
the execution of anticipatory seizure order within the meaning of
para 929(2) and (3).

para 933 (Execution of anticipatory seizure of the person) *

The execution of anticipatory seizure of the person is governed by
the provisions of paras 904 to 913 if it is effected by detention; if
it is effected by other restrictions of personal freedom, it is
governed by the special orders to be made by the court issuing the
order of anticipatory seizure. In making such orders the court shall
be guided by the restriction of detention. The amount of money
specified under para 923 shall be shown on the warrant of
anticipatory seizure.

para 934 (Withdrawal of anticipatory seizure) *

(1) If the amount of money specified in the order of anticipatory
seizure is deposited, the executed anticipatory seizure is withdrawn
by the court of execution.

(2) The court of execution may also order the withdrawal of th-e
anticipatory seizure if its continuation would require extraordinary
expenses and the party on whose request the anticipatory seizure was
ordered does not advance the necessary amount of money.

(3) The decisions mentioned in this section may be made without oral
hearing.

(4) An immediate objection lies from the order by which the
anticipatory seizure is withdrawn.
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para 943 (Refund of security. Jurisdiction) *

(1) The Court dealing with the principal matter within the 'meaning of
I

the provisiqns of this Chapter is the Court of first instance and, if
the principal matter is pending in appeal (Berufung), the appellate
Court.

(2) If the principal matter is or has been pending, the Court dealing
with the principal matter has exclusive jurisdiction for any orders
to be made in accordance with para 109.

para 945 (Damages) *

If the issuing of an order of anticipatory seizure or an interim
injunction proves to have been unjustified from its inception or if
the ordered measure is withdrawn in accordance with para 926(2) or
para 942(3), the party who secured the order is liable to compensate
the opponent for the damage arising from the execution of the ordered
measure or from his giving security in order to avert the execution
or to secure the wi thdrawal of the measure.
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A P PEN D I X 11

GERMAN COMMERCIAL CODE (HGB)

A. German:

para 476 (Gewinn und Verlust bei Veraeusserung)

Wird ein Schiff oder eine Schiffspart veraeussert, waehrend sich das
Schiff auf der Reise befindet, so ist im Verhaeltnisse zwischen dem
Veraeusserer und dem Erwerber in Ermangelung einer anderen
Vereinbarung anzunehrnen, dass dem Erwerber der Gewinn der laufenden
Reise gebuehre oder der Verlust der laufenden Reise zur Last falle.

para 482 (Unzulaessigkeit der Zwangsvollstreckung und des Arrestes)

Die Anordnung der ZWangsversteigerung eines Schiffes im Wege der
Zwangsvollstreckung sowie die Vollziehung des Arrestes in das Schiff
ist nicht zulaessig, wenn sich das Schiff auf der Reise befindet und
nicht in einem Hafen liegt.

para 484 (Reeder)

Reeder ist der Eigentuemer eines ihm zum Erwerbe durch die Seefahrt
dienenden Schiffes.

para 485 (Haftung fuer die Schiffsbesatzung)

Der Reeder ist fuer den Schaden veran twortlich, den eine Person der
schiffsbesatzung oder ein an Bord taetiger Lotse einem Dri tten in
Ausfuehrung von Dienstverrichtungen schuldhaf t zufuegt. Er haftet den
Ladungsbeteiligten jedoch nur sowei t, wie der Verfrachter ein
Verschulden der Schiffsbesatzung zu vertreten hat.

para 486 (Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkomrnen und Oelhaftungsuebereinkomrnen)

(1) Die Haftung fuer seeforderungen kann nach den Bestimmungen des
Uebereinkomrnens vom 19. November 1976 ueber die Beschraenkung der
Haftung fuer Seeforderungen (BGB1.1986 11 S.786;
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkomrnen) beschraenkt werden.

(2) Die Haftung auf Grund des Internationalen Uebereinkommens yam 29.
November 1969 ueber die zivilrechtliche Haftung fuer
Oelverschmutzungsschaeden (BGBl.1975 11 S.301;
Oelhaftungsuebereinkommen) kann nach den Bestimmungen dieses
Uebereinkommens beschraenkt werden.

(3). Werden Ansprueche wegen Verschmutzungsschaeden im Sinne des
Art~kels I Nr.6 des Oelhaftungsuebereinkommens gegen andere Personen
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als den Eigentuemer des das Oel befoerdernden Schiff gel tend gemacht
oder werden Ansprueche wegen Verschmutzungsschaeden im Sinne des Art
I Nr.6 des Oelhaftungsuebereinkommens geltend gemacht, fuer die das
oelhaftungsuebereinkommens nach Artikel II nicht gil t, so koennen die
in Artikel 1 des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens bezeichneten
Personen ihre Haftung fuer diese Ansprueche in entsprechender
Anwendung der Bestimmungen des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens
beschraenken. Sind aus demselben Ereignis sowohl Ansprueche der in
Satz 1 bezeichneten Art als auch Ansprueche, fuer welche die Haftung
nach Absatz 1 beschraenkt werden kann, entstanden, so gel ten die im
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommen bestimmten
Haftungshoechtstbetraege jeweils gesondert fuer die Gesamtheit der in
Satz 1 bezeichneten Ansprueche und fuer die Gesamthei t derjenigen
Ansprueche, fuer welche die Haftung nach Absatz 1 beschraenkt werden
kann.

(4) Die Haftung kann nicht beschraenkt werden fuer

1. die in Artikel 3 Buchstabe e des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens bezeichneten
Ansprueche, sofern der Dienstvertrag inlaendischem Recht
unterliegt;

2. Ansprueche auf Ersatz der Kosten der Rechtsverfolgung;

(5) Ergaenzend zu den Bestimmungen
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens und
oelhaftungsuebereinkommens gel ten die Paragraphen 487 bis 487e.

para 487 (Sonderregelung fuer Kostenansprueche; Haftungshoechstbetrag)

des
des

(1) Das Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommen (Paragraph 486 Ab s. 1 )
ist auf Ansprueche auf Erstattung der Kosten fuer

1. die Hebung, Beseitigung, Vernichtung oder
Unschaedlichmachung eines gesunkenen, havarierten,
gestrandeten oder verlassenen Schiffes, samt allem, was
sich an Bord eines solchen Schiffes befindet oder befunden
hat, oder

2. die Besei tigung, Vernichtung oder Unschaedlichmachung der
Ladung des Schiffes

mit der Massgabe anzuwenden, dass fuer diese Ansprueche, unabhaengig
davon, auf welcher Rechtsgrundlage sie beruhen, ein gesonderter
Haftungshoechstbetrag gilt.

(2) Der Haftungshoechstbetrag nach Absatz 1 errechnet sich nach
Artikel 6 Absatz 1 Buchstabe b des
Haftun?Sbeschraen~ungsue~ereinkommens.Der Haftungshoechstbetrag gilt
fuer dle Gesamthelt der In Absatz 1 bezeichneten Ansprueche, die aus
demselben Ereignis gegen Personen entstanden sind, die dem gleichen
Personenkreis im Sinne des Artikels 9 Abs.1 Buchstabe a, b oder c des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens angehoeren. Er steht
ausschliesslich zur Befriedigung der in Absa tz 1 bezeichneten
Ansprueche zur Verfuegung; Artikel 6 Abs. 2 und 3 des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens ist nicht anzuwenden.
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para 487a (Haftungshoechstbetrag fuer kleine Schiffe)

Fuer ein Schiff mit einem Raumgehalt bis zu 250 Tonnen wird der nach
Artikel 6 Abs.1 Buchstabe b des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens
(Paragraph 486 Abs.1) zu errechnende Haftungshoechstbetrag auf die
Haelfte des fuer ein Schiff mit einem Rauminhalt von 500 Tonnen
geltenden Haftungshoechstbetrages festgesetzt.

para 487b (Vorrang von Anspruechen wegen Beschaedigung von Hafenanlagen und
Wasserstrassen)

Unbeschadet des Rechts nach Artikel 6 Abs.2 des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph 486 Abs.1) in bezug
auf Ansprueche wegen Tod oder Koerperverletzung haben Ansprueche
wegen Beschaedigung von Hafenanlagen, Hafenbecken, Wasserstrassen und
Navigationshilfen Vorrang vor sonstigen Anspruechen nach Artikel 6
Abs.1 Buchstabe b des Haftungsbeschraekungsuebereinkommens.

para 487c (Haftungshoechtsbetraege fuer Lotsen)

(1) Die in Artikel 6 Abs.1 Buchstabe a und b des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph 486 Abs.1)
best~ten Haftungshoechstbetraege gel ten fuer Ansprueche gegen einen
an Bord taetigen Lotsen mit der Massgabe, dass der Lotse, falls der
Raumgehal t des gelotsten Schiffes 1000 Tonnen uebersteigt, seine
Haftung auf die Betraege beschraenken kann, die sich unter
Zugrundelegung eines Raumgehalts von 1000 Tonnen errechnen.

(2) Der in Artikel 7 Abs.1 des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens
bestimmte Haftungshoechs tbetrag gilt fuer Ansprueche gegen einen an
Bord taetigen Lotsen mit der Massgabe, das der Lotse, falls die
Anzahl der Reisenden, die das Schiff nach dem Schiffszeugnis
befoerdern darf, die Zahl 12 uebersteigt, seine Haftung auf den
Betrag beschraenken kann, der sich unter Zugrundelegung einer Anzahl
von 12 Reisenden errechnet.

(3) Die Errichtung und Verteilung eines Fonds in der Hoehe der nach
Absatz 1 oder 2 zu errechnenden Betraege sowie die Wirkungen der
Errichtung eines solchen Fonds bestimmen sich nach den Vorschriften
ueber die Errichtung, die Verteilung und die Wirkungen der Errichtung
eines Fonds im Sinne des Artikels 11 des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkornmens. Jedoch ist Artikel 11 Abs.3
des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens nicht anzuwenden, wenn im
Falle des Absatzes 1 der Raumgehal t des gelotsten Schiffes 1 000
Tonnen oder im Falle des Absatzes 2 die Anzahl der Reisenden, die das
Schiff nach dem Schiffszeugnis befoerdern darf, die Zahl 12
uebersteigt.

para 487d (Ausschluss der Haftungsbeschraenkung)

(1) 1st der Schuldner eine juristische Person oder eine
Personenhandelsgesellschaft, so kann er seine Haftung nicht
beschraenken, wenn der Schaden auf eine die Beschraenkung der Haftung
nach Artikel 4 des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph
486 Abs.1) ausschliessende Handlung oder Unterlassung oder das
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schaedigende Ereignis auf ein die Beschraenkung der Haftung nach
Artikel V Abs.2 des Qelhaftungsuebereinkommens (Paragraph 486 Abs.2)
ausschliessendes persoenliches Verschulden eines Mi tglieds des zur
Vertretung berechtigten Organs oder eines zur Vertretung berechtigten
Gesellschafters zurueckzufuehren ist. Mitreeder koennen ihre Haftung
auch dann nich t beschraenken, wenn der Schaden auf eine die
Beschraenkung der Haftung nach Artikel 4 des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens ausschliessende Handlung oder
Unterlassung oder das schaedigende Ereignis auf ein die Beschraenkung
der Haftung nach Artikel V Abs.2 des Oelhaftungsuebereinkornrnens
ausschliessendes persoenliches Verschulden des Korrespondentreeders
zurueckzufuehren ist.

(2) 1st der Schuldner eine Personenhandelsgesellschaft, so kann auch
jeder Gesellschafter seine persoenliche Haftung fuer Ansprueche
beschraenken, fuer welche die Gesellschaft ihre Haftung beschraenken
kann.

para 487e (Errichtung und Verteilung eines Fonds)

(1) Die Errichtung und Verteilung eines Fonds irn Sinne des Artikels
11 des Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkornmens (Paragraph 486 Abs.1)
oder irn Sinne des Artikels V Abs.3 des Qelhaftungsuebereinkommens
(Paragraph 486 Abs. 2) bestirnrnt sich nach den Vorschriften der
Seerechtlichen Verteilungsordnung yam 25 Juli 1986 (BGBl.1 S.1130).

(2) Die Beschraenkung der Haftung nach dern
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommen kann auch dann gel tend gemacht
werden, wenn ein Fonds irn Sinne des Artikels 11 des
Haftungsbeschraenkungsuebereinkommens nich t errichtet worden is t.
Paragraph 305 der Zivilprozessordnung bleibt unberuehrt.

para 489 (Begriff der Reederei; Partenreederei)

(1) Wird von rnehreren Personen ein ihnen gemeinschaftlich zustehendes
Schiff zurn Erwerbe durch die Seefahrt fuer gemeinschaftliche Rechnung
verwendet, so besteht eine Reederei.

(2) Der Fall, wenn das Schiff einer Handelsgesellschaft gehoert, wird
durch die Vorschriften ueber die Reederei nicht beruehrt.

para 510 (Ausruester)

( 1) Wer ein ihm nich t gehoerendes Schiff zurn Erwerbe durch die
seefahrt fuer seine Rechnung verwendet und es entweder selbst fuehrt
oder die Fuehrung einem Kapitaen anvertraut, wird im Verhaeltnis zu
Dritten als der Reeder angesehen.

(2) Der Eigentuemer kann denjenigen, welcher aus der Verwendung einen
Anspruch als Schiffsglaeubiger herlei tet, an der Durchfuehrung des
Anspruchs n~cht ,hindern, ~s sei denn, dass die Verwendung ihm
gegenueber e1.ne w1.derrrechtl1.che und der Glaeubiger nicht in gutem
Glauben war.
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para 559 Haftung des Verfrachters fuer See- und Ladungstuechtigkeit)

(1) Bei jeder Art von Frachtvertrag hat der Verfrachter dafuer zu
sorgen, dass das Schiff in seetuechtigem Stand, gehoerig
eingerichtet, ausgeruestet, bemannt und mi t genuegenden Vorraeten
versehen ist (Seetuechtigkei t) sowie dass sich die Laderaeume
einschliesslich der Kuehl- und Gefrierraeume in dem fuer die
Aufnahme, Befoerderung und Erhal tung der Gueter erforderlichen
Zustand befinden (Ladungstuechtigkeit).

(2) Er haftet dem Ladungsbeteiligten fuer den Schaden, der auf einen
Mangel der see- oder Ladungstuechtigkei t beruht, es sei denn, dass
der Mangel bei Anwendung der Sorgfalt eines ordentlichen Verfrachters
bis zum Antritt der Reise nicht zu entdecken war.

para 606 (Haftung des Verfrachters fuer Verschulden)

Der Verfrachter ist verpflichtet, beim Einladen, Stauen, Befoerdern,
Behandeln und Ausladen der Gueter mit der sorgfalt eines ordentlichen
Verfrachters zu verfahren. Er haftet fuer den Schaden, der durch
Verlust oder Beschaedigung der Gueter in der Zeit von der Annahme bis
zur Ablieferung entsteht, es sei denn, dass der Verlust oder die
Beschaedigung auf Umstaenden beruht, die durch die Sorgfal t eines
ordentlichen Verfrachters nicht abgewendet werden konnten.

para 607a (Geltung der Haftungsbefreiungen und -beschraenkungen)

(1) Die in diesem Abschnitt vorgesehenen Haftungsbefreiungen und
Haftungsbeschraenkungen gel ten fuer jeden Anspruch gegen den
Verfrachter auf Ersatz des Schadens wegen Verlusts oder Beschaedigung
von Guetern die Gegenstand eines Frachtvertrages sind, auf welchem
Rechtsgrund der Anspruch auch beruht.

(2) Wird ein Anspruch auf Ersatz des Schadens wegen Verlusts oder
Beschaedigung von Guetern, die Gegenstand eines Frachtvertrages sind,
gegen einen der Leute des Verfrachters oder eine Person der
Schiffsbesatzung geltend gemacht, so kann diese Person sich auf
Haftungsbefreiungen und Haftungsbeschraenkungen berufen, die in
diesem Abschnitt fuer den Verfrachter vorgesehen sind.

(3) Der Gesamtbetrag, der in diesem Falle von dem Verfrachter, seinen
Leuten und den Personen der Schiffsbesatzung als Ersatz zu leisten
ist, darf den in diesem Abschnitt vorgesehenen Haftungshoechtsbetrag
nicht uebersteigen.

(4) 1st der Schaden jedoch auf eine Handlung oder unterlassung
zurueckzufuehren, die einer der Leute des Verfrachters oder eine
Person der Schiffsbesatzung in der Absicht, einen Schad~n

herbeizufuehren, oder leichtfertig und in dem Bewusstsein begangen
hat, dass ein Schaden mit Wahrscheinlichkeit eintreten werde, so kann
diese Person sich auf die Haftungsbefreiungen und
Haftungsbeschraenkungen, die in diesem Abschnitt fuer den Verfrachter
vorgesehen sind, nicht berufen.
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para 608 (Ausschluss der Haftung)

Der Verfrachter haftet nicht fuer Schaeden, die entstehen:

1 . aus Gefahren oder Unfaellen der See oder anderer schiffbarer
Gewaesser;

2. aus kriegerischen Ereignissen, Unruhen, Handlungen oeffentlicher
Feinde oder Verfuegungen von hoher Hand sowie aus
Quarantaenebeschraenkungen;

3. aus gerichtlicher Beschlagnahrne;
4. aus Streik, Aussperrung oder einer sonstigen Arbeitsbehinderung;
5. aus Handlungen oder Unterlassungen des Abladers oder

Eigentuerners des Gutes, seiner Agenten oder Vertreter;
6. aus der Rettung oder dern Versuch der Rettung von Leben oder

Eigenturn zur see;
7. aus Schwund an Raurngehal t oder Gewicht oder aus verborgenen

Maengeln oder der eigentuernlichen natuerlichen Ar t oder
Beschaffenheit des Gutes.

(2) 1st ein Schaden eingetreten, der nach den umstaenden des Falles
aus einer der in Absatz 1 bezeichneten Gefahren entstehen konnte, so
wird verrnutet, dass der Schaden aus dieser Gefahr entstanden ist.

(3) Die Haftungsbefreiung tritt nicht ein, wenn nachgewiesen wird,
dass der Eintri tt der Gefahr auf einern umstand beruht, den der
Verfrachter zu vertreten hat.

para 609 (Ausschluss der Haftung bei wissentlich falschen Angaben ueber Art
oder Wert der Gueter)

Der Verfrachter ist von jeder Haftung frei, wenn der Befrachter oder
der Ablader wissentlich bewirkt hat, dass die Art oder der Wert des
Gutes irn Konnossernent falsch angegeben ist.

para 623 (Gesetzliches pfandrecht des Verfrachters)

(1) Der Verfrachter ha t wegen der in Paragraph 61 4 erwaehn ten
Forderungen ein pfandrecht an den Guetern.

(2) Das Pfandrecht besteht, solange die Gueter zurueckbehalten oder
hinterlegt sind; es dauert auch nach der Ablieferung fort, sofern es
binnen dreissig Tagen nach der Beendigung der Ablieferung gerichtlich
gel tend gernacht wird und das Gut noch irn Besitze des Ernpfaengers ist.

(3) Die nach Paragraph 366 Abs.3 und Paragraph 368 fuer das
pfandrecht des Frachtfuehrers geltenden Vorschriften finden auch auf
das Pfandrecht des Verfrachters Anwendung.

(4) Die in Paragraph 1234 Abs. 1 des Buergerlichen Gesetzbuchs
bezeichnete Androhung des Pfandverkaufs sowie die in den Paragraphen
1237 und 1241 des Buergerlichen Gesetzbuchs vorgesehenen
Benachrichtigungen sind an den Empfaenger zu richten. Is t dieser
nicht zu errnitteln oder verweigert er die Annahrne des Gutes, so hat
die Androhung und Benachrich tigung gegenueber dem Absender zu
erfolgen.
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para 644 (Fehlende oder falsche Angabe des Verfrachters im Konnossement)

1st in einem vom Kapi taen oder einem anderen Vertreter des Reeders
ausgestellten Konnossement der Name des Verfrachters nicht angegeben,
so gilt der Reeder als Verfrachter. 1st der Name des Verfrachters
unrichtig angegeben, so haftet der Reeder dem Dnpfaenger fuer den
Schaden, der aus der Unrichtigkeit der Angabe entsteht.

para 660 (Hoechstbetrag der Haftung)

(1) Sofern nicht die Art und der Wert der Gueter vor ihrer Einladung
vom Ablader angegeben sind und diese Angabe in das Konnossement
aufgenommen ist, haftet der Verfrachter fuer Verlust oder
Beschaedigung der Gueter in jedem Fall hoechstens bis zu einem Betrag
von 666,67 Rechnungseinheiten fuer das Stueck oder die Einheit oder
einem Betrag von 2 Rechnungseinhei ten fuer das Kilogramm des
Rohgewichts der verlorenen oder. beschaedigten Gueter, je nachdem,
welcher Betrag hoeher ist. Die in Satz 1 genannte Rechnungseinheit
ist das Sonderziehungsrecht des Internationalen Waehrungsfonds. Die
in Satz 1 genannten Betraege werden in Deutsche Mark entsprechend dem
Wert der Deutschen Mark gegenueber dem Sonderziehungsrecht am Tag des
Urteils oder an dem von den Parteien vereinbarten Tag urngerechnet.
Der Wert der Deutschen Mark gegenueber dem Sonderziehungsrecht wird
nach der Berechnungsmethode ermittelt, die der Internationale
Waehrungsfond an dem betreffenden Tag fuer seine Operationen und
Transaktionen anwendet.

(2) Wird ein Behael ter, eine Palette oder ein aehnliches Geraet
verwendet, urn die Gueter fuer die Befoerderung zusarnmenzufassen, so
gilt jedes Stueck und jede Einheit, welche in dem Konnossement als in
einem solchen Geraet enthalten angegeben sind, als Stueck oder
Einhei t im Sinne des Absatzes 1. Sowei t das Konnossement solche
Angaben nicht enthaelt, gilt das Geraet als Stueck oder Einheit.

(3) Der Verfrachter verliert das Recht auf Haftungsbeschraenkung nach
Absa tz 1 sowie nach den Paragraphen 658, 659, wenn der Schaden auf
eine Handlung oder unterlassung zurueckzufuehren ist, die der
Verfrachter in der Absicht, einen Schaden herbeizufuehren, oder
leichtfertig und in dem Bewusstsein begangen hat, dass ein Schaden
mit Wahrscheinlichkeit eintreten werde.

para 700 (Grosse Haverei)

( 1) Alle Schaeden, die dem Schiff oder der Ladung oder beiden zum
Zwecke der Errettung beider aus einer gemeinsamen Gefahr von dem
Kapitaen oder auf dessen Geheiss vorsaetzlich zugefuegt werden, sowie
auch die durch solche Massregeln ferner verursachten Schaeden
i~gleichen die Kosten, die zu demselben Zwecke aufgewendet werden:
slnd grosse Haverei.

(2) Die grosse Haverei wird von Schiff, Fracht und Ladung
gemeinschaftlich getragen.
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para 726 (pfandrechte der verguetungsberechtigten)

(1) wegen der von dern Schi f fund der Frach t zu entri ch tenden
Beitraege haben die verguetungsberechtigten an dern Schiff die Rechte

von Schiffsglaeubigern.

(2) Auch an den bei tragspflichtigen Guetern steht den
Verguetungsberechtigten wegen des von den Guetern zu entrichtenden
Beitrags ein pfandrecht zu.

para 754 (Schiffsglaeubigerrechte)

(1) Folgende Forderungen gewaehren die Rechte eines
Schiffsglaeubigers:

1 . Heuerforderungen des Kapi taens und der uebrigen
Schiffsbesatzung;

2. oeffentliche Schiffs-, Schiffahrts- und Hafenabgaben sowie
Lotsgelderi

3. Schadenseratzforderungen wegen der Toetung oder Verletzung
von Menschen sowie wegen des Verlustes oder der
Beschaedigung von Sachen, sofern diese Forderungen aus der
Verwendung des Schiffes ents.tanden sind; ausgenomrnen sind
jedoch Forderungen wegen des Verlustes oder der
Beschaedigung von Sachen, die aus einern Vertrag hergeleitet
werden oder aus einern Vertrag hergeleitet werden koenneni

4. Bergungs- und Hilfskosten, auch irn Falle des Paragraph 743;
Beitraege des Schiffes und der Fracht zur grossen Haverei;
Forderungen wegen der Beseitigung des Wracks;

5. Forderungen der Traeger der Sozialversicherung
einschliesslich der Arbei tslosenversicherung gegen den
Reeder.

(2) Absatz 1 Nr.3 findet keine Anwendung auf Ansprueche, die auf die
radioaktiven Eigenschaften oder eine Verbindung der radioaktiven
Eigenschaften rnit giftigen, explosiven oder sonstigen gefaehrlichen
Eigenschaften von Kernbrennstoffen oder radioaktiven Erzeugnissen
oder Abfaellen zurueckzufuehren sind.

para 755 (Gesetzliches pfandrecht der Schiffsglaeubiger)

(1) Die Schiffsglaeubiger haben fuer ihre Forderungen ein
gesetzliches pfandrecht an dern Schiff. Das pfandrecht kann gegen
jeden Besitzer des Schiffes verfolgt werden.

(2) Das Schiff haftet auch fuer die gesetzlichen Zinsen der
Forderungen sowie fuer die Kosten der die Befriedigung aus dern Schiff
bezweckenden Rechtsverfolgung.

para 759 (Erloeschen des pfandrechts durch Zeitablauf)

(1) Das pfandrecht eines Schiffsglaeubigers erlischt nach Ablauf
eines Jahres seit der Entstehung der Forderung.

(2) Das pfandrecht erlischt nicht, wenn der Glaeubiger innerhalb der
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Frist des Absatzes 1 die Beschlagnahme des Schiffes wegen des
Pfandrechts erwirkt, so fern das Schiff spaeter im Wege der
Zwangsvollstreckung veraeussert wird, ohne dass das Schiff in der
Zwischenzei t von einer Beschlagnahme zugunsten des Glaeubigers frei
geworden ist. Das gleiche gilt fuer das pfandrecht eines Glaeubigers,
der wegen seines Pfandrechts dem Zwangsvolls treckungsverfahren
innerhalb dieser Frist beitritt.

(3) Ein Zei traum, waehrend dessen ein Glaeubiger rechtlich daran
gehindert ist, sich aus dem Schiff zu befriedigen, wird in die Frist
nicht eingerechnet. Eine Hemrnung oder Unterbrechung der Frist aus
anderen Gruenden findet nicht statt.

para 760 (Befriedigung des Schiffsglaeubigers; Passivlegitimation)

(1) Die Befriedigung des Schiffsglaeubigers aus dem Schiff erfolgt
nach den Vorschriften ueber die Zwangsvollstreckung.

(2) Die Klage auf Duldung der Zwangsvollstreckung kann ausser gegen
den Eigentuemer des Schiffes auch gegen den Ausruester oder gegen den
Kapi taen gerichtet werden. Das gegen den Ausruester oder gegen den
Kapi taen gerichtete Urteil ist auch gegenueber dem Eigentuemer
wirksam.

(3) Bei der Verfolgung des pfandrechts des Schiffsglaeubigers gilt
zugunsten des Glaeubigers als Eigentuemer, wer im SChiffsregister als
Eigentuemer eingetragen ist. Das Recht des nicht eingetragenen
Eigentuemers, die ihm gegen das Pfandrecht zustehenden Einwendungen
gel tend zu machen, bleibt unberuehrt.

para 761 (Vorrang des pfandrechts des Schiffsglaeubigers)

Die Pfandrechte der Schiffsglaubiger haben den Vorrang vor allen
anderen pfandrechten am Schiff.

para 762 (Rangordnung der Pfandrechte)

(1) Die Rangordnung der pfandrechte der Schiffsglaeubiger bestimmt
sich nach der Reihenfolge der Nummern, unter denen die Forderungen in
Paragraph 754 aufgefuehrt sind.

(2) Die pfandrechte fuer die in Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.4
aufgefuehrten Forderungen haben jedoch den Vorrang vor den
pfandrechten aller anderen Schiffsglaeubiger, deren Forderungen
frueher entstanden sind.

(3) Beitragsforderungen zur grossen Haverei gelten als im Zeitpunkt
des Havereifalles, Forderungen auf Bergungs- und Hilfskosten als im
Zeitpunkt der Beendigung des Bergungs- oder Hilfsleistungswerks und
Forderungen wegen der Besei tigung des Wracks als im Zei tpunkt der
Beendigung der Wrackbeseitigung entstanden.
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para 763 (Rangordnung.der Pfandrechte nach Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.1 bis 3, 5

(1) Von den pfandrechten fuer die in Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.1 bis 3,5
aufgefuehrten Forderungen haben die pfandrechte fuer die unter
derselben Nurnmer genannten Forderungen ohne Ruecksicht auf den
Zeitpunkt ihrer Entstehung den gleichen Rang.

(2) pfandrechte fuer die in Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.3 aufgefuehrten
Forderungen wegen Personenschaeden gehen jedoch Pfandrechten fuer die
unter derselben Nummer aufgefuehrten Forderungen wegen Sachschaeden
vor.

para 764 (Rangordnung der pfandrechte nach Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.4)

Von den pfandrechten fuer die in Paragraph 754 Abs.1 Nr.4
aufgefuehrten Forderungen geht das fuer die spaeter entstandene
Forderung dem fuer die frueher entstandene Forderung vor. pfandrechte
wegen gleichzeitig entstandener Forderungen sind gleichberechtigt.
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B.English:

Translated by Simon L. Goren and Ian S. Forrester. *
Translated in the Faculty of Arts, Department of German, University of
Natal (1988). **

para 476 (Allocation of profit and loss of current voyage) *

If a ship or a share in a ship is disposed of while the ship is on a
voyage, it is to be presumed in respect of the relationship between
the seller and the acquirer, unless there is some other agreement,
that ei ther the profi t of the current voyage will belong to the
acquirer or the loss of the current voyage will be borne by him.

para 482 (No execution to be levied when ship is at sea) *

An order for the compulsory auction by way of execution of a ship, as
well as placing her under distraint, is not permitted if the ship is
on a voyage and is not lying in a port.

para 484 (Shipowner) *

The shipowner is the proprietor of a ship which is in his service for
business purposes.

para 485 (Liability for delict of the ship's company) *

The shipowner is liable for damage which a member of the ship's
company or a pilot engaged on board in the course of his duty
culpably causes to a third party. However, he is liable to the
parties interested in the cargo only to such extent as the carrier is
responsible for a delict by the ship's company

para 486 (Limitation of Liability Convention (CLLMC) and Oil Liability
Convention (CLOPD) **

( 1) Liabili ty for maritime claims can be limited according to the
terms of the Convention of November 19, 1976, regarding the
limitation of liability for maritime claims (BGBl. 1986 II P 786;
CLLMC) .

(2) Liability on grounds of the International Convention of November
26, 1969, regarding the civil liability for oil pollution damage
(BGBl. 1975 II P 301; CLOPD) can be limited according to the terms of
this Convention.

(3) If claims are asserted on account of pollution damage in
accordance with Article I No. 6 CLOPD against persons other than the
owner of the ship transporting the oil, or claims asserted on account
of pollution damage in accordance wi th Article I No. 6 CLOPD for
which the CLOPD according to Article II is not applicable, persons as
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defined in Article 1 of the CLLMC can limit their liability for those
claims according to the terns of the CLLMC. en claims from the same
occurrence as defined in sentence 1 as well as claims for which the
liability according to (1) can be limited, the limits of liability as
defined in the CLLMC have to be applied separately for all those
claims determined in (1) and for all those claims for which the
liability according to (1) can be limited.

(4) Liability cannot be limited for

1 . claims def ined in Article 3 (e) of the CLLMC if the
contract of service is subject to national law;

2 claims for compensation of the costs of the prosecution.

(5) SUpplementary to the provisions of the CLLMC and the CLOPD para
487 to 487e are applicable.

para 487 (Special provl.sl.ons for claims to the reimbursement of costs and
expenses. Limit of liability) **

( 1) The CLLMC (para 486 (1 » is applicable to claims to the
reimbursement of costs and expenses for

1 . the raising, removal, destruction or transformation to
innocent material of a sunk, averaged, stranded or deserted
with all that is or has been on board of this ship, or

2. the removal, destruction or transformation' to innocent
material of the ship's load

on the understanding that for those claims, independent of their
legal basis, a separate limit of liability is applied.

(2) The limit of liability according to (1) is calculated according
to Article 6(1) (b) of the CLLMC. The limit of liability is valid for
all claims defined in (1) on account of the same occurrence against
persons who belong to the same group of people in the meaning of
Article 9(1)(a), (b) or (c) of the CLLMC. The limit of liability is
only applicable for claims defined in (1); Article 6 (2) and (3) of
the CLLMC cannot be applied.

para 487a (Limit of liability for small ships) **

According to Article 6(1)(b) of the CLLMC (para 486(1» the
calculated limit of liabili ty for a ship with a tonnage up to 250
tons is assessed to be half of the 1 imi t of liability val id for a
ship with a tonnage of 500 tons.

para 487b (Priority of claims on account of damages of port installations and
waterways) **

Irrespective of the right according to Article 6 (2) of the CLLMC
(para 486 (1» regarding claims on accoun t of dea th or physical
injury) claims on account ~f d?Jllage of port installations) docks,
waterways and helps for navl.gatl.on take priori ty over other claim:;
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according to Article 6(1) (b) of the CLLMC.

para 487c (Limits of liability for pilots) **

(1) The limits of liability defined in Article 6(1)(a) and (b) of the
CLLMC (para 486(1» are applicable for claims against a pilot working
on board on the understanding that the pilot, if the tonnage of the
piloted ship exceeds 1000 tons, can 1 imi this liability to those
amounts that are calculated on the basis of a tonnage of 1000 tons.

(2) The limit of liability defined in Article 7(1) of the CLLMC is
applicable for claims against a pilot working on board on the
understanding that the pilot, if the number of travellers the ship is
allowed to transport according to the ship's certificate exceeds 12,
can limit his liability to the amount that is calculated on the basis
of a number of 12 travellers.

(3) The consti tution and distribution of a fund of the amount
calculated according to (1) or (2) as well as the effects of the
constitution of such a fund are defined by the provisions on the
consti tution, distribution and the effects of a fund in accordance
with Article 11 of the CLLMC. But Article 11(3) of the CLLMC is not
applicable if in the case of (1) the tonnage of the piloted ship
exceeds 1000 tons, or in the case of (2) the number of travellers the
ship is allowed to transport according to the ship's certificate
exceeds 12.

para 487d (Exclusion of limitation of liability) **

(1) If the debtor is a juristic person or a business partnership the
liability cannot be limited if the damage can be ascribed to an act
or an· act of omission that excludes the limitation of liability
according to Article 4 of the CLLMC (para 486(1», or if the damaging
incident can be ascribed to the personal fault of a' member of the
representative body or of an authorized representative partner that
excludes the limitation of liability according to Article V(2) CLOPD
(para 486(2». Co-owners of a ship cannot limit their liability if
the damage can be ascribed to an act or an act of omission that
excludes the limitation of liability according to Article 4 CLLMC or
if the damaging incident can be ascribed to the personal fault of the
ship's husband which excludes the limitation of liability according
to Article V(2) CLOPD.

(2) If the debtor is a business partnership also every partner can
limit his liability for claims for which the partnership can limit
his liability.

para 487e (Constitution and distribution of a fund) **

(1) The consti tution and distribution of a fund in accordance with
Art. 11 CLLMC (para 486 (1 ) ), or accordance wi th Art (3 ) CLOPD (para
486(2» is governed by the provisions of the Maritime Law Order of
Distribution of July 25, 1986 (BGBI.I p 1130).

(2) The limitation of liability according to the CLLMC can also be
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asserted if a fund in the meaning of Art.11
constituted. Para 305 of the Code of Civil
unaffected.

CLLMC has not been
Procedure remains

para 489 (The concept of shipping enterprise) *

(1) If several persons util ize a ship jointly owned by them for
profit by means of maritime commerce for a common account, there is a
shipping enterprise.

(2) The case, when the ship belongs to a trading company, is not
affected by the provisions concerning shipping enterprises.

para 510 (Use of ships by non-owners) *

(1) Whoever makes use of a ship not belonging to him for profit by
maritime commerce for his own account and navigates it by himself or
entrusts the navigation to a captain, is considered in relations with
third parties as the shipowner.

(2) The owner may not prevent a person who derives a claim as ship's
creditor arising fran the use, from enforcing his claim, unless the
use was made in violation of the law against the owner and the
creditor was in bad faith.

para 606 (Liability of the carrier) *

The carrier is under an obligation to proceed with the care of a
pruden t carrier in the loading, stowage, forwarding, handling and
unloading of the goods. He is liable for the damage which is caused
by the loss of, or damage to, the goods from the time of their
receipt until they are delivered, unless such loss or damage is the
result of circumstances which could not have been avoided by the care
of prudent carrier.

para 607a (Validity of exemption from and limitation of liability) **

(1) The exemptions from and limitations of liability defined in this
passage are applicable for any claim against the carrier by sea on
compensation for the damage on account of loss or damage of goods
which are object to a contract of carriage, on which ever legal basis
the claim may be based.

(2) If a claim on compensation for the damage on account of loss or
damage of goods, which are object to a contract of carriage, is
asserted against one of the men of the carrier or against a person of
the ship's crew, this person can re lyon the exemptions from and
limitations of liability provided for the carrier in this passage.

(3) The total amount which in this case is to be produced as
compensation by the carrier, his people and the persons of the ship's
crew, must not exceed the limit of liability defined in this passage.

(4) But if the damage can be ascribed to an act or an act of omission
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that one of the men of the carrier or a person of the ship's crew
canmi tted wi th the intent to cause such damage, or recklessly and
with knowledge that such damage would probably result, this person
cannot rely on the exemptions from and limitations of liabili ty
defined for the carrier in this passage.

para 608 (Exemption from liability) *

(1) The carrier is not liable for damages which arise:

1. from perils or accidents of the sea or of other navigable
waters;

2. from acts of war, riots, acts of public enemies or of
rulers, as well as from quarantine restrictions;

3. from seizure under legal process;
4. from strikes or lock-outs, or other restraint of labor;
5. from acts or omissions of the forwarder or owner of the

good&, his agent or representative;
6. from saving or attempting to save life or property at sea;
7. from wastage in bulk or weight or from hidden defects, or a

peculiar inherent property or quality of the goods.

(2) If a damage has occurred which according to the circumstances of
the case could arise from one of the contingencies set forth in (1),
it is presumed that the damage arose from such contingency.

(3) The exemption from liability does not obtain if it is proved that
the occurrence of the contingency is the result of a circumstance for
which the carrier is responsible.

para 609 (Exemption from liability when Bill of Lading is false) *

The carrier is exempted from any liabili ty, if the shipper or
forwarder has knowingly caused the making of a false declaration in
the Bill of Lading as to the nature or value of the goods.

para 623 (Right of lien of the carrier) *

(1) The carrier has a lien on the goods with regard to the claims
stated in para 614.

(2) The right of lien continues so long as the goods are retained or
deposited; it continues even after the delivery, provided that it is
jUdicially asserted wi thin thirty days from the completion of
delivery and the goods are still in the possession of the consignee..

(3) The provisions applicable to the lien of a common carrier,
pursuant to paras 366(3) and 368, also apply to the right of lien of
the carrier by sea.

(4) The warning before the sale of the pledge indicated in para 1234
(1) of the Civil Code, as well as the notifications provided in paras
1237 and 1241 of the Civil Code shall be addressed to the consignee.
If the latter cannot be found or refuses to accept the goods, the
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warning and the notification shall be given to the consignor.

para 644 (Failure to state name of carrier) *

If the name of the carrier is not given in a bill of lading issued by
the captain or by another representative of the shipowner, the
shipowner is considered as the carrier. If the name of the carrier is
stated incorrectly, the shipowner is liable to the consignee for any
losses which arise from the incorrectness of the statement.

para 660 (Limit of liability) **

(1) Unless the unloader stated the kind and value of the goods before
commencement of the loading and this statement has been included in
the bill of lading, the carrier is liable for loss or damage of goods
in any event up to the maximum of an amount of 666,67 units of
account for the piece or the unit, or an amount of-2 units of account
for the kilogram of the gross weight of the lost or damaged goods
depending on which amount is higher. The unit of account mentioned in
sentence 1 is the Special Drawing Right of the International Monetary
Fund (I M F). The amounts mentioned in sentence 1 are converted to
German Marks according to the value of the German Mark as against the
Special Drawing Right on the day of the judgment or on a day agreed
upon by the partie s . The value of the German Mark as against the
Special Drawing Right is determined according to the method of
calculation the I M F uses on this day for its operations and
transactions.

(2) If a container, a pallet or a similar piece of equipment is used
to keep the goods together for transport, any piece and any unit that
is included in the bill of lading as included in such a piece of
equipment is considered as a piece or a unit in accordance with (1).
As far as the bill of lading does not include such specifications,
the piece of equipment is considered one piece or unit.

(3) The carrier loses the right to limit the liability according to
(1) as well as according to paras 658, 659, if the damage can be
ascribed to an act or an act of omission that the carrier committed
with the intent to cause such damage or recklessly and with knowledge
that such damage would probably result.

para 700 (General average) *

(1) All the damage intentionally caused by the captain, or at his
canmand, to the ship, or to the cargo, or both, for the purpose of
saving both from a common danger, as well as any further damage
caused as a consequence of such measures, including the expenses
which are incurred for the same purpose, are general average.

(2) Ship, freightage, and cargo shall jointly bear the general
average.
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para 726 (Lien of persons entitled to indemnification) *

(1) The persons entitled to indemnification have the rights of
maritime lienholders of the ship as regards amounts payable out of
the ship and the freightage.

(2) The persons entitled to indemnification also possess a lien on
the goods liable to make contributions, on account of the amounts
payable out of the goods ..

para 754 (Establishment of rights of maritime lienholders) *

(1) The following claims confer the rights of a maritime lienholder:

1. wage and maintenance claims of the captain and the rest of
the ship's company;

2. the official ship, navigation, and port charges as well as
pilotage fees;

3. claims for damages for the killing or injuring of persons
as well as for the loss of or damage to things, insofar as
these claims arose from the use of the ship; excepted are,
however, claims on accoun t of the los s of or damage to
articles, which derive their origin from a contract or can
derive from a contract;

4. expenses of salvage or of marine assistance, also in cases
falling under para 743; contributions of the ship and of
the freightage to general average, claims for the removal
of wreck;

5. claims against the shipowner by the carriers of social
security insurance inclusive of unemployment insurance.

( 2) ( 1 ) (No 3) shall not be applicable to claims which are
attributable to radioactivity, or to a combination of radioactive
properties with noxious, explosive or other dangerous properties of
nuclear fuel or radioactive products or waste.

para 755 (statutory rights of a maritime lienholder) *

(1) The maritime lienholders possess for their claims a statutory
lien on the ship. Such lien may be enforced against each owner of the
ship.

(2) The ship is also liable for legal interest on the claims as well
as for the costs of legal steps taken for the purpose of obtaining
satisfaction out of the ship.

para 759 (Expiration of lien by lapse of time) *

(1) The lien of a maritime lienholder expires one year after the
coming into being of the claim.

(2) The lien does not expire, if within the period mentioned in (1)

the credi tor brings about the seizure of the ship on account of his
lien, ~nsofa~ as the ship is l~ter sold by way of execution, without
the Sh1P hav1ng been released 1n the meantime from se izure in favor
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of such credi tor. The same applies to a lien of a credi tor, who
wi thin this period joins the execution proceedings on the basis of
his lien.

(3) A period of time during which a creditor is judicially prevented
from obtaining satisfaction out of the ship, shall not be taken into
account for the period of limitation. No stay or interruption of the
period for other reasons is allowed.

para 760 (Satisfaction of maritime lienholders) *

(1) The satisfaction of mari time lienholders takes place in
accordance with the provisions concerning execution.

(2) The action for tolerating execution may be directed, as well as
against the owner of the ship, also against the outfitter or against
the captain. A judgment issued against the outfitter or against the
captain is also effective against the owner.

(3) When the lien of a maritime lienholder is enforced, the person
who is registered in the Register of Ships as owner is considered for
the benefi t of the credi tor to be the owner. The righ t of an
unregistered owner to assert his rightful objections against the lien
remains unaffected.

para 761 (Ranking of liens of maritime lienholders) *

The liens of maritime lienholders have precedence over all other
liens of the ship.

para 762 (Ranking of liens among maritime lienholders) *

(1) The priority of liens of the maritime lienholders is established
according to the sequence of the numbers under which the claims
indicated in para 754 are listed.

(2) The liens for the claims shown in para 754(1) (No 4), precede,
however, the liens of all other maritime lienholders whose claims
came into being earlier.

(3) Claims for contributions to general average are deemed to have
come into being at the time of the occurrence of the average event;
claims for salvage and assistance costs, at the time of completion of
the salvage or marine assistance work; and claims on accoun t of
removal of a wreck at the time when the removal of the wreck has been
completed.

para 763 (Priority of liens under para 754(1) Nos 1 to 3 and 5 *

(1) Among the liens for the claims indicated in para 754(1) Nos 1 to
3 and 5, the liens for claims mentioned under the same number rank
equally, regardless of the time of their origin.
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(2) Liens for claims indicated in para 754(1)(No 3), on account of
personal damages have, however, priority over liens for claims for
property damage indicated under the same number.

para 764 (priority of liens under para 764(1)(No 4) *

Among liens for claims indicated in para 764 (1) (No 4), those for
claims created later have priority over claims created earlier. Liens
on account of claims created at the same time rank equally.
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A P PEN D I X III

FOR THE UNIFICATION OF CERTAIN RULES RELATING TO 'mEINTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

ARREST OF SEAGOING SHIPS OF 1952

ct Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1972 11, P 655.

, 1 Marl.'tl.'me Law Conventions vol 4 (1983) at 3101.ct Singh Internatl.ona

Les Hautes Parties Conlractant~,

Ayant reconnu l'ulilite de fllel de
commun accord certaines r~gles uni
formes sur la saisie conservaloile de
navires de mer, ont decide de condure
une convention " cet effet et ont
convenu de ca qUi suit:

Article 1

Dans la presenle CODvenllon. les
expressions suhantes soot employees.
avec les signification! indlquees cl·
dessous:

(1) (Creance Maritime. signifie al·
It!gatioo d'un droit ou d'une creance
ayant rune des causes suivantes:

(a) dommages causes par un oavire
soil par abordage, soil autIemeot;

(b) pertes de vies humaines ou dom
mages corporels causes par un
advire ou pcovenant de l'cxploi
talion d'un aavire;

(c) assistance et sauvetage,

(d) conI rats .elatifJ a l'utillsatlon ou
la location d'ua navire pAr dlarte
parlie ou eJutremenl;

(e) conlcals relatifs au transport des
marchdndises pdr un navlre en
vertu d'une charte-partie, d'un
connaissement ou autrement;

(f) pertes ou dommages aux marchan·
dlses et bagages tcansporlel par
un navice,

(g) avarie commune;
(h} pr~t a la grosse,

(I) remorquage,

U) pilotage,

(It) (ournilucea, quel qu'en solt le
lieu. do prodults ou de materiel
(aites 4 un aavire en vue de son
exploitallon ou de son entretleDI

(I) construction, reparations, equlpe
menl d'un aavire ou Crals de cale,

The High Contracting Parties.

Having recognised the desirability
of determining by agreement certain
uniform rules of law relating to tbe
arrest of seagoing sbips. have decided
to conclude cl convention, for tbls pur·
pose and thereto have agreed as,
follows:

Article t

In this Convention the following
words shall have the meanings hereby
assigned to them:

(1) -Maritime Claim- means a daim
arising out of ODe or more of lhe
follOWing:

(a) damage caused by any ship either
in collision or otherwise;

(b) loss of lICe or personal Injury
caused by dny ship or occurring
in connexiOD with lhe operc!lioa
of any snip;

(c) salvageJ

(d) agreement relallng to the use or
hire ot any ship whether by char
terparty or otherwise;

(e) agreement relaling lo the carriage
ot goods in any ship whelher
by charterparty or otherwise;

(C) loss ot or damage to goods in
cluding baggage carried [n any
ship,

. (g) general average;

(h) bottomrYI

(I) towage;

U) pilotage,

(k) goods or materials wherever
supplied lo a ship Cor her opera
tion or maintenance;

(1) construction, repair or equipment
ot any ship or docX charges dod
dues;

Die Hohen Vertru!Jsparlcien -

in Erkenolnis der Zwrdtlllii6i~k.l!lt

einer vertraglichen Fcsllegnnq cin
beitUener Regeln uber den Arrc:sl in
SeesenifCe - I\oben besdllu:-lloen. "lU

diesem Zweck ein tJbcrcinkul1IOIen L.U

treffen, uno hdben demgcmcSli /ulg~tl

des vereinbcut:

Artikell

In dlesem tJbereinkommen werden
die folgenden Ausdriiae in der nuc.h
stebend aufgeiUhrten 3edeutuog Ue·
braucbl:

(1) .Seeforderung- beleid\ll~t ~in

Recht oder einen An~prudl :lUS elllc:n

der Dadllolgenden Enlllotehunysyl tinu~:

a) Sdladen. die ein Schiff durch Zu
sammenst06 oder in andcrer W~IS~

verursacht;

b) Schciden an Leben o<1l:H G~SUIH.l

h~il, die durch etn SJlirt vcrur,
saent sind oder dic aut den BCI&It:l>
eines Schil{es zurucXgehen;

c) Becgung und HiHeleislung;

d) nach ~la6qetbe einer Charleparlie
oder aut anJere Webe 4bgC!ldllos
sene Nut'Zungs· oder Mietverllage
liber elO Smitf;

e) nach ~fa.D9ob~ einer Cu.Hteparli~

oder eine$ i(onnossemenls oJer
aut aoJere ""eise abges(hllls~~ne

Vertrage uber uie Be/ortierun(J
von Gutern aul einem Sdlllf;

f) Verlusl oder 9esdhidigung VUIl 'tu
Schift betorderten GlIletn em
3chlie8licb des GepacXs;

g) groOe liaverci;

h) Bodmerei;

il Sdlleppdiensle;

j) LOlsendiensle;

k) Lieterung von Glilern uder Aus
riislungsgeg~nslallucn cUl t:ln Sdllll,
glelchvlel dn weldlem Oil, irn
HlnbllcX aut seinen Eins<1lz oller
seine Inslandhdl!ungi

I} Bau, Reparalur oder Allsruslung
elne3 Schllles suwie Hdtenol>g<1Ueni



(m) saluires des Capilaine, OUiders
ou hommes d'equipagei

(n) debours du Cc1pHaine et ceux ef
fectues par les chargeurs, les
aUrtHeurs ou tes Agents pour le
compte du navire ou de son
proprietaire;

(0) la propciete conlesh~e d'un navlte;

lp) la copropri~!le cODtesh~e d'UD na
vire ou sa possession, ou SOD
exploitation, ou les droals aux
produils d'exploitation d'un na
vire en copropriehh

(q) loule hypolheque marilime et
tout mortgage.

(2) • Saisie» signi6e }"immobilisation
d'un- Davire avec rautorisation. de
r autolite judiciaire compelente, pour
garanlie d'une creance maritime. mais
ne comprend pas la saisi& d'un navire
pOUI l"execution d'un titre.

(3) • Personne. comprend toule per
sonne physique ou morale. societe de
personnes ou de capitaux ainsi que
les Etats, les Administrations et
Elablissements publics.

(4) c Demandeur» signifie une ?er
sonne, invoquant a son proftt, rnis
tence d'une creauce maritime.

Article 2

Un navire baltacl pavil10n d'uD ,des
Etals conlract.ln15 ne pourra ~tre sals!
ddns le ressort d'un Etal CODtractant
qu'en verlu d'une crt~ance mcHitime.
l1hlis rien lIans les dispositions de la
pre:lente Convention ne pouna Hre
consicJere comme une e>.tension ou
une restriction des droits et pouvoirs
que les ctats, Autoriles publlques ou
Autorites portuc1ires tiennenl de leur
loi interne ou de leurs reglemenls. de
saisir, detenir ou dutrement empecher
un ndvire de prendre Id mer dans leur
ressort.

Article 3

(I) Sans prejudice des dispositions
du paragraphe 4) et de I'article 10,
tout DemclncJeur peut saisir soit le
navire auquel la crhnce se rapporte,
soit t~ut autre navire appartenanl a
celui qui etclit, au moment ou est
nee la crednce maritime, propfletalre
du navire auquel celle creance se
rapporte, alors meme que le navlre
st3isi est prel cl faire voile, mait aucun
novire ne pourra tHre saisl pour une
creance prt:'-#ue dUX alineat 0), p)
ou q) de l'article premier a I'excep
tion du navire meme que concerne la
recldlDation.

(2) Des navlres seront reputes avolr
le meme proprietaire lonque toutes
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(m) wages of Masters, Omcees, or
crew,

(n) Master's disbursements. including
disbursements made by shippers,
charterers or agents on behalf of
a ship or her owner;

(0) disputes as to the title to or
ownenhip of any ship.

(pI disputes between co-owners of
any ship c1S to the ownership,
possession employment or earn
ings ot thcit ship;

(qj the mortgage or h ypothecalion of'
any ship.

(2l •Arrest- means the detention of
a sbip by judicial process to secure
a maritime claim. but does not in
clude the seizure 01 cl ship in execu
lion or satisfaction 01 It judgment.

(3) ·Person· includes individuals,
partnerships dnd bodies corporate,
Governments, their Departments, and
Public Authorities..

("I ·Claimant· means a person who
alleges that a maritime claim exists
in his favour.

Article 2

A ship flying the flag of one at the
Contracting Slale:. mdY be arrested
in the jurisdiction 01 any ot tbe Con
tracting Slates in respect 01 any mari
time c1clim. but in respect ol no other
claim: but nOUlIng lR UlIS COllvenllon
shall btf deemed to extend or restrict
any right or powers vested in any
CQvernmenls or their Departments,
?ublic Authorities, or Dodc or Har
bour Authortlles under their- existing
domestic laws or regulations 10 arrest,
detain or otherwise prevent tbe sail
ing of vessels within their jurisdic
lion,

Article 3

(1) Subject to the provisions of para
4) of this Article and 01 Article 10,
11 claimant may arrest either the par
Ucular ship in respect of which the
mantime claim arose, or dny other
ship whim Is owned by the person
who was. at the time when tbe lJ'ut
lime claim arose, the owner at the
particular ship. even though the ship
arrested be ready to sail l but no ship,
other than the parllcular ship In
respect at which the claim arose, may
be arrested In respect ot any 01 the
maritime claims enumerated in Ar
Ucle I, I) 0). p) or q).

(2) Ships sboll 'be deemed to be In
the some ownership when all the

m) Gchait oder Heuer der Kllpitane,
Schiffsoffiziere u.od BesaUungs
mitgUeder;

n) Auslagen des Kapltans und der
Ablader, Belradlter und Beauf.
traglen filr Re<:hnung del Sdliffes
oder seines E1gentumell'

a} StreHigkeiten uber das EIgeDtulll
an einem SdliU.

pI Slreitlgkeiten zwtsdlen MUelgen
tuniem eines Sdliffes uber dall
Eigentum. den Besit'%, den Einsalz
oder die Ertra911isse dieses Sdlil
fes;

q) SmHfsbypotheken. und sonstlge
vertraglidle Pfandrechte an eineut
Sdllff. .

{2} .Arrest- be1eichnet duo Fest
halten eiDes Sdlitles auf Grund einer
Anordnung- des lustindigea Geridlls
~ur ~id\er~ einer SeeforderuDCj;

, hlerunter rant jedO<b nlc.ht die 2wangs
vollstreaung in em Sdliff aul Glund '
und lur BefriedigUDg e.ines vollstretk
b4ren TItels.

(3) •Person· ist jede naturUcne oder
juristisdle Person. jed. Personen- Otl~r

Kapitalgesellsdlalt. Personen sind
auch die Staateo, Behorden und of·
fen II idlen Korperschaften..

(.) .Glaubiger· ist elne Person, die
sicb zu ihleD Guuten aul dell Be
stehen einer Seeforderung beruft.

Artike12

Eln SdlHf. das die Flagge eines Ver
tragsstaates fubrt, hnn Im Berci<.h
eines Vertragsstaclte$ nur wegell einer
SeeforElerung mit Arrest belegl wer
den; dodl werden durcb dieses Ober
elOkommen Dam Inneutaatlicheul
Redlt bestehende Befugnlsse der Slacl
ten. Behorden oder HafeDdienststellen,
Sdliffe in Ihrem 3ereicb zu besdllag
nahmen. ZUluaIuhalten oder in an
derer Weise am Auslaufen IU hin
dern, nkill erwe.itert oder besdllan~L

Artlk,13

(1) Unbescbadet des Absalzes "
diesel Arlikels und del Altikels 10
kann Jeder Gl!ubtger .owohl das
Schiff, auf du sldl dJe Seetorderung
belieht. als aucb jedel andere Sdlilf.
daa demJenlgeJJ gebort, ~!l' Im £.1!1t:
punkt d« EnUtebenl der Seeforde-'
rung EIgentOmel Jenel Schiffes war,
mlt Arrest belegen lusen, und lwar
audl dllon, wenD du mlt Arrest tU

belegende SdlUf ~elferUg 1st, doch
klDn wegen elner der In Artikel 1
Ab•. 1 Buchltab. 0, p odel q aufge
fGhrten Anspriiche und Redlte our dill
Schiff mit Arrest betegt weldeD, auf
das sich die Seeforderung b~leht.

(2) SchUfe geltell al.' dem.elben
EigealUroer gehOrend, 'wenn alle Elgen-



les parts de proprhHe apparUendront
a une m~me ou aux memes personnes,

(3) Un: navire ne peut !ue saial et
cauUon ou garantie ne sera donnee,
plus d'une fois danl la juridlcUon
d'un ou plusieurl des £tats Contrac
tants, pour la meme creance et par
le meme Demandeur; et si un nevile
est saisi dans une des dUes Juridic
tionl et une caution ou une garanUe
a ete donnee, soit pour obtentr la
main levee de la saisie, soit pour eviter
celle-ci, toute saisie ulterieure de ce
navire, ou de o'importe quel autre
navire. appartenant au meme pcoprie
taire, par le Demandeur et pour la
meme creaoce maritime, sera levee et
le oavire sera libere par le Tribunal
ou toute autre juridlction competente
du dit £tat, a moins que le Demandeur
ne prouve, a la satisfaction du Tribu
nal ou de. toute autre Autorit' Judi
claire competente, que la garanUe ou
la caution a tte definitivement liberee
avanl que la saisie subsequente n'ail
etf! pratiquee ou qu'it o'y ait une autre
raison valclble pour la maintenir,

(4) Dans le cas d'un affrelement
d'un navire avec remise de la gestion
nauUque. lorsque l'affreteur repond.
seu" d'une creanee marHime relative
a ce navire. le Demandeur peut saisir
ce navire ou lel autre appartenant
a l'alfreleur, en observant les dispo.
sitions de la presente Convention. mais
nul autre navire appartenant au pra.
prietaire ne peut EHre saisi en vertu
de ceHe creance mdritime,

L'alinea qui precede s'dpplique ega
lement a taus les cas ou une personne
aulre que le proprletaire est 1enue
d'une creance maritime.

Article 4

Un navire ne peut !Hre salsi qu'avec
l'autortsaUon d'un Tribunal ou de
toute autre Autorite Judicialre com

,pelente de l'£lat Contractant dans
lequel la lalsie est praUquee,

Article 5

Le Tribunal ou toute aulle AutorUe
Judiclaire competente daDI le rellort
duquel le navire a ell 14i11. accordera
la malnlevee de la salsle lorsqu'une
cSQUon ou un. garanUe luffisantes
auront ete tournles, saut dans le cal
ou la saisle e1t pratiquee en raison
des crhnce. marlUme. enumeree. &
l'article premier cl-dessul, IOUl lel
lettre. ot et p) I en ca caa, le juge
peut permeUre l'exploHaUon du navire
par 1. POlSeueur, lonque celui-d aura
fourni des garanUes lulfiaan1es, ou
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sbares therein are owned by the same
person or perlons_

(3) A ship shall oot be arrested, nor
Iball bail or other security be given
more than once in anyone or more
of the jurisdictions of any of the
Contracting Statel in respect of the
same maritime claim by the same
claimant: and. if a ship has becn

.arrested In anyone of sum jurisdic
tion•• or bail or otber security has
been given in lum jurisdIction either
to release the ship or to avoid a
threatened arrest. any subsequent ar
rest of the ship or of any ship tn lbe
same ownership by tbe same claimant
.for the same maritime claim sball' be
set aside, and the ship released by
the Court or other appropriate judi
cial authority of that Stale, unless
the claimant can satisfy the Court
or other appropriate judicial authority
that the bail or other securily had
been flnalJy released before the sub
sequent arrest or that there Is other
good cause for maintctining tbat
arrest.

(ot) When in the case 01 Cl charter
by demise of a ship the charterer and
not the registered owner 1I liable
In respect of a maritime claim relal
Ing to that ship, the claimant may
arrest IUch ship or any other ship In
the ownership of the charterer by
demise, subject to the provisions of
this Convention, but no other ship
In tbe ownership of the reglslered
owner sball be liable to arrest in
respect of such maritime claims.

The provisions of this paragraph
shall apply to any case in whim a
person otber than the registered
owner of a ibip is liable In respect 01
a maritime claim relating lo that
ship.

Article 4

A sblp may only be arresled under
the aUlhority of cl Court or of the·
approprtate judicial authority of the
Contracting State In which tbe arrest
~ made,

Article 5

The Court Of other appropriate
JUdicial authority within whose juris
diction the ship hal been arrested
Ih~1I permit the release 01 the ship
upon I~fflctent bailor other security
being furnished, save. in cases In
whim a ship bas been arrested In
respect 0' any 0' lhe maritime claims
enumeraled In ArtJcle 1 1), 0) and pI,
In IUch cale. the Court or other ap
propriate judicial authorUy may per
mit the person In pollellion of the
lhip to continue trading the sblp,

tumsanleile dersell>en Persun udcr
denselben P~rsonen luslehen,

(3) Weqen u~rselhell SccfuruNung
deS:ielben Gl&iubigers darf ein S~hiH

im Hobeibbereidl eines ooer mchrcrer
Verlrdgsstaalen nur einmdl mit Ar
rest beleyt werden und brdutht Burg
sdlctft oder andere Si<.nerheit nur ein
mal geleislet ,u werden; ist ein Sdliff
im Huheitsoercidl eincs Vertr.JQs
slaales mit Arrest heleg1 oocr isl zur
Aufbebung oocr Abwendung dCli Ar
restes BurgsdHlfl oder dndcre Sidler
heit geleistet wurcJcn, so ist jcdcr
spalere Arrest in dieses Sc.hilf Otler in
ein anderes Sdliff desselbt.!n Eigen
tumers durth denselben Glduhiger
w8gen derselben SeeforderunCJ uul~u

heben und das SdlUf von dent Ger idlt
oder der sonsl zuslaudigen Gerichls
behorde des betreffenden Sl~ales Irei
zugeben, sofem nicha der Glciublgcr
dem Gerimt oder der zusliilltligen
Gerimtsbehorde nadlweilit, daU die
Burgsdtaft oder andere Sidlerheil vor
dem Dachtolgenden Arrest cndgultig
freigegeben worden isl oder ddll ein
anderer 1rifliger Grund fUr tlie Auf
remterhaltung des Arresle! ucsl~ht.

(ot) tst bel der Uberlclssung tics
Gebraudls eines SdliUes die Sdlllts
fUhrung denl AUSI ustcr unterslellt und
sdluldet dieser und nidll der SdliHs
eigner eine dicses Sdliff betrelft:nde
Seeforderung, so kclnn der CI;iuulger
dieses Sdliff oder jedes andere dcm
Ausruster gehorende SdliU unler Be
achtung der Bt:slimDlungl~1l liitlSes
Obereinkommens A1it Arrcl)l llt'h:uen
lassen, nidl1 jedodl cSut G'"l1el dcr
selben 5eelorderuny ein allelclcl) Sdtilt
des Sdliffseigners.

Diese Beslilllmung ist enlsplt'ct'lend
anzuwenden in alien Fijllen, in denen
eine andere Person als dcr Sthilb
eigner Sdluldner eiuer St:c1()IlIc~rIlIHJ

ist.

Artike14

Ein Schiff \(dnn nur aut Anordllung
eines Geridlts oder ein~r SC1nSl %U
st4ndlgen Geridltsbehorde des Ver
tragsstaates mit Arrest belegl WCI den,
in dem der Arrest vollzogcn wild.

Artlkel5

Du Gericht oder elne son..l zll~IJI1

dige Gerldltsbehortle, in dcrcn Iu
standlgleltsbereidl das SUlill mit Ar
rest belegt worden isl, Itcht den
Arrest \iuf. sobdld eine ausrcldl(~nde

Burgsdlafl uder andcrc Siu,erhcit
geleislet word~n ist. Aus~Jt'nollllnen

voo dieser Regelung sincJ die FiHle,
in denen ein Sdliff aut Grund der In
Altikel 1 Abs. 1 Budlstaben 0 und (l

autgetuhrteo Seeforderungen mit Ar
rest belegt worden 1st j in dlesen
Fill~n \(dOO der Ridller den weiteren



regler la gestion du Davire pendant
la dUrt~e de la sdisie,

Fdute d'accord entre les Parlies sur
l'importance de la caution ou de la
garo.lntie, le Tribunal ou l'AUlorite
Judicidire compelente en fixera la
ndture ~t le montant.

la demande de mainlpvee de la
saisie moyennant une telle garantie.
ne pouna etre interprelee Di comme
une reconnaissance de responsabilite,
ni comme une renonciaUon au bene
fice de la limitation legate de la res
ponsabHite du proprietaire du navire.

Article 6

Toutes contestations relatives a la
responsabiJit8 du Demandeur, pour·
dommages causes a la suite de 1&
saisie du navire ou pour frais de
caution ou de garantie Cournies en
vue de le liberer ou d'en emp~cher

la saisie seront reglees par la 101 de
r~tat Contractant dans le ressort
duquel la saisie a tHe pratiquee ou
demandee.

Les regles de procedure relatives
a la saisie d'un navire, a l'obtention
de I'autorisation visee c\ r Article ,
et a tous autres incidents de proce
dure qu'une saisle peut soulever soot
regies par 14 loi de retdl Conlractant
dans lequel la sdisie a ere praliquee
ou demandee,

Article 7

(I) Les Tribunaux de retat dans
lequel la saisie a ete operee, seront
competents pour statuer sur le fond
du proces:
soH si ces Tribunaux sont competents
en vertu de la 10l interne de 1'£tat
dans lequel la saisie est pratiquee;
soit lIans les cas suivants, nomme.
llIt!nl udinis:

(<i) si le Demandeur a sa residence
ht.lbitut!l1e ou son princlpiil eta
blissement dans rEtat OU la sabie
a ete pratiquee;

(b) si la crcance maritime est e11e
meme nee dans rEtat Contractant
dont depend le lieu de la saisi*:;

(C) si la crt~ance maritime est nee au
cours d'un voyage pendant lequel
la saisie a ete faite:

(d) si la creance provient d'un abor
dage ou de circonstances visees
par l'Article 13 de la Convention
[ntern<1tionale pour runlfication de
ccrlaines regles en matlE~re dOabor
dage, signee l Brulelles, le 23 sep
tembre 1910,
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upon sum person furnis~ing sufficient
b<1il or other security, or may other
wise deal with the operation of the
sbip during the period of the arrest,

In default of agreement between
the parties as 10 the sufficiency of the
bail or other security, the Court or
other appropriale judicial aUlhority
shall determine the nature and
amount thereof,

The request to release the ship
against sum security shall not be
construed as an aanowledgment of
liability or as a waiver of the benefit
of the legal limitation of liability of
the owner of the ship.

Article 6

All questions- whether in any case
the claimant is liable in damages for
the arrest of cl sbip or (or the costs of
the bail or other security furnished t\)
release or prevent tbe arrest of cl

ship, shaH be determined by the law
of the Contracting State in whose
jurisdiction tbe anest was made or
applied for.

The rules of procedure relating to
the arrest of a ship, 10 the application
for oblaining the autbority referred to
In Article 4, and to all matters of
procedure whim the arrest alay en
tail, shall be governed by the law of
the Contracting State In which the
arrest was made or applied Cor,

Article 7

(1) The Courts of the country in
which the arrest was made shall have
jurisdiction to determine the case
upon its merits if the domestic law
of the country in which the arrest
is made gives jurisdiction to sum
Courts, or in any of the following
cases namely:

(a) If the claimant has his habitual
resilience or principal place of
business in the country in whim
the arrest was made,

(b) if the claim arose In the country
in which the arrest was made,

(c) if the claim concerns the voyage
of the ship during which the arrest
was made:

(d) If the claim uose out 01 a col
lision or in circumstances covered
by Article 13 of the International
Convention for the uniflcaUon of
certain rules 01 law with respect
to collisions between veSlels,
signed cU Brussels on 23rd Sep
tember 1910;

EinsaU des Schiffes durdl den BesHzer
gestalten, wenn dieser ausreichend
Sicherheil geleistet hat, oder den Ein
sdl2 des Schiffes fUr die Dauer des
Arrestes anderweitig regeln.

Einigen sim die Parteien Dicht iiber
die Angemessenheit der Burgsdlelft
oder anderen Sicherheit, so setzt dels
Gericht oder die sonst zustandige Ge
richtsbehorde tieren Art und Hohe fest.

Der Antrag. einen Arrest gegen
Sicherbeitsleistung aulzuheben, ist
weder als Anerkenntnis der Schuld
oder Haltung nom als Verzicht aul
ddS Remt aus2ulegen, eine gesetzlidle
Haftungsbesmrankung des Schiffs
eigoers geltend zu mamen.

Artlke16

Die Haftung des Gl~ublgers fur ane
Sdlciden, "?fie durdi aen Arrest in ddS

Sdlilf oder durm die Leistung von
Burgscbaft oder anderer Simerheit fUr
die AulhebuDg oder lur Abwendung
des Arrestes entstanden sind, bestimmt
sidl nam dem Recht des Vertrag$
staales.. in dessen floheitsbereim der
Arrest voUzogen oder beantragt wor
den ist.

Das Verfahren beim Arrest in ein
~iff, bel Erwirkung der in Artikel 4
erwihnten AnordnuDg und bei allen
anderen Verfahren, zu deneo ein
Arrest Anla8 geben kann. bestimmt
sidl nach dem Recht des Vertra«Js
staates, in dem der Arrest vaUzagen
ooer Deantragt worden ist.

ArUkel7

(1) Die Gerichle des Staates, in dem
der Arrest vollzogen wurde. sind zur
Enlscheidung der }jauptsac:he lustcin
dig, wenn diese Gencbte naen aem 10

nentaaUicbeD Remt des Staates, in dem
der Arrest vollzogen wurde. zustandig
sind, sowie In den DacbsteheDd ge
nannten Fcillen:

a) wenn der Glaublger seinen 9e
wohnlidlen AuCenlhalt oder seine
Hauptniederlassung in dem Staat
hot, in dem der Arrest vollzogen
wurdeJ

b) wenn die Seeforderung ID dem
Vertragsslaat enlstanden 1st, in
dem del Arrest vollzogen wurdeJ

c) wenn die SeeCorderung im Verlauf
der Reise eDtstanden ist, wihrend'
derer del Arrest voll%ogen wurdeJ

d) wenn die Seeforderung aut elDem
ZusammenstolS oder aul Umst!nden
beruht, die in ArUkel 13 des [nler
nalionalen Uberelnkommen. tU!

elnheilllchen PeststeUung von Re
geln Uber den Zusammen.toA von
Schlffen, unterzeidlnet ID Brassel
am 23, September 1910, bezeicboet
lind,



(e) si la creance est nee d'une assis
tance ou d'un sauvetdge,

(f) si la creance est garantie par une
hypotheque maritime ou un mort
gage sur le navire saisi,

(2) Si le Tribunal, dans le ressort
duquel le navire a ele saisi n'a pas
competence pour statuer sur le fond,
la caution ou la garantie a foumir
confonnement a l'article 5 pour able
nir la mainlevee de la saisie, devra
garantil l'executioo de toutes lea
condamnations qui seralent ulhbieu
rement prononcees par le Tribunal
competent de statuer sur le fond, et
le Tribunal ou toute autre Autorite
Judicidire du lieu de la saisie, fixera
le dtHai endeans lequel le Deman
deur devra introduire une action
devant le Tribunal competent.

(3) Si les conventions des parties
conliennent soil une clause attributive
de competence a une autre jUridicUon,
soit une clause arbitrale le Tribunal
pourra fixer un delai dans lequel le
saisissant devra engager son action
au fond,

(4) Dans les cas prevus aux deux
alincds precedents, si I'actiun n'est
p<1S inlrucJuite dans le deJai imparti,
le DCfcndeur pourra demunder la
Dl<1inlevee de la sdisie ou Id liberation
de Id caution fournie,

(51 Cet article ne s'appliquera pas
aux cas vises par les dispositions de
la convention revisee sur la naviga
tion du Rhin du 17 octobre 1868,

Article 8

(1) Lel dispositions de la presente
Convention sont applicables dans tout
~lal Contractanl a tout navire battant
pdvillon d'un Etdt Contractanl

(2) Un nnire battant pavl110n d'un
Etat non-Contractant peut ~tie salsi
dans l'un des Etalll Contractant., en
vertu d'une de. creances {mumereel 4
l'arUcle le,. ou de toule autre creance
permettant la S4liie d'apres la 101 de
cet etat

(3) Toutetols, chaque etat Contrac
tant peut refuser toute ou parlle des
avantag~s de le presente Convention
a tout 2t4t non·Contractant et a toute
personne qui n' a pas, au jour de la
laisle, sa residence habituelle ou Ion
princlpol etllbllssement dan. un etat
Contractant,

(.c) Aucune dlspoatlloQ de la pre
lente Convention ne moddlera ou
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(e) if the claim is !or salvage;

(f) if tha claim is upon a mortgage or
hypothecation of the ship ar
rested,

(2) If the Court within whose juris
diction the ship was arresled has not
jurisdiction to decide upon the merits,
the bail or other securily given in
accordance with Article 5 to procure
the release of the shir shall specifical
ly prOVide that it is given as security
for the satisfaction of any judgment
which may eventually be pronounced
by a Court having jurisdiction so to
decide; and tbe Court or other ap
propriate judicial authority of the
country in which the arrest is made
shall fix the time within whim the
claimant shall bring an dclton before
a Court haVing such jurisdiction,

(3) If the parties have agreed to
submit the diipute to tbe jurisdiction
of I particular Court other than tbat
within whose jurisdiction the arrest
was made or to arbitration, the Court
or other appropriate judicial authority
witbin whose jurisdiclton the arrest
was made may fix the time within
Which the claimant sholl bring pro
ceedings.

(-4) If. in any of the cases mentioned
in the two preceding pilrdgraphs, the
aclton or proceedings are not brought
within the time so fixed, the defendant
may apply. for the release ot the ship
or of the bail or other security,

"(5) This article shall not apply In
cases covered by the provisions of
the revised Rhine Navigdtion Conven
tion of October 17, 1868.

Article 8

(1) The provisions of tbis Conven
tion shall apply to any vessel flying
the flag of II Contracting Slate In tbe
jurisdiction of any Contracting State,

(2t A ~hip flying the nag of a non
Contracting State may be arrested In
the Jurisdiction of llny Contracting
Stale in respect of any of the maritime
claim. enumerated in Article 1 or of
any other claim for which the law
of the Contracting State permits
IlIreal

Pt Nevertheleu any Contracting
State shall be entitled wbolly or partly
to exclude from the benetlls of this
Convention any Government of I

non.contracUng State or any person
wbo has not, at the lime ot tbe arrest,
bls habitual residence or principal
place of bUllne.. io one of tbe Con
tracting States,

(-4) Nothing In tbis Convention sball
modify or ~tect the rules of law

e) wenn die Sedull..iclUIlt/ dut (lilf~

leistung oOcr []crUlIllg lIel uhtj

f) wenn die S~~lonjerung durdl ciue
S(hiffshypothek ouer ein sOIl:.liUes
vertrdglidles Pfundretht un den.
Sdliff g~idtert ist. ddlf oait Arrc~t

belegt wurde,

(2) 1st dd5 Geril'ht, in dcssen ZU:itJu
digkeilsbereich dcr Arrest in d,,~

SdlUf voll~ogen wunle, nidlt (ur dl-s
Entscbeidung der Huuptsuthc :LU:.ldn
dig, so mu6 die nadl Arlikel 5 mr diti
Aufhebung des Arresles ~u lei:.lclHto
Bfirgsdldtt ooer andere Sidle! heit
dazu bestimmt sein. die VuJlstrcc.kunu
Jeder Enlscheidung IU sidlcrn, llio
spater du.d1 das fUr Jie EntsuU'illllll~'

der Hauptsache zu:.tiindigc Gc!.-ic ht
ergehen konnle, dds Geridll oocr lHe
sonst Iuslandlge Gcridllsbehonle des
Bezirkes, iD dem der Arrest voJl~u9cm

wurde. bestimmt die Frillt, iDnerh.llh
derer der Glaubiger bei dem IUlIIliin
digen Gericbt Klage zu erheben hal.

(3) Haben die Pdfteien die ZU~lijn

dlgkeil eines anderen Geridlls ver
einbarl oder eilteR Sdlieds\'~rlrd~

gesdtlossen, so kann das Gerid,' lies
Bezirks, in dem der Arre:.l VflllWCjCIl

wurue, dem GlauhiUt!r ~ine Frbl Iiir
die Erhebung der Kluue Iur (Iuupl
sadle oder die Ana ulung des Sthiclis
geridtls setleD.

(4) Wird in den rijllr.n der Ah..:illl· 2
und 3 nidlt fristgc~mJI\ KJ'19~ Cthl,lwn
oder das S,hiecJs..!lcricht cl n9erllIc'n. sO
Itann der S"chuldncr die Alllhehlln'l dt~S

Arrestes ocJer die Freiyilhe der Biil!J
small oder andercn Sid~erhcil vcr
langen.

(5) Dieser Artikel gilt nicht mr
FdlJe. die durch die ~~vilJicrle RI... in
sdliUahrts-Akte VOIll 17.0ktul>cr IUti3
erta6t sind.

Artikc18

(1) Dieses Ubereinkommen gilt in
jedem Vertragsstaat hir jedes Stili It,
das die Flagge eincs Vertrag~l"1oI1c!

fiihrt

(2) Eln Sd'liff, dds die Flilgge cincs
Nldltvertragsslaates flihrt, klll1ll In
einem Vertragsstdat wegen dN ill
Arlikel 1 autgeiuhrtcn Seetordcrun~Jt'n

und wegen jedes anderen AnSlIfIlt liS,
der nam dem Redst dieses SlaalPs dell
Arrest recbtfertigt, mit Arrest belegt
werden.

(3) Jeder Vertragsstaat \cann jt!lh.lth
jedem Nichtverlri.l!jsstd.lt und j<'t1cr
Person, die im Zeilpunkt des Arrc")lcs'
lhren gewohnlichen Aufcnlh"lt oucr
ihre Hauptniederlassung nltilt in
einem Vertragsstililt hat. die BClufung
out die VergunstigunlJen dleses UbtH'
elnkommens ganz oOer teilweisc vcr
weigern,

(-4) Dieses Obereinkommen andert
oder berubrt nicbt das inner:.taatllttle



1I',llfeclera 111 lui inlerne des etats
<'\IIIII<I<:1ul1ls en ce qui concerne la
~\llisie d'un llavire ddns le ..essort de
rGtul uonl il bat pavillun par une
lUOI::>UI\IIe <Jy.anl SU rcsiden<:e hotlli
I\ldle Oil sun priIH:ip\l1 duulisst=menl
dullS eel Gtat

(5) Tuut Liers, aulre que le dcman
d(!ur orit)inaire qui excipe d'une
c.:r(><1IU:e murilime par rellcl d'une
slIhro9dtion, u'une cession ou autre
OIenl, sera repute. pour rapplication
de Id presente Convenlion, itvoir la
m~me residence hahituelle ou le
OI«OIe elilblissement principal que le
<:fC.lIlciel orit)inaire,

Article 9

Rien dans cetle Convention ne c.Joit
etre ronsider~ comme creanl un droit
cl une action qui. en dehors des stipu
lations de celle Convention, n'exis
lcrait pc1S d'apres la loi cl appliquer
pM le Tribunal saisi du HUge. la
prt'!'>enle Convention ne confere aux
DClJloillt!<>UfS aueun droit de suite.
.llItre que celui accorde par celle
uernicre loi ou par la Convention
Inlcrnatiunale sur les Privilet)es et
llypotheques maritimes, si celle-ci ~st

upplicdule.

Article 10

Lcs ltc1ules Parties Conlractantes
pt!uvcnt csu moment de la siyndlure,
du dt:p6t des ralifications ou lors de
lem adhesion a la Convention, se
reserver

la) le droit de ne pas appliquer les
dispositiuns de la presente Con
vention a la sc1isie d'un oavire
prillitlUee en rdison (rune des
creilnces marilimes visees aux 0)
et pI de l'drtlcle premier et d'csp
pliquer cl celte saisie leur loi
ntlliondJe;

(b) Le droit de ne pas appliquer les
dispositions du premier paragraphe
de I'article J 4 la saisie prallquee
sur leur territoire en raison des
creances prevues cl l'alinea q) de
l'article 1.

Article 11

Les lfautes Parties Contractantes
s'engl1gent a so.umeUre cl arbitrage
tous differends entre etats pouvant
rcsulter de l'interpretation au l'appll
cation de la presente Convenllon,
s<Jns prejudice toutefois des obliga
tions des Iillutes Parties Contractantes
qui ont convenu de soumeUre leurs
differends cl la Cour Internalionale de
Justice,
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in force in the respective Contracting
States reldling to the arrest ot any
ship within the jurisdiction of the
Slate of her (Jag by a person who
hils his hilbilual residence or principal
plut:e of business in that State,

(5) When a maritime claim is as·
serted by Cl third parly other thar the
original claimant, whether by sub
rogdtion, assignment or otherwise,
such third party shall, Cor the purpose
of this Con vention, be deemed to
have the same habitual residence or
principal place of business as the
original claimant.

Article 9

Nothing in this Convention shaH be
construed as creating a d.Jht of ac
tion, whidl, apart Cram Ihe prOVisions
of this Convention, would not arise
under the law applied by the Court
which had seisin of the cas'e, nor as
ert-aUng any mcuilime liens which do
not elist under sudl law or under Ihe
Convenlion on Mantime Mortgages
and Liens, if the Idtler is applicable,

Article 10

The High Contracting Parlies may
at the lime of signature, deposit or
ratification or accession, reserve

la) the right not to apply this Con
vention to the ,urest of It ship for
any of the claims enumerated !n
paragraphs 0) and p) of Article I,
but to apply their domestic laws
to such cldimsi

(b) the right not to apply the Ilrst
paragraph of Article 3 to the arrest
ot a ship, within their jurirdlctlon,
Cor claims set out in Article 1
paragraph q).

Article 11

The High Contracting Parties under
take to submit to arbitration any
disputes between States arising out of
the inlerpretation or application of
this Convention, but this shall be
without prejudice to the obligations
ot tholie High Contracting Parties
who have agreed to submit theIr
dispules to the International Court of
Justice,

Redlt der Vertragsstaaten io bezug
auf den Arrest in ein Schiff im Bereidl
des Stadtes" dessen Flagge es fUhrt,
aut Veranlas5ung einer Person, die in
diesem Staat ihren gewohnlicben Auf
enthall oder ihre Hauptniederlassung
haL

(5) 1st eine Seeforderung voa dem
ursprtinglicben Glaubiger durm Recbts
nacbfolge, Abtretung oder in anderer
Weise aul einen Dritten iibergegangen,
so gilt Hir die Aawendung dleses
Ubereinkommens der gewobnlicbe
Aufenthalt oder die Hauptniederlall
sung des urspriinglicben Glaubigers
auch ells gewobnlimeJ' Aulentb"lt oder
Hauptniederlassung des Dritten.

Artike19

Aus diesem Ub~reinkommen kann
kein klagbdrer Anspruch zur Haupt
sache hergeleitet werden; der aidlt
auch ohne dieses Ubereinkommen
nach dem Recht, das das mit dem
Streitfc1l1 betaBle Geridlt anzuwenden
hat, begriindet und einkJagbar ware.
Dieses Ubereinkommen gewahrt dem
Glaubiger keio Sdlilfsglaubigerredll
oder Folgeredll. dd$ nidlt nath dem
Remt, welches das alit dem StreitCall
befaBte Gericht anzuwenden hat, oder,
soweit das Interualionale Uberein
kommen uber SchiffsgHiubigerredlte
und Sdtj(f~hypotheken anwendbar isl,
nitdl diesem l>esteht.

A r ti k e1 10

Die f lollen Vertragsparteien konnen
51th bei der Unterzeidmung diescs
Ubcreinkommens, bel der Hinterle
gung der Ratifikalionsurkunden oder
bei dem BeitriU IU dlesem Oberein
kommen das Redlt vorbehalten.

a) bei Arrest in ein S<:hUf wegeD
eioer In Artikel 1 Abs. 1 Bum
staben 0 und p bezeicbneten
Seelorderung oidn dieses Cber
einkommen, sonderD du inner
staal11dle Redlt anzuwendeni

b) bel Arrest in ein S<:hiff lnnerhalb
ihres Zustandlgkeitsbereiches we-
gen einer tn Artlkel t Ab•• I Buch
stabe q aufgefilhrten Seeforderung
Artlkel 3 Abs, 1 nicht anzuwendeJL

Artikelll

Die Hohen Vertragspartelen ver
plllchten sich, aUe zWischenstaatllchen
Streitigkeiten, die slch aUI der Aus
legung oder Anwendung dleses aber
einkommens ergeben, ~inem Smieds
verfahren 'Zu unterwerfen, jedocb
bleiben dIe VerpOlchtungen derjenigen
Hohen Vertragspartelen unberuhrt.
die ubereingelr.ommen sind, thre Slrel·
Uglr.eiten dem Intemllllonalen Ge
richtshol IU unterbreiten.



Article 12

La presenle Convention est ouverte
cl la signature des Etats representes
cl la neuvieme Conference diploma
tique de Droit Maritime. Le prods
verbal de signature sera dresse par
le! soins du Ministere des AUaires
etrangeres de Belgique.

Article 13

La presente COQvention sera ratifh~e

et les instruments de ratification
seront deposes aupres du Ministere
des Affaires etrangeres de Belgique
qui en nolifiera le depot a tous les
etats signataires et adherents.

Article 14

(a) La presente Convention entrera
en vigueur entre les deux premiers
etats qui rauront ratifiee. six mois
apres la dale du depilt du
deuxieme instrument de r'ltifica
tion.

(b) Pour dlaque etat signalalre raU
fiant la Convention apres le
deuxieme depot. celle·cj entrent
en vigueur six mois apres la date
du depOt de son instrument de
ratificalion.

Article 15

Tout elat non represente cl la neu
vieme Conference diplomatique de
Droit Marilime pourra adlu!rer cl la
presente Convention.

Les adhesions seront noliftees au
Ministere des .~ffaires etrangeres de
Belgique qUi en avisera par la voie
diplomatique tous les etats signataires
et adherents.

1.4 Convention entrera en vigueur
pour l'etat adherent six mois apres
la date de reception de celle notifica
tion. mais pets avant la date de son
entree en vigueur teUe qu'elle est
fixee cl l'article 14 a).

Article 16

Toute Haule ParUe Contractante
pourra cl l'expiration du delal de troi.
ilns qui suivra l'entree en vlgueur A
son egard de la presente Con'.ention,
demander III reunion d'une Conference
dlargee de statuer sur toutes les pro
positions tendant " la revision de la
Con vention.

Toute Haute Partie Contractante qui
deslrer4it fatre usage de celle faculle
en nisera le Gouvernement beige qui
se chargerll de convoquer la con
ference dans les six moia.
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Article 12

This Convention shall be open for
signature by the States represented at
the Ninth Diplomatic Conference on
MariUme law. The protocol of signa
ture shall be drawn up through tbe
good offices of the Belgic1n Ministry
of Foreign AUdi.rs.

Article 13

This Convention sball be ratified
and the instruments of ratification
shall be deposited with tbe Belgian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs whim
shall notify all signatory and acceding
Slates of tbe deposit oJ any sum In
struments.

Article 14

(a) This Convention sball come into
force between thc two Stales
whim first ratify It, six months
llfter the date of tbe deposit of the
second instrument of ratification.

(b) This Convention sball come into
force In respect of eam signutory
Slate whim ratifies it after the
deposit of the second instrument
of ratification six months after the
date of the deposit of tbe Instru
ment of ratification of that State.

Article 15

Any State not represented at the
Ninth Diplomatic Conf~rence on Mcui
time Law may acc.ede to tbis Con
vention.

The accession ot any State shall be
notified to the Belgian Ministry of
Foreign AJlairs whim shall inform
through diplomatic channels all sig
natory and acceding States of sum
notiIicalion.

The Convention shall come into
torce In respect of the acceding State
six months alter the date of the re
ceipt of sum notification but not
before the Convention has come into
force in accordance wilb the pro
visions of Article 14 a).

Article 16

Any High Contracting Party may
three years after the coming into force
of thl. Convention in respect of such
High Contracting Party or at any time
thereafter request that a conference
be convened In ord~r to consider
amendments 10 the Convention.

Any High Contracting Party pro
posing to llvail Itself of tbls right shall
notify the Belgian Government which
shall convene the conference within
six monlhs thereafter.

Artikel12

Dieses Obereinkommen lieUt liir die
aut der N~unten DiploOldlisdlcn Sce
rechtsitonferenz verlrelullen Stuoalcn
zur Unterzeirnnung aut. Fur die Auf
setzung des Unterzeidlnungsprotukolls
tragt das belgisdle Ministerium Jur
Auswdrlige Angeleyenheilen Sorue.

ArtikellJ

Oieses Obereinkommen bedal C der
Ralifikation. Die Rdtifikutiunsurkun
den werden beim bel9iMh~1l Mi
nisterium fUr Auswartige Angcle!)cn
heiten hillterlegl; dieses nnlifizimt
jede lIinlerlegung allcn Sld"h.>n. die
das Obereinkommen unlerlt>iuuu:t
hclbcll oder ihm beigelrcten sint!.

Artikel14

a) Oieses Obereinkommen trill 7.\\'i
srnen den beiden ~ucr5t rulifilie
renden Stdalen set-hs Monule n,uh
Hinlerlegung der zwciten R... tlli
kolionsurkunde in Kr... CL

b) Das Obereinkommen Irilt Hir jetlen
Unleneidlnersldal, der es oath
I linterlegung der zweiten Rdlilika
lionsurkunde ratifiziert, sedls Mu·
nate nam Hinterlegung !Sciner eigc
nen RcHifikationsurkunde in Krcllt.

Arlikel15

Jedcr auf der Ncuntcn Diplollhlli
sdlen Seereultsll.OnfclCn"l nidlt vertrc
tene Stdal kann diescm Obereiukom
men beitrelen.

Der Beilrilt wird dtC'1O hc:I!,bd...n
Ministerium fUr Auswdrtigc AJlCJclc
genheiten nOllfiziert; tJi~ses :ietzt allt:
Staaten, die das ULJereinkommcn
unterzelchnet haben OdN ihm bei
getrelen sind. auf diplolUdlislhcrn
Wege davon in Kenntnis.

Das Ubereinkommen trill fiir tJ('n
beilrelcnden Stolc1t sedIS MUlhtle n,Hit

Eingang selner NoliIikdlion in KrJ(I.
jedorn nidlt var dem Inkrillllret~n tics
Obereinkummens nil(JI Arlikcl 14
Buc.hstabe a.

Artikel16

Jede Bahe Verlragspdftei k,lIIn
jeder~eit nach Ablauf von drei JdluCIl.
nadldem dieses OLJereinkommcn fiir
sie In Kraft getrelcn 1st. llie Ein.
berufung einer Konlt:ren~ wr Behund
lung von Anderull<jsvorsdllJ9cnlu
diesem ObereinlwOllllcn vcduJl9~n.

Jede Hohe Vertragspartei. die \'un
dieser Moglichkeit G~LJrauc.J, zu
machen wiinsdlt. nOllfiztert dies der
belgtsdlen RegleruII91 diese berull die
Konferenz binnen sed}s Monclten cin.



Article 17

Chacune des Hautes Parties Con
tractantcs aura le droit de d~noncer

la presente Convention c\ tout moment
apres son entree en vigueur A son
~gard. Toutefois. cette d~nondatlon

ne prcndra eff~t qu'un an apres la
date de ri-ceptlon de la notification
de denonciatlon au Gouvernement
beIge qui en c1visera le! autres Parties
Contractantes par la voie diplo
matique.

Article 18

(a) Toute Haule Partle Contractante
peut. au moment de la ratification,
de radhesion. ou A tout moment
ulterieur, notlfier par ecrit au
Gouvernement beige que la I're
sente Convention s'applique "ux
territoires ou A certains dcs tent
tolrcs dont Pone assure les relations
internatlonales. La Convenlion
sera applicable aux dUs terrltoires
six mols apr~s la date de recep.
tlon de cette notification par le
Mlnish~re des Affalres etrangeres
de Belgique, mais pas avant la
date d'entree en vigueur de la
presente Convention A regard de
cette Haute Partle Contractante.

(b) Toute Haute Partfe Contractante
qUi a souscrtt une declaration au
titre du paragraphe a} de cet
article. pourra l tout moment
aviser le Ministere des Affaires
etrangeres de Belgique que la
Convention cesse de ,'appliquer
au Tenitoire en question, Cette
denonciation prendra eCfet dans le
delai d'un an prevu ci rarticle 17.

(c) Le Minishhe des Aff.,ires ctran
geres de Belgique avisera par la
voie diplomatique tOllS les ~tat~

signataires et adherents de toute
nolincatlon re~ue par lui au titre
du present article.

FAIT a Bruxel1es, le to mal t952.
en langues francaise et anglaise. les
deult texles faisant egalement roi.
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Article 17

Any High Contracting Party shall
have the right lo denounce this Con
vention at any time after the coming
Into force thereof In respect 01 ~ch

High Contracting Party. thIs denun
cialion shall take effect one year after
the date on which notification thereol
has been received by the Belgian Gov
ernment whim shall Inlorm through
diplomatic channels all the other High
Contracting Parties of such notifi
cation.

A r tl cl e 18

(a) Any Jligh Contracting Party may
at the lime of its rallfication of or
accession to this Convention or at
any time thereafter declare by
written notlficallon to the Belgian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs th.:lt
the Convenllon shall extend to
any of lhe territories lor _whose
IntC'rnatlonal relations It Is respon
slbte. The Convention shan six
month~ after the date of the re
ceipt of such notification -by the
Belgian Ministry of Foreign- Affairs
extend to the territories named
therein, but not before the date of
the coming Into force of the Con
vention in respect of such High
Contracting Party.

(b) A High Contracting Party which
has made a dechnation under para
graph a} of this Article extending
the Convention to any territory
for whose International relations
it is responsible may at any lime
thereafter declare by notHication
given to the Belgian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs that the Con
vention shall cease to extend to
sum territory and the ConvC!ntlon
shall one year after the receipt of
the notification by the Belgian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs cease
to extend thereto.

(c) The Belgian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs shall Inform through diplo
matic channels all signatory and
acceding States of any notification
received by it under this Article.

DONE in Brussels. on May to. 1952.
In the French and English languages,
the two texts being equally authentic.

Arllkel 17

Jede Hohe Vertfagspartei 1st beredt
tfgt. dleses Uberelnkommen, nachdem
es rar 51e In Kraft getreten 1st. jeder
zeit tU kundlgen. Die Kilndlgung wird
ein Jahr nach Elngang der ent
5pred1enden Notl8katlon bel der belgi
schen Rpgierung wlrksaml dlese set7.t
alle anderen Hohen Vertragspartelen
auf dlplomatlschem Wege von der
Notlfikation in Kenntnis.

Artikel 18

a) Jede Hohe Vertragspartei kann bei
der RatiftkaUon. dem Beilritt oder
jederzelt- danltdl dem belgisch.-n
Mlnisterium far Au!wartlge An
gelegenheiten schriftllch notifizie
ren, daft dleses Ubereinkommcn
auch rur alle oder elnzelne Hoheits
geblete gilt. deren Intematlonale
Bezlehungen sfe wahrnlmmt. OilS

Ubereinkommen findet sedts Mo
nate nam Elngang der NoUftkalion
belm belgismen Mlnisterlum fUr
Auswartlge Angelegenheiten auf
die darln genannten Hoheitsgebiete
Anwendung, jedodl nlcht vor sei
nem lnkrafttreten fur die betref
fende Hohe Vertragspartei.

b) Jede Hohe Vertragspartei. die eine
Erklarung nach Buchstabe a ab
gegeben hat, welche dleses Ober
einkommen auf em Hoheitsqebiet
erstredd. dessen Internationale
Beziehungen die Hohe Vertrags
partel wllhmimmt, hnn jederzeit
dem beJgisdlen Ministerium fUr
Auswartlge Angelegenheiten noU
filieren, daB das tTbereinkommen
fUr das betreffende Hoheilsgebiet
nicht mehr gilt. Dlese Kiindigung
wird ein Jahr nam Elngang der
Nolifikatlon belm belgiscnen Mi
nisterium fUr AU5w~rtlge Angele
genheiten wirltsam.

c) Du belgische MlnJsterlum rur AU!Ii

wiirtige Angelegenheiten setzt alle
Staaten. die das Uberelnkommcn
unterzeichnet haben oder ihm ~i

getreten sind, auf diplomatlschcm
Wege von Jeder auf Grund dieses
Artlkels bei ihm eingegangenen
Notifikation in Kenntnis.

GESCHEHEN IU BrusseJ am 10, Mai
1952 in franzosischer und englischer
Spradle. wobel jeder Wortlaut glei- •
cnermaBen verblndllch 1st.
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A P PEN D I X IV

THE CONVENTION ON JURISDICTION AND THE ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS IN CIVIL AND

COMMERCIAL MATTERS (EEC-CONVENTION)

Cf OJ C 97, 11 April 1983 at 2.

Cf The Public General Acts and General Synod Measures (Great Britain) 1982

(Part I) Chapter 27 (Civil Jurisdiction and Judgment Act 1982) at 544.

Cf Zoeller Zivilprozessordnung Appendix 11 at 2455.

Title I: Scope

Art. 1 This Convention shall apply in civil and commercial matters whatever
the nature of the court or tribunal. It shall not extend, in
particular, to revenue, customs or administrative matters.

The Convention shall not apply to:

1 • the status or capaci ty of natural persons, rights in
property arising out of a matrimonial relationship,. wills
and succession;

2. bankruptcy, proceedings relating to the winding-up of
insolvent companies or other legal persons, judicial
arrangements, compositions and analogous proceedings;

3. social security;
4. arbitration.

Title 11: JuriSdiction

Art. 2

Art.3

SUbject to the prOVlSlons of this Convention, persons domiciled in a
Contracting State shall, whatever their nationality, be sued in the
courts of that State.

Persons who are not nationals of the State in which they are
domiciled shall be governed by the rules of jurisdiction applicable
to nationals of that state.

Persons domiciled in a Contracting state may be sued in the courts of
another Contracting State only by virtue of the rules set out in
sections 2 to 6 of this Title.

In particular the following provisions shall not be applicable as
against th ern :

in Belgium: Article 15 of the civil code (Code civil-



Art.5
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Burgerlijk Wetboek) and Article 638 of the judicial code
(Code judiciaire - Gerechtelijk wetboek) ,
in Denmark: Article 248(2) of the law on civil procedure
(Lov om rettens pleje) and Chapter 3, Article 3 of the
Greenland law on civil procedure (Lov for Gronland om

rettens pleje),
in the Federal Republic of Germany: Article 23 of the code
of civil procedure (Zivilprozessordnung),
in Greece: Article 40 of the code of civil procedure
in France: Articles 14 and 15 of the civil code (Code

civil) ,
in Ireland: the rules which enable jurisdiction to be
founded on the document insti tuting the proceedings having
been served on the defendant during his temporary presence

in Ireland,
in Italy: Articles 2 and 4, Nos 1 and 2 of the code of
civil procedure (Code di procedura civile),
in Luxembourg: Articles 14 and 15 of the civil code (Code

civil) ,
in the Netherlands: Articles 126(3) and 127 of the code of
civil procedure (wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering),
in the United Kingdom: the rules which enable jurisdiction
to be founded on:

(a) the document insti tuting the proceedings having been
served on the defendant during his terrporary presence
in the United Kingdom; or

(b) the presence within the United Kingdom of property
belonging to the defendant; or

(c) the seizure by the plaintiff of property situated in
the United Kingdom.

A person domiciled in a contracting state may, in another Contracting
State, be sued:

1 . in matters relating to a contract, in the courts for the
place of performance of the obligation in question;

2. in matters relating to maintenance, in the courts for the
place where the maintenance credi tor is domiciled or
habi tually resident or, if the matter is ancillary to
proceedings concerning the status of a person, in the court
which, according to its own law, has jurisdiction to
entertain those proceedings, unless that jurisdiction is
based solely on the nationality of one of the parties;

3. in matters relating to tort, delict or quasi-delict, in the
courts for the place where the harmful event occurred;

4. as regards a civil claim for damages or restitution which
is based on an act giving rise to criminal proceedings, in
the court seised of those proceedings, to the extend that
that court has jurisdiction under its own law to entertain
civil proceedings;

5. as regards a dispute arising out of the operations of a
branch, agency or other establishment, in the courts for
the place in which the branch, agency or other
establishment is situated;

6. as settlor, trustee or beneficiary of a trust created by
the operation of a statute, or by a written instrument, or



Art.17

Art. 24
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created orally and evidenced in writing, in the courts of
the Contracting State in which the trust is domiciled;

7. as regards a dispute concerning the payment of remuneration
claimed in respect of the salvage of a cargo or freight, in
the court under the authority of which the cargo or freight
in question:

(a) has been arrested to secure such payment, or
(b) could have been so arrested, but bailor other

security has been given;

provided that this provision shall apply only if it is claimed that
the defendant has an interest in the cargo or freight or had such an
interest at the time of salvage.

If the parties, one or more of whom is domiciled in a COntracting
State, have agreed that a court or the courts of a Contracting State
are to have jurisdiction to settle any disputes which have arisen or
which may arise in connection with a particular legal relationship,
that court or those courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction. SUch an
agreement conferring jurisdiction shall be ei ther in wri ting or
evidenced in writing or, in international trade or commerce, in a
form which accords with practices in that trade or commerce of which
the parties are or ought to have been aware. Where such an agreement
is concluded by parties, none of whom is domiciled in a Contracting
State, the courts of other Contracting states shall have no
jurisdiction over their disputes unless the court or courts chosen
have declined jurisdiction.

The court or courts of a Contracting state on which a trust
instrument has conferred jurisdiction shall have exclusive
jurisdiction in any proceedings brought against a settlor, trustee or
beneficiary, if relations between these persons or their rights or
obligations under the trust are involved.

Agreements or provisions of a trust instrument conferring
jurisdiction shall have no legal force if they are contrary to the
provisions of Articles 12 or 15, or if the courts whose jurisdiction
they purport to exclude have exclusive jurisdiction by virtue of
Article 16.

If an agreement conferring jurisdiction was concluded for the benefit
of only one of the parties, that party shall retain the right to
bring proceedings in any other court which has jurisdiction by virtue
of this Convention.

Application may be made to the court of a Contracting State for such
provisional, including protective, measures as may be available under
the law of that state, even if, under this Convention, the courts of
another Contracting State have jurisdiction as to the substance of
the matter.
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Title III:Recognition and Enforcement

For the purposes of this Convention, I judgment I means any judgment
given by a court or tribunal of a Contracting State, whatever the
judgment may be called, including a decree, order, decision or writ
of execution, as well as the determination of costs or expenses by an
officer of the court.

Art. 26

Art.27

Art.28

A judgment given in a Contracting state shall be recognized in the
other Contracting States wi thout any special procedure being
required.

Any interested party who raises the recognition of a judgment as the
principal issue in a dispute may, in accordance with the procedures
provided for in Section 2 and 3 of this Title, apply for a decision
that the judgment be recognized.

If the outcome of proceedings in a court of a Contracting state
depends on the determination of an incidental question of recognition
that court shall have jurisdiction over that question.

A judgment shall not be recognized:

1 . if such recognition is contrary to public policy in the
State in which recognition is sought;

2. where it was given in def aul t of appearance, if the
defendant was not duly served wi th the document which
instituted the proceedings or with an equivalent document
in sufficient time to enable him to arrange for his
defence;

3. if the judgment is irreconcilable with a judgment given in
a dispute between the same parties in the state in which
recognition is sought;

4. if the court of the state in which the judgment was given,
in order to arrive at its judgment, has decided a
preliminary question concerning the status or legal
capacity of natural persons, rights in property arising out
of a matrimonial relationship, wills or succession in a way
that conflicts with a rule of the private international law
of the state in which the recognition is sought, unless the
sane result would have been reached by the application of
the rules of private international law of that state;

5. if the judgment is irreconcilable with an earlier judgment
given in a non-contracting State involving the same cause
of action and between the same parties, provided that this
latter judgment fulfills the condi tions necessary for its
recognition in the state addressed.

Moreover, a judgment shall not be recognized if it conflicts with the
provisions of sections 3 J 4 or 5 of Ti tIe I I, or in a case provided
for in Article 59.

In its examination of the grounds of jurisdiction referred to in the
foregoing paragraph, the court or authority applied shall be bound by
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Art.30

Art.31

Art. 32
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the findings of fact on which the court of the state in which the
judgment was given based its jurisdiction.

Subject to the provisions of the first paragraph, the jurisdiction of
the court of the state in which the judgment was given may not be
reviewed; the test of public policy referred to in point 1 of Article
27, may not be applied to the rules relating to jurisdiction.

Under no circumstances may a foreign judgment be reviewed as to its
substance.

A court of a Contracting State in which recognition is sought of a
judgment given in another Contracting State may stay proceedings if
an ordinary appeal against the judgment has been lodged.

A court of a Contracting State in which recogni tion is sought of a
judgment given in Ireland or the Uni ted Kingdom may stay the
proceedings if enforcement is suspended in the State in which the
judgment was given by reason of an appeal.

A judgment given in a Contracting State and enforceable in that State
shall be enforced in another Contracting State when, on the
application of any interested party, the order for its enforcement
has been issued there.

However,in the United Kingdom, such a judgment shall be enforced in
England and Wales, in Scotland, or in Northern Ireland when, on the
application of any interested party, it has been registered for
enforcement in that part of the United Kingdom.

The application shall be submitted:

in Belgium, to the tribunal de premiere instance or
rechtbank van eerste aanleg,
in Denmark, to the underret,
in the Federal Republic of Germany, to the presiding judge
of a chamber of the Landgericht,
in Greece, to the
in France, to the presiding judge of the tribunal de grande
instance
in Ireland, to the High Court,
in Italy, to the court d'appello,
in Luxembourg, to the presiding judge of the tribunal
d'arrondissement;
in the Netherlands, to the presiding judge of the
arrondissementsrechtsbank,
in the United Kingdom:

1. in England and Wales, to the High Court of Justice or. ,
In the case of maintenance judgment to the
Magistrates' Court on transmission by the Secretary of
State;

2. in.scotland to.the Court of Session, or in the case of
malntenance Judgment to the Sheriff Court on
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transmission by the secretary of State;
3. in Northern Ireland, to the High Court of Justice, or

in the case of a maintenance judgmen t to the
Magistrates' Court on transmission by the Secretary of
State.

The jurisdiction of local courts shall be determined by reference to
the place of domicil e of the party agai ns t whom enforcemen t is
sought. If he is not domiciled in the State in which enforcement is
sought, it shall be determined by reference to the place of
enforcement.

If enforcement is authorized, the party against whom enforcement is
sought may appeal against the decision wi thin one month of service
thereof.

If that party is domiciled in a Contracting State other than that in
which the_ decision authorizing enforcement was given, the tine for
appealing shall be two month and shall run from the date of service,
ei ther on him in person or at his residence. ~ extension of time may
be granted on account of distance.

An appeal against the decision authorizing enforcement shall be
lodged in accordance with the rules governing procedure in
contentious matters:

in Belgium, wi th the tribunal de premiere instance or
rechtbank van eerste aanleg,
in Denmark, with the landsret,
in the Federal Republic of Germany, with the
Oberlandesgericht,
in Greece, with the ,
in France, with the cour d'appel,
in Ireland, with the High Court,
in Italy, with the corte d'apello,
in Luxembourg, with the Cour superieure de justice sitting
as a court of civil appeal,
in the Netherlands, with the arrondissementsrechtbank,
in the United Kingdom:

1. in England and Wales, with the High Court of Justice,
or in the case of a maintenance judgmen t wi th the
Magistrates' Court;

2. in Scotland with the Court of Session, or in the case
of a maintenance judgment with the Sheriff Court;

3. in Northern Ireland, with the High Court of Justice,
or in the case of a maintenance judgmen t wi th the
Magistrates' Court.

The judgment given on the appeal may be contested only:

in Belgium, Greece, France, Italy, Luxembourg and in the
Netherlands, by appeal in cassation,
in Denmark, by am appeal to the hojesteret, with the leave
of the Minister of Justice,
in the Federal Republic of Germany, by a Rechtsbeschwerde,
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in Ireland, by an appeal on a point of law to the Supreme

Court,
in the Uni ted Kingdom, by a single further appeal on a

point of law.

If the application for enforcement is refused, the applicant may

appeal:

in Belgium, to the cour d1appel or hof van beroep,
in Denmark, to the landsret,
in the Federal Republic of Germany, to the
Oberlandesgericht,
in Greece, to the ,
in France, 'to the court d' appel,
in Ireland, to the High Court,
in Italy, to the corte d'appello,
in Luxembourg, to the Cour superieure de justice sitting as
a court of civil appeal,
in the Netherlands, to the gerechtshof,
in the United Kingdom:

1. in England and Wales, to the High Court of Justice, or
in the case of a maintenance judgmen t to the
Magistrates' Court;

2. in Scotland, to the Court of Session, or in the case
of a maintenance judgment to the Sheriff Court;

3. in Northern Ireland, to the High Court of Justice, or
in the case of a maintenance judgment to the
Magistrates' Court.

The party against whom enforcement is sought shall be summoned to
appear before the appella te court. If he fail s to appear, the
provisions of the second and third paragraphs of Article 20 shall
apply even where he is not domiciled in any of the Contracting
states.

Title IV: Authentic Instruments and Court Settlements

Art.53 For the purpose of this Convention the seat of a company or other
legal person or association of natural or legal persons shall be
treated as its domicile. However, in order to determine that seat,
the court shall apply its rules of private international law.

In order to determine whether a trust is domiciled in the Contracting
state whose courts are seised of the matter, the court shall aPRly
its rules of private international law.
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A P PEN D I X V

THE INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE UNIFICATION OF CERTAIN RULES CONCERNING

THE IMMUNITY OF STATE-OWNED SHIPS (1926)

Cf Bruhns schiffahrtsrecht at 2330;

Cf Singh International Maritime Law Conventions vol 4 (1983) at 3096.

Art.1 Sea-going ships owned or operated by States, cargoes owned by them,
and cargoes and passengers carried on State-owned ships, as well as
the States which own or operate such ships and own such cargoes shall
be subject, as regards claims in respect of the operation of such
ships or in respect of the carriage of such cargoes, to the same
rules of liability and the same obligations as those applicable in
the case of privately-owned ships, cargoes and equipment.

Art. 2 As regards such liabilities and obligations, the rules relating to
the jurisdiction of the Courts, rights of actions and procedure shall
be the same as for merchant ships belonging to private owners and for
private cargoes and their owners.

Art. 3 (1) The prov~s~ons of the two proceeding Articles shall not apply to
ships of war, State-owned yachts, patrol vessels, hospital ships,
fleet auxiliaries, supply ships and other vessels owned or operated
by a State and employed exclusively at the time when the cause of
action arises on Government and non-conunercial service, and such
ships shall not be subject to seizure, arrest or detention by any
legal process, nor to any proceedings in rem.

Nevertheless, claimants shall have the right to proceed before the
appropriate Courts of the State which owns or operates the ship in
the following cases:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Claims in respect of collision or other accidents
of navigation;
Claims in respect of salvage or in the nature of
salvage and in respect of general average;
Claims in respect of repairs, supplies or other contracts
relating to the ship:

and the State shall not be entitled to rely upon any immunity as a
defence.

(2) The same rules shall apply to State-owned cargoes carried on
board any of the above-mentioned ships.
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( 3) state-owned cargoes carried on board merchant ships for
Government and non-commercial purposes shall not be subject to
seizure, arrest or detention by any legal process nor any proceedings
in rem.

Nevertheless, claims in respect of collision and nautical accidents,
claims in respect of salvage or in the nature of salvage and in
respect of general average, as well as claims in respect of contracts
relating to such cargoes, may be brought before the COurt which has
jurisdiction in virtue of Article 2.

The provlslons of the present Convention shall be applied in each
Contracting State, but wi thout any obligation to extend the benefit
thereof to non-contracting states and their nationals, and with the
right in making any such extension to impose a condi tioD of
reciprocity.

Nothing in the present Convention shall be held to prevent a
COntracting State from prescribing by its own laws the rights of its
nationals before its own Courts.
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A P PEN 0 I X VI

CONVENTION ON LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR MARITIME CLAIMS 1976

Cf Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt) 1986 11, P 786.

. 1 Marl.·tl.·me Law Conventions vol 4 (1983) at 2976.Cf Singh Internatl.ona

The. State Partlel to tNs Convention.

HaviflQ ~nlsed u-.. detlrability 01
determinlnQ.bvagreement certain unUonn
rules: retatlng. to the Umitation at liability-
foe maritIme'claims;: I

Have decided tooondude aConvention
for this purpose and have thereto agreed
as fotlowa:

Chapter I

The right of limitation

AttJd.1

P.nonl antltsed to Ilmrt U.bUlty

1. Shipowners and saIvors. as
hereinafter deftned. may limit their liability
in accordance w;th the rulea of this
Con~ntion 10( cJaims set out in art. 2.

2. The term snipowner shall mean the
owner. charterer, manager and ~ratOf

01 a sea-gomg ship.

3. SalVO( shall mean any person
rendering seMcea In direct connectIon
with salvage 098ratlons. Salvage
operationa shall also lndude operatloos
referred to in art. 2, par.' (d), le) and (f).

4.11 any claim. &et out In art. 2 are made
against any penoo for WhoM aet, neQl8Ct
or default the &hlpown« 01 I4Ivor la
responsible, audl pe(1OO &halt be entitled
to avail hjm~lf of the limitation of liability
provided for In this Convention.

5. In thJa Convention the l1abUlty of a
shipowner &hail lnauoe Uabmty In an
action brought against the veaael hertelf.

Lea Etats Partiel ala lXesente Conven
tion.

ayant reconnu I'utilite de fixer d'un
commun a<XOrd certaines r~les unifer
me. retativea • la limitation de responsa
bilit9- en matlere de Cfeances maritlmes;

oot decide de conc1ure une convention
• cet atfet, at. an consequence. sont
coownus de ce qui suit:

Chapitre premier

Le droit a limitation

Mid. premier

Per8OCln•• tn droit .
cM IlnUter Ieur r~Nblllt.

1. Les prOQrietaires de navires et les
assistants. tela que deflnis d-apres. ~u
vent Iimiter leur responsabUite confonne.
ment aux regiea de la presente Conven
tion aregard des creances '1i~es a I'arti
Cle 2.

2. L'expreaaion -PC'OQlietaire de navire
designe le pcoprietaira,I'atfreteur,I'arma
taur et I'armateur-gerant d'un nav,re de
mer.

3. Par -assistant-, on enlend toute per
sonne fournissant das servic~s en rala
t10n directe avec lea operations d'assis
tance ou de sauvetage. Cas ~ations
CQmpcannent ~lIe8 qua vise I'article 2,
paragraphe 1 d), 8) et f).

•. SI I'une quelconque des creances
prevues a l'artlc1e 2 eat famee contre
toute personne dont les faits, n~ligences
It fautes .ntralnent la re8000ssbHite du
prO()fietalre ou de I'asslstant, certe per·
soone tat en droit de se prevaloir de la
limitation de reaponsabmte prevue dans
la presente Convention.

5. Dans la pcesente Convention,
I'.xpreaslon .reaponsabdlte du proprie
taire de navire- comprend la responsabt
lite resultant d'une. action portant sur le
nevire lul-m~me.

Die 'Ietttagsstaaten dieses Uberein
kommens-

In ErXenntnis der ZweckmA8i~iteiner
verttagllchen Festleguno einheitUcher
Rageln Caber dla BesdVAnKung der Hat
tung. fUr SeefordenJngen-

haben bescNoas&n. zu dlesem ZwecX
ein Uberetnkommen zu schlle6en, und
haben dem~ema8 f~gendes vereinbart:

KapiteJ I

Aecht aut HattungsOOschrankung

Attlul1

Zur BtKhrlnJ(un9 cs.t H.ftung
ber.at~ P-tt'lOMn

(') Schitfseigentum« und 8erger cder
Retter im Slnn der n8ChStehenden Be-'
gntfsbestimmungen kOMen itve Haltung
fur die in ArtlkEH 2 angetUhrten Anspruche
nach den 8estimmu~endlesea UberelO
kommens beSClVanken.

(2) Oar Ausarucx Sd\ilfseigentumer.
umla6t den 8gentumer, Chanerer,
Reeder und Auarustsr etnel Seescnltfs.

(3) Berger oder Retter bedeutet jade
Parsoo, die In unmirtelbarem Zusammen
hang mit einer 8ergung adS( Hilfeleistung
Olenste leislet. Zu elner 8e(gung ader Hil
feleistung gehOcsn aud'\ die in Artik~ 2
Absatz 1 8uchstaben d. e und f erwahn
ten Art>eiten.

(4) Wlrd einer der in Mikel 2 angefuhr
ten Anapruche gegen sine Person gel:
tend gemacht, Kir deren Handeln, Unte(
lassen oder 'IenchLllden der SchltfS
eigentumer oder dec' Serger cdet' Ret1er
haltet, so ist diese Person berechligt,
siCtl aut die In aiasem Uooreinkommen
vorge&8hene Ha~ungsbesch{ankung zu
berufen.

(5) In diesem Uooreinkommen schliet3t
die Ha~ung des Schitfselgentumers die
Hattung fUr Anapnjche etn, die gagen das
Schiff selbst geltend gemacht werden.



6. An insurer ot liability for claims
subject to limitation in accordance wIth
the rules of this Convention shall be
entitled to the benefits of this Convention
to the same extent as the· assured
himself.

7. The act ot invoking limitation ot
liability shall not constitute an admission
ot liability.

Attide2

Clalma aubjed to IlmitaUon

1. Subject to arts. 3 and 4 the following
claIms. whatever the basIs at liability may
be, shall be subject to limitation of liability:

(a) claims in respect ot loss 0' lite Of

personaJ injury 0( loss 0' or damage
to property (including damage to
harbour worXs. basins and
waterways and aids to navigation),
occurring on board or in direct
connection with the operation of the
ship or with salvage operations. and
consequentiaJ loss resulting
theretrom:

(b) claim$ in resPeCt of IOS8 resulting
tram delay in the carriage by sea of
cargo. passengers or their luggage:

(c) claims in respect ot other loss
resulting from inmngement ot rights
other than contractual rights,
occurring in direct connection wIth
the operation ot the snip or salvage
operations;

(d) claims in respect ot the raising,
removal, destruction or the rendering
harmless et a ship which is sunk.
wrecked. stranded or abandoned,
induding anything that is or has been
on board such snip;

(e) claims in respect of the removal.
destruction or the rendering
harmless ot the cargo ot the ship:

(f) claims ot a person other than the
person liable in respect of measures
taken in order to avert or minimize
loss for which the person liable may
limit his liability in aCCOrdance with
this Convention, and further loss
caused by such measures.

2. Claims set out in par. 1 shall be
subject to limitation ot liability even it
brought by way ot recourse or for
indemnity under a contract or otherwise.
However, claims set out under par. 1 (d),
(e) and (I) shall not be subject to limitation
of liability to the extent that they relate to
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6. L'assureur Qui couvre la responsabl
lite a I' 8gard des creances soumises a
limitation contormement BUX regles de la
presente Convention est en droit de se
prevaloir de cella-cl dans la mt\me
mesure que I'assure lui-mt\me.

7. Le fait d'lnvoquer la limitation de rea
ponsabilite n'empOc1e pas la reconnais
sence de caUe reaponsabllite.

AttJde%

Ctienc:ea IOUmlMa 'lallmitaUon

1. Sous reserve des articles 3 et 4, lea
Cteances suivantes. qual que soit le ton
dement de la responsabilite, sont scumi
ses a la limitation de resPQn68bilite:

a) creances pour mort. pOUr lesions cor
parelles, pour partes et pour domma
ges a tous biens (y compris les dom
mages causes aux ouvrages d'art des
ports, bassins. voies navigables et
aides a la navigation), SUNenus • bord
du navire ou en relation directe avec
I'explodation de celui-ci ou avec des
operations d'assistance ou de sauv~

tage. ainai que tout autre prejudice en
resultant;

b) creances pour tout prejudice resultant
d'un retard dans le transport par mer
de la cargaison, des passagers ou de
teurs bagages;

c) creances pour d'autres prejudices
resultant de I'atteinte it taus droits de
source extracontractuelle, et SUNe
nus en relation directe avec I'exploita
tlon du navire ou avec des operations
o'asslstance ou de sauvetage:

d) creances pour avoir renftoue. enleve,
delrUlt ou rendu inotfensl' un navire
coule, naufrage, echoue ou aoan
donna, y compds tout ce qui se trouve •
et s'est trouva it bard;

e) creances pour avoir enleve, datruit ou
rendu inoffensive la cargaison du
navire:

f) creances produites par une autre per
sonne que la personne responsable
pour les mesures prises aftn de preve
nir ou de raduire un dommage pour
leQueJ la personne responsaole paut
limiter sa responsabilite contorme
ment ala presente Convention, et pour
les dommages ultElrieurement cau~s
par ces mesures.

2.les creancss visaes au paragraphe 1
sont soumises a la limitation de respon
sabilite mt\me si elles font I'objet d'une
action, contractuelle ou non. recursoire
ou en garantie. Toutetois. les creances
produites aux termes des aUnaas d), e) et
t) du paragraphe 1 ne sont pas soumisea

(6) Ein Vers;ch6(er, der die Haftung In
bezug au' Anapnjche veralchert, die der
Beschrlnkung nad\ dlesem Uberelnkom
men unterllegen, kann aich Im glelchen
Umfang wte der Versicherte au' die
BesUmmungen dlese. Uberelnkommena
berufen.

(7) Die Geitendmachung der Haftunga
beschr4nJ<.ung bedeutet ketne Anerken
nung der Haftung.

Attik.. %

Det BeedvInk~ unterilegende
~

(1) V0fbehaitJ1c:h der Artlket 3 und .. un
ter1legen fofgende AnaQCUche, ungeach
tet des GNndft def Haftung. der Ha"
tungabesdV4nkung:

a) Anspnjche wagen Tod oder KOrper
ver1eUung oder weoen Vertust oder
BescMdgung 't'OO Sachen (eln
achlle811ch Besch'dlgung von Hafen
anlagen, Hatenbecken, Wasaerstra
Ben una Navigatlonshdfen), die an
Bofd oder In unmittelbarem Zuaam
menhang mit dam 8etrteb de. $chiffe.
oder mit Bergunga- oder HlUel.
stungsart>etten etntreten. IOwie wa
gen daraus entstehender w8lterer
Sch!den:

b) Ansprijche w898n SchAden Infolge
Verspatung bei def Bef6rderung von
Gutem. Reisenaen odet deren Gep4cX
aut See:

c) Anspnjche~en sonstlger SGhAden.
die sich aus der Ven8tzung nichtver
traglicner Rechte &rgeben und In un
mlttelbarem Zusammenhang mit dem
Betneb des Scrutfes oder mit Ber
gungs- 008f Hilfeleistungsart>eiten
stehen;

d) Anspruche aus der Hebung. Beseit\.
guno. VernlCt\tung ooer Unscnadtlch
machung etnes gesunkenen. havener
ten, gestrandeten oder venassenen
$chiffes. samt &ilem, was sich an Bord
etnes SOfchen Sctutfes befindet oder
befunden har.

e) Anspnjche aus der Beseitlgung, Ver
nichtung oder UnldlAollchmachung
der Ladung de. Schitfea;

o Anapruche alner anOeren Person al.
des Haftpftlchtlgen wagen Ma6nah
men, die ergnffen wurden, um SchA
den, rur die der HaftptUchtlge seine.
Haftung nach dJesem Ubereinkommen'
beschr4nkeo kann, abzuwenden od«
tu verringem. sowie wagen weiterer
durch solche Ma8nahmen entstande
ner Sch4den.

(2) Die in Absatz 1 angetUhrten Anspnj
ene untenlegen auch denn der Haftungs
beschr4nkung, wenn aie aut Grund elne.
Vertrags oder soo,twie ala AQ~gritfa

oder EntldlAdtgungaanspojche geltend
gemacht warden. Die In Absatz 1 Buch
,taben cs. e und f ingetUMen AnsprUche



out of the same occurrence, their
respective claims shall be set off a<Jaanst
each other and the provisions of this
Convention shall only apply to the
balance, if any.

Chapter 11

limits of liability

ArtIcleS

The aener.' IImJta

1. The limits of liability tor claims other
than those mentioned in art. 7, arising on
any distinct occasion, shall be calculated
as follows:

(a) in respect of claims for loss of life or
personal injury,

(i) 333.000 Units of Account fO( a
ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 toos.

(ii) fO( a ship with a tonnage in
excess thereof, the following
amount in addition to that
mentioned in (\):

for each ton from 501 to 3.000
tons, 500 Units of Account;

fO( each ton from 3.001 to
30,000 tons, 333 Units of
Account;

for each ton from 30,001 to
70,000 tons, 250 Units of
Account; and

for each ton in excess of 70,000
tons, 167 Units of Account,

(b) in respect of any other claims,

(i) 167,000 Units 01 Account for a
ship with a tonna<Je not
exceeding 500 tons,

(ii) fO( a ship with a tonnage in
excess thereof the following
amount in addition to that
mentioned in (i):

to( each ton from 501 to 30,000
tons, 167 Units of Account;

for each ton from 30,001 to
70.000 tons, 125 Units of
Account; and

fO( each ton in excess 0170.000
tons, 83 Units of Account.

2. Where the amount calculated in
accordance With par. 1 (a) is insufficient
to pay the claims mentioned therein in tull.
the amount calculated in accordance with
par. , (b) shall be available for payment at
the unpaid balance of claims under
par. 1 (a) and such unpaid balance shall
rank rateably with claims mentioned
under per. 1 (b).
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une creance nee du mame 8venement,
leurs Cfeances respectives se campen
sent et les diSpOSitions de la presente
Convention ne s'appliQuent qu'au solde
eventueL

Chapitre It

limites de responsabilite

ArtIcleS

LlcnU•• a'n'ral••

1. La limite de responsabilite a I'egard
des Cfeances autres que celles mention
nees aI'aetlde 7, nees d'un meme evena
ment. est calculee comme suit:

a) a I'egard des creances pour mort ou
lesions corpof'elles,

i) 333 OCO unites de compte pour un
navire dont la jauge ne depasse
pas 500 tonneaux;

ii) pour un navire dont la jauge
depasse le chiffre ci-dessus, le
montant suivant qui vient s'ajouter
au montant indique aI'alinea i):

pour chaQue tonneau de 501 a
3 000 tonneaux, 500 unates de
compte;

pour chaque tonneau de 3001 a
30 (XX) tonneaux. 333 unites de
compte;

pour chaQue tonneau de 30 001 a
70 000 tonneaux. 250 unites de
compte;

et pour chaQue tonneau au-des
sus de 70 (XX) tonneaux, 167 Uni

tes de compte,

b) a regard de toutes les autres erean
ces,

i) 167 (XX) unites de compte pour un
navire dont la jauge ne depasse
pas 500 tonneaux;

ii) pour un navire dont la jauge
depasse le chiffre ci-dessus, le
montant suivant qui vient s'ajouter
au montant indiQue a I'alinea i):

pour chaQue tonneau de 501 a
30 000 tonneaux. 167 unites de
compte;

pour chaQue tonneau de 30 001 a
70000 tonneaux, 125 unites de
compte;

et pour chaque tonneau au-des
sus de 70 (XX) tonneaux. 83 unites
de compte.

2. LOfSQue le montant calcule confor
mement aI'alinea a) du psra~raphe 1 est
insuffisant pour regler integralement les
creances vi sees dans cet alines, le mon
tant calcule conformement aI'alinea b) du
paragraphe 1 peut ~tre utilise pour re<Jler
le solde impaye des Cfeances visees a
I' alinea a) du paragraphe 1 et ce solde
impaye vient en concurrence avec le8
cn3ances visees a I'alinea b) du para<Jra
phe 1.

gen den Glaubi<Jer einen Anscruch. der
aus dem <Jleichen Ereignis entstanden ist.
so ~nd die beidersettigen Anapnjche ge
geneinander autzurechnen und die Be
stimmungen <laeses Ubereinkommens nur
aut den etwa verbtetbenden Anspruch an
zuwenden.

Kapitet U

Haftungsh6chatbetrage

Artlk.. S

AJIgemeIne H6d\atbetr~

(1) Die HattungshOchstbetrlge tilr an
dere als die In Artlke& 7 Ingeruhrten An
spruche, die IUS demse!ben Ereignls ent
standen sind. errechnen sicn wte foIgt

a) fUr Anspnjcne wegen Tod oder K6r
perver1etzung;

i) fUr ein Schiff mjt einem Raumge
halt bis zu 500 Tonnen 333 000
Rechnungseinhe4ten;

ii) fur &in Schiff mit einem danjbet
hinausgehenden Raumgehalt er
hOht sicn der unter litter I genann
te 8etrag wie tofgt

500 Rechnungseinheiten je Tonne
von 50t bis 3 (XX) Tonnen;

333 Recllnungseinheiten le Tonne
von 3001 bls 30 000 Tonnen;

250 Rechnungseinheiten ie Tonne
von 30 001 bis 10000 Tonnen;

167 Rechnungseinheiten je Tonne
liber 70000 Tonnen;

b) fur sonstige Anspruche:

i) fUr ein Schiff mit einem Raumge
halt bi! zu 500 Tonnen 167 OCO
Rechnungseinheiten;

ii) fUr elO Schiff mit etnem danjber
hinauSQehenden Raum<JehaJt er
hOht Slch der unter Ziffer I genann
te Setrag wie fof<Jt

167 Rechnun<Jseinheiten 1. Tonne
von 501 blt 30 000 Tonnen;

125 Rechnung8elnhelten le Tonne
von 30 001 bls 10 000 Tonnen;

83 Rechnungaelnheiten le Tonne
uber 70000 Tonnen.

(2) Retcht d« nach Absatz 1 Such
stabe a err8Chnete Betrag zur vollen Be
friedl<Jung der darin genannten Anspnj
che nicht aus. so steht der nach Abaatz 1
Buchstabe b errechnete Betrag zur Be
frledlgung der nicht befriedlgten Restan
spruche nach Absatz 1 Buchstabe I tur
Verfugung. wo04M dieM RestanapNche
den gleichen Rang wie dle In Abaatz 1
Buchstlbe b Qenannten Anapruch. na
ben.



remuneraUon under a contract with the
penonl~e.

The ruI.. of thi. Convention ahaJl not
awrt to:

(a) daJm. for utvage Of contributlcn In
gen."I~ge;

(b) claim. for oil POflutlcn damage witNn
the l'I1MNf\Q of the Interr.attonaf
ConVWItlon on Clw UabiUty far 0(1
Potk.JtJon Camage. dated Nov. 29
, 96a Of at atrI amendment or
Protoca thereto whJch I. In force;

(c) claims subject to any International
coov80tlon Of naUonaJ l&gillatlon
governing Of prOhibttlnQ Umitatlon of
lIaDdlty !or nudear damage:

(d) cJaima against the shlpownet of a
nudel( sNp fO( nudear damag9:

(e) claima by seNanta of the shiPOWner
Ol aaM:lr WhoM dutle. are
cooneded with the Ihip Ol the
sa!vage ooeration.. IndudlnQ daima0' their heirs. dependant. Of other
persooa .ntltled to make such
cJaun.. if under the law governing the
contract of UNice between the
shloowner Of saNor and such
servants the sl'liPOwoer Of sa!vor Is
not entitled to limit hi. :labillty In
respect at such cJaima. Of if he II by
such law only permitted to limit nil
Iiaoility to an amount greater than
that proy~ for In art. 6.

A person llab4e shail not be entitled to
limit hll Ilabdlty ,f It la PI'OWd that the 10..
resulted from tv. peraonaJ act Of

omis&1on. committed with the Intent to
cause such Iou. QC redUeaaly and with
knowledQe that sucn loll would proO&~y
result.

Mtde5

Countetdelml

Wherl • P«tOn entitled to limitation of
liability UnQe( the~ of tNa Convention
hal a claim agalnat the daJmant artlh'Q
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• la limitation ~ resoonsabdite dans la
m8aure oU ellea ~t refativel • la remu
neration en awication a'un contrat
condu avec la penoN'le reSQOOaab{e.

Le. ~t.. de la pre..nte Convention
ne I'~lquent paa:

a) aux Cl'Mncea du che' d'aaaistance, d.
lauvetage, ou de contnbutlon en ava
fie convnune;

b) lUX creancea pour dommagH eau•• la
~lutJon par I.. hydroc.art)ure. iU
...,. de la Corwenllon IntematlonaJe
sur la reagonUCCllt* cMle pour lea
dommage. due • la potlution pat le.
hydrocart)ures en date du 29 novem
bre 1969, OU de tout amendement ou
de tout protOCOfe • cefle-d qui est en
yjQueur,

c) aux creances soumisas i toute
convention IntemallonaJe ou l8Qista
tlon national. riQissant ou interdlsant
la limitation de reaoonsaOtlite pour
dommagel nudeaires;

d) lUX creances centre re Pl'O()r1etaire
d'un na\lire nud8aJre pour dOmmage.
nudeairea;

e) aux creances dils prepo," du pro
pnetaire do nav;r. ou de I'assistant
dont lea lonctions $8 rattachent au
service du navire ou aux operations
d'assistance ou de sau~etage ainsi
Qu'aux c;reances de ~eurs heritien,
ayants cause ou autr" ;>ersonnes
tonaees a fanner de telles creances si,
selon la la r8Qissant :e contrat
d'engagement condu entre le proone
taire du navire 00 l'aSSlstant et les
preP0S8s. le prQOfietaire du navire ou
I'assistant n'a pas le drOit de limiter sa
resoonsaolllte re/ativement aces
creances. OUt si. se/on ceUe lot, il ne
peut le faire QU'! concurrence d'un
montant supeneUf a celUt prevu a
"article 6.

AttIde •

~ lUP9rimant I. IlmitAUon

Un. personne reaoonaab'e n'est pas
en~t de IImUer sa reaoonaacilite s'il est
prouve Que le dOmmaoe resulte de son
tait ou de IOn omlsaion penonn~.. com
mia IVec "Intention de provoquer un tel
dommage, OU commil t8m«airement et
awc conadence Qu'un tat dommage en
reaulterait prOOablement

AttIde 5

Ccmpenutton del crMnc..

SI une penonne en drott de Hmiter sa
raoon~lIt. M40n la regl" de la pr&
aenta Convention I cont,.. IOn creander

untenleoen jedoch ntcht der Hattungs
beschrAnkung. soweit sie eln mat dam
Hattpftld\tigen vertragllch v4tfeln08ttes
Entgelt betreifen.

MJk.. 3

Ven _ BMcft,jnkuftG
.~M)CTmet»e ~cne

Dleses Ubefejnkommen lat nicht anzu
wenden au'

a) Anapruche IUI 8ergunQ oder Hlltelei
stung oder aeUragshMltung Iur gro
Ben Havecei;

b) AnSQn1che wegen ON8IschmuUungs
SChlden im Slnn des Internatlonalen
UberainkOcMlena vom 29. November
1969 (Abet die zlvilrec:ntllche HaftunQ
fOr a~ungasd'\'den odec'
einer Ancserung oder aine. Prot~la.
die du UbecetMommen betreffen und
in Kraft getreten sind:

c) AnsprUche. die unter lin Intematlona
les Ubereenkommen ,oder Innerstaat
Ilche ~t'vcncMften taJlen. wet
ene die Hattungabeactvlnkung be'
nukJeaten Sch4den regeln oder ver
btet&n:

d) Ansoruche ~8Qen den Schiffselgen
tumer &in... AeaktoracNtfa wagen nu
Idearer Scn'den:

e) Anaorucn. von Bed1enateten des
SdUffaeigentUmers od« del Serger,
Oder Retters, deren AufQabet1 mit dam
Setne() del Senitfe. od« mU Bar
gung" od8f Hlltelelstungsart>8lten
zuummenh4ngen. sowie An~d'\e

ihrer Eroen. AngellOOgan oder sensU
ger zur Geitendmac..,ung solCher An
spnjche Delechtlgter ?eraonen. wenn
der Sd'\iffsslgenrumec oder der Bergef
oder Metter i'\acn dam Recnt. das fUr
den DlenltvettraQ twischen ihm und
diesen 3eciansteten gilt. seene Hat
wng !'Ut 01858 An~e nlcht be
Sd'\rinkan Ode( nur aut alnen BetraQ
besctvanK&n kano. der den in Mike! 6
vorgeseNtoen uberltelgc.

Mlkel.

D4e a..e:t'\llnitunQ
.uaecN~. Vtrltalten

Sn Haftpftichtlger datf Mine Hattung
nicht beschr4nken. 'Henn nachgewiesen
wird. da6 der $chaden aut etne Handlung
oder Untenassung IuruwufUhren ist, die
von ihm selb't in der Absicht. ainen sof
chen SGhaden hert>elzuruhren. oder
leicntferti9 und in dem .8ew1JBtsei[l be
gangen 'wl'ae, ~d em solcner SCnaden
mit Wahrscheinlic."kelt eintreten werde.

Artlk.t 5

G~nan~ri.lchl

Hat eine Person, die zur BeschrankunQ
der H.attung naen can 8estimmungen die
ses Uberetnkommens berechtigt ist. g&-



3. However, without prejudice to the
right of claima for Iou of life et pereonal
Injury according to pet. 2. a State Puty
may provide In Ita national law that claima
In reaped of damage to haIbout WOIQ.
baain. and waterways and ak1a to
nav;gatlon shan have such priority ~er

other claima under par. 1 (b) aa la
provided by that law.

4. The limits of 1I~111yfor any salvor not
operating from any ship et for any saJvor
operating lOJefy on the ship to. et In
resped of which. he la rendering aaNage
aetVlcea. shail be calculated according to
a tonnage of 1,500 ton..

5. Fet the ptJrl)OH of this Convention
the ship', tonnage shall be the gross
tonnage calculated In accordance with
the tonnage measurement rules
contained in Annex I ot the International
Convention on Tonnage Measurement 0'
Ships, 1969.

Attkte 7

The limit for pauenger claima

1. In resped of ctaims ariaing on any
distinct occasion for Ioaa at life Of

personal Injury to passengers of a ship.
the limit of liability at the shipowner
thereof shall be an amount of 46.666
Units of Account multiplied by the number
of passengers which the ship is
authorised to carry according to the
ship's certificate, but not exceeding
25 million Unit' of Account.

2. FOf' the PUrl)OH of thia Article
"claims foe' loss of life Of personallnlury to
passengers of I snip" !hall mean any
such claims brought by Of' on behalf of any
person earned In that ship:

(a) under a contract of pasaenger
carriage. Of

(b) who, with the consent of the carrier,
Is accompanying a vehlde 0( live
animals 'Nhien are covered by a
contract foe' the carriage ot goods.

Artidea

Unit 0' Account

1. The Unit ot Account referred to in
arts. 6 and 11s the Spedaj Drawing RIght
as defined by the IntematlonaJ Monetary
Fund. The amountl mentioned In arts. 6
and 1 $hall be converted Into the national
currency of the State In which limitation i'
sought, according to the l val\J4t of that
currency at the date the limitation fund
shall h~ been conltltuted, payment la
made, Of' security I1 given which und« the
law at that State la eQuivalent to such
payment. The value 01 • national currency
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3. Toutef04a. tanS prejudice du droit des
aeancea POUf mort ou lesions corpocej
lel contonn4tment au paragrBQhe 2. un
Etat Partle peut atlpoler dans aa legisla
tion natlonaie QUe lea creancea pOUr
dommagel cauds aux ouvrages d'art
dea porta. baaaina. voies navigables et
aidea • la navigation, ont la priorite aur les

. autrea creance. vi••• l'aUnea b) du
paragraphe 1 qui eat pcevue pat cene
legiaJatlon.

4. Las lIm1tes de responaabilite de tout
usiatant n'agiuant pas a partlr d'un
nav;re, ou de tout assiatant agisaant unl
quement i bord du navire auquel ou •
I'egard duquej it fourmt des servicea
d'aas;stance ou de aauvetage, sont caJ
euleea selon un tonnage de 1 500 ton
neaux de jauge.

5. Aux flns de la present. Convention,
le caleut du tonnage du navire est effac
tue coofonnement aux reglea de mesure
sur le tonnage brut prewes • I'Annexe I
de la Convention internatlonale de 1969
sur le jaugeage des navires.

ArtJde7

Limit. a~k:able
aux cr'.~ dea peauge...

1. Dans le cas de ereaoces resultant de
la mort ou de lesions corporelles des pas
sagers d'un nav;re et nees d'un m~me

evenement, la Iimite de la responsabilite
du proprietaire du navire est fixee a une
somme de 46666 unites de compte mul
t1pliees par le nombre de passagers que
le navire est autorise a transporter
d'apres le certiflcat du navire, sans pou
voir exceder 25 millions d'unites de
compte.

2. Aux fins du present artide -ereancas
resultant de la mort ou de lesions corpo
relies des passagers d'un navire- signifie
toute ereanca fonnee par toute personne
transportee sur ce navire ou pour le
compte de cette peraonne:

a) an "ertu d'un contrat de transport de
pasaager, ou

b) qui, avac le consentemant du trans
parteur, accompagne un vehicule ou
de. animaux vivants faisant I'objet
d'un contrat de transport de marchan
disea.

ArlJc!ea

Untt.de compte

1. L'unJte de compte visea aux articles
eet 1 eat le Droit de Tirage speciaJ tel que
deftn; par le Fonds monetalre internatio
nal. Le. montants mentlonnes aux arti·
cles 6 et 7 sont convertl. dans la monnaie
nationale de I'Etat dans leQualla limita
tion de responaabdlte eat Invoquee; la
conversion ,'effectue auivant la valaur de
cett. monnaie • la date oU le fonds aura
et. coostltue, le paiement effectue ou la
garantte equivaJante foumle conforme
ment .Ia lot de eet Elat.la valeur, en Droit

(3) Unbeschadet der Red\te nach Ab
utz 2 in bezug auf Anspc'Uche w~en Tod
oder KOrpervel1etzung kann ain Vertrags
ataat in selnen Innerataatllchen Rechts
voracllriften Iedoch bQtimmen, da8 Art
spnjche wegen BeschAdlgung von
Hafenanlagen, Hafenbecken. Was&8r
atraBen und Navigatlonahilfen den ihnen
In dleaen Red\tsV()(schriften elngerAum
ten V()(fano V()( 5OO8tlg8O An~chen

naen Abaatt 1 Buchstabe b haben.

(4) Ofe HaltungshOdtstbetrAge fUr
ainen Betger oder Retter, der nicht von
einem Schiff au. arbeitet. oder fUr einen
Berger od« Retter, der au88ChtleSUch auf
dem Schiff arbettet. fUr das er Bergunga
oder HUfeJeiatunoadlensle leistet. eneen
nen sk:h untet Zugrunde'egunQ &ines
Raumgehaits von 1 500 Tonnen.

(5) Raumgehalt des SdUffes Im Slnn
dlesea Mlkels iat die Brutt0f8umzah~

errechnet nach den in Anlage' des Inter
natlonaJen SdUffavennessungs-Ubereln
kommens von 1969 enthaltenen Bestlm
mungen uber die Vermessuno des Raum
gehalts.

Artlkel 7

H&::hatbetrq
fOr Anaprik:he YOft Reiaendeft

(1) Bsi aus demaelben Eraignis ant
standenen Anspruchen wegen das Todes
oder der KOrperverlettuno von Raisenden
aines Schiffe. haltet der Schiffseigen-
turner bis zu ainem Betrag von 46 666
Rechnungseinheitan multipUziert mit der
AnzaN der Reisenden. die das Schiff
nach dem Schiffazeugnis befOrdem darf,
h~hstens jedoch bls zu ainem Betrag
'Ion 25 Milllonan Rechnu~seinhelten.

(2) ,,AnSQCijche weoen de, Todes oder
der K6r?ervertetzung von Retsenden el
nes Schiffe." im Sinn dlesea ArtikeJs be
deutet diejenigen Anapnjche. die durch
oder fUr etne auf diesem Schiff betOrderte
Person geltend gemacht warden.

a) die aut Grund eines BefOrderungaver
tragi tUr Reiaende betOcdert wird oder

b) die mit Zustlmmung des BefOrderers
ein Fahr%eug oder lebende TIere be
gleitet, die Gegenstand elnes Vertrags
ubel" die BefOrd8rung van Gutem alnd.

MJk.,a
Rad\n~Hlnhett

(1) Die In den Miketn 6 und 1 genannte
Rechnungseinhert 1st da' Sondarzle
hungsrecht des Intematlonalen WAh
rungsfond•. Die In den Artikeln 6 und 1
genannten BetrAge warden In die Lan
deswAhrung de. Staates umgerechnet, In
dem die BeschrAnkung der Haftung gel
tend gemacht wird; die Umrechnung er
tolgt entscrechend dem Wart det betref
fenden WAhrung im Zeitpunkt der Er
rlchtung des Hattungsfonda. dar Zah
lung oder der Leistung einer nach dem



in terms of the Special Drawing Right. ot a
State Party which is a member of the
International Monetary Fund. shall be
calculated in accordance with the method
of valuation applied by the International
Monetary Fund in effect at the date in
question for its operations and
transactions. The value ot a nationaj
currency in terms of the Speciel Drawing
Right. ot a State Party which is not a
member ot the International Monetary
Fund. shall be calculated in a manner
determined by that State Party.

2. Nevertheless. those States which
are not members of the Intemational
Monetary Fund and whose law does not
permit the application ot the provisions of
par. 1 may. at the time of signature
without reservation as to ratification.
acceptance or approval or at the time of
ratification. acceptance. approvaJ or
accession or at any time thereafter.
dedars that the limits at liability provided
for in this Convention to be appHed in theIr
territories shall be fixed as follows:

(a) in respect at art. 6, par. 1 (a) at an
amount at:

(i) 5 million monetary units for a
ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons;

(ii) tor a ship with a tonnage in
excess thereof. the following
amount In addition to that
mentioned in (i):

for each ton tram 501 to 3.000
tons. 7,500 monetary units;

for each ton from 3.001 to
30,000 tons, 5.000 monetary
units;

for each ton from 30,00 1 to
70,000 tons, 3.750 monetary
units; and

for each ton in excess of 70.000
tons. 2.500 monetary units; and

(b) in respect at art. 6, par. 1 (b), at an
amount at:

(i) 2.5 million monetary units for a
ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons;

(ii) for a ship with a tonnage in
excess thereof. the follOWing
amount in addition to that
mentioned In (I):
for each ton from 501 to 30.000
tons. 2.500 monetary units;

for each ton from 30,001 to
70.000 tons. 1,850 monetary
units; and
for each ton in excess at 70.000
tons. 1,250 monetary units; and
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de TIrage special. d'une moonaie natie
nale d'un Etat Partie qui est membre du
Fonds monetaire international. est calcu
lee salon la methode d'evaluation appll
quee par le Fonds monetaire international
a la date en question pour ses propres
operations et transactions. La valeur, en
DrOit de Tirage special, d'une monnaie
nationale d'un Etat Partle qui n'ast pas
membra du Fonds monetaira Internetio
nal. est calculee de la fa~on determinee
par cet Etat Partie.

2. Toutefois. les Etats qui ne sont pas
membres du Fonds monetaire internatio
nal et dont la legislation ne permet pas
d'app4iquer les dispositions du paragra
phe 1 peul/ent, au moment de la signature
sans reserve quant a la ratification.
I'acceptation ou I'approbation. ou au
moment de la ratification. de I'accepta
tion, de I'approbation ou de I'adhesion. OU

encore a tout moment par la suite. d8cJa
rar que la Iimite de la responsabilite pre
vue dans la presente Convention et appli
cable sur teur territoire ast fixee de la
maniera suivante:

a) en ca qui concerne I'alinea a) du para
graphe 1 de I'article 6, cl une somme
de:

i) 5 millions d'unites monetaires pour
un navire dont la jauge ne depasse
pas 500 tonneaux;

11) pour un navire dont la jauge
depassa le chltfre ci-dassus. le
montant suivant qui vient s'ajouter
au montant Indique cl I'alinea i);

pour chaque tonneau de 501 a
3000 tonneaux. 7 500 unites
monetaires;

pour chaque tonneau de 3001 a
30 COO tonneaux, 5 COO unites
monetaires;

pour chaque tonneau de 30 001 a
70000 tonneaux. 3750 unites
monetaires;

et pour chaQlJe tonneau au-des
sus de 70000 tonneaux, 2 500
unites monetaires. et

b) en ce qui concerne I'alinea b) du para
graphe 1 de I'article 6, a une somme
da:

i) 2.5 millions d'unites monetaires
pour un navire dont la jauge ne
depasse pas 500 tonneaux;

ii) pour un navire dont la jauge
depasse le chitfre ej-dessus. le
mentant suivant Qui vient s'a;outer
au montant lndlque a I'aline~ i):

pour chaque tonneau de 501 a
30000 tonneaux. 2 500 unites
monetairea;
pour chaque tonneeu de 30 001 a
70 000 tonneaux., 1 850 unites
monetairea;
et pour chaque tonneau au-des
sus de 70 000 tonneaux. 1 250
unites monetalres. et

Recht diesell Staates gleichwertigen Si
~ertleit. Oer in SondarziehungStachten
ausgadrucKte Wert der Landeawahrung
ainea Vertragsstaats. der Mitgllad des In
ternatlonalen Wahrungatonds lat, wird
nach der vom Internatlonalen WAhrunga
fonds angewendeten BewerlullQsmethode
arrechnet. die an dem betreffenden Tag
fur seine Operatlonen und Transaktlonen
gilt. Oer in SonderziehungStechten aus·
gedruckte Wert der LandeswAhtung ei
nas Vertragsstaata. der nicht Mitglled dea
InternationaJan WAhrungstonds iat. wird
aut aine van diesem Vertragsstaat be
stimmte Weise errechnet.

(2) Cessen ungeachtet k6nnen die
Staaten. die nicht MltgUeder de. Interna
tlonalen WAhrungs'onda aiod unO daren
Recht die Anwendung de. Abaatzes 1
nicht zulaBt. bet der Unterzelchnung ohne
Vorbehatt der Aatlfikatlon, Annahme oder
Genehmigung odet bet der Ratifikatlon.
der Annahme, del' Gene~ng oder
dem Beltritt odef' jederzeit danacn arkJA
ran. daB die in ihren Hoheitsgebieten get
tenden HaltungshOchstbetrAge diese$
Uberainkommens wie fofgt festgesetzt
werden:

a) bezuglich Attikei a Absatz 1 Buch
stabs a aut fofgende BetrAge:

i) fUr ein Schiff mit elnem Raumge
halt bis zu 500 Tonnen 5 Milllonen
Werteinheiten;

ii) fur ein Schiff mit einem daruber
hinausgehenden Raumgehalt er
hOht sici\ der unter Zlffer I genann
te Betrag wie folgt:

7 500 Werteinheiten je Tonne von
501 bis 3000 Tonnen:

5 000 Werteinheiten je Tonne van
3001 bis 30 COO Tonnan:

3 750 Wertelnheiten je Tonne 'Ion
30001 bis 70000 Tonnen und

2 500 Wertelnheiten je Tonne ubar
70 000 Tonnen und

b) bezugllch Artikef 6 Absatz 1 Buchsta
be b auf folgende BetrAge:

I) fUr eln Schiff b1a zu 500 Tonnen
2.5 Mllllonen Wertelnheitan;

i1) fur ~n Schiff mlt tin.m darUber
hlnausgehanden Raumgehalt er
h6ht sich der unter Zlffer I geoann
te Betrag wJe folgt
2 5C() Wertetnheitan le Tonne von
501 bl. 30 000 Tonnen;

1~ Wertelnheiten le Tonne von
30 001 bla 70000 Tonnen und

1 250 Wertafnhelten le Tonne ilb«
70 000 Tconen und



(c) in resPeCt of art. 7, par. 1, at an
amount 0' 700,000 monetaty units
multlpUed by the number of
passengers which the ship i.
authorised to earty according to its
certtficate, but not exceeding 375
million rnonetaty unit•.

Paragraph. 2 and 3 of art. a a~y

corre8pondtngly to sub-pars. (a) and (b)
of this paragraph.

3. The monehuy unit referred to in par. 2
correspond. to 65'h milllgrammea of gold
of millesimaJ finene.a 900. The
conversion ot the amount. apecified in
par. 2 into the MtionaJ currency shall be
made aa:ordlllQ to the law 01 UW State
concerned.

4. The calculation mentioned In the last
sentence of par. 1 and the con~
mentioned In par. 3 shaJl be made In such
• manner u to expreaa In the national
currency of the State party .a far .a
possible the same real vaJ~ for the
amounts In art.. 8 and 7 aa la UQreaaed
there In unita of account. StateI Parties
shall communicate to the depositary the
manner 0' calculation pursuant to par. 1,
0( the result of the conversion In par, 3, aa
the case may be, at the time of the
signature without reaeNation .a to
ratiflcation. acceptance or approvaJ. 01'

when depositing an Instrument referred to
in art. 16 and whenever there is a change
in either.

Attldei

Aggregation of etal.".

1, The limits of liability determined in
accordance with art. a shall apply to the
aggregate of all claims which arise on any
distinct occasion:

(a) against the person or persons
mentioned In par, 2 of art. 1 and any
~rson for whose act, n8Qlect or
default he 0( they are reaponllbfe; or

(b) against the shipOwner ot a ship
rendering salvage servlcea from that
ship and the aaJvor or aaJvora
operating from auch ship and any
perlOn !or whoae act, neglect or
default he or they are responsible; 0(

(c) against the aaJvor or satvor. who are
not operating from a ship or who are
operating ~ety on the thlp to, or In
respect of whlch.·' the salvage
service. are rendered and any
parIOn for whOM act, neglect or
default he or they are responsible.
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c) en ce Qui conceme le paragraphe 1 de
I'artlcle 7 a une somme de 700 000
unites monetaires multlplieea par le
nombre de pasaagera Que le navire est
autoriae • transport8( conformement a
son certlflcat, maia ne depassant pas
375 mllllona d'unites monetalres.

Lea paragraphea 2 et 3 de I'article a
I'appllQuent en consequence aux allneas
a) et b) du present paragraphe.

3. L'unite monetaire mentionnee au
paragraphe 2 correspond asoixante-cinQ
mllligrammes et demi d'O( au titre de neuf
cent mdllemes de nn. La conversion de
cette IOmme en monnaie nationale
s'effectue conformGment a la legislation
de rEtat en cause.

4. Le calcul mentionne a la derniere
phrase du paragraphe 1 et la conversion
mentionnee au paragraphe 3 doivent ittre
faits de faeon • expcimer en monnaie
national. de rEtat Partie la m6me valeur
reelle, dans la mesure du possible, Que
ceUe expnmee en unith de compte dans
les articles aet 7. Au moment de la signa
ture sans reserve Quant a la rabricatlon.
I'acceptatlon co I'approbation. co lors du
dep6t de l'lnstrument viae aI'artide 16. et
chaque foia Qu'un changement se produit
dans leur methode de calcul ou dans la
valeur de leur monnaie natlonale par rap
port al'unite de compte ou i runite mooe
taire, lea Etats Parties communiquent au
depositaire Jeur methode de calcul
conformement au paragraphe 1, au les
resultats de la conversion conformement
au paragraph 3, seIon le cas.

AttJcJeSl

Concoura de et'anus

1. lea IImites de la responsabilite
determinee seIon I'article 6 s'appliquent a
,'ensemble de tout.. les creances nees
d'un mame tlvenement

a) a I'~ard de la personne ou des per
sonnes visees au paragraphe 2 de
I'article premier et de toute personne
dont lea faits. negllgence8 ou fautes
entrainent la responsabilite de celle-ci
ou de cellea-d; ou

b) a I'&gard du proprietaire d'un navire
Qui fournit des servicea d'assistance
ou de sauvetage i partlr de ce navire
et • 1'8Qard de I'assistant ou des
aaaiatants aglaaant a partlr dudit
navire et de toute personne dont les
faits, negllgences ou fautes entrainent
la reaponsabillte de celui·ct OU de
ceux.a;

c) • 1'8gard de I'assistant ou des assis.
tants n'aglaaant pas a partlr d'un
navire ou agiaaant unlQuement abard
du navlre auquef ou • 1'8gard duquel
des ieMces d'asaiatance ou de sau
vetage sont tournla et de toute per·
tonne dont les faits., negllgences ou
faute. entrainent laresponsabilite de
C&Iul-d ou de ceux-d,

c) ~zuglichArtikat 7 Absatz 1 aul ainen
Betrag von 700 000 Werteinheiten
multlpllziert mit der Anzahl der Relsen
den, die das Schiff nach seinem
Schiffszeugnla befOrdem dart, hOCh·
stens Jedoch auf einen Betrag von
315 Milllonen Werteinheiten,

Artikel 8 Absatze 2 und 3 findet aut die
Buchstaben a und b dleses Absatzes ent
spreenende Anwendung,

(3) Die in Absatz 2 genannte Wertein
heit antspncht 65 th Milllgramm Go4d 'Ion
lOC¥1ooo Feingehalt. Die Umrechnung der
Betr4ge nach Absatt 2 In die landeswah-
rung erloIgt nach dem Recht des betre'
fenden Staates.

(~) Die in Absatz 11etzter Satt genann
te Berechnung una die In Absatz 3 ge
nannte Umrechnung erlotgen In der Wel
se, daB die Betrlge nach den Artikeln 6
und 7, In del Landeawlhrung des Vet
tragsstsata ausgedtUdd, soweit 'Nie
m6glich dem dort In Rechnungseinheiten
ausgedrUckten tatslcNlchen Wert ent
sprechen. Die Vertragsstaaten teilen dem
Verwahrer die Art dec' BerecMung nach
Absatz 1 oder das Ergebnis der Umrech-
nung nach Absatz 3 bei der Unterzetch
nung ohne Vorbehatt dec' Ratiflkatlon, An
nahme oder Genehmigung oder bet der
Hintert8(Jung ein8( der In Artiket 1age
nannten Uf1(unden sow;e Immer dann mit.
wenn sich die Berechnungaart odet das
Umrechnungsergebnls 4ndert.

Artlk.1 Sl

M.hr.r. ANprOch.

(1) Die nach Artikel 6 bestimmten Haf
tungshOChstbetr~ge geltan fUr die Ge
samtheit der aus demselben Ereignis ent·
standenen Anspruche

a) g8Qen aine oder mehrere der in Arti
kell Absatz 2 bezaichnetan Perso
nen sowie gegen ;eden, tur dessen
Handeln. Unterlassan oder Verschul·
den sie haften,

b) gegen den Eigentumer aines Schlffes,
der van dlesem iUS Bergungs- oder
Hilfeleistungsdlenste leistet, und ge
gen 'lOO dem Schiff aus arbeitende
Berger oder Retter sowie gegen jaden,
fUr dessen Handeln, Unter1assen oder
Verschulden Bgentumer, Berger oder
~etter haften, oder

c) gegen Berger oder Retter, die nicht
van einem Schiff aus arbeiten oder die
8usschlle611ch aut dem Schitf arbei
ten, fUr da8 Bergungs- oder Hilfelei
stungsdlenste geleistet werden, so
wie gagen }eden, fUr dessen Handeln,
Untenassen oder Verschulden Berger
oder RettQr haften.



2. The limits of liability determined in
accordance with art. 7 shall apply to the
aggregate of alt claims subject thereto
whIch may anse on any distinct occasion
against the person or persons mentioned
In par. 2 of art. 1 in respect of the ship
reterred to in art. 7 and any person for
whose act. neglect or default he or they
are responsibfe.

AttJcl.10

Um!laUon of lIabUlty
without conatltuUon of • UmttaUon fund

1. Limitation ot liability may be invoked
notwithstanding that a limitation fund as
mentioned in art. 11 has not been
constituted. However, a State Party may
provide in its national law that. where an
action is brought in its courts to enforce a
claim subject to limitation, a person liable
may only invoke the right to limit liability if
a limitation fund has been constituted in
accordance with the provisions of this
Convention or is constituted when the
right to limIt liability Is invoked.

2. If limitation of liability is invoked
Without the constitution ot a limitation
fund, the provisions of art. 12 shall apply
correspondingly.

3. Questions of procedure arising under
the rules of this Article shall be deCided in
accordance with the national law of the
State Party in which action is brought.

Chapter, III

The limitation fund

ArtIcle 11

Conltltutlon 0' the fund

1. Any person alleged to be liable may
:;onstilute a fund WIth the court or other
competent authorIty in any State Party in
which legal proceedinfilS are instituted in
respect of claims subject to limitation. The
fund shall be constituted in the sum of
such of the amounts set out In arts. 6 and
7 as are applicable to claims for which
that person may be liable, together with

,interest thereon from the date of the
occurenca giving rise to the liability until
the date of the constitution of the fund.
Any fund thus constituted shall be
available only for the payment of claims in
respect ot which limitation of liability can
be invoked.

2. A fund may be constituted, either by
depoSiting the sum, or by producing a
guarantee acceptabfe under the
legislation of the State Party where the
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2. Les limltes de la responsabllite dater
mlOees selon I'article 7 ,'appliquent a
r ensemble de toutes les creances pou
vant naitre d'un mama evenement a
regard de la personna ou des personnes
vlsees au paragrapha 2 de I'article pre
mIer s'agissant du nawe auquet it est fait
re'EtfenCe a I'article 7 et de toute per
sonne dont les faits. negligences ou 'au
tes entrainent la responsabilite de celle
d ou de ceUes-d.

Att1d.10

Umttatlon de 'a r..ponaabUltj
sana conamutlon d'uR fonda de IlnUtatJon

1. La limitation da la responsabillte paul
etre invoquee m6me si la foods de limita
tion vlse a I'artlde 11 n'a pas ete consti
tue. Toutetois, un Etat Partie peul stipuler
dans sa l8Qisiation nationale que
lorsqu'une action est intentee devant ses
tribunaux pour ablenir le paiement d'une
creance soumise a limitation, une per
sonne responsable n'. le droet d'invOQuer
le droit de Iimiter sa responsabilite que si
un fonds de limitation I ete constitue
conformement aux dispositions de la pre
~nte Convention ou est constitue lors
que le droit de limiter la responsabilite est
invoque.

2. Si la limitation de 'a responsabilite
est invoquae aans constItution d'un fonds
de limitation, les dispoSItions de I'article
12 s'appliquent.

3. Les regles de procedure pour I'appli
cation du pre~nl article sont regies par la
legislation nationale de rEtat Partie dans
lequel I'action ast intentee.

Chapitre III

Le fonds de limitation

Article 11

Constitution du fonds

1. Toute personne doni la responsabi
lite peut etre mise an cause peut consti
tuer un fonds aupres du tnbunal ou de
toute autre autorite com~tente de tout
Etat Partie dans JeqUEH une action est
engagee pour des creances soumises a
limitation. Le fonds est constitue a
concurrence du montant taJ Qu'il est cal
cula selon les dispositions des articles 6
et 7 appllcables aux Cfeances dont cette
personne paut ~tre rasponsable, aug
mente des inten~ts courus depuis la date
de I'evenement donnant naissance a la
responsabilite jUSQu'a celle de la consti
tution du fonds. Tout tends ainsi constitue
n'est disponible Que pour payer les
craances a I'egard deSQuelles la limita
tion de la responsabilite peul etre invo
quae.

2. Un "onds peut etre constitue, solt en
consignant la somme, soit an foumissant
une garantie acceptable en vertu de la
legislation de I'Etat Partle dans lequelle

(2) Die nach Artikel 7 bestlnlfnten Haf
tungshOcnstbetrage gelten fUr die Ge
samthelt der Anspruche, die sich aus
demselben Ereignis gegen eine Oder
mehrere der In Artiket 1 Absetz 2 be
zeichneten Personen hins;chtlich de. In
Artiket 7 genannten Schiffes 80wie gagen
jeden ergeben, fUr dessen Handeln. Un
terlassen oder Verschulden sie halten.

M.lkel 10

Haftu~lbMchr.nkunQ oMe
Errid'Itung .1nN HaftuaQatonda

(1) E". Beschrlnkung der Haltung
kann auch dann gettend gemacht werden.
wenn ein Haltungslondalm SlM de. MI
kela 11 nk:ht en1chtet warden IltSn Vet
tragsstaat kann jedoch In aeinem Inner
staatJichen Recht IUrden Fall. da8 vot sei
nen Gerichten elne KJage zwecks Ouret\
setzung sineI del BeadvAnku~ untet
lIegenden Anspruch. 8fhoben wild. be
atimmen. da8 ein Haltpftlchtiget dea
Recht auf 8esdV4nku~ der Haftung nur
geltend machen dart. wenn &in Haltungs
fonds naen dlesem Uberelnkommen We

richtet woroen ist oder bet Gettendma
chung des Rechta au' Besdvlnkung der
Hattung errichtel wird.

(2) Wird Haltungabeschrinkung onn.
Errichtung ainea Haltungsfonda geltend
gemacht. so ist Artikel 1'2 entsprechend
anzuwenden.

(3) Das Verlahren tUr die Anwendung
dleses Artikels nchtel sich nach dem in
nerstaaUictlen Recht des Vertragsstaats.
in dem me Klage erhoben wird.

Kapitellll

Haftungsfonds

Artike' 11

Etrlchtung dea Fond.

(1) DefJenige. der hattbar gemachl wird.
kann bet dem Gericht oder einer sonst zu
standigen BehOrde eines Vertragsstaats,
in dam etn geflctltliches Verlahren wagan
der gescnrankung unter1iegender An
spruche eingeleitet wird, einen Fonds ar
richten. Er hat den Fonds In HOhe deqant
gan in den Artikeln 6 und 7 angetuhrtan
Betrage zu arrichten, die fUr Anspruche
geltan. oe.zuglich deren seine Hattung in
Betracht kommt, zuzugllch Zlnsen vom
Zeitpunkt des zur Hattung tuhrenden Er
ei9nisses bis zum Zeitpunkt der Errich
tung des Fonds. Dieser Fonds steht zuc··
Befrie<2igun9 nur der Anspruche zur Ver
fUgung, fUr die aine Beschr~nkung del'
Hattung geltend gemacht warden kann.

(2) Eln Fends kann entweder durch Hln
terlegung des Betrags odeI' durch Lel
stung ainer Sicherheit amchtet werden.
die naen dem Recht des Vertragsstaats.



fund la constituted and conaideted to be
adequate by the court or other competent
authority.

3. A fund conatltuted by one 01 the
persons m.ntloned In par. 1 (a). (b) or (c)
01 par. 2 of art. 9 or h~ insurer anall be
deemed conatituted by an penona
mentioned In pat. 1 (a). (b) or (c) or p.... 2.
re8pectjv~y.

MIde 12

DIatrtbutIoft of the fund

1. Subject to the prOYtaion. of parI. 1. 2
and 3 01 aIt. 8 and of aIt. 7. the fund lhaU
be distributed 8I1lOflg the claimants In
proportion to their eatabUshed claima
against the fund.

2. If. before the fund I. distributed. the
person liable. or hia insurer. haa ..Wed a
cJaim against the fund IUCh person thall.
up to the amount he hal paid. acqujre by
subrogation the rights which the person
so compensated would have enjoyed
under thia Convention.

3. The right of aubfooation provided for
in par. 2 may also be iXercised by
personI other than those theretn
mentioned In reSQeCt of any amount of
compensation which they may have paid.
but only to the extent that such
subrOQation ia permitted under the
applicable national law.

4. Where the person liable or any other
person establishes that he may be
compelled to pay, at a later date, in whole
or in part any such amount of
compensation with r~ard to which such

.person would have enjoyed a right of
subrogation pursuant to pars. 2 and 3 had
the compensation been paid before the
fund was dlatnbuted, the court 0( other
competent authority of the State where
the fund haa been constituted may order
that a sufficient sum &hall be provisionally
set aside to enable such person at such
later date to enforce ~i8 daim against the
fund.

MJa.13

Bar to otMr actIona

1. Where I limitation fund haa been
constituted ln accordance with art. 11.
any person having made a claim against
the fund shall be barred from exercising
any right In respect of auch dalm againat
any other aaseta at • pefaon by Cl on
behalf of whom the fund has been
constituted.

2. After • limitation fund has been
constituted In Iccordance with art. 11,
any ship Cl other property, belonging to •
person on behalf of whom the fund ha.
been conatltuted. which ha. been
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Ionda eat constltu" et con$deree comme
adequate par le tribunai ou toute autre
autcxite competflOte.

3. Un fond. coostltue par "un. des per
aonnes mentlonn", lUX ailn4as a), b) ou
c) du paragraphe 1 ou au paragraphe 2 de
"article 9, ou pat son assweur, eat repute
conatltue par tout.. le. personnes vis8ea
lUX allneal a). b) ou c) du paragraphe 1
ou au paragraphe 2 reapectivement.

ArtIcle 12

fWpertJtlon du fondl

1. Soul reserve des dlspositions des
paragrapnea 1, 2 et 3 de I'artJcte 6 et de
eatJ,. de J'artlde 1, le fonda est repam
entre le. creander.. propor1ionnellement
au mont&nt de leurs Cteancea recoonues
contre le fonds.

2. St. avant la repartition du fonds, la
personne responaable. ou son assureur,
• reg" un. creance contre le fonds. cette
personne eat aubrOO8e jusqu" concur
rence du mentant QU'ene I regie, dans les
drodl dont le beneficiaire de ce reglement
aurait loul en vertu de la presente
Convention.

3. Le drott de subrogation prew au
paragraphe 2 peut lue" etre exerce par
des personnel autres que celles cl-des
sus mentlonees, pour toute somme
Qu'elles auralent ver," atitre de reoara
tlon, mals !eulement dans la mesure 00
une telle subrogation est autons" par la
lot nationale applicable.

4. Si la personne responsable ou toute
autre personne etablit qu'alle pourrait
etre ulterteurement contrainte de verser
en tout ou partle • titre de recaration une
somme pour ISQuelle alle aurait joui d'un
droft de sUbrogation en application des
paragraphea 2 et 3 ai celte somme avait
ete versee avant la distribution du fonds,
le tnbunal ou toute autre autoote compe
tente de l'Etat dan. lequef le fonds ast
conatltue paut oroonner qu'une somme
lufflsante satt provisoirement reservee
pour pennettre acelte p8fsoone de faire
valoir ulteneurement ses drofts contra le
fonds.

ArlJct. 13

FIn de non-recevotr

1. Si un fond. de limitation a ete cons
titue conformement • I'artlcle 11, aucune
personne ayant proouit une Cfeanee
contre le fonds ne peut etre admise a
exercer dea drofts relatifs acelte Cteanee
sur d'lIutre. blenl d'une personne au
nom de laQuelle le foods I ete constitue.

2. Aprel constitution d'un fonds de IImJ- .
tation COfltormement • I'artide 11, tout
navlre ou tout autre blen ippartenanl •
une personne au profit de laQuelle le
fooda a et, constltue, Qui a ete IBisl dans

In dem der Fonds amchtet wird, annehm
bar lat und die vom Gencht oder der sonat
zust4ndlgen BeMrde als angemessen
erachtet wird.

(3) Eln Fond•• der von elner der in ArtJ·
kat 9 Absatz 1 Buchstabe a. b oder c oder
Absatz 2 angefUtvten Personen oder Ih
rem Veraicheret amchtet warden ist. gilt
als 'IOn alien In Artlkel 9 Absatz 1 Buch
stabe a. b oder c oder' Absatz 2 angefUhr
ten Personen enichtel

Artlkel12

Vertellung del Fonda

(1) VocbehaUUch des Artlk~a 8 Abut
ze 1, 2 und 3 und des Artikela 1 wird der
Fonds unter die GIAublger Im Verhlltrua
der HOhe ihrer testgestellten Anapnjche
gegen den Fonds vertetlt

(2) Hat der Haftpftlchtlge oder setn Ver
lieherer VOl del' Verteilung d.. Fonds
einan Ansprud\ gagen den Fond. befrie
digt. so tritt er bil zur HOhe dea gezahiten
Betragl in die Aechte eln. die dam so Ent
achadlgten auf Grund diesel Uberein
kommens zugestanden hAtten.

(3) Oas in Absatz 2 vorgesehene Ein
tnttsreent kann IUch von anderen als den
dartn genannten Personen fOr van ihnen
gezahlte EntschAdigu~sbetrAge aUIge
ubt werden. jedoch nur, aowett ein derar
tiger Sntntt naen dem aOluwendenden
Innerstaatlichen Recht zullssig ist

(4) Wetst der Haftpt1lchtlge oder' ein an
derer nach. da8 er gezwungen sein kOnn
te, ainen selchen EntschAdigungsbetrag,
tur den Ihm ein 8ntnttsr8cht nach den Ab
satzen 2 und 3 z~estanden hAlte, wenn
die Entsch4digung vor Verteilung des
Fonds gazahlt worden ware, zu einem
spateren Zaitpunkt gaOl odEN' tetlwaise zu
zahlen, so kann dBs Gericht oder die
sonst zustAndige BehOrds des Staates. in
dem der Fonds enichtat worden ist, an
ordnen. da8 ain ausreichender Betrag
vorUluftg zunia.beh8Jten wird. urn es dam
Betretfenden zu ermOglichen, zu dem
spataren Zaitpunkt seinen Anspruch ga
gen den Fonds geltend zu machen.

AttJk.1 13

AuNcltlu6 and.r.r Klagen

(1) 1st ein Haftungsfonds nach Arti
kel 11 errichtet wordan, so kann derjeni
ge, der ainan Anspruch gagen den Fonds
geltend gemacht hat. tUr diesen Anspruch
kein Racht mehr gegen das sonstige Ver
mOgen einer Person geltend machen,
dureh oder tUr die der Fonds errichtet
warden ist.

(2) Nach der Errichtung elnel Hat
tungsfonds nach Mikel 11 kann ein
Schiff oder sonstiges Varrn6gen, des
elner Person gehOrt, fUr die der Fonds er
"chtet worden ist, und daa Im Hoheitsbe-



arrested QC' attached within the
jurisdiction of a State Party for a claim
which may be raised against the fund, 0(

any security given, may be released by
order at the court or other competent
aulhonty at such State, However, such
release shall always be ordered if the
limItatiOn fund has been constituted:

(a) at the port where the occurrence
took place, or. if it took place out of
port, at the first port of caU thereafter.
or

(b) at the port of disembarkation in
respect of c1aims for loss of lite or
personal injury; et

(cl at the port of discharge in respect of
damage to cargo; or

(d) in Ihe State where the arrest is made.

3. The rules of pars. 1 and 2 shalt apply
only if the claimant may bring a claim
against the limitation fund before the
court admmistering that fund and the fund
is actually availa~e and freely
transferable in respect of that claim.

AtUcl.14

Gov.,nl~ law

Subject to the provisions of this chapter
the rules relating to the constitution and
distribution of El limitation fund, and all
rules of procedure in connection
therewith, shall be governed by the law of
the State Party in which the fund is
constituted.

Chapter IV

Scope ot application

ArtJcl.15

1. This Convention shall apply
whenever any person reterred to in art. 1
seeks to limit his liability betore the court0' a State Party 0( seeks to procure the
release at a ship or other property or the
discharge at any security given within the
jurisdiction of any such State.
Nevertheless, each State Party may
exclude wholly Of' partially 'rom the
application 0' this Convention any person
referred to in art. 1, who at the time when
the rules of this Convention are invoked
betore the courts of that State does not
have his habitual reSidence in a State
Party, or does not have his principal place0' business in a Stata Party or any ship in
relation to which the right at limitation is
Invoked or whose release is sought and
which does not at the time specified
above fly the nag of a State Party.
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la juridiction d'un Etat Partie pour une
creance qui peut Atre apposee au fonds,
ou toute garantie tournie, peut faire I'ablet
d'une mainlevee ordonnee par le tribunal
au toute autre autorite competente de eet
Etat. Toutefois. cette mainlell8e ast tau·
lours ordoonee si le fonds de limitation a
ete constitue:

a) au port ou I'evenement s'est produit
ou, si celui-ci s'est produit en dehors
d'un port, au port d'esesle suivant;

b) au port de debarQuement pour les
creances pour mort ou lesions corpo
relies;

c) au port de dechargement pour les
creances pour dommages cl la cargai
son; ou.

d) dans l'Etat ou la saisie a lieu.

3. Les dispositions des paragraphes 1
et 2 ne s'appliquent que si le creancier
peut produire une creance contre le fonds
de limitation devant le tribunal aomlnis·
trant ce tonds et si ca dernier est effect!
vement dispOnible at litxement transfera
ble an ce qui concerne cette creance.

ArtIcl.14

lot appllcabl.

Sous reserve des disPOsitions du pte
sent chapitre. les regles relatives cl la
constitution et cl la repartition d'un fonds
de limitation. a.ins; que toutes regles de
procedure en rapport avec alles, sont
regies par la lot de rEtat Partie dans
lequal le tonds est canstitue.

Chapitre IV

Champ d'application

Article 15

1. La presente Convention s'applique
chaque fois qu'une personne mentionnee
a I'article 1 cherche a limiter sa responsa
bihte devant le tribunal d'un Etat Partie,
tente de taire liberer un navire ou tout
autre bien saisi ou de faira lever taute
autre garantie tournie dellant la juridic
tion dudit Etat. Neanmoins, tout Etat Par
tie a le droit d'exclure totalement au par
tiellement de I'application de la presente
Convention toute personne mentionnee cl
I'article 1 qui n'a pas, au moment au les
dispositions de la presente Convention
sont invoquees devant les tnbunaux de
cet Etat, sa residence habituelle ou son
principal atablissement dans I'un des
Etats Parties ou dont le navira cl I'egard
duquel elle InvOQue le droit de IImiter sa
responsabilite ou dont elle veut oblenir la
liberation, ne bat pas, a la date ci-dessus
prevue, le paVIlion de I'un des Etats Par
ties.

reich aines 'IertTagsataats w8Qen elne.
rn6gUchen An~chs gagen den Fonds
mit Arrest be'egt WOfden 1st. cdet' elne ge..
lelstele S&cherhett auf Anocdnung de.
Gerichts odef der sonat zUltlndlgen Be
h6rde diese. Staates trelgegeben wet'
den. Elne aok;he Frelgabe muB angeord
net werden, wenn der Haftungsfondl er·
richtet woroen ist

al In dem Haten, in dem das Ereionis ein
getreten ist oder, falls as auBerhalb
aines He'ens alnoetreten ist, in dem
ersteo danad\ angelaufenen Hafen,

b) bei AnsprUchen wagen Tod oder KOr·
pervertetzu~ im AusSChiffungshafen.

c) bet an der Ladung antstandenen
$chaden im LOsct\hafen oder

d) in dam Staal, in dem der Arrest argan
genist.

(3) Die Absatze 1 und 2 geltan nur
dann. wenn der G1aubiger einen An
spruch gegen den Foods vcr dem Geocht
geltend machen kann, das den Foods ver
waitet. und wenn der Fonds fUr den An·
spruch tatsachlich zur Vertugung steht
und trei transteneroar isl .

Mtk.. '4
AnzuwendencSee Rec:ht

Vortlehaltlich dleses Kapitels rtchten
sich ale Errichtung und die 'Ierteilung •
nes Hattungstonda sowie das gesamte
damit zusammenMngende Verlahren
nach dem Reent des 'IartraQsslaats, in
dem der Fonas enichtet wird.

KapiteJ IV

Anweodun~sbereich

AttJk•• 15

(1) Dieses Ubefeinkommen findet In j&
dem Fail Anwendung, in dem sine in Artl·
k~ 1 ~zelchnet8 Person vor dam Gertcht
aines 'IeftraO$Slaata eine Beschn\nkung
lhrer Hattung ~tend macht oder Im
Hohelt~bereich &toes 'Iertraosstaata die
Freiga~ Bines Schiffea oder sonstlgen
VerrOOgen~8tands ader alner gelel
ateten Slchert\ett betreibt. Oessen unoe
achtet kaM Jeder Vertragsstaat Jade in
Mike' 1 bezetchoet8 Person. die zur Zed
der Berufung luf die Beatlmmungen die
sel UbereiMommenI VO( den Geochtsn
diesel Staate. ihren gewOhnllchen Aut·
enthalt ode«' itv, Hauptniadertas8ung
nlcht in einem 'Iertragsltaat hat, oder
Jades Schiff, fUr des sine Beachrankung
der Hattung g~tend gemacht oder dea
sen Freiga.oe betrieben wird und das 1U

der aben anoeoeoenen Zalt nlcht die
Flagge elne. Vertrlgsataatl tuhrt. von
der Anwendung diesel Uberalnkommens
ganz oder tetlweeM auaachlle8en f f
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A P PEN D I X VII

COMPULSORY AUCTION OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY ACT (Z~)

Cf Schoenfelder Deutsche Gesetze No 108.

Zwangsversteigerung von Schiffen, Schiffsbauwerken und Luftfahr
zeugen im Wege der Z wangsvollstreckung

Erster Titel.* Zwangsversteigerung von Schiffen und Schiffsbauwerken**

§ 162.*** [Anzuwendende Vorschriften] Auf die Zwangsversteigerung
eines im Schiffsregister eingetragenen Schiffs oder eines Schiffsbau\verks, das im
Schiffsbauregister eingetragen ist oder in clieses Register eingetragen werden
kann, sind die Vorschriften des Ersten Abschnitts entsprechend anzuwenden,
soweit sich nicht aus den §§ 163 bis 170 a et\vas anderes ergibt.

§ 163.t [Zustandiges Arntsgericht; Beteiligte] (1) Fur die Z\vangsver
steigerung eines eingetragenen Schiffs ist aIs Vollstreckungsgericht das Amts
gericht zustandig, in dessen Bezirk sich das Schiff befindet; § 1 Abs. 2 gilt ent
sprechend.

(~) FUr das Verfahren tritt an die Stelle des Grundbuchs das Schiffsregister.
(3) 1 Die Trager der Sozialversicherung einschlieBlich der Arbeitslosenver

sicherung gelten aIs Beceiligte, auch wenn sie eine Forderung nicht angemeldet
haben. 2 Bei der Z 'wangsversteigerung eines Seeschitfes vertritt die Seeberufs
genossenschaft, bei der Zwangsversteigerung eines Binnenschiffes die Binnen
schiffahrts-Berufsgenossenschaft die iibrigen Versicherungstrager gegeniiber
dem Vollstreckungsgericht.

§ 164.*** [Voraussetzungen des _'\ntrags] Die Beschrankung des § 17
gilt fur die Zwangsversteigerung eines eingetragenen Schitfs nicht, so\veic sich
aus den Vorschriften des Handelsgesetzbuchs oder des Gesetzes, berretfend die
privatrechtlichen Verhaltnisse der Binnenschiffahrt, et\vas 1nderes ergibt: die
hiernach zur Begrundung des a\ntrags auf Zwangsversteigerung erforderlichen
Tatsachen sind durch Urkunden glaubhaft zu machen, 50\veic sie nicht dem Ge
richt offenkundig sind; dem Antrag auf Z\vangsversteigerung ist ein Zeugnis
der Registerbehorde uber die Eintragung des Schitfs im Schirfsregister beizu
fugen.

• Abschnittsuberschriit neu gefwc und Titeluberschrifc eingdugc durch Gesetz vom 26. 2. 1959
(BGBl. I S. 57) .

•• Beachte hierzu auch § 4.82 Handelsgesetzbuch - abgedruckt in Anm. zu § 931 ZPO (Nr. 100)
sowie Ges~tz uber Vollscreckungsschucz fUr die Binnenschiffahrt vom 24. 3. 1933 (RGBI. I S.
289) mic Anderung durch Gesetz vom 30.10.1934 (RGBI. I S. 1082), vom 20. 8. 1975 (BGB!. I
S. 2189) und vom 1. 2. 1979 (BGBl. I S. 127).
... §§ 162 und 164 neu gefa13t durch Verordnung vom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBl. I S. 1609).

t § 163 neu gefa13t durch Verordnung vom 21. 12.1940 (RGBl. I 5.1609), :\bs. 1 Halbsatz 2
neu gefa13t mit Wirkung vom 1. 7. 1979 durch Gesecz \'om 1. 2. 1979 (BGBl. I S. 127), :\bs. .3
neu gefa13c durch Seerechtsanderungsgesetz vom 21. 6. 197'2 (BGBl. I S. 966).
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ZVG §§ 165-168 b

§ 165.* [Bewachung und Verwahrung des Schiffes] (1) 1 Bei der An
ordnung der Zwangsversteigerung hat das Gericht zugleich die Bewachung und
Verwahrung des Schiffes anzuordnen. 2 Die Beschlagnahme \vird auch mit der
Vollziehung meser Anordnung wirksam.

(2) 1 Das Gericht kann zugleich mit der einstweiligen Einstellung des Verfah
rens im Einverstandnis mit dem betreibenden GHiubiger anordnen, daB die
Bewachung und Verwahrung einem Treuhander iibert.ragen wird,. den das
Gericht auswahlt. 2 Der Treuhander untersteht der Aufslcht des Genchts und
ist an die ihm erteilten Weisungen des Gerichts gebunden. 3 Das Gericht kann
ihn im Einverstandnis des Glaubigers auch erm~.chtigen, das Schifffiir Rechnung
und im Namen des Schuldners zu nutzen. " Uber die Venvendung des Rein
ertrages entscheidet das Gericht. 5 In der Regel soll er nach den Grundsatzen des
§ 155 verteilt werden.

§ 166.** [Wirkung gegen den Schiffseigner] (1) 1st gegen den Schiifer
auf Grund eines vollstreckbaren Titels, der auch gegenliber dem Eigenriimer
wirksam ist, das Verfahren angeordnet, so wirkt die Beschlagnahme zugleich
gegen den Eigenriimer.

(2) Der Schiffer gilt in diesem Falle als Beteiligter nur so lange, als er das
Schiffflihrt; ein neuer Schiffer gilt als Beteiligter, \venn er sich bei dem Gerichte
meldet und seine Angabe auf Verlangen des Gerichts oder eines Beteiligten
glaubhaft macht.

§ 167.** [Bezeichnung 'bei Terminsbestimmung] (1) Die Bezeichnung
des Schiffes in der Bestimmung des Versteigerungstermins sol1 nach dem
Schiffsregister erfolgen.

(2) Die im § 37 NI. 4 bestimmte Aufforderung muE ausdriicklich auch auf
die Rechte der Schiffsglaubiger hin\veisen.

§ 168.** [Bekanntmachung] (1) Die Terminsbestimmung soIl auch durch
ein geeignetes Schitfahnsfachblatt*** bekanntgemacht werden; der ReicJts
minister der JHstiz kann hierliber nahere Bestimmungen erlassen.

(2) Betindet sich der Heimatshafen oder Heimatsort des Schitfes in dem Be
zirk eines anderen Gerichts, so sol1 die Terminsbestimmung auch durch das fiir
Bekanntmachungen dieses Gerichts bestimmte Blate bekanntgemacht werden.

(3) Die im § 39 Abs. 2 vorgesehene Anordnung ist unzuHissig.

§ 168 a.t (aufgehoben)

§ 168 b. ** [Anmeldung beim Registergericht vor Terminsbestim
mung] 1 Hat ein Schiffsglaubiger sein Recht innerhalb der letzten sechs rvlonate
vor der Bekanntmachung der Terminsbestimmung bei dem Registergericht
angemeldet, so gilt die Anmeldung als bei dem Versteigerungsgericht be\virkt.

• § 165 Abs. ? eingefiigt durch Gesetz vom 20. 8. 1953 (BGBl. I S. 952) .
•• § 166 Abs. 1 und § 167 Abs. 2 neu gefal3t sowie § 168 Abs. 1 und § 168b eingefUgt durch Ver

ordnung vom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBl. I S. 1609).
• * * Als SchiIfahrtsfachblatt kommen in Betracht fUr Binnenschiffe die .,Binnenschiffahrtsnach
richten", ~1 Duisburg-Ruhrorc, Dammstr. 15. und ..Die Rheinschiffahrt·'. 68 Mannheirn 23,
Rheinvorlandstr. 5, fUr Seeschiffe die Seeschitfahrtszeitschriit ..Hansa", 2 Hamburg 11, Stub
benhuk 10.

t § 168a eingefUgt durch Verordnung vom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBl. I S. 1609) und aufgehoben
durch Gesetz ....om -to 12. 1968 (BGBl. I S. 1295).
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§§ 168 c-169 a ZVG

:! Das Registergericht hat bei der Ubersendung der im § 19 Abs. 2 bezeichneten
Urkunden und Mitteilungen die innerhalb der letzten sechs Monate bei ihm
eingegangenen Anmeldungen an das Versteigerungsgericht weiterzugeben.

§ 168 c.* [Schiffshypothek in ausHindischer Wahrung] Flir die
Zwangsversteigerung eines Schiffes, das mit einer Schiffihypothek in ausI:in
discher Wahrung belastet ist, gelten folgende Sonderbestimmungen:
1. Die Terminbestimmung muB die Angabe, daB das Schiff mit erner Schiffs

hypothek in auslandischer Wahrung belastet ist~ und die Bezeichnung dieser
Wahrung enthalten.

2. 1 In dem Z wangsversteigerungstermin \vird vor der Aufforderung zur Ab
gabe von Geboten festgestellt und bekanntgemacht, welchen Wert die in
auslandischer Wahrung eingettagene SchiiIShypothek nach dem amtlich er
mittelten letzten Kurs in Deutscher Mark hat. 2 Dieser Kurswert bleibt far
das weitere Verfahren maBgebend.

3. 1 Der bar zu zahlende Teil des geringsten Gebots wird in Deutscher Mark
festgestellt. :! Die Gebote sind in Deutscher ~lark abzugeben.

-t. Der Teilungsplan wird in Deutscher Mark aufgestellt.
5. 1 Wird ein GHiubiger einer in auslandischer Wahrung eingetragenen Schiffs

hypothek nicht vollstandig befriedigt, so ist de! verbleibende Teil seiner For
derung in der auslandischen Wahrung festzustellen. 2 Die Feststeilung ist fiir
die Haftung mitbelasteter Gegenstande, flir die Verbindlichkeit des person
lichen Schuldners und flir die Geltendmachung des Ausfalls im Konkurs maB
gebend.

§ 169.** [Vorausverfiigungen iiber Miet- oder Pachtzins; Schiffshypo
thek gegen Ersteher] (1) lIst das Schiffeinem M..ieter oder Pachter liberlassen,
so gelten die Vorschriften des § 580 a des Biirgerlichen Gesetzbuchs entspre
chend. :! Soweit nach § 580 a Abs. 2 fiir die Wirkung.. von Verfligungen und
Rechtsgeschaften iiber den Nliet- oder Pachtzins der tJbergang des Eigenrums
in Betracht kommt. ist an dessen Stelle die Beschlagnahme des Schitfs maB
gebend; ist der BescWuB, durch den die Zwangsversteigerung angeordnet wird,
aut Antrag des Glaubigers dem Mieter ader Pachter zugestellt, so gilt mit der
Zustellung die BescWagnahme als dem Mieter ader Pachter bekannt.

(2) 1 So\veit das Bargebot im Veneilungstermin nicht berichtigt \\tird, ist fur
die Farderung gegen den Ersteher eine Schiifshypothek an dem Schitf in das
Schirfsregister einzutragen. :! Die Schiffshypothek entsteht mit der Eintragung,
auch \venn der Ersteher das Schiff inzwischen verauBert hat. 3 Im iibrigen gelten
die Vorschriften des Gesetzes liber Rechte an eingetragenen SchiIfen und
Schiffsbauwerken vam 15. November 1940 (Reichsgesetzbl. I S. 14-99)*** liber
die durch Rechtsgeschaft bestellte Schiffshypothek.

§ 169 a.t [Rein Antrag auf Versagung des Zuschlags bei Seeschif
fen] Auf die Z wangsversteigerung eines Seeschiffes sind die Vorschriften der
§§ 74a, 74 b und 85 a nicht anzuwenden.

• § 168 c eingefligt durch Gesetz vom 8. 3. 1963 (BGBl. I S. 293) .
• ~ § 169 neu gefa13t durch Verordnung \Tom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBI. I S. 1609), :\bs. 2 Satz 1 neu

setaet durch Gesetz vom :0. 8. 1953 (BGB!. I S. 952) .
... Abgedruckt unter Nr. 38.

t ~ 169a eingefUgt durch Gesetz \Tom 4.12. 1968 (BGBl. I S. 1295) und geanden mit \Virkung
'·om 1. 7. 1979 durch Gesetz vom 1. 2. 1979 (BGBI. I S. 127).
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ZVG §§ 170-171

§ 170. [Bewachung und Verwahr~gdes versteigert~n S~hiffe~] (1). An
die Stelle der nach § 94 Abs. 1 zuHisslgen Verwaltung tntt die genchthche
Be\vachung und Verwahrung des versteigerten SchitIes.

(2) Das Gericht hat die getroffenen MaBregeln aufzuheben, wenn der zu ihrer
Fortsetzung erforderliche Geldbetrag nicht vorgeschossen wird.

§ 170 a.* [Zwangsversteigerung eines Schiffsbauwerks] (1) 1 Die
Zwangsversteigenmg eines Schiffsbauwerks dad erst angeordnet werden, nach
dem es in das Schiffsbauregister eingetragen ist. 2 Der Antrag auf Anordnung
der Zwangsversteigemng kann jedoch schon vor der Eintragung gestellt
werden.

(2) 1 § 163 Abs. 1, §§ 165, 167 Abs. 1, §§ 168 c, 169 Abs. 2, § 170 gelten sinn
aemaB. 2 An die Stelle des Grundbuchs tritt das Schiffsbauregister. 3 Wird das
Schiffibauregister von einem anderen Gericht als dem Vollstreckungsgericht
gefiihrt, so soll die Terminsbestimmung auch durch das flir Bekanntmachung.en
dieses Gerichts bestimmte Blatt bekanntgemacht werden. 4 An Stelle der lm
§ 43 Abs. 1 bestimmten Frist tritt eine Frist von zwei W ochen, an Stelle der im
§ 43 Abs. 2 bestimmten Frist eine soIche von einer Woche.

§ 1 71.** [AusHindische Schiffe] (1) Auf die Z wangsversteigerung eines
ausHindischen Schiffs, das, wenn es ein deutsches Schiff ware, in das Schiffs
register eingetragen werden miillte, sind die Vorschriften des Ersten Abschnitts
entsprechend anzuwenden, soweit sie nicht die Eintragung im Schiffsregister
voraussetzen und sich nicht aus den folgenden Vorschriften etwas anderes
ergibt.

(~) 1 Als Vollstreckungsgericht ist das Amtsgericht zustandig, in dessen Bezirk
sich das Schiffbefindet; § 1 Abs.2 gilt entsprechend. ~ Die Zwangsversteigerung
darf, soweit sich nicht aus den Vorschriften des Handelsgesetzbuchs oder des
Gesetzes, betretfend die privatrechtlichen Verhaltnisse der Binnenschitfahrt.
etwas anderes ergibt, nUI angeordnet werden, \venn der Schuldner das Schitf
im Eigenbesitz hat; die hiernach zur Begri.indung des :\ntrags auf Zwangsver
steigerung erforderlichen Tatsachen sind durch Urkunden glaubhaft zu machen~

so\veit sie nicht beim Gericht offen~undig sind.

. (3) 1 Die Terminsbestimmung muE die Aufforderung :In alle Berechtigten,
insbesondere an die SchiffsgHiubiger, enthalten, ihre Rechte spatestens im Ver
steigerungstermin vor der Aufforderung zur Abgabe van Geboten anzumelden
und, wenn der Glaubiger widerspricht, glaubhaft zu machen, \vidrigenfalls die
Rechte bei der Verteilung des Versteigcrungserloses dem Anspruch des Glau
bigers und den iibrigen Rechten nachgesetzt werden wiirden. :! Die Termins
bestimmung 5011, soweit es ohne erhebliche Verzogerung des Verfahrens tunlich
ist, auch den aus den Schiifspapieren ersichtlichen Schiffsglaubigem und sonstigen
Beteiligten zugestellt und, wenn das Schiff im Schiffsregister eines fremden
Staates eingetragen ist, der Registerbehorde rnitgeteilt werden.

• § 170a eingefugc durch Verordnung vom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBl. r S. 1609), Abs. .2 geandert
durch G~etz vom 8. 5. 1963 (BGBI. I S. 293).
.. § 171 neu geia13t durch Verordnung vom 21. 12. 1940 (RGBl. I S. 1609), Abs. 2 Sacz 1 Halb

satz :2 neu gefa.L3t mic Wirkung vom 1. 7. 1979 durch Gesetz 'lom 1. 2. 1979 (BGBl. I S. 127),
Abs. 3 Satz 1 gcindert durch Verordnung vom 27. 1. 1944 (RGBl. r S. 47), Abs. :; Satz 1 neu ge
fa13t durch Gesetz vom 4. 12. 1968 (BGBl. I S. 1295).
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(4:) 1 Die Vorschriften iiber das geringste Gebot sind nicht anzuwenden. ~ Das
Meistgebot ist in seinem ganzen Betrag durch Zahlung zu berichtigen.

(5) 1 Die Vorschriften der §§ 165, 166, 168 Abs. 1..und 3, §§ 169 a, 170 Abs. 1
sind anzuwenden. 2 Die vom Gericht angeordnete Uberwachung und Verwah
rung des Schiffs dad erst aufgehoben und das Schiff dem Ersteher erst iiber
geben werden, wenn die Berichtigung des Meistgebots oder die Einwilligung
de! Beteiligten nachge\viesen wird.
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A P PEN 0 I X VIII

A. Civil Code (BGB)

1. German

para 232: (Arten der Sicherheitsleistung)

(1) wer Sicherheit zu leisten hat, kann dies bewirken
durch Hinterlegung von Geld oder Wertpapieren,
durch Verpfaendung von Forderungen, die in das Reichsschuldbuch oder

in das Staatsschuldbuch eines Bundesstaates eingetragen sind,
durch Verpfaendung beweglicher Sachen,
durch Bestellung von Schiffshypotheken an Schiffen oder

Schiffsbauwerken, die in einem deutschen Schiffsregister oder
Schiffsbauregister eingetragen sind,

durch Bestellung von HyPOtheken an inlaendischen Grundstuecken,
durch Verpfaendung von Forderungen, fuer die eine Hypothek an einem

inlaendischen Grundstuecke besteht, oder durch Verpfaendung von
Grundschulden oder Rentenschulden an inlaendischen
Grundstuecken.

(2) Kann die Sicherheit nicht in dieser Weise geleistet werden, so
ist die Stellung eines tauglichen Buergen zulaessig.

para 233: (Wirkung der Hinterlegung)

Mit der Hinterlegung erwirbt der Berechtigte ein pfandrecht an dem
hinterlegten Gelde oder an den hinterlegten wertpapieren und, wenn
das Geld oder die Wertpapiere in das Eigentum des Fiskus oder der als
Hinterlegungsstelle bestirnmten Anstalt uebergehen, ein pfandrecht an
der Forderung auf Rueckerstattung.

para 249: (Art und Umfang des Schadensersatzes)

Wer zum Schadensersatz verpflichtet ist, hat den Zustand
herzustellen, der bestehen wuerde, wenn der zum Ersatze
verpflichtende Umstand nicht eingetreten waere. 1st wegen Verletzung
einer Person oder wegen Beschaedigung einer Sache Schadensersatz zu
leisten, so kann der Glaeubiger statt der Herstellung den dazu
erforderlichen Geldbetrag verlangen.

para 250: (Schadensersatz in Geld nach Fristsetzung)

Der Glaeubiger kann dem Ersatzpflichtigen zur Herstellung eine
angemessene Frist mi t der Erklaerung bestimmen, dass er die
Herstellung nach dem Ablaufe der Frist ablehne. Nach dem Ablaufe der
Frist kann der Glaeubiger den Ersatz in Geld verlangen, wenn nicht
die Herstellung rechtzeitig erfolgt; der Anspruch auf die Herstellung
ist ausgeschlossen.
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para 251: (Schadensersatz in Geld ohne Fristsetzung)

(1) Soweit die Herstellung nicht moeglich oder zur Entschaedigung des
Glaeubigers nicht genuegend ist, hat der Ersatzpflichtige den
Glaeubiger in Geld zu entschaedigen.

(2) Der Ersatzpflichtige kann den Glaeubiger in Geld entschaedigen,
wenn die Herstellung nur mi t unverhaeltnisrnaessigen Aufwendungen
moeglich ist.

para 252: (Entgangener Gewinn)

Der zu ersetzende Schaden umfasst auch den entgangenen Gewinn. Als
entgangen gilt der Gewinn, welcher nach dem gewoehnlichen Laufe der
Dinge oder nach den besonderen Urnstaenden, insbesondere nach den
getroffenen Anstal ten und Vorkehrungen, mi t Wahrscheinlichkeit
erwartet werden konnte.

para 254: (Mitverschulden)

(1) Hat bei der Entstehung des Schadens ein Verschulden des
Beschaedigten mi tgewirkt, so haengt die Verpflichtung zum Ersa tze
sowie der Urnf ang des zu leistenden Ersatzes von den urnstaenden,
insbesondere davon ab, inwieweit der Schaden vorwiegend von dem einen
oder dem anderen Teile verursacht worden ist.

(2) Dies gilt auch dann, wenn sich das Verschulden des Beschaedigten
darauf beschraenkt, dass er unterlassen hat, den Schuldner auf die
Gefahr eines ungewoehnlich hohen Schadens aufmerksam zu machen, die
der Schuldner weder kannte noch kennen musste, oder dass er
unterlassen hat, den Schaden abzuwenden oder zu mindern. Die
Vorschrift des Paragraph 278 findet entsprechende Anwendung.

para 1208: (Gutglaeubiger Erwerb des Vorrangs)

1st die Sache mit dem Rechte eines Dri tten belastet, so geht das
pfandrecht dem Rechte vor, es sei denn, dass der Pfandglaeubiger zur
Zei t des Erwerbes des pfandrechts in Ansehung des Rechtes nicht in
gutem Glauben ist. Die Vorschriften des Paragraph 932 Abs.1 Satz 2,
des Paragraph 935 und des Paragraph 936 Abs.3 finden entsprechende
Anwendung.
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2. English

Translated by Ian S Forrester, Simon L Goren and Hans-Michael lIgen, 1975.

para 232: (Types of security)

(1) If a person has to give security, he may do so
by depositing money or securities,
by pledge of claims which have been registered in the (Federal debt

ledger) or the state debt ledger of one of the (states),
by pledge of movables,
by creation of a ship-mortgage on a ship or a ship under construction

which is recorded in a German ship-register or ship-construction
register,

by creation of a mortgage on domestic land,
by pledge of claims for which there exists a roortgage on domestic

land or by pledge of land charges or annuity charges on domestic
land.

(2) If security cannot be given in this manner it is permissable to
furnish an appropriate guarantor.

para 233: (Effect of deposit)

By the deposit the person entitled acquires a right of pledge over
the money or securities deposited, and if the money or the securities
pass into the ownership of the Treasury or to the institution
designated as the deposit office, a right of pledge on the claim for
restitution.

para 249: (Compensation in kind)

A person who is obliged to make compensation shall restore the
situation which would have existed if the circumstance rendering him
liable to make compensation had not occurred. If compensation is
required to be made for injury to a person or damage to a thing, the
creditor may demand, instead of restitution in kind, the sum of money
necessary for such restitution.

para 250: (Compensation in money after laying down a period of notice)

The credi tor may fix a reasonable period for the resti tution by the
person liable to compensate with a declaration that he will refuse to
accept restitution after the expiration of the period. After the
expiration of the period the creditor may demand the compensation in
money if the restitution is not effected in due time; the claim for
restitution is barred.
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para 251: (Compensation in money without laying down a period of notice)

(1) Insofar as restitution in kind is impossible or is insufficient
to compensate the creditor, the person liable shall compensate him in
money.

(2) The person liable may compensate the creditor in money if
restitution in kind is possible only through disproportionate
outlays.

para 252: (Lost profit)

The compensation shall also include lost profits. Profit is deemed to
have been lost which could probably have been expected in the
ordinary course of events, or according to the special circumstances,
especially in the light of the preparations and arrangements made.

para 254: (Joint debts)

(1) If any fault of the injured party has contributed to causing the
damage, the obligation to corrpensate the injured party and the extent
of the compensation to be made depends upon the circumstances,
especially upon how far the injury has been caused predominantly by
the one or the other party.

(2) This applies also even if the faul t of the injured party
consisted only in an omission to call the attention of the debtor to
the danger of unusually high damage which the debtor neither knew nor
should have known, or in an omission to avert or mitigate the damage.
The provision of para 278 applies mutatis mutandis.

para 1208: (Obtaining priority of rank in good faith)

If the thing is encumbered wi th the right of a third party, the righ t
of pledge takes precedence over such right, unless the pledgee at the
time of acquiring the right of pledge is not in good faith in respect
of that right. The provisions of para 939(1) Sent.2, of para 935 and
para 936(3) apply mutatis mutandis.
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B. Constitution of Courts Act (GVG)

1. German

para 14: (Besondere Gerichte)

Als besondere Gerichte werden Gerichte der Schiffahrt fuer die in den
Staatsvertraegen bezeichneten Angelegenheiten zugelassen.

para 23: (Zustaendigkeit in Zivilsachen)

Die Zustaendigkei t der Arntsgerichte umfasst in buergerlichen
Rechtsstreitigkeiten, soweit sie nicht ohne Ruecksicht auf den wart
des Streitgegenstandes den Landgerichten zugewiesen sind:

(1 )

(2) ohne Ruecksicht auf den Wert des Streitgegenstandes:

(a)

(b) Streitigkeiten zwischen Reisenden und Wirten,
Fuhrleuten, Schiffern, Floessern oder
Auswanderungsexpedienten in den Einschiffungshaefen,
die ueber Wirtszechen, Fuhrlohn, Ueberfahrtsgelder,
Befoerderung der Reisenden und ihrer Habe und ueber
Verlust und Beschaedigung der letzteren, sowie
Streitigkeiten zwischen Reisenden und Handwerkern, die
aus Anlass der Reise entstanden sind;

(c) bis (h).

para 184: (Deutsche Sprache)

Die Gerichtssprache ist deutsch.

2. English

Translated in the Faculty of Arts, Department of German, Universi ty C?f
Natal, 1988.

para 14: (Special courts of law)

As special Admiralty Courts courts for the matters defined in the
international treaties are admitted.
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para 23: (Jurisdiction in civil cases)

The jurisdiction of the local Courts encloses the following civil
cases, unless they are transferred to the Higher District Courts
(Landgerichten) due to the value of the matter in dispute:

(1 )

(2) regardless of the value of the matter in dispute:

( a)

(b) disputes between travellers and landlords,carrier
(carters), masters, men handling floating logs or
emigration shipping clerks in ports of embarkation that
started over restaurant bills, freight, passage moneys,
transport of travellers and their belongings and over loss
or damage of the latter, as well as disputes between
travellers and craftsmen that started on the occasion of
the journey;

(c) to (h).

para 184: (German language)

The official language used in Court is German.

C. Bankruptcy Law (KO)

1. German

para 14: (Keine Einzelzwangsvollstreckung)

( 1) Waehrend der Dauer des Konkursverfahrens finden Arreste und
Zwangsvollstreckungen zugunsten einzelner Konkursglaeubiger weder in
das zur Konkursmasse gehoerige noch in das sonstige Vermoegen des
Gemeinschuldners statt.

(2) Hinsichtlich der zur Konkursmasse gehoerigen Grundstuecke und
eingetragenen Schiffe und Schiffsbauwerke sowie der fuer den
Gemeinschuldner eingetragenen Rech te an Grundstuecken, a'n
eingetragenen Schiffen und Schiffsbauwerken oder an eingetragenen
Rechten kann waehrend der Dauer des Konkursverfahrens eine Vormerkung
auf Grund einer einstweiligen Verfuegung zugunsten einzelner
Konkursglaeubiger nicht eingetragen werden.
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para 117: (pflichten des Konkursverwalters)

(1) Nach der Eroeffnung des Verfahrens hat der Verwalter das gesarnte
zur Konkursmasse gehoerige Vermoegen sofort in Besitz und Verwaltung
zu nehmen und dasselbe zu verwerten.

(2) Die Geschaeftsbuecher des Gemeinschuldners duerfen nur rnit dem
Geschaeft im Ganzen und nur insoweit veraeussert werden, als sie zur
Fortfuehrung des Geschaeftsbetriebs unentbehrlich sind.

para 126: (Zwangsverwaltung und zwangsversteigerung)

Die ZWangsverwaltung und die Zwangsversteigerung der zur Masse
gehoerigen unbeweglichen Gegenstaende kann bei der zustaendigen
Behoerde durch den Konkursverwalter betrieben werden.

2. English

Translated in the Faculty of Arts, Department of German, University of
Natal, 1988.

para 14: (No separate execution)

(1) During the bankruptcy proceedings no arrests or execution in
favour of single creditors in bankruptcy can be made, neither fran
the bankrupt's estate nor from any other estate of the common debtor.

(2) During the bankruptcy proceedings no caution regarding real
property belonging to the bankrupt's estate and registered ships and
ships under construction as well as regarding the common debtor's
registered rights in real property, in registered ships and ships
under construction or in registered rights can be have entered on
grounds of an interim injunction in favour of single creditors in
bankruptcy.

para 117: (Duties of trustee in bankruptcy)

(1) After the opening of the proceedings the trustee has to take
possession and administration of the bankrupt's estate and utilize
it.

(2) The business records of the common debtor may only be sold
together wi th the business as a whole and only so far as they are
necessary for the continuation of the course of business.

para 126: (Judicial Sequestration and JUdicial Sale)

The judicial sequestration and the judicial sale of the immovable
objects belonging to the bankrupt's estate may be pursued at the
proper authority by a trustee in bankruptcy.
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D. Composition Code of Procedure for Arrangements between Debtor and Creditor
to avert Bankruptcy (VglO)

1. German

para 47: (Vollstreckungsverbot)

Die Vergleichsglaeubiger sowie die im Paragraph 29 bezeichneten
Glaeubiger koennen nach der Eroeffnung des Vergleichsverfahrens bis
zur Rechtskraft der Entscheidung, die das Verfahren abschliesst,
ZWangsvollstreckungen gegen den Schuldner nicht vornehmen.

para 124: (Arrest und einstweilige Verfuegung)

ZWangsvollstreckung im Sinne dieses Gesetzes ist auch die Vollziehung
eines Arrestes oder einer einstweiligen Verfuegung.

2. English

Translated in the Faculty of Arts, Department of German, Universi ty of
Natal, 1988.

para 47: (Prohibition of execution)

The creditors in composition proceedings as well as the creditors
mentioned in para 29, after the opening of the composi tion
proceedings until the decision ending the proceedings becomes res
judicata, cannot levy execution against the debtor.

para 124: (Arrest and interim injunction)

Execution in the meaning of this law is also the enforcement of an
arrest or an interim injunction.
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A P PEN D I X IX

PROTECfIQN OF BUSINESSES ACf
NO. 99' OF 1978

[AssENTED TO 20 JUNE,. 1978J [DATE OF COMMENCLV1ENT: 4- AUGUST, 1978]

(English text signed by the State President)

as amended by

Protection of Businesses Amendment Act, No. 114 of 1979
Protection ofBusiness-AmendmentA~ No. 71 of 1984

Protection of Businesses Amendment Act, No. 87 of 1987

Acr
To restrict the enforcement in the Republic of certain- foreign judgments, orders, di

rections,. arbitration awards and letters of request; to prohibit the furnishing-of information
relating to businesses in compliance with foreign orde~ directions or letters of request; and
to- provide for matters connected therewith..

1. Prohibition of enforcement of certain, foreign judgment5y orders,. directions, arbi
tration awards and letters of request and furnishing of information relating to businesses in
compliance with foreign orders, directions or letters of request.-(l) Notwithstanding any
thing to the contrary contained in any law or other legal rule, and except with the permission
of the Minister of Economic Affairs-

(a) no judgment, order, direction~ arbitration award, interrogatory, commission
rogatoire, letters of request or any other request deliverecL given or issued or
emanating from outside the Republic and arising from any act or transaction
contemplated in subsection (3), shall be enforced in the Republic;

(Para. (a) substituted by s. 1 (a) of Act No. 87 of 1987.]

(b) no person shall in compliance with or in response to any order, direction,
interrogatoryt commission rogatoire, letters of request or any other request
issued or emanating from outside the Republi~ furnish any information as
to any business whether carried on in or outside the Republic.

[Para. (b) substituted by s: 1 (b) of Act No. 87 of 1987.]

(2) The permission contemplated in subsection (1) (b) may-
(a) be granted either by notice in the Ga::ette or by written authority addressed

to a particular person;
(b) be granted subject to such conditions as the said :\1inister may deem fit;
(c) relate only to specified goods or businesses or classes of goods or businesses,

or to orders, directions, interrogatories, commissions rogatoire, letters of re
quest or any other request issued in or emanating from a specified country;

(Para. (c) substituted by s. 1 (c) of Act No. 87 of 1987.]

(d) if it is granted by notice in the Gazette, relate only to specified persons or
classes of persons.

(3) In the application of subsection (1) (a) an act or transaction shall be an act or
transaction which took place at any time, whether before or after the commencement of
this Act, and is connected with the mining, production, importation, exportation, refine
ment, possession, use or sale of or ownership to any matter or material, of whatever nature,
whether within, outside, into or from the Republic.

[Sub-so (3) substituted by s. 1 of Act No. 114 of 1979 and by s. I (d) of Act No. 87 of 1987.]
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1A. Prohibition of recognition or enforcement of certain judgments. - (1) No judgment
delivered by a court outside the Republic. arising from any act or transaction referred to
in section 1 (3) and directing the payment of multiple or punitive damages shall be rec
ognized or enforced in the Republic. irrespective of whether or not the Minister has in
terms of section 1 granted his consent as contemplated in that section.

(2) In this section and in section IB "multiple or punitive damages" means that
part of the amount awarded as damages which exceeds the amount determined by the court
as compensation for the damage or loss actually sustained by the person to whom the
damages have been awarded.

[5. lA inserted by s. 1 of Act No. 71 of 1984.]

lB. Recovery of certain amounts paid by way of multiple or punitive damages.
(1) (a) A qualifying defendant against whom a judgment for multiple or punitive damages
has been delivered by a court outside the Republic, whether before or after the commence
ment of the Protection of Businesses Amendment Act, 1984, and who in compliance with
that judgment ha~ paid an amount to the person in whose favour the judgment has been
delivered or to another person as against whom the qualifying defendant is liable to make
a contribution in respect of such damages, may recover from the person in whose favour
the judgment was delivered so much of the amount paid as exceeds the part attributable
to compensation for damage or loss actually sustained.

(b) The "part" referred to in paragraph (a) shall be deemed to be that part of the
amount paid which bears to the whole of it the same proportion as the amount assessed
by the court which delivered the judgment as compensation for damage or loss actually
sustained bears to the whole of the damages awarded.

(2) This section shall not apply-

(a) if the qualifying defendant at the material time carried on business outside
the Republic and the proceedings in respect of which the judgment was given
related to activities exclusively carried on outside the Republic in connection
with that business: or

(b) if the qualifying defendant was at the material time ordinarily resident outside
the Republic or, in the case of a juristic person, had at that time its principal
place of business outside the Republic.

(3) In the application of subsection (1) an amount obtained by execution against the
property of the qualifying defendant. or against the property of any company the interests
of which are according to a judgment referred to in that subsection integrated with the
interests of the qualifying defendant to an extent which requires that an act or omission of
that company be regarded in law as an act or omission of the qualifying defendant also.
shall be deemed to be an amount paid by the qualifying defendant. and in such application
any person upon whom devolved, by succession or otherwise. the rights of the person in
whose favour the judgment was delivered or of any person who is entitled to a contribution
in respect of such damages, shall be deemed to be the person in whose favour the judgment
was delivered or, as the case may be, the person who is entitled to such contribution.

(4) Where the person in whose favour a judgment for multiple or punitive damages
was delivered is a company, any other company which is the controlling company or a
controlled company of the first-mentioned company or is a company which is controlled
by the same controlling company as controls the first-mentioned company, shall be liable.
jointly and severally, together with the first-mentioned company. in respect of any liability
imposed upon the first-mentioned company as contemplated in subsection (1).

(5) In this section. unless the context otherwise indicates-

"controlled company" means a controlled company as defined in section 1 of the Com
panies Act. 1973 (Act No. 61 of 1973). and "control" has a corresponding meaning;
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"controlling company" means a controlling company as defined in section I of the Com
panies Act, 1973;

"material time" means the time when the proceedings were instituted pursuant to which
a judgment for multiple or punitive damages was delivered;

"qualifying defendant" means-

(a) a natural person who at the material time was domiciled or ordinarily resident
in the Republic; or

(b) a juristic person who at the material time was incorporated in the Republic;
or

(c) any person who at the material time carried on business in the Republic.
[So 1B inserted by s. 1 of Act No. 71 of 1984.]

IC. Saving.-The provisions of section lA shall not derogate from

(a) the provisions of section 1;

(b) the power of the defendant to avail himself of any defence which he may by .
law raise in any action for the recognition or enforcement of a judgment of
a court outside the Republic.

[So le inserted by S. 1 of Act No. 71 of 1984.]

ID. Prohibition of recognition or enforcement of certain judgments, orders, directions,
arbitration award~ interrogatories, commissions rogatoire, letters of request or other re
quests.-No judgmen~ order, direction, arbitration award, interrogatory, commission ro
gatoire, letters of request or any other request delivered, given or issued outside the Republic
or emanating from outside the Republic and which arises from any act or transaction
referred to in subsection (3) of section 1 shall be recognized or enforced in the Republic,
irrespective of whether or not the Minister has given his consent in tenns of that section,
if such judgment, order, direction, arbitration award, interrogatory, commission rogatoire,
letters of request or other request is connected with any liability which arises from any
bodily injury. of any person resulting directly or indirectly from the consumption or use of
or exposure to any natural resource of the Republic, whether unprocessed or partially
processed or wholly processed, or any product containing or processed from any such natural
resource, unless the same liability would have arisen under the law of the Republic. as it
existed at the time of the occurrence of the event which gave rise to the liability.

[So 1D inserted by s. 2 of Act ~o. 87 of 1987.]

lE. Conduct of person against whom judgment was delivered in foreign country which
shall not be regarded as submission by such person to jurisdiction of such court, and cir
cumstances relating to such person which shall not be regarded as having conferred juris
diction on such court.-(l) For the purposes of detennining the question whether or not a
judgment delivered by a court in a foreign country relating to any act or transaction referred
to in section 1 (3) can be recognized or enforced in the Republic-

(a) the person against whom the judgment was given shall not be regarded as
having submitted to the jurisdiction of that court bv reason onlv of the fact
that he appeared, whether conditionally or otherwi;e, in the pr~eedings in
question or of the fact that he took any steps in connection with such pro
ceedings for the following purposes, or anyone or more of them. namely-

(i) to contest the jurisdiction of that court;

(ii) to apply for the dismissal of the action in question or for the setting
aside of the writ or summons in those proceedings on the ground that
the court did not have the required jurisdiction;

(iii) to protect or to obtain the release ofany property attached for the purpose
of such proceedings, or threatened with attachment in those proceedings;
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(iv) to apply to the court not to exercise its jurisdiction, if it was a case where
that court had a discretion to decide whether or not to exercise its
jurisdiction;

(v) to apply to such court for the dismissal of, or a stay of, the proceedings
on the ground that the matter should be referred to arbitration or to a
court in another country for a decision;

(vi) to institute review proceedings in connection with, or to lodge an appeal
against, any order made in the proceedings mentioned in paragraphs (i)
to (v);

(b) it shall not be regarded that such court had jurisdiction in respect of the
person against whom such judgment was. given merely on the ground of the
fact that such person did business within the area of that CO\lI4 unless such
person, at the time when the events occurred. which gave rise to the relevant
proceedings, conducteda permanent business establishment within that area.

(2) Where the person against, whomjudgment was delivered by a court in a foreign
country in respect of any act or transaction referred,to in section 1 (3), entered appearance
in the proceedings in which such judgment was given in order to defend the action on the
merits thereof or took any other step in such proceedings. in order to defend the action on
the merits thereof, such entI'1 of. appearance- and such step shall not be regarded as a
submission to the jurisdiction. of the: court if-in terms of the law governing such court and
the proceedings conductedtherein, such- person was not entitled to contest the jurisdiction
of the court unless he entered such appearance or took such step, as the case may be, in
order to defend the action on the merits thereof.

[So lE inserted by s. 3 of Act No. 87 of 1987.]

IF. Foreign judgment to' constitute res judicata.-It shall be a defence to any action
brought in any court in the Republic if it is proved to the satisfaction of such court that
the cause of action founding the action so brought was the subject of a judgment given by
a court in a foreign cuntry, if-

(a) in terms of the laws ofthe foreign country the court which gave such judgment
was competent to give that judgment;

(b) in terms of such laws such judgment is final and conclusive; and

(c) the parties to the proceedings in which such judgment was given, or their
successors in title, are the same as the parties to the proceedings in the Republic.

[So 1F inserted by s.4 of Act No. 87 of 1987.] .

IG. Application of sections ID, lE and IF.-The provisions of sections ID, lE and
I F shall apply in respect of any judgment, order, direction, arbitration award, interrogatory,
commission rogatoire, letters of request or other request, as the case may be. irrespective
of whether it was or is delivered, given or issued before or after the commencement of the
Protection of Businesses Amendment Act, 1987.

[So IG inserted by s. 5 of Act No. 87 of 1987.]

2. Offences and penalties.-Any person who contravenes the provisions of section 1
(1) (b) shall be guilty of an offence and on conviction liable to a fine not exceeding two
thousand rand or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years or to both such
fine and such imprisonment.

3. Repeal of section 2 of Act 94 of I974.-Section 2 of the Second General Law
Amendment Act, 1974, is hereby repealed.

4. Short title and commencement.-This Act shall be called the Protection of Busi
nesses Act, 1978, and shall come into operation on a date fixed by the State President by
proclamation in the Gazette.
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A P PEN D I X X

ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION REGULATION ACT OF 1983

Cf Government Gazette, 12 september 1983, No 8891.

ACT
To provide for the vesting of the powers of the admiralt)" courts

of the Republic in the provincial and local divisions of the
Supreme Court of South Africa. and for the extension of
those powers: for the law to be applied b)'. and the pro
cedure applicable in. those divisions: for the repeal of
the Colonial Courts of AdmiraltY Act. 1890. of the united
Kingdom. in so far as it applies in relation to the Republic;
and for incidental matters.

(Afrikaans text signed by the Stare Presidenc.)
(Assented to 8 September 1983.)

BE IT E~AcrED by the State President and the House of
Assembly of the Republic of South Africa. as follows:-

*Section 311 repealed by
s 5 of the Carriage of ~}

Goods by Sea Act of 1986. ('
l)

Definitions. 1. (1) In this Act. unless the context indicates otherwise-
(i) "admiralty action" means proceedings in terms of this

Act for the enforcement of a maritime claim: (i) 5
(ii) "maritime claim" means-

(a) any claim relating to the ownership or possession
of a ship:

(b) any claim relating to the ownership of a share in a
ship or to any dispute between co-owners of a ship 10
as to the ownership. possession. employment or
earnings of that ship:

(C) any claim in respect of a mortgage. hypothecation.
right of retention or pledge of. or charge on. a
ship: 15

(d) any claim for damage caused by a ship. whether by
collision or otherwise:

(e) any claim for damage done to a ship. whether bv
collision or otherwise: .

(f) any clai:n for loss of life or personal injury caused 20
by a shIp or any defect in a ship. or occurrin2: in
connec~ion. with the employment of a ship: -

(g) any claIm ror loss of or dama2:e to 2:oods (including
the baggage and personal belon2:in£s of the master
or crew of a ship) carried or which oU2:ht to have ::.s
been carried in a ship. includin2: a claim-in terms of
section 311 of the Merchant Shippin2: Act. 1951
(Act ~o. 57 of 1951): * -
any claim arising out of am' a2:reement for or relat-
ing to the carriage of goods in-a shio: 30
a~y claim relating to am' chanema'rT\' nr th .. mp I"'Ir

~'.
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(j) any claim for or in the nature of salvage. including
any claim relating to the sharing or apportionment
of salvage and any claim by any person having a
right in respect of property salved or which would.
but for the negligence or default of the salvor or 5
would-be salvor. have been salved:

(k) any claim in the nature of towage or pilotage:

(l) any claim in respect of goods supplied or services
rendered to a ship for the employment or mainten-
ance thereof: 10

(m) any claim in respect of the design. construction. re
pair or equipment of any ship or any dock or har
bour dues or any similar dues:

(n) anv claim bv a master or member of the crew of a
ship arising out of his employment: 15

(0) any claim by a master. shipper. charterer or agent
in respect of payments or disbursements made for
or on behalf or on account of a ship or any ship
owner:

(p) anv claim relating to general average or arising out 20
o(any act claimed to be a general average act:-

(q) any claim arising out of bottomry or any respon
dentia bond;

(r) any claim relating to marine insurance or anv Doli
cv"of marine insurance. including an\' claim' bv or 2.5
a2ainst any association. society -or mutual insur
ance organization concerned mainly \\;th the pro
tection and indemnity of its members in respect of
any maritime claim:

(s) any claim with regard to the forfeiture of any ship 30
or an\' goods carried therein or for the restoration
of an~' ship or any such goods forfeited:

(t) anv claim relating to the limitation of the liability
of"the owner of aship or of any other person en-
titled to any similar limitation of liability: 35

(u) anv claim with regard to the distribution of a fund
or'any portion o(a fund paid or to be paid into or
to or held or to be held bv a court in the exercise
of its admiralty jurisdiction or an officer of such a
court; 40

(v) any claim relating to any maritime lien. whether or
not falling under any of the preceding paragraphs:

(w) any claim relating to the pollution of the sea or the
seashore bv oil or any other similar substance
whether in 'terms of the"Prevention and Combatin~ ~5
of Pollution of the Sea bv Oil Act. 1981 (Act ~o, 6
of 1981). or otherwise, and any claim fo'r a refund
under that Act; .

(x) any claim for the enforcement of. or arising out of.
an~' judgment or arbitration award relatIng to a 50
maritime claim. whether given or made in the Re
public or elsewhere;

(y) any claim to an indemnity with regard to or arising
out of any of the aforesaId claims~and any claim in
respect of any matter ancillarY to or arisIng out of 55
any of the aforesaid claims. Including the- attach
~ent of p~operty to fou?d or to confirm jurisdic
tIon. the glvmg or release of securitv. and the pav-
ment of interest; ".

(z) any claim not. falling under any of the previous 60
paragraphs whIch a court of admiralty of the Re
?~?lic. refe~e_'!. to_ ~n the Colonial Court:; of Admi-
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United Kin2:dom. could have heard and determin
ed immediatelv before the commencement of this
Act. or relatin'g to any matter in respect of which
any court of the Republic is empowered to exer-
cise admiralty jurisdiction; (iii) 5

(iii) "Minister" means the Minister of Justice: (iv)
(jv) "rules" means the rules made under section 4 or in

force thereunder; (v)
(v) "ship" means any vessel used or capable of being used

on the sea or internal waters. and includes anv hover- 10
craft. power boat. yacht. fishing boat. sUbmanne ves
seL barge. crane barge. floating crane. floating dock.
oil or other floating rig. floating mooring installation or
similar floatin2: installation. whether self-propelled or
not; (vi) - 15

(vi) "this Act" includes the rules. (ii)
(2) For the purposes of any law. whether of the Republic or

not. relating to the prescription of or the limitation of time for
the commencement of any action. suit. claim or proceedings. an
admiraltv action shall be deemed to have commenced-- 20

(a) •by the making of an application for the attachment of
property to found jurisdiction if the application is
2:ranted and the attachment carried into effect:

(b) by the issue of any process for the institution of an ac-
tion in rem if that process is thereafter served: 25

(c) by the service of any process by which that action is in
stituted.

2. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act each rrovincial and
local division. including a circuit local division. 0 the Supreme
Court of South Africa shall have jurisdiction (hereinafter refer- 30
red to as admiralty jurisdiction) to hear and detennine any mari
time claim (including. in the case of salvage. claims in respect of
ships. cargo or goods found on land). irrespective of the place
where it arose, of the place of registration of the ship concerned
or of the residence. domicile or nationalitv of its owner. 35

(2) For the purposes of this Act the area of jurisdiction of a
court referred to in subsection (1) shall be deemed to include
that portion of the territorial waters of the Republic adjacent to
the coastline of its area of jurisdiction.

3. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act any maritime claim 40
may be enforced by an action in personam. .

(2) An action in personam may only be instituted against a
person-

(a) resident or carrying on business at any place in the Re-
public; 45

(b) whose property within the court's area of jurisdiction
has been attached to found or to confinn jurisdiction;

(c) who has consented or submitted to the jurisdiction of
the court;

(d) in respect of whom any court in the Republic has juris- 50
diction in tenns of Chapter IV of the Insurance Act.
1943 (Act No. 27 of 1943);

(e) in the case of a company. if the company has a regis
tered office in the Republic.

(3) An action in personam may not be instituted in a court of 55
which the area of jurisdiction is not adjacent to the territorial
waters of the Republic unless-

(a) in the case of a claim contemplated in paragraph (a),
(b), 0) or (r) of the definition of "maritime claim". the
claim arises out of an agreement concluded within the 60
area of jurisdiction of that court:

(b) in the case of a claim contemplated in para2:raph (g) or
(h) of that definition. the goods concerned are or
were s11lpped under a lHll of ladin2: to or from a place
__ ~&.L ~ .1 ,... • - - -
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(c) the maritime claim concerned relates to a fund within.
or freight payable in. the area of jurisdiction of that
court.

(4) Without prejudice to any other remedy that may be avail
able to a claimant or to the rules relating to the joinder of causes 5
of action a maritime claim may be enforced by an action in
rem-

(a) if the claimant has a maritime lien over the property to
be arrested; or

(b) if the owner of the property to be arrested would be li- 10
able to the claimant in an action in personam in respect
of the cause of action concerned.

(5) An action in rem shall be instituted by the arrest within the
area of jurisdiction of the court conc~rned of. property of one.or
more of the following categories agaInst or m respect of which 15
the claim lies:

(a) The ship, with or without its equipment. furniture.
stores or bunkers;

(b) the whole or any part of the equipment. furniture.
stores or bunkers; 20

(c) the whole or any part of the cargo;
(d) the freight.

(6) Subject to the provisions of subsection (9) an action in
rem. other than such an action in respect of a maritime claim
contemplated in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of the definition of 25
"maritime claim". may be brou2ht bv the arrest of an associated
ship instead of the shIp in respect of which the maritime claim
arose.

(7) (a) For the purposes of subsection (6) an associated ship
means a ship, other than the ship in respect of which 30
the maritime claim arose-
(i) owned by the person who was the owner of the

ship concerned at the time when the maritime
claim arose: or

(ii) owned by a company in which the shares, when 35
the maritime claim arose, were controlled or own
ed by a person who then controlled or owned the
shares in the company which owned the ship con
cerned.

(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a)- 40
(i) ships shall be deemed to be owned bv the same

persons if all the shares in the ships are owned by
the same persons:

(ii) a person shall be deemed to control a comoanv if
he has power. directly or indirectlv, to control "the 45
company.

(c) If a charterer or subcha:nerer of a ship by demise. and
not the owner thereof. IS alleged to be liable in respect
of a maritime claim. the charterer or subcharterer. as
the case may be. shall for the purposes of subsection 50
(6) and this subsection be deemed to be the owner.

(8) Property shall not be arrested and security therefor shall
not be given more than once in respect of the"same maritime
claim by the same claimant.

(9) The.~ister may, by notice in the Gazette and subject to 55
such cond~tIons as he m~y prescribe. exclude from the provisions
of subsectIon (6) any ShIp owned bv a company named in the no
tice or by a company in which the" shares are 'owned or control
led by a company so named.

(10) (a) Property shall be deemed to have been arrested or at- 60
tached and to be under arrest or attachment if at any
time. whether before or after the arrest or attachment
securitv or an undertakino h~c: h~o" •~"A" t,.. •__ :
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(b) That securitv shall for the purposes of sections 9 and 10
be deemed to be the freight or the proceeds of the sale
of the property.

Procedure and rules 4. (1) Subject to the provisions of this Act the provisions of
of court. the Supreme Court Act, 1959 (Act No. 59 of 1959). and the 5

rules made under section 43 of that Act shall mutatis mutandis
apply in relation to proceedings in terms of this Act except in ~o

far as those rules are inconsistent with the rules referred to iD

subsection (2). .
(2) The rules of the courts of admiralty of the Republic in 10

force in terms of the Colonial Courts of Admiraltv Act. 1890. of
the United Kingdom. immediately before the commencement of
this Act. shall be deemed to be rules made under section 43 (2)
(a) of the Supreme Court Act. 1959. and shall apply in respect
of proceedings in terms of this Act. 15

(3) The power of the Chief Justice to make rules under section
43 of the Supreme Court Act. 1959. shall include the power to
make rules prescribing the following:

(a) The appointment of any person or body for the assess
ment of fees and costs and the manner in which such 20
fees and costs are to be assessed:

(b) measures aimed at avoiding circuity or multiplicity of
actions:

(c) the practice and procedure for referring to arbitration
any matter arising out of proceedings relating to a 25
maritime claim, and the appointment, remuneration
and powers of an arbitrator.

(4) (a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any law re
lating to attachment to found or confirm jurisdiction. a
court in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction may 30
make an order for the attachment of the property con
cerned although the claimant is not an incola either of
the area of jurIsdiction of that court or of the Republic.

(b) A court may make an order for the attachment of prop
erty not within the area of jurisdiction of the court at 35
the time of the application or of the order, and such an
order may be carried into effect when that property
comes within the area of jurisdiction of the court.

Powers of court. 5. (1) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction
permit the joinder in proceedings in terms of this Act of any per- 40
son from whom any party to those proceedings is entitled to
claim a contribution or an indemnification. or in respect of
whom any question or issue in the action is substantially the
same as a question or issue which has arisen or will arise be
tween the party and the person to be joined and which should be 45
determined in such a manner as to bind that person, whether or
not the claim against the latter is a maritime claim and notwith
standing the fact that he is not otherwise amenable to the juris
diction of the court, whether by reason of the absence of attach-
ment of his property or otherwise. 50

(2) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction-
(a) consider and decide any matter arising in connection

with any maritime claim. notwithstanding that any such
matter may not be one which would give rise to a mari-
time claim: ... 55

(b) order any person to give security for costs or for any
claim;

(c) order that any arrest or attachment made or to be
made or that anything done or to be done in terms of
this Act or any order of the court be subject to such 60
conditions as to the court appears just. whether as to
the furnishing of securitv or the liabilitv for costs. ex
penses. loss or damage caused or likel\' to be caused. or
otherwise: .
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fd) order that an\' securit\' t!iven be increased. reduced or
dischar2ed sublect to' such conditions as to the court
appears just and. for the p,urpose of an incr~ase of .se
curity. authorize the arrest of property notwlthstandmg.
the provisions of section 3 (8)~ 5

(e) order that an\' matter pending. or arising in proceedings
before it be referred to an arbitrator or referee for de
cision or report and provide for the appointment. re
muneration and powers of the arbitrator or referee and
for the 2ivim! of effect to his decision or report: 10

(f) make s~ch order as to interest. the rate of interest in
respect of any sum awarded by it and the date from
which interest is to accrue. whether before or after the
date of the commencement of the action. as to it ap-
pears just: 15

(g) subject to the provisions of any law relating to ex
change control. order payment to be made in such cur
rency other than the currency of the Republic as in the
circumstances of the case appears appropriate. and
make such order as seems just as to the date upon 20
which the calculation of the conversion from an\" cur-
rency to an\' other currency should be based. ~

(3) fa) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction
order the arrest of any property if-
(i) the person seeking the arrest has a claim enforce- 15

able by an action i.n rem against the property con
cerned or which would be so enforceable but for
an arbitration or proceedings contemplated in sub
paragraph (ii):

(ii) the claim is or may be the subject of an arbitration 30
or any proceedings contemplated. pending or pro
ceeding either in the Republic or elsewhere and
whether or not it is subject to the law of the Re
public.

(b) Unless the court orders otherwise any property so ar- 35
rested shall be deemed to be property arrested in an ac
tion in terms of this Act.

(c) A court may order that any security for or the proceeds
of any such property shall be held as security for any
such claim or pending the outcome of the arbitration or 40
proceedings.

\4) Any person who makes an excessive claim or requires ex
cessive security or without good cause obtains the arrest of prop
erty or an order of court. shall be liable to any person suffering
loss or dama2e as a result thereof for that loss or dama2e. 45

(5) (a) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction
at any time on the application of any interested person
or of its own motion-- .
(i) make an order for the examination. testin2 or in

spection by any person of any ship. cargo~ docu- 50
ments or any other thing. if it appears to the court
to be necessary or desirable for the purpose of de
termining an\' maritime claim which has been or
mav be b-rouiht. or any defence thereto:

(ii) order that any record: notes or recordin~. whether 55
then in existence or not. be transcribed or trans
lated.

(b) The provisions of this Act shall not affect any privilege
relating to any document in the possession of. or anv
communication to or the giving of any evidence by. an~' 60
person.

6. (1) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in am' law or
the common law contained a court in the exercise of its admiral
ty jurisdiction shall-

fa) with .regard to any matter in respect of which a court of 65
admiralty of the Republic referred to in the Colonial
Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890. of the United King-
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dome had jurisdiction immediately before the com
mencement of this Act. apply the law which the High
Court of Justice of the United Kingdom in the exercise
of its admiralty jurisdiction would have applied with re
gard to such a matter at such commencement. in so far 5
as that law can be applied;

(b) with regard· to any other matter. apply the Roman
Dutch law applicable in the Republic.

(2) The provisions of subsection (1) shall not derogate from
the provisions of any law of the Republic applicable to any of 10
the matters contemplated in paragraph (a) or (b) of that subsec
tion.

(3) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction re
ceive as evidence statements which would otherwise be inadmis
sible as being in the nature of hearsay evidence. subject to such 15
directions and conditions as the court thinks fit.

(4) The weight to be attached to evidence contemplated in
subsection (3) shall be in the discretion of the court.

(5) The provisions of subsection (1) shall not supersede any
agreement relating to the system of law to be applied in the 20
event of a dispute.

7. (1) (a) A court may decline to exercise its ·admiralty juris
diction in any proceedings instituted or to be instituted.
if it is of the opinion that the action can more appropri
ately be adjudicated upon by another court in the Re- 25
public or by any other court. tribunal or body else
where.

(b) A court may stay any proceedings in terms of this Act
if it is agreed by the parties concerned that the matter
in dispute be referred to arbitration in the Republic or 30
elsewhere. or if for anv other sufficient reason the court
is of the opinion that the proceedings should be stayed.

(2) When in any proceedings before a provincial or local divi
sion. including a circuit local division. of the Supreme Court of
South Africa the question arises as to whether a matter pending 35
or proceeding before that court is one relating to a maritime
claim. the court shall forthwith decide that question. and if the
court decides that-

(a) the matter is one relating to a maritime claim. it shall
be proceeded with in a court competent to exercise its 40
admiralty jurisdiction, and any property attached to
found jurisdiction shall be deemed to have been at
tached in terms of this Act:

rb) the matter is not one relating to a maritime claim. the
action shall proceed in the dIvision having jurisdiction 45
in respect of the matter: Provided that if jurisdiction
was conferred by the attachment of property by a per
son other than an incola of the court. the court may or
der the action to proceed as if the property had heen
attached bv an incola, or mav make such other order. 50
including an order dismissing'the action for want of ju
risdiction. as to it appears just.

(3) The provisions of subsection (2) shall not affect any other
objection to the jurisdiction of any court.

(4) No appeal shall lie against any decision or order made 55
under subsection (2).

(5) The Minister may, on the recommendation of the judge
president of any provincial division of the Supreme Court of
South Africa. submit the question as to whether or not a particu
l~r matter gives rise to a maritime claim. to the Appellate Divi- 60
Slon of the Supreme Court of South Africa and mav cause that
question to be argued before that Division so that it'mav decide
the question for future guidance. .
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8. (1) Where property has been attached to found or to
confirm jurisdiction at common law. that property may never
theless be arrested in connection with a maritime claim, subject
to such directions as the court thinks fit.

(2) Where property has been attached to found or to conrirrn 5
jurisdiction relating to a maritime claim. sections 9. 10 a.nd 11 of
this Act shall apply as if the property had been arrested m an ac
tion in rem. whether or not the property has been arrested in
terms of this Act.

9. A court mav in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction at 10
any time order that any property which has been arrested in
terms of this Act be sold and the proceeds thereof be held as a
fund in the court or otherwise dealt with.

10. Any property arrested in respect of a maritime claim or any
security given in respect of any property. or the proceeds of any 15
property sold in execution or under an order of a court in the
exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction. shall not, except as pro
vided in section 11 (10), vest in a trustee in insolvency.and shall
not form part of the assets to be administered by a liquidator or
judicial manager of the owner of the property or of any other 20
person who might otherwise be entitled to such property. secur-
ity or proceeds. and no proceedings in respect of such property.
security or proceeds. or the claim in respect of which that prop
erty was arrested. shall be stayed by or by reason of any seques
tration, winding-up or judicial management with respect to that ~
owner or person.

11. (1) Claims with regard to a fund in a court in terms of this
Act or security given in respect of property in connection with a
maritime claim or the proceeds of property sold pursuant to an
order or in the execution of a judgment of a court in terms of 30
this Act shall be paid in the following order:

(a) Claims in respect of costs and expenses incurred to pre
serve the property or to procure its sale. and in respect
of the distribution of the proceeds of the sale:

(b) claims to a preference based on possession. whether by 35
wa\' of a ri2ht of retention or otherwise:

(c) claims whfch arose within one vear before the com
mencement of the proceedings. in respect of-
(i) wages and other sums due to or payable in respect

of the master. officers and other members of the 40
ship's complement. in connection with their em
ployment on the ship:

(ii) port. canal and other waterways dues and pilotage
dues:

(iii) loss of life or personal injury. whether occurring 45
on land or on water. directl\' connected with the
employment of the ship: .

(i\') loss of or damage to property, whether occurring
on land or on water. resultin2 from delict and not
capable of bein2 based on contract. directly con- 50
nected with the operation of the ship: .

(v) the repair of a ship or the supply of goods or the
rende~mg of services to a ship for the employment
or mamtenance thereof;

(vi) salva2e. removal of wreck and contribution in re- 55
spect-of a general average act or sacrifice;

(d) claims in. respect of mortgages. hypothecations. rights
?f retentIon of. ~nd other charges on. the ship, effected
m ~cco~dance WIth the law of the flag of the ship:

(e) claIms m respect of an\' maritime lien not fallin2 under 60
any category mentioned in any of the precedin-g para
graphs:

(f) all other claims.
(2) The claims referred to in para2ranhs (h) to (fl of ,1lh,pf'_
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tion (1) shall rank after any claim referred to in paragraph (a) of
that subsection in accordance with the following rules:

(a) A claim referred to in the said paragraph (b) shall rank
before an\' claim accruinl! after it. other than a claim
referred to in paragraph (e) (vi) of subsection (1): 5

(b) a claim referred to in paragraph (C) (vi) of that subsec
tion. whether or not arising within the period of one
vear referred to in that subsection. shall take priority
over an\' claim arisinl! before that claim:

(c) otherwise claims referred to in any of the subpara- 10
graphs of the said paragraph (ej shall rank pari pc:ssu
with claims mentioned in the same subparagraph. Irre
spective of when such claims arose;

(d) claims referred to in paragraph (d) of subsection (1)
shall rank according to the law of the flag of the ship: 15

(e) claims referred to in paragraph (e) of subsection (1)
shall rank among themselves in their priority according
to law;

if) claims referred to in paragraph (t) of subsection (1)
shall rank in the order of preference according to the 20
law of insolvencv;

(g) save as otherwIse provided in this subsection. claims
shall rank in the order set forth in subsection (1).

(3) For the purposes of subsection (2) a claim in connection
with salvage or the removal of wreck shall be deemed to have 25
accrued when the salvage operation or the removal of the wreck.
as the case may be. terminated. and a claim in connection with
contribution in" respect of general average. when the general av
erage act was performed.

(4) A court may in the exercise of its admiralty jurisdiction. 30
on the application of any interested person. make an ord~r de
claring how any claim against the proceeds of any sale of proper-
tv shall rank.
. (5) Any person who has at any time paid any claim or any part

thereof which. if not paid. would have ranked under subsection 35
(1). shall be entitled to all the rights. privileges and preferences
to which the person paid would have been entitled if the claim
had not been paid.

(6) A judgment or an arbitration award shall rank in accord-
ance with the claim in respect of which it was given or made. 40

(7) Interest on anv claim and the costs of enforcinl! a claim
shall for the purposes of this section be deemed to fOrIn part of
the claim.

(8) Where the fund arises bv reason of an action in rem
against an associated ship, the ranking of claims set out in this 45
section shall. notwithstanding the provisions of section 3 (6). ap
ply with regard to claims in respect of the associated ship. and
claims in respect of the ship concerned shall be paid thereafter in
the order set out in this section.

(9) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section any under- 50
taking or security given with respect to a particular claim shall
be applied in the first instance in satisfaction of that claim.

(10) Any balance remaining after all claims reierred to in
paragraphs (a) to (e) of subsection (1) have been paid shall be
paid over to the trustee, liquidator or judicial manager who, but 55
for the provisions of section 10, would have been entitled there
to.

12. A judgment or order of a court in the exercise of its admi
ralty jurisdiction shall be subject to appeal as if such judgment
or order were that of a provincial or local division of the Su- 60
preme Court of South Africa in civil proceedings.

_13. Se~tion. 2 of the Merchant Shipping Act. 1951 (Act No.
) 7 of 19)1). IS hereby amended by the substitution in subsection
(~) for the definition of "superior court" of the followinl! defini-
tIOn: - 65
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.. 'superior court' means a division of the Supreme Court of
South Africa. save in sections 43. 45, 89. 292.330 and
356 (l) (xxxv). where it means a court exercisin2 its ad
miralty jurisdiction under the Admiralty Jurisdiction

Regulation Act. 1983:". 5

14. This Act shall not derogate from the jurisdiction which a
magistrate's court has under sections 131. 136 and 151 of the
Merchant Shipping Act. 1951.

15. This Act shall bind the State.

16. (1) The laws mentioned in the Schedule are hereby repeal~ 10
ed to the extent set out in the third column of the Schedule.

(2) Proceedinl!s instituted before the commencement of this
Act shall be pro~eededwith as if this Act had not been enacted. .

(3) For the purposes of subsection (2) proceedings shall be
deemed to have commenced upon service of the writ of sum- 15
mons.

17. This Act shall be called the Admiralt\' Jurisdiction Re2u
lation Act, 1983. and shall come into operation on a date fixed
by the State President by proclamation in the Gazette.

Schedule

~umber and vear
of law .

Chapter :7. 1890 .

Act No. 57 of 1951 .

Act No. 5 of 197: .

Title of law

UNITED KINGDOM

Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act. 1890 .

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Merchant Shipping Act, 1951 .

Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act. 1971 .

Extent of repeal

IThe whole. in so faT as i,

1

1 applies in relation to the
Republic. except in so
far as it relates to prize
matters

I
I

Sections 51A. 329 and 332

The whole
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A P PEN D I X XI

No. R. 2415 21 November 1986

RULES REGULATING THE CONDUcr OF THE ADMI
RALTY PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEVERAL PROVIN
CIAL AND LOCAL DIVISIONS OF THE SUPREME
COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

The Chief Justice of South Africa. after consultation with
the judges president of the several divisions of the Supreme
Court of South Africa has. in terms of section 43 (2) (a) of
the Supreme Court Acty 1959 (Act 59 of 1959). read with
section 4 of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act.
1983 (Act 105 of 1983). and with the approval of the
Minister of Justice. made the rules contained in the Annex
ure hereto regulating the conduct of the amiralty procee
dings of the provincial and local divisions of the Supreme I
Court of South Africa. with effect from 1December 1986.

ANNEXURE
INDEX

Rule
l-Definitions
2-Summons
3--Arrest in action in rtm

4-Attachment to found or confirm jurisdiction
5-Serv1c~

6--Notice of intention (0 defend
7-General rules as to p~adings

8-C1aim in reconvention
9--Third parties

lQ--Close of pleadings
I I-Request for further particulars
12-Preliminary procedures
13--Discovery of documents
14-Pre-ttial procedure
l5-Trial
1~Applications

17-Variation of periods of time and non,ompliance
I8--Vexatious or irregular proceedings
I9--Property arrested or a~hed
:~Filing, delivery and preparation of papers
21-Representative actions and limitations of liability
Z2-Exclusion of certain of the Uniforms Rules
:3-Directions by the coun
24-Repeal of rules

FIRST SCHEDULE - FOR.\1S
I-Summons
2-Warrant of arrest

RULE!

DEFINITIONS
1. (l) In these rules. unless the context otherwise indi

cates--
"Acf' means the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act,

1983 (Act 105 of 1983);
"admiralty proceedings" means proceedings before the

court;
.'court" means a court exercising admiralty jurisdiction

under the Act;
"summons" includes edictal citation;
"Unifonn Rules" means the rules made under section.+3

of the Supreme Court Act. 1959 (Act 59 of 1959),
regulating the conduct of the proceedings of the several
provincial and local divisions of the Supreme Court of
South Africa:

"pleading" includes particulars of claim, plea. claim in
reconvention. third party notice and pleadings conse
quent upon the foregoing, but excludes a request for
particulars or answer thereto;

"warrant" means a warrant of arrest.
(2) In the computation of any period of time expressed in

days. whether prescribed by these rules, fixed by any order
of court or otherwise detennined, only court days shall be
included. ...

(3) The definitions in rule 1 of the Uniform Rules shall
apply to any word or expression not defined in this rule.

RCLE2

SUM~fONS

2. (1) A summons shall be in a form corresponding to
Form 1 of the First Schedule and shall contain a statement
of the nature of the claim and of the relief or remedv re-
quired and of the amount claimed. if any. .
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(2) Subject to the provisions of subrule (3), the summons
shall set forth the matters referred to in rule 17 (4) of the
Uniform Rules.

(3) (a) The owner of a ship. cargo or other property in
respect of which a maritime claim is made may sue or be
sued as such. .

(b) Parties may sue or be sued jointly and may. in that
event, be described as the owners of a named ship or of the
cargo in or formerly in a named ship, or as the owners,
master and crew of a ship, or otherwise in like manner. and
in any such case the parties need not be further named or
described in the pleadings.

(4) In the case of an action in rem the property in respect
of which the claim lies. as set forth in section 3 (5) of the
Act, shall be described as the defendant.

(5) Where proceedings are taken in respect of a maritime
claim referred to in paragraph (u) of the definition of' 'mari
time claim" in section 1 (1) of the Act for the distribution of
any fund. or where property is deemed to have been arrested
or attached in terms of section 3 (10) of the Act, the fund or
the security or the property in respect of which an ungertak
ing is given may be described as the defendant.

RULE 3

ARREST IN ACfION IN REM

3. ("1) An arrest in an action in rem shall be effected by
the service of a warrant in accordance with these rules.

(2) (a) A warrant shall be issued by the registrar and shall
be in a form corresponding to Form 2 of the First Schedule.

(b) The registrar may refer to a judge the question of
whether a warrant should be issued.

(c) Any such question shall be so referred if it appears
from a certificate contemplated in rule 3 (3), or if the regi
strar otherwise has knowledge, that security or an undertak
ing has been given in terms of section 3 (10) (a) of the Act
to prevent arrest or attachment of the property in question.

(d) If a question has been so referred to ajudge. the judge
mav authorise the re!!istrar to issue a warrant, or mav give
suc"h directions as he thinks fit to cause the questIon of
whether a warrant should be issued to be argued.

(e) If a question has been so referred to a judge, no
warrant shall be issued unless the judge has authorised the
registrar to issue the warrant.

(3) Save where the court has ordered the arrest of
property, the registrar shall issue a warrant only if summons
in the action has been issued and a certifcate si!!ned bv the
party causing the warrant to be issued is submitted to" him
stating-

(a) that the claim is a maritime claim and that the claim
is, or that on the effectin!! of the arrest the claim will
be. one in respect of whi~h the court has or will have
jurisdiction:

(b) that the property sought to be arrested is property in
respect of which the claim lies or. where the arrest is
sought in terms of section 3 (6) of the Act. that the
ship is an associated ship which may be arrested in
terms of the said section:

(c) whether any security or undertaking has been given in
respect of the claim of the party concerned. or to
procure the release, or prevent the arrest or attach
ment of the property sought to be arrested and. if so,
what security or undertaking has been given and the
grounds for seeking arrest notwithstanding that any
such security or undertaking has been given~ and

(d) that the contents of the certificate are true and correct
to the best of the knowledge. information and belief
of the signatory and what the source of any such
knowledge and infonnation is.

(4) Before any ship, other than a South African ship, is
arrested in respect of any maritime claim referred to in
paragraph (n) of the definition of "maritime claim" in sec
tion 1 (1) of the Act, notice of the intention so to arrest the
ship shall be given to the consular representative, if any, of
the country where the ship is registered at the port where the
ship is to be arrested or, if there is no such representative at
the port in question, to the chief representative of that coun
try in the Republic and in the certificate contemplated in
subrule (3) it shall be stated that the said notice has been
given and when and to what person such notice was given.

(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this rule, any person
desiring to obtain the release of any property from arrest
may obtain such release with the consent of the person who
caused the said arrest to be effected. or on giving security in
a sum representing the amount of the value of the relevant
property or the amount of the plaintiffs claim. whichever
amount is the lower, which amount shall be deposited as
security with the registrar and be dealt with in terms of rule
19.

(b) Any person who intends to institute an action in rem
against any property which has been arrested or attached
may file with the registrar and serve, in accordance with the
provisions of rule 5 (2), a notice of the said intention.

(c) When any such notice has been filed, the property
shall not be released from arrest or attachment unless the
person desiring to obtain the release of the property has
given notice to the person who has filed any such notice that
he so desires to obtain the said release.

(d) Where any notice under paragraph (b) has been given
and the person concerned has not consented to the release of
the property or, in any other case. if the person who has
procured the arrest of the property has not consented to the
release of the property, the property shall not be released
unless the court so orders. .

(e) W~ere a dispute arises as to the value of any property
or as to ItS release, the court shall give such directions as
may be appropriate for the resolution of the dispute.

(6) Any person giving security or an undertaking in terms
of section 3 (10) of the Act to prevent the arrest or attach
ment of property, shall give an address contemplated in rule
19 (3) of the Uniform Rules at which anv summons or
warrant in an action in rem against the property may be
served.

RULE 4

ATTACHMENT TO FOUND OR CONFIR~l
JURISDICTION

4. (1) An application for the attachment of property to
found or confi~ jurisdiction may be made ex parte, unless
the court otherwIse orrlf"r~
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(2) The applicant shall, in addition to any other require
ment for such an application, satisfy the court with regard
mutatis mutandis to the facts and matters referred to in
paragraphs (a) and (c) of rule 3 (3).

(3) The order of a court on an application contemplated in
subrule (1), which shall be served in the manner set forth in
the order, shall order the attachment of the property in ques
tion and shall further call upon all interested persons to
show cause on a date stated in the order why the order for
attachment should not be confirmed.

(4) (a) A person desiring to obtain the release of property
which has been attached to found or confrrm jurisdiction
may, subject to rule 3 (5) (c) and any order made in terms of
section 5 (2) of the Act, obtain such release on giving secu
rity for the claim of the person causing the said property to
be attached.

(b) The provisions of rule 19 shall mutatis mutandis apply
in respect of security given in terms of paragraph (a).

RULES

SERVICE

5. (1) Save with the leave of the court, no summons or
warrant shall be served if more than one year has expired
since the date when it was issued.

(2) A summons in an action in rem shall be served on the
property in respect of which the action is brought in the
same manner in which a warrant is served in accordance
with this rule.

(3) A summons in an action in personam shall be served
in the manner provided for the service of a summons in the
Uniform Rules, or as may be ordered by the court.

(4) A warrant in an action in rem shall be served-

(a) in the case of such an action against a ship. her equip
ment, furniture, stores or bunkers. by affixing a copy
of the warrant to any mast. or on the outside, or to any
suitable part of the superstructure. of the ship and by
handing a further copy to the master or other person in
charge of the ship;

(b) in the case of such an action against cargo, by hand
ing a copy of the warrant to the person in charge of
the cargo and, unless the said person will not permit
access to the cargo. or the cargo has not been landed.
or it is not practicable so to do, by afflXing a further
copy to the cargo;

(c) in the case of such an action against freight. by hand
ing a copy of the warrant to the person by whom the
freight is payable;

(d) in the case of such an action against property deemed
to have been arrested in terms of section 3 (10) (a) of
the Act, by serving the warrant upon the address for
the service given in terms of rule 3 (6); or

(e) in any other manner ordered by the court.

(5) If property has been sold. service shall be effected on
the person having custody of the proceeds.

(6) The deputy sheriff shall forthwith notify a port captain
of any arrest or attachment of any property within the port
of which he is port captain and the registrar shall forthwith
notify the port captain of any release of any such property
from arrest or attachment.

RULE 6

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO DEFEND

6. (1) The provisions of rule 19 of the Uniform Rules.
other than the proviso to rule 19 (1) of the Uniform Rules,
shall, subject to rule 20, mutatis mutandis apply to a notice
of intention to defend an action in admiralty proceedings.

(2) Where summons has been issued in an action in rem,
any person having an interest in the property concerned
may, at any time before the expiry of 10 days from the
service of the summons, give notice of intention to defend
and may defend the said action.

(3) A person giving notice of intention to defend an
action in rem shall not merely by reason thereof incur any
liability and shall, in particular, not become liable in
personam, save as to costs, merely by reason of having
given such notice and having defended the action in rem.

(4) ~otice of intention to defend may be given when a
summons has been issued, notwithstanding that the sum
mons has not been served upon the person giving notice of
intention to defend. or any other person.

RULE 7

GENERAL RULES AS TO PLEADINGS

7. (1) No pleading shall be :equired in an action unless
notice of intention to defend is delivered therein.

(2) (a) In every action in which notice of intention to
defend has been delivered, the plaintiff shall within 10 days
thereafter deliver particulars of claim.

(b) The defendant shall within 10 days after delivery of
the particulars of claim deliver a plea.

(c) A party may, consequent upon a pleading filed by
~o~er party to the action, deliver any further pleading
wlthm 10 days after the delivery of the preceding pleading:
Provided that no replication or subsequent pleading which
would be a mere joinder of issue or bare denial of allega-
tions in the previous pleading shall be necessary. -

(3) (a) Every pleading shall contain a clear 3.Ild concise
state~ent ?f the material facts upon which the party relies
for hIS claIm, defence or answer as therein set forth, with
sufficient particularity to enable the opposite party to reply
thereto.

(b} Every plea and subsequent pleading shall either
admit, or deny. or confess and avoid all the material facts
alleged in the pleading preceding it. or state which facts are
not admitted and to what extent.

(c) It shall not. be ,an objection to any further pleading
after a plea, that It raIses new matter. or that it consitutes a
departure from a previous allegation made bv the same
party and any such departure shall be deemed to be in the
alternative to any such previous allegation.

(4) Where damages are claimed. it shall not be necessarY
to state particulars or damage: Provided that- •

(a) the amount and nature of ~he dama2es claimed shall
be stated: and -

(b) the amount of any consequential loss claimed and the
alle2ed basis rherefof <;h~ll hp ""'0,4
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(5) (a) No further particulars may be requested for the
purposes of pleading and n~ ~xception may be taken. to any
pleading on the ground that It IS vague and embarrass1Og.

(b) (i) Where any pleading lacks averments which ~re

necessary to sustain an action or def7nce. the oppos~ng
party may within 10 days after receIpt ?f the pleadmg I

deliver an exception thereto and may cause It to be set down
for hearing.

(ii) The notice of exception shall clearly and concisely
specify the grounds upon which the exception is founded.

(6) A party who. despite. ~ue enq~iry a,nd ~ndeavour: is
unable to provide the requIsIte p~rtlculanty ~n a plea~mg
shall be entitled to state that fact m the pleadmg: PrOVIded
that-

(a) the party shall in the ple~ding specif¥ the ~espect in
which he is unable to furnIsh such partIculanty;

(b) the party shall by way of an addendum.to the pleadin.g
provide such particularity as soon as It comes to hIS
knowledoe. but in any case not later than six weeks
before th~ date of the trial; and

(c) a party who improperly cla~ms i~ a pleading t~at he is
unable to furnish such partlculanty shall be hable for
costs to the extent which the court may order.

0) The provisions of this rule shall not affect the powers
of a court in terms of rule 18.

(8) A court mav in its discretion order. or the parties
concerned mav aQ:ree, that anv action be tried without
pleadings: Pro~ided that the issues shall be defined in any
such order or agreement.

RULES

CLAIM IN RECONVENTION
8. A defendant may claim in reconvention against the

plaintiff. either alone or with any other person.

RULE 9

THIRD PARTIES

9. (1) If a party alleges that he is entitled to claim a
contribution or indemnification against any other person not
a party (hereinafter called a" third party") or that any issue
or question in the proceedings to which he is a party has
arisen or will arise between him and the third party and
should be determined in the proceedings. he may cause a
third party notice to be issued and served upon the third
party.

(2) In any third party notice the said question or issue
and, if any relief is claimed against the third party, the
grounds upon which such relief is claimed shall be stated in
the same manner as such grounds would be stated in parti
culars of claim.

(3) A third party notice may. after the close of pleadings.
or where the claim against or the issue or question with
regard to the third party is not a maritime claim, or the third
party is not otherwise amenable to the jurisdiction of the
court, be issued only with the leave of the court.

(4) A third party notice shall be accompanied by copies of
all the pleadings issued to date, but the pleadings shall not I
be annexed to the third party notice.

(5) (a) A third party shall be deemed to be a defendant to
any claim in the third party notice and may deliver any
pleadings accordingly.

(b) A third party may in any such pleadings raise any plea I
with regard to the claim of the plaintiff in the action. I

(c) Unless a third party in his pleadings expressly state~

the contrary, he shall be deemed to have agreed to be bouna
by any admission, agreement or compromise .m~de by.the
defendant with regard to the claim ot the plamnff aga10sl
the defendant.

(6) A third party or a defendant in reconventio.n may in
lik~ manner bring in further parties to be appr~pnately d~.
scnbed as, for instance, a tourth party or thIrd party In

reconvention and for the purposes of the proceedings any
such further party shall be deemed to be a third party.

RULE 10

CLOSE OF PLEADINGS

10. Pleadings shall be closed when the time has expired
for the delivery of any further pleading and no such plead
ing has been delivered, or when a pleading has been tiled
joining issue without the addition of any further pleading.

RULE 11

REQUEST FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

11. (1) At any time after the close of pleadings a party
may deliver a request for further particulars with regard to
the pleading of any other party to the action for the purpose
of enabling the party delivering the request to prepare for
trial.

(2) (a) Particulars may be requested of a denial or with
regard to any matter deemed to have been put in issue.

(b) It shall not be an objection to any such request that the
purpose of the request is to obtain an admission of a matter
placed in issue.

(3) Any answer to a request for further particulars shall
bin~ the party giving the ~nswer as against all parties to the
actIon and not only as agamst the party requestIng the parti
culars.

RULE 12

PRELlrvlL~ARY PROCEDURES

l~. (1) A court may at any time, whether before or 3.fter
the Issue of summons-

(a) make an order under section 5 (5) of the Act;

(b) make an order for the taking of the evidence of 3.nv
person named or otherwise identified (whether bv de
scription or otherwise) in the order. with reoard to anv
matter which ~ay be relevant in any acti;n COntem
plated or pendmg 3.nd mav in the said order"detine the
iss~es on which such evidence may be given and pre
scnbe the procedure for the giving of such evidence.

(2) (a) (i) A plaintiff or a defendant, whether in conven
tion or r~convention. or any ~h~d party may, after being
?erve~ with a summons or gIv10g or receiving notice of
1OtentIon to defend, or receiving a claim in reconvention or
a third party notice, request the party issuing or delivering
such docun:ent and ~ny. other opposite party to attend a
conference m terms ot thIS rule.

(iD For the purposes of .this rule. any plaintiff. ~my de
fendant who has gIven notIce of intention to defend or :lOV

third party wh~ has delivered 3.ny pleading shall be deemed
to be an OppOSIte party.

(b) At the said conference-

(i) the p~rty requirin~. the conference may require any
opposite party to Glsclose and make available 3.11 do
cume~ts and give such particulars as the opposite.
party IS then able to make available or oive as to the
claim or defence upon which the opposit~ party relies:
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(ii) any opposite party may in like manner require t~e

pany requiring the conference and any other.opposIte
pan~' present at the conferenc~ to disclose ~nd make
available all documents and give such particulars as
he is then able to make available or give concerning
his claim or defence;

(iii) any party may require any other part~· to disc.lo~e and
make available any documents and give any 1Oto~a

tion available which might be rele\'ant to a submiS
sion of the matter in dispute to arbitration,

(3) If any party fails to attend a conference pursuant to a
notice given in terms of subrule (2). any other pany may
apply to court for an order that the said party attend such
conference.

(4) At the said conference the parties shall ~isclose a~d

make available all the said documents and gIve the said
information.

RULE 13

DISCOVERY OF OOCUME.~S

13. (1) A party shall make discovery of documents-

(a) if any other party in an action so requires it after the
close of pleadings; or

(b) if so ordered bv a court in an application or an action,
whether before or after the close of pleadings in the
action.

(2) Any such notice or order-

(a) may specify the document or category or type of docu
ment to be disclosed;

(b) may limit the disclosure required thereby to docu
ments of a class stated therein or relating to issues
stated therein.

(3) Discovery of documents shall be made by the service
on the parties of an affidavit ~esc~bing with such parti~u

larity as may be necessary to IdentIfy the documents which
are relevant to the matters in issue then or which previously
were in the possession of the party making discovery or his
agent.

(4) Documents may be described as being contained in a
bundle referred to therein, in which case the pages of the
bundle shall be numbered consecutivelv and the number of
pages stated as part of the description. •

(5) After receiving a discovery affidavit, a party may
likewise require further and better discovery to be made in
accordance with this rule.

(6) Any document discovered may be inspected and co
pied by any party to the action.

RULE 14

PRE-TRIAL PROCEDURE

14. (l) A court may from time to time on the application
of any party make an order or orders with regard to anyone
or more of the following matters and may give directions for
the more effectual carrying out of its order: I

1(a) Requiring any person to answer any question on oath
either before a person to be nominated in the order, or 'I

on affidavit. or otherwise as the court may order-

(i) arising from the failure to anS'h'er, the inade
quacy of any answer to any request for further
particulars. or the failure to make any admis
sion requested in such a request, or for the pur
pose of amplifying any such answer;

(ii) arising from any dispute as to the adequacy
any discovery or" documents~

(b) ordering :my person who is not a party to the action
produce any document relating to any question whi<
may arise in the action which may be in his posse
sion and to permit the same to be copied~

(c) the admission of evidence in terms of section 6 (3) l

the Act;

Cd) the taking of evidence on commission:

(e) the reference of any matter to arbitration or to a reft
ree in terms of section 5 (2) (e) of the Act;

(f) the holding of any conference in accordance. subjel

to any modifications set out in the order or agreemen
with rule 37 of the Uniform Rules. in connection wit
any matters set out in the said rule or in the order (
the agreement of the parties;

(g) the restating or clarification of the issues: and

(h) the papers to be placed before the court for the pul
pose of the hearing.

(2) The parties may without any order agree on any mal
ter referred to in paragraph (a), (c), (f), (g) or (h) of subrul
(1).

(3) Any answer in terms of subrule (l) (a) (i) shall b
admissible against. but not in favour of the party giving it
unless the court at any time orders otherwise.

(4) An order with regard to any matter referred to il
paragraph (a), (d) or (f) of subrule (1) shall be made anI:
after the close of pleadings. unless the court in its discretiol
is of the opinion that an order should be made before thl
close of pleadings.

(5) Any agreement in terms of this rule and the proceed·
ings of any conference held in terms of rule 12 shall bt
recorded in writing and signed by the parti~s.

RCLE 15

TRIAL

15. The procedure in respect of setting down and hearin'
of any. trial shall. be in accordance with the procedure regu
lated m t~e Umfor:rn R~les and any rules regulating thl
conduct ot proceed1Ogs in the division in respect of whicl
the court is constituted. or as ordered bv the court. save tha
~he registrar. if he thi~ks 0c. or with the authority of a judgl
in chambers, may aSSign tlxed dates for any trial.

RCLE 16

APPLICATIONS

16. (1) Subject to the provisions of this rule. the provi,
sions of rule 6 of the Uniform Rules shall apply t~ applica,
tions.

(2) A notice of motion in an application on notice shall
state-

(a) the time within which the respondent shall deliver any
affidavits: . .

(b) the date for the hearing of the application.

(3) Unless otherwise stated in anv rule nisi. the affidavit
of any respondent or person called o'n to show cause shall be
tiled Jt least 10 days before the return date and anv affidavit
of the applicant shall be filed at l~ast tive Javs before the
return date. '
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RULE 17
VARIATION OF PERIODS OF TIME AND

NON-COMPLIANCE
17. (1) On the application of any person the court may

abrid2:e or extend any period of time and may advance or
postpone any date in respect of any matter for which a time
or date is laid down in these rules. the Uniform Rules as
applicable to admiralty proceedings. any notice, order of
court or otherwise.

(2) If any person has not complied with a notice given in
terms of these rules or the Uniform Rules, any interested
party may apply for an order that there be compliance with
the notice.

(3) (a) If any party has not complied with an order of
court. any interested party may apply for an order that the
claim or defence or participation in the action of any person
not so complying be set aside and struck out and that the
said person be dealt with as being in default.

(b) On any such application the court may so order. or
make such other order as to the court seems meet.

RULE 18

VEXATIOUS OR IRREGULAR PROCEEDINGS
18. (1) The court may strike out any proceedings which

are vexatious or an abuse of the process of the court.
(2) If it appears to the court on application that there have

been any irregular proceedings by any party or a non
compliance with the rules or any order of court, the court
may make such order as appears to it to be just with regard
to the said proceedings or non-compliance, including an
order that any such party be deemed to be in default. or that
judgment be given against any such party.

RULE 19

PROPERTY ARRESTED OR ATTACHED
19. (1) Any property arrested or attached shall be kept in

the custody of the sheriff or his deputy, who may take all
such steps as the court may order or as appear to him to be
appropriate for the custody and preservation of the propertv,
including the removal and storage of any cargo and the
removal. disposal and storage of perishable goods which
have been arrested or attached. or which are on board anv
ship which has been arrested or attached. ~

(2) In acting under subrule (1), the sheriff or his deputy
shall consult any person or persons who have procured the
arrest or att~chment of the property and shall act in
accordance WIth any relevant order of court.

(3) (a) The deputy-sheriff shall be entitled to reasonable
remuneration for effecting any arrest or attachment to found
or confirm jurisdiction and for an\' act done bv him in terms
of this rule.. .•

Cb) Anv such remuneration mav be less or £reater than the
corresponding remuneration in any tariff prescribed in the
Uniform Rules or elsewhere.

(4) Any property sold in terms of section 9 of the Act
shall be sold by such persons and on such terms and in such
manner as the court may order.

(5), The proceeds of any sale and any amount paid as
securIty or otherwise into court shall be invested in such
ma~ner as the parties may agree or as the court may order,
whIch order may be made notwithstandin2: the fact that the
panies have agreed otherwise. -

(6) (a) Any such proceeds or amounts shall be paid out in
such manner as the coun may order.

(b) The court shall make such order as to it seems meet
with regard to parties and procedure: Provided that anv such
proce~ds. ?r amo~nts shall be paid out in accordance with
rhf' nnnrlflPc nr"\1,rl .. rl :~ .k~ \_.

(c) Any person who has tiled with the registrar a notict
that he desires to be heard on an application for the payin~

out of such proceeds shall be entitled to notice of any appli
cation relating to any such payment.

RI;LE 20

FILL G. DELIVERY .\~D PREPARATION OF PAPERS
,20. (1) The re£istrar shall cause records to be kept in ;

convenient form-showing. separately from any record:
relating to any other proceedings in the division of which he
is registrar:

(a) Summonses and warrants issued in :md application:
which are. or are made with regard to, admiralty pro
ceedings;

(b) orders made in admiralty proceedings;

(c) any security or undertaking given in terms of sectiol
3 (10) of the Act:

(d) any notice under rule 3 (5) (c);

(e) any notice under rule 19 (6) (c);

If) generally. the records of proceedings pending or pro
ceeding before the court.

(::!) (a) The attorney for a party obtaining the issue of (
summons. warrant of arrest or third party notice. or gi.vin~

notice of intention to defend. shall file a power of attorne~

only if notice is given by any party requiring that such ,
power be filed.

(b) The filing of :1Oy written or telex authority shall be ,
sufficient compliance with such notice, but a formal powe:
of attorney shall be tiled within 30 days of the filing of an)
such authority.

(3) Every summons. third party notice and warrant-

ta) shall be signed by the attorney for the party causing i
to be issued or. if the party is not represented by ar
attorney and is a natural person, by the party an<
thereafter be signed and issued by the registrar:

(b) shall contain an address of the attorney or party sud
as is referred to in rule 17 (3) of the Uniform Rules.

(4) (a) If the parties are described J.S set forth in rule 2 (y
or if notice of intention to defend is £iven in an action if.
rem. the power of attorney may describe the parties as the..
are described in the action. but in that event there shall IX
filed with the power of attorney an undertaking by the attor·
ney t? pay any -:osts awarded agJ.inst the party represented
by hIm a~d a_ny dar:nages awarded against the said party
under section) (-!) or the .\ct. which shall be enforceable by
the other panies to the action.

tb) I i) If :my party is described as set fonh in rute :2 (3).
any other pany may. by notice. require the plaintiff or anv
defendant or third pany who has given notice of intention t~
defe,nd. to giv~ paniculars vf the identity of the party or
parties so descnbeJ.

rii) The pany receiving the said notice shall within 15
days of the receipt thereof give paniculars of the parties so
descr~bed by him..or of his identity if he is the party so
descnbed. but. subJe:.:t to any order of the court. the action
shall proceed notwithstanding the fact that the notice has not
been compiied with.

(c) The court may:,l[ any time order that securitv be £iven
: - __ ._ - - _... . _. - - - . I . • -
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(5) The title of the proceedings shall consist of a heading
indicatine the nature of the document, the name of the divi
sion of the Supreme Court of South Africa concerned. the
number assigned thereto by the registrar. the name of the
ship and the names of the parties and, if the proceedings are
or are in connection with an action, shall state whether the
action is an action in rem or in personam or in rem and in
personam.

(6) All documents filed shall bear the title of the proceed
ings and shall be filed with a filing sheet stating the nature
o(the document filed.

(7) Any pleading and any request for further particulars
and any reply thereto shall be signed by the party (if a
natural person) or an attorney and shall, if signed by an
attorney, also be signed by an advocate.

(8) (a) When any document is filed as part of the plead
ings, or as a request for particulars or reply thereto, in an
action or as part of the affidavits and papers in an applica
tion, it shall be accompanied by an index and the papers
delivered shall be numbered in accordance with the index.

(b) When a previous index has been filed in the proceed
ing, the person responsible for the delivery of the docu
ments shall continue the index as a running index in connec
tion with the documents delivered by him. so that all papers
filed and delivered shall. at all times, constitute a paged and
indexed series of documents.

. (9) When any amendment is deemed to have been agreed
to, or has been ordered to be made by the court in terms of
rule 28 of the Uniform Rules, the pleadings shall forthwith
be deemed to have been so amended notwithstanding the
fact that the amended page has not been delivered in terms
of rule 28 (9) of the said Rules.

(10) (a) Subject to the provisions of this rule, pleadings.
affidavits and a response to any notice shall be delivered or
made within 10 days after the pleading, affidavit or notice
to which they are an answer or response or, in the case of a
plea, after the giving of notice of intention to defend.

(b) The said time may be extended or abridged by
agreement or by an order of the court.

(c) Any party unreasonably refusing to agree to an exten
sion of time shall be liable to pay the costs occasioned by
any application arising out of any such refusal.

Cd) A pleading-or affidavit delivered out of time shall not
merely on that account be refused by the registrar or any
other party unless the court orders it to be struck out.

RULE 21

REPRESENTATIVE ACfIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF
LIABILITY

21. (1) For the avoidance of a multiplicity of actions the
court may, as to it seems meet, make an order that any
action pending before it be regarded as a test action and that
any other action to which one or more of the parties to the
~ction so pending are parties and in which the same ques
tIOns would arise, abide the result of the test action and mav
make any order as to the procedure and representation in th~
said action as to the court seems meet.

(2) Where any person claims to be entitled to a limitation
of liability referred to in paragraph (t) of the definition of I
"maritime claim" in section 1 (1) of the Act. the court may

give such directions as to it seems meet with regard to
procedure in any such claim. the staying of any other i
ceedings and the conditions for the consideration of
such claim, which may include a condition that s
amount as the court may order be paid to abide the resul
the consideration of the said claim, or that the claimanl
required to admit liability for all or any claims made aga
him, or any other condition as to the court may seem mee

RULE 22

EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN OF THE UN1FO~"1 RUL

22. Rules 8, 9,13,17,18,20--23,25,26,29,30,32.
43-+6 and 50--57 of the Uniform Rules shall, subject to
provisions of these rules, not apply to admiralty proce
ings.

RULE 23

D~CTIONSBYTHECOURT

23. (1) The court may in any admiralty proceedings ml
motu or on the application of any party or other per~

having a sufficient interest give any directions which t<
appear proper for the disposal of any matter before it.

(2) Any such direction may deviate from or supplem,
any provision of these rules, or of the Uniform Rules, or
any other rule relating to the division in question.

RULE 24

REPEAL OF RULES

24. (1) The rules made in terms of the Vice-Admira
Courts Act, 1863, and in force in terms of the Colon
Courts of Admiralty Act. 1890, read with section ~ (2)
the Act, are hereby repealed.

(2) These rules and the Uniform Rules shall apply
admiralty proceedings to the exclusion. but subject to t
provisions of these rules. of any other rule of court, and
the conduct after the commencement of these rules of pr
ceedings started before such commencement.

FIRST SCHEDULE-FOR.\-tS

FOR.\ll

SU~~ONS

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRlCA

FOR.\! ~

WARRA;-'L OF ARREST
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A P PEN D I X XII

MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT

(Right of suing on allotment notes)

(1 ) The person in whose favour an allotment not under this Act has
been made may, unless the seaman has forfeited or ceased to be
entitIed to the wages ou t of which the allotmen t is to be paid,
recover the sums alloted when and as the same are made payable, with
costs, fran the owner of the ship in respect of which the se aman was
engaged or from any agent of the owner who has authorized the
allotment, and the provisions of section one hundred and thirty-six
shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to any proceedings for such recovery:
Provided that the wife of a seaman, if she deserts her children or so
misconducts herself as to be undeserving of support from her husband
shall forfeit all rights to further paYments under any allotment made
in her favour.

(2) In any proceedings mentioned in sub-section (1) it shall be
sufficient for the claimant to prove that he is the person mentioned
in the allotment note and that the note was given by the owner or by
the master or the author ized agent of the owner or master, and the
seaman shall be presumed to be duly earning his wages unless the
contrary is shown to the satisfaction of the Cburt-

(a) in the case of a seaman serving on a foreign-going ship, by
the official statement of the change in the crew by the
seaman's absence, made and.signed by the master in terms of. (

sectlon one hundred and four i or

(b) by a certified copy of some entry in the official log-book,
or by a letter from the master, to the effect that the
seaman has left the ship; or

(c) by such other evidence as the Court in its discretion
considers sufficient to show that the seaman has ceased to
be entitled to the wages out of which the allotment is to
be paid.

(Proceedings for wages)

(1) A seaman or apprentice-officer, or a person dUly authorized by
him, may as soon as wages due to him by reason of his engagement in a
South African ship become payable sue for the same before any
magistrate's court wi thin whose area of juri sdiction the place at
which his service has been terminated is situated, or which by reason
of any other fact has jurisdiction in the matter; and no appeal shall
lie from any judgment given or order made by the court in the matter.

(2) Nothing in sub-section (1) contained shall increase the
jurisdiction of any magistrate's court as regards the amount which
may be claimed in any proceeding tried by the court.
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(property of deceased seaman may be recovered as wages)

The provisions of section one hundred and thirty-s ix shall apply,
mutatis mutandis, in respect of the property of a deceased seaman or
apprentice-officer.

(When owner not liable for whole damage)

(1) The owner of a ship, whether registered in the Republic of South
Africa or not, shall not, if any loss of life or personal injury to
any person, or any loss of or damage to any property or rights of any
kind, whether movable or immovable, is caused without his actual
fault or privity-

(a) if no claim for damages in respect of loss or damage to
property or rights arises, be liable for damages in respect
of loss of life or personal injury to an aggregate amount
exceeding an amount equivalent to two thousand six hundred
and thirty-fi ve gold franc for each ton of the ship's
tonnage; or

(b) if no claim for damages in respect of loss of life or
personal injury arises, be liable for damages in respect of
loss of or damage to property or rights to an aggregate
amount exceeding an amount equivalent to eight hundred and
fifty gold francs for each ton of a ship's tonnage; or

(c) if claims for damage s in respect of loss of life or
personal injury and also claims for damages in respect of
loss of or damage to property or rights arise, be liable
for damages to an aggregate amount exceeding an amount
equivalent to two thousand six hundred and thirty-five gold
franc for each ton of a ship I s tonnage: Provided that in
such a case claims for damages in respect of loss of life
or personal injury shall, to the extent of an aggregate
amount equivalent to one thousand seven hundred and eighty
five gold francs for each ton of the ship IS tonnage, have
priority over claims for damages in respect of loss of or
damage to property or rights, and, as regards the balance
of the aggregate amount equivalent to two thousand six
hundred and thirty-five gold francs for each ton of the
ship's tonnage, the unsatisfied portion of the first
mentioned claims shall rank pari passu with the last
mentioned claims.

(2) The provisions of this section shall extend and apply to the
owners, builders or other persons interested in any ship built at any
port or place in the Republic, from and inclUding the launching of
such ship until the registration thereof under the provisions of this
Act.

(3) The provisions of this section shall apply in respect of claims
for damages in respect of loss of 1 ife J personal injury and loss of
or damage to property or rights arising on a single occasion, and in
the application of the said provisions claims for damages in respect
of loss, injury or damage arising out of two or more distinct
occasions shall not be combined.
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(4) For the purpose of this section a gold franc shall be taken to
be a unit consisting of sixty-five and a half milligrams of gold of
millesimal fineness nine hundred.

(5) The Director-General may from time to time by notice in the
Gazette sPecify the amounts which for the purposes of this section
shall be taken as equivalent to two thousand six hundred and thirty
five and eight hundred and fifty gold francs, respectively.

(Tonnage how calculated)

(1) For the purpose of section two hundred and sixty-one the tonnage
of a ship shall be her gross register tonnage.

(2) There shall not be included in such tonnage any space occupied
by seaman or apprentice-officers and appropriated to their use which
has been certified by a surveyor to comply in all respects with the
requirements of this ACt.

(3) The measurement of such tonnage shall be-

(a) in the case of a South African ship, according to the law
of the Republic;

(b) in the case of a treaty ship registered elsewhere than in
the Republic, according to the law of the treaty country
where the ship is registered;

(c) in the case of a foreign ship, according to the law of the
Republic, if capable of being measured.

(4) In the case of any foreign ship, which is incapable of being
measured under the law of the Republic, the Minister shall, after
consideration of the available evidence concerning the dimensions of
the ship, give a certificate under his hand stating what would, in
his opinion, have been the tonnage of the ship if she had been duly
measured according to the law of the Republic; and the tonnage so
stated in such certificate shall, for the purpose of section two
hundred and sixty-one, be deemed to be the tonnage of the ship.

(Application of this Part to persons other than the owners)

(1 ) Any obligation imposed by this Part upon any owner of a ship
shall be imposed also upon any person (other than the owner) who is
responsible for the fault of the ship; and in any case where, by
virtue of any charter or lease, or for any other reason, the owner is
not responsible for the navigation and management of the ship, thilg
Part shall be construed to impose any such obligation upon the
charterer or other person for the time being so responsible, and not
upon the owner.

(2) For the purpose of section 261 the word "owner" in relation to a
ship shall include any charterer, any person interested in or in
possession of such ship, and a manager or operator of such ship.
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A P PEN D I X XlIII 1

SUMMONS

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

.....................DIVISION

EXERCISING ITS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

CASE NO:

NAME OF SHIP:

IN THE MATTER BETWEE~:

AND

Admiralty action Ut rem/in personam/in rem and in personam

To the above-named defendant:

TAKE NOTICE that the plaintiff claims against the defendant:

(Concise terms of the cause of action of the plaintiff)

PLAINTIFF

DEFE~DANT
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If you wish to defend the action, you must within ..•.••...••days give notice of

your intention so to defend. That notice must be served on the registrar and

on the plaintiff's attorney and must contain an address in accordance with rule

19 of the Uniform Rules.

If you do not give that notice within the time set out, or within any extended

time which the court may allow if you make application for an extension of time,

or if you do not thereafter deliver your plea or a claim in reconvention as provided

by the rules regulating the conduct of the admiralty proceedings, proceedings

may continue and jUdgment may be given against you without further reference

to you.

DATED at .•••••••••••••••••••this ••••.•..••..•.•..•...•....••..••.• day of .•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••

19•••••••

(Address in terms of Rule 17(3) of the Uniform Rules)

Plaintiff's attorney

To the sheriff or his deputy:

You are to effect service of this summons and return the original to the registrar

with your return of service.

Registrar

(In case of edictal citation the note to the sheriff or his deputy should be omitted

and the registrar's signature should follow immediately on that of the plaintiff's

attorney).

... .
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WARRANT OF ARREST

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

....................DIVISION

EXERCISING ITS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

CASE NO:

NAME OF SHIP:

IN THE MATTER BETWEEN:

PLAINTIFF

A~D

DEFENDANT

Admiralty action in rem/in personam/in rem and in personam

To the above-named defendant:

T.-\KE NOTICE that summons has been issued in the above-named action, and

that by the service of this warrant the

.....................................................................................................................

(here set out property - section 3(5) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation

Act, 1983)

is arrested and is to be kept in the custody of the sheriff or his deputy in terms
~ ,

of rule 19 of the rules regulating the conduct of the admiralty proceedings.

If you wish to obtain the release of the property from arrest, you may do so by

giving satisfactory security for the amount of the claim or the value of the
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property arrested, whichever is the lesser. In the event of a dispute as to the

security, you may make application to court for the resolving of that dispute.

You are also entitled to ask that the court impose conditions with regard to the

arrest.

Plaintiff's attorney

To the sheriff or his deputy:

You are authorised by the warrant of arrest to arrest and keep under arrest the

property named herein and you are hereby required duly to serve this warrant.
and return the original to the r~gistrar with your return of service.

Registrar
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

..............•. DIVISION

EXERCISING ITS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

CASE NO:

NAME OF THE SHIP:

In the matter be tween :

PLAINTIFF

and

rn.v.

Admiralty action in rem

CERTIFICATE IN TERM:> OF RULE 3 (3)

DEFENDANT

I, the undersigned, , an attorney of the SUpreme Court of

South Africa, •........... Division, practicing as such under the name of

................ (Full name and address of plaintiffs attorney), the Plaintiff's

attorney of record herein, do hereby certify that:
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1. To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the contents of this

certificate are true and correct. The source of my knowledge arises fran

instructions which I have received from (for example the

Plaintiff) .

2. The Plaintiff's claim is a maritime claim in terms of section 1 (1) (ii)

( ) of the Mmiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act No 105 of 1983.

3. The property sought to be arrested is the MV ••••••• , the property in

respect of which the claim lies.

4. The Plaintiff has not been able to obtain any security or undertaking from

the Defendant in respect of the claim.

5. This Honourable Court has Jurisdiction by virtue of Section 2 (1) of the

Admiral ty Jurisdiction Regulation Act No 105 of 1983 read wi th section 1

(1) (ii) ( ).

DATED at ........• this day of 19 .

. .. ... .. . . . . . . ... . . . . .. ... ..... . .....

(Plaintiff's Attorney)
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. DIVISION

EXERCISING ITS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION

CASE NO:

In the matter between:

APPLICANT

and

RESPODENT

In the matter of an Application
f or the attachment of the mv
. . . . . . . . . . to found and confirm
jurisdiction in an action in
personam.

NOTICE OF MOTION

TO: THE REGISTRAR OF THE ABOVE HONOURABLE COURT .

BE PLEASED TO TAKE NOTICE that on the day of 19.. , the above

named Applicant will move the above Honourable Court for an Order in terms of

the Order Prayed annexed hereto.
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KINDLY PLACE the matter on the Roll for hearing accordingly.

DATED at this day of 19 .

Full name and address

of Applicant's Attorney APPLICANT'S ATTORNEYS
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

DURBAN AND COSTAL LOCAL DIVISION

(EXERCISING ITS ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION)

CASE NO.:

NAME OF SHIP: MV

In the matter between:

Applicant

and

INC. Respondent

In the matter of an application for an

attachment to found jurisdiction and

other relief

ORDER

1 •

The Deputy Sheriff of this Court is authorized and directed

to attach all the interest of INC. in the
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at present lying in Durban Harbour, the

INC. in any charter in favour

INC. of the said vessel, the bunkers and

vessel MV _

interest of-----------
of------
shipping documents on the said vessel, .any freight payable

to INC. within the juri-sdiction of this Court,

and any other property of INC. wi thin the

jurisdiction of this Court, the said attachment being to

found jurisdiction in an action by the Applicant against

the Respondent in which the Applicant claims payment of the

total amount of Lit. - , interest and costs.

2.

All interested persons are called upon to show cause, if

any, before this Court on the - day of --- , 19 - at

09h30 why the order for the attachment should not be

confirmed.

3.

In terms of Section 5 (2) (c) of the Admiralty Jurisdiction

Regulation Act No. 105 of 1983 it is directed that any

attachment effected in terms of this order will be subject

to the condition that the property attached be released

from the said attachment if security in a form approved by

the Registrar be given for an amount of Li t. - together

with interest thereon at the legal rate and costs.

4.

(a) Leave is hereby granted to the Applicant to sue
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the Respondent by way of edictal citation for the

said amount of Lit. - together with interest

and costs.

(b) The said citation shall be in a form appropriate

for an action in personam.

(c) Service of the said citation shall be effected by

or on behalf of the Applicant upon the Respondent

Limited,

and at ----

by delivering a copy thereof to --------

INC. ,

(d) Notice of intention to defend the said action, if

any, is to be given wi thin 30 days of such

service.

(e) Thereafter the times for and manner of procedure

of the said action is to be governed by the Rules

f or proceeding wi th such an action in this

Honourable Court.

5.

A copy of this order

(a) Is to be served with a copy of the papers in this

application by posting same by registered post to

the Respondent at the addresses referred to

above; and
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(b) Is to be served on the Master of the vessel, MV

, at the tine of the said attachment.

6.

Any person wishing to oppose the confirmation of the

attachment and of the Rule Nisi issued in terms of

paragraph 2 hereof give notice of opposition at least seven

(7) days before the return day of the Rule Nisi and deliver

any affidavi ts in support of the said opposition when

giving such notice.

7.

Any person interested may anticipate the return date on

delivery of at least 48 hours notice of intention so to

anticipate.

8.

The costs of this application are to be costs in cause of

the said action.

DATED at DURBAN this - day of _ , 19 - .

ACT.ASST.

REGISTRAR OF THE SUPREME COURT
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A P PEN D I X XlIII 6

2000 Hamburg - . -1982

Telephon: (040) ---
Telegramm-Adresse:
Telex:------------
Telefax:
Gerichtskasten : --

Unser Zeichen

Antrag auf Erlass eines dinglichen Arrests

r Firma
2000 Hamburg - ,

vertreten durch ihren Vorstandsvorsitzenden
Herm ----------

- Antragstellerin -,
verfahrensbevollmaechtigte.:
Hae

9 e 9 e n

die B-- Company, Monrovia/Liberia,
vertreten durch die Company, Ltd.

, Athen/Griechenland,
- Antragsgegnerin -

Wir zeigen an, dass wir die Antragstellerin vertreten.

Streitwert: US$ 54.504,26 a DM 2,28 = DM 124.269,71.

-2-

next page: 354
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I. Arrestantrag

Namens der Antragstellerin beantragen wir - der Eile wegen ohne rnuendliche

Verhandlung und ohne Sicherheitsleistung -, den folgenden Arrestbeschluss

zu erlassen:

1 . Wegen der Forderung der Antragstellerin ven US$ 54.504,26 nebst 5\

Zinsen seit dern 15.4.1981 und der Kesten des Verfahrens wird der

dingliche Arrest in das irn Ausland befindliche Verrnoegen der

Schuldnerin angeordnet;

2. In Vollziehung dieses Arrestes wird die Pfaendung des der Schuldnerin

", zur Zeit im Hamburger Hafen, Wal tershof,

GmbH & Co. KG, angeordnet;

gehoerenden MS "A ---

Agent

3. Die Schuldnerin hat die Kosten dieses Verfahrens zu tragen;

4. Der Arrestbefehl ist der Schuldnerin auf diplornatischern Wege

zuzustellen.

II. Arrestanspruch:

1. Unter einer Zeitcharter vom 8. Mai 1981,

Anlage 1,

hatte die Antragstellerin das unter griechischer Flagge fahrende MS

"A _
" von der Antragstellerin gechartert. Aus dem als

A n 1 age 2

-3-
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beigefuegten Auszug aus dem "Lloyd' s Confidential Index" geht hervor,

dass die Antragsgegnerin eine Ein-Schiff-Gesellschaft ist, die von

der Firma Company, Ltd., Athen, vertreten wird.

Unter der c/p vom 8. Mai 1981 hatte die Antragstellerin das MS "A

-" van 1 4. Mai bis zurn 27. september 1981 gechartert. In der Zei t

vom 14. September 1981 bis 31. Maerz 1982 uebermittelte die

Antragstellerin der Antragsgegnerin insgesarnt 32 Einzelabrechnungen,

die als

Anlagenkonvolut 3

ueberreicht werden. Abgesehen von einer Rechnung fuer Bunker handelt

es sich dabei urn Vorschuesse und Auslagen zugunsten des

Sch if f seigners.

Unter dem 1. April 1982 schrieb die Antragstellerin die

Endabrechnung,

A n 1 age 4,

welche saemtliche Einzelabrechnungen umfasste. Nach dieser

Endabrechnung schuldete die Antragsgegnerin unter der c/p vom

8.5.1981 noch US$ 54.504,26.

Die Antragsgegnerin hat lediglich eine der oben erwaehnten 32

Einzelabrechnungen reklamiert. Mir Fernschreiben vam 2. Maerz 1982,

AnI age 5,

bat sie die Antragstellerin, den ihr mi t Rechnung vom 2. Februar 1982

be lasteten Betrag von DM 2.350, -- zu stornieren. Dieses ist

wunschgemeass geschehen. Am 4. Maerz 1982 hat die Antragstellerin

-4-
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eine Gutschrift (Credite Note),

AnI age 6,

ueber US$ 1.037,80 (Gegenwert von DM 2.350,-- plus Kornrnission)

erteilt. In der Endabrechnung vorn 1.4. 1982 ist diese Gutschrift

ueber US$ 1.037,80 als letzter Posten vor dern Surnrnenstrich

beruecksichtigt.

Nach Erledigung dieser Reklamation steht keiner der berechneten

Betraege mehr in Streit. Die in der Endabrechnung vorn 1.4. 1 982

(Anlage 4) zugunsten der Antragstellerin errnittelte Forderung von US$

54.504,26 ist also unstreitig. Dazu wird eine entsprechende

eidesstattliche Erklaerung des Herrn T. ------

Anlage 7

der bei der Antragstellerin mit der Bearbeitung der Charter des MS "A

" (c/p vam 8.5.1981) befasst war.

3. Nachdem sich bei den Einzelabrechnungen herausgestell t hatte, dass

die Antragsgegnerin rnit rnehr als US$ 50.000,-- irn SolI stand, hatte

die Antragstellerin im Marez 1982 ueber eine Akonto-Zahlung von US$

50.000,-- gebeten. Diese ist ausgeblieben.

Auch auf die am 5. April 1982 abgesandte Endabrechnung vorn 1. April

erfolgte keine Reaktion, so dass die Antragstellerin rnit

Fernschreiben vorn 5. Mai 1982,

AnI age 8,

die Antragsgegnerin mahnen lies s. Die Mahnung blieb bis heute ohne

Erfolg.

-5-
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4. Dieses Verhal ten der Antragsgegnerin gibt zu der Besorgnis Anlass,

dass der unstreitige Betrag von US$ 54.504,26 nicht mehr bezahlt

werden solI. Diese Befuerchtungen werden durch die folgende

En twicklung bestaerkt:

Das der "Ein-Schiff-Gesellschaft" B ------- Company, Monrovia/

.. (ex "A ") fuer den 20./31.

Liberia gehoerige (vgl. Lloyd' s Confidential Index, Anlage 1) MS itA

11 liegt ausweislich des Taeglichen Hafenberichts vom 14.

Mai 1982,

AnI age 9,

seit dem 24. April 1982 im Hamburger Hafen. Auf dem Markt wird es

inzwischen als MV "A _

Mai als verfuegbar angeboten,

AnI age 10.

Offensichtlich steht also ein Verkauf des MS itA ----- " und dami t

die Aufloesung der B Company bevor. Dieses wuerde es der

Antragstellerin erschweren, wenn nicht sogar unrnoeglich machen, ihre

unstrei tige Forderung noch durchzusetzen. Zur Sicherung ihrer

Ansprueche durch den beantragten Arrest ist daher hoechste Eile

geboten.

Ill. Arrestgrund.

Der Arrestgrund ergibt sich aus Paragraph 917 ZPo. Wegen des

bevorstehenden Verkaufs von MS "A ----- It und der darni t verbundenen

Aufloesung der Antragsgegnerin ist zu besorgen, dass ohne Verhaengung des

-6-
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Arrests die Vollstreckung des Urteils verei tel t wuerde (Paragraph 91 7

Abs.1 ZPO).

lm uebrigen muesste ein in der Hauptsache ergangenes Urteil im Ausland

vollstreckt werden (Paragraph 917 Abs.2 ZPO). Die Antragsgegnerin

unterhael t weder einen Liniendienst zu deutschen Haefen, noch ziehen

irgendwelche deutsche Agenten regelmaessig Frachten oder andere Betraege

fuer sie ein.

Die Arbitargeklausel (Klausel 17, Zeile 104 der Anlage 1) ist auf den

geltend gemachten AAnspruch nicht anzuwenden, denn die

Schiedsgerichtsklausel setzt einen "dispute" voraus. Ein solcher "dispute"

besteht zwischen den Parteien jedoch nicht. Der Anspruch der

Antragstellerin ist unstreitig. Nach englischem Recht, das wegen der

verinbarten Arbi trage London den Vertrag ergaenzt, ist bei unstrei tigen

Forderungen ein "dispute" nicht gegeben. Dieses ergibt sich aus dem

Handbuch ueber die Arbi trage von Gill,

A n I age 11.

Selbst wenn man von einem "dispute" ausgehen woll te, hindert die

Arbi trage-Klausel nicht, dass der Arrest erlassen wird. Paragraph 917

Abs.2 ZPO setzt nach seinem Wortlaut nicht voraus, dass ein deutsches

Urtei I oder ein deutscher Schiedsspruch im Ausland vollstreckt werden

muesste. Dies ergibt auch der Sinn der Vorschrift. Bei Absatz 2 des

Paragraph 917 darf man nicht auf die Herkunft des Ti tels abstellen. "Der

Zewck der Vorschrift besteht nicht darin, die Autoritaet deutscher Urteile

zu wahren, sondern darin, dem Glaeubiger die mit einer

-7-
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Auslandsvollstreckung verbundenen Schwierigkei ten zu ersparen"

(Stein/Jonas/Grunsky, ZPO, 1981, Paragrapgh 917 Rdnr 17 und LG Bremen,

Beschluss vom 19.12.1978, Az.11-T-21/1978). Das muss jedenfalls dann

gel ten, wenn ein Gericht oder Sc~iedsgericht eines EWG-Staates in der

Hauptsache entscheidet - hier: England.

Die Zustaendigkeit des angerufenen Gerichts ergibt sich aus Paragraph 23

ZPO, da sich Vermoegen der Schuldnerin, die im Inland keinem Wouhnsi tz

hat, in Hamburg befindet.

Rechtsanwalt
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Appendix XlIII 7

Landgericht Hamburg
-Kammer 2 fUr Handelssachen-

2000 Hamburg 36. de11
S1evekingplatz 1,
Z1v11juatizgeb~uda

A r res t be! e h 1

In der Sache

der F1rma

2000 Hamburg ,
vertreten durch ihren Vorstacd5Vorsitz!nc~

Hern

?rozeBbevollm~chti~t:RAcht!~ta

g e g e n

die

Monrov1a/L1beria,
Yertreten durch die Co:pany, Ltd. J

Athen,
Republik Griechenland,

-Schuleerin-
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- 2 -

Die OlKub1gerin hat ang.blieh .ine Ford_rung 111 H~ha TOll

US-Dollar 54.504,26 nebat 5 " Zin.en I.it de. 1'. April 1981
und Xoaten aU5 Y'orsehUslen, Auala.gen und Bunker !Ur di.

Sehuldntril1 als EigentUaerin des XS ". ".

Vegan dieaer angeblichtn Forderun& uad etaer Ioatlnpauachal.
von IM 10.000,-- Yird dtr

d1ng11eh. Arrest
zur H~he yon

~t!che Mark 134.269,71

(in )I,'orten Deut.che Xa.rk e1.nhund.rtY1erund
dreiSigtauaend%wtihundertaeun
undsech%ig 71/100)

in daa iJl Inland be!indliche Yer:a6gen dtr Schulcmtrin

angeo"rdnet.

Au.!grund dieses Arrest.ea yird. die P!Indung dea dtr

~chuldneri~ geh~r1gen Sehi!!es MS •
zur Zeit 1m Hambu=ger Haten, Walter!.ho!,

Agent: <abH & Ca. KO.,

",

angeo:-dnet. so~ern cas Schiff in ei.:lem Haten 11tKt u:nd

sich nicht aut der Reise be!indet.

Durch Hin'terlegung von !:M 134.269,71 rlrd di. Yolln.hung
dieses ~stes ge~mm't und der SChulcmer zu dell Antrag a~

Authecung de. ~11%og~~ Arrestes be~chtigt.

Die Schuld:lerin hat cUe Xosten diesea V8r!~a :u tragen.

Der Streitvert viNi au..! tM 65.000,- :!eatg.setrt.

Der Yors1ttende

Yorsitzender Richter
aJI Landger1cht
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A P PEN D I X XIV

P&l Associates (Pty) Ltd
Reg. No.; 57113509107

Protecllng and Indemnity
Club Representatives
Marine Surveyors
Claims Adlustors
Cargo Superintendents

The Owners of the cargo
shipped on ,he vessel I;

C/o
6 Street
8001 CAPE TOWN

10th floor
Aenfreioht House
<41 Victoria Embankment
Durban 4001
Squth Africa

..

PO Box 3814.Durban 4000
Telex 6-20964SA
Tal8Qrams PANDI

T4lephone:

National (031) 3'280913
International + 27313280913

Telefax(031) 3'24.455

Br'anches at: Johannesburg
Cape Town Port Elizabeth
East London Rlchllrds a,y
Represented in:
Saldanha Bay
Walvis Bay
Maputo and Beira

Date

th October, 1988

Dear Sirs,

Our reI

/CJG/RB

Your ral

LET T E R OF U N D E R T A KIN G

m.v. 11 11 : AT DURBAN : SEPTEMBER, i 98&
BILLS OF LADING NOS. /DURBAN M2, M3 AND M5
DATED i~ T ON 5TH SEPTEMBER, 1988

We refer to ~he claim which you intend to institute against the owners of the ;71.'1 •

•'11 (the owners) as outlined above.

In consider a tion of your refraining from arresting or a ttacrung the .,
in respect of such claim and in further consideration of your refraining :rom
at~aching or arresting, in any jurisdiction, the said vessel or any other vessel or
property in ~he same or associated ownership or management in connection ',lIith
such claim, (other than for purposes of execution after judgment has been obtained
and without prejudice to any rights you may enjoy to apply lO court in terms et
Section 5 (2) (d) of Act 105 of 1983) we, P &. I ASSOCIATES (PTY) ~ TD., Durban,
being duly authorised hereto by 0:
(hereinafter referred to as the CLUB) and the owners and acting for both as agents
only I do hereby:

1. On behalf of the CLUB undertake that it will make ~ayment ~o IOU of all sums
being due to you as damages and costs;

1.1 for which the owners may be found liable in respect of ~he said ~!alm

pursuant to a judgment of THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRIC.-\
DURBAN AND COAST· LOCAL DIVISION, or if any judgment of the said
Division is taken on appeal pursuant to the judgment of such appeal court;
or

1.2/ .
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2

1.2 which may be agreed by the owners as being due to you in respect of the
said claims,

wi thin 21 days of such judgment or agreementj

Provided always that our total liability hereunder shall not exceed the sum of
~25 000.00 (TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND RAND) in respect of the capital claim
and the sum of R5 000.00 (FIVE THOUSAND RAND) in respect of costs as
taxed or agreed.

2. On behalf of the owners;

2.1 Submit to the jurisdiction of THE SUPREME COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA,
DURBAN AND COAST LOCAL DIVISION for the hearing and determination
of the said claimj and

2.2 Appoint the offices of P&l ASSOCIATES (PTY) LTD., lath floor
Renfreight House, 41 Victoria Embankment, Durban at which they will
accept service of any process instituting legal proceedings in respect of
such claim.

3. en behalf of the CLUB:

Submit :0 :he ;urisdiction of THE 5UPRE.ViE COL;RT OF SOUTH AFRIC,I\
DURBAN AND COA':-;- LOC.4..L DIVISION, for the purposes of enforcement
of this L.etter of Undertaking only; and

- ...,
) .... For such purposes only, appoint the offices of ? & r ASSOCIATES (PTY)

LTO., Durban at whic:, they will accept service of any process instituting
legal proceedings in respect of such claim ior enforcement hereof.

4. -:-i1is undertaking:

~. ~ [s given in terms of Section 3 (la) (a) of Act l05 of i 983 and shall be
governed by South .African Lawj

~.2 Is not transferable :0 any third party other than to cargo underwriters
under subrogation: ~or shall it stand as security :or any other claim or
claimant, notwithstanding :he provisions of Section It (9) of Act 105 of
1983;

i.L.3 is furnished wi·hout acmission of liability and without prejudice to ·he
rights and/or defences of :he owners in respect of such claims;

u.!LI .
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4.4 Shall not be construed to deprive owners of any right to claim limitation of
liability provided for in any contract, statute or convention, however,
owners hereby waive any right to aver that the issuing of this Letter of
Undertaking shall not, in itself, interrupt any time bar or prescriptive
period which may otherwise have been applicable to the claim;

4.5 Shall be r"eturned to us for cancellation against payment hereunder or in
the event of your said claim falling away, being withdrawn or being agreed
or found, on application of owners, to be invalid; and

4.6 Shall not prejudice your rights in terms of Section 5 (2) (d) of Act 105 of
19&3 to apply to a competent Court for an increase in the security
provided herein upon good cause shown and to arrest the: ".
or any other property in pursuance of that right.

DATED AT THIS DAY OF 198&

Yours faithfully,
P &. I ASSOCIATES (PTY) LTO

DIRECTOR
As agents only
For and on behalf of

and
The DEFENDANT

of
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